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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.1.1 Reference: Exhibit B-1, ICBC 2021 RRA Chapter 3
Section A.2 – Figure 3.1 – Summary of the Components of Required Premium, pages 3-4
to 3-5
Comparative Summary of Components of Required Premium
Preamble: In the referenced Chapter, ICBC states:
10. A summary of the components of the required premium for PY 2021 is
provided in Figure 3.1 below. The figures in this table reflect a 23-month policy
period and therefore should not be compared to those of prior years without
annualizing the amounts. However, Figure 3.3 provided below summarizes these
components on a per policy basis, and can be used for comparison purposes.
Please provide an updated Figure 3.1 that includes the dollar amounts for the following
columns:
1. Required Premium PY 2019
2. Required Premium PY 2020
3. Required Premium PY 2021-1
4. Required Premium PY 2021-2
5. Total Required Premium PY 2021-1 and 2021-2
Response:
The requested amounts can be found in the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix A.1.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.2.1 Reference: Exhibit B-1, ICBC 2021 RRA Chapter 4 – Appendix
4A
Section B – Overview and Context, page 4A-3
ICBC’s Financial Position
Preamble: In the references Appendix, ICBC states:
10. Over the last several years, with the rising trend in the number of customers
retaining legal counsel, increasing costs of litigation, and higher awards and
settlements for minor injury claims, the full tort system had reached the point
where it was no longer sustainable or providing affordable insurance coverage for
British Columbians. This includes ICBC incurring a $1.3 billion net loss in the
2017/18 fiscal year and a $1.2 billion net loss in the 2018/19 fiscal year. RAAP and
Enhanced Care are significant steps to addressing the rising cost of claims.
Please provide a copy of ICBC’s audited financial statements for the 2017/18, 2018/19,
and 2019/20 fiscal years.
Response:
ICBC’s audited consolidated financial statements are included in the Annual Service Plan
Reports and are available for download on our website (www.icbc.com).
Below are the specific links for ICBC’s audited consolidated financial statements:


2017/18 Annual Service Plan Report (pages 31 to 99)



2018/19 Annual Service Plan Report (pages 33 to 105)



2019/20 Annual Service Plan Report (pages 35 to 110)
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.2.2 Reference: Exhibit B-1, ICBC 2021 RRA Chapter 4 – Appendix
4A
Section B – Overview and Context, page 4A-3
ICBC’s Financial Position
Preamble: In the references Appendix, ICBC states:
10. Over the last several years, with the rising trend in the number of customers
retaining legal counsel, increasing costs of litigation, and higher awards and
settlements for minor injury claims, the full tort system had reached the point
where it was no longer sustainable or providing affordable insurance coverage for
British Columbians. This includes ICBC incurring a $1.3 billion net loss in the
2017/18 fiscal year and a $1.2 billion net loss in the 2018/19 fiscal year. RAAP and
Enhanced Care are significant steps to addressing the rising cost of claims.
Please provide ICBC’s projected Statement of Financial Position, Statement of
Operations, Statement of Comprehensive Income (Loss), Statement of Changes in
Equity, and Statement of Cash Flows for the following fiscal years:
1) 2020/21 Outlook
2) 2021/22 Forecast
3) 2022//23 Forecast
4) 2023/24 Forecast
Response:
Please refer to the ICBC’s 2020/21 – 2022/23 Service Plan, tabled in February 2020, for ICBC’s
last Service Plan forecast, which provides a forecast up to the end of the 2022/23 fiscal year.

The 2021/22 to 2023/24 Service Plan will not be available until after it is tabled on
April 20, 2021.
Forecast information in the Service Plan consists of the corporate “Summary Financial Outlook”
and “Operating Costs by Nature”. The additional financial statements listed in the preamble are
not provided for financial forecasts. For the latest financial statements of actual results which
include all the statements listed above in the preamble, please refer to ICBC’s 2019/20 Annual
Service Plan Report.
For forecast information on ICBC’s Basic insurance line of business, please refer to the
response to information request 2021.1 RR RM.2.2.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.3.1 Reference: Exhibit B-1, ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 3
Section B.5 - Materiality Standard, page 3-25 to 3-26;
Section B.6 - Conclusion, page 3-26;
Appendix 1A, page 1A-2
Deferring Variances until the next RRA
Preamble: In the referenced Chapter, ICBC States:
55. The materiality standard is judged by the actuary from the point of view of the
user. Based on the considerations discussed above, an annual amount of $30
million or $57.5 million for the 23-month policy period (equivalent to
approximately 1% of the annualized required premium) was selected as the
materiality standard for the analysis in this Application. This is updated from the
$17 million (0.5 percentage point of rate) used in the 2019 RRA.3.1
56. This Chapter provides the analysis and details supporting the overall Basic
rate change of -15% including the government directed capital build provision of
11.5 ppts of rate. The introduction of Enhanced Care significantly reduces PY 2021
claims costs where more of a customer’s premium will be spent on care and
recovery benefits for claimants and less on the legal costs and expenses that are
covered under the current tort model. The new model should also bring stability
into forecasting costs over the long term as the new product is expected to
eliminate many of the costs that have driven unexpected rate changes in prior
years. However, in the short term, there is uncertainty in the estimation of overall
costs for the new product and how it will be utilized in BC; ICBC and EY have
relied on available information and all analysis reflects their best estimates and is
in accordance with accepted actuarial practice in Canada. ICBC will gain more
information on the costs associated with the new model over the next few years
as BC transitions to the new Enhanced Care model. This information will include,
for example, changes in customer behaviour and cost pressures that are unique
to BC. Since ICBC operates in a closed system, any forecast variance between
this initial cost estimate and future emergence will flow into Basic capital and any
changes to on-going trends will be accounted for in subsequent RRA’s.
In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
7. Interim rate approvals allow the BCUC to readjust rates, if necessary, back to
the date they were made interim. If the BCUC’s final decision determines a Basic
insurance rate to be other than as sought in this Application, ICBC proposes that,
in recognition of the closed system in which rate setting occurs, and excepting
the adjustments to the Enhanced Care rebates as directed by government and
described in Section A.2 above; the difference be deferred until implementation of
the approved Basic insurance rate arising from the next RRA on December 15,
2022.
Please describe the implications of moving from a $17.0 million (0.5% of annualized
premiums) materiality used in the 2019 RRA for a 12-month policy period to a $30 million
(1% of annualized premiums) materiality used for the 2021 RRA for a 23-month policy
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period? Please explain if this change to materiality impacts the accuracy of the 2021 PY
rate indication to any significant degree?
Response:
ICBC confirms that the accuracy of the PY 2021 rate indication is not impacted by the change in
materiality standard.

The significance of the application of a materiality standard is two-fold. As discussed in the
Application, Chapter 3, Section B.5, it relates to both approximations used in the course of the
work, and to errors or omissions that are found after the completion of the work. At a high level,
there are minimal implications of a change in materiality standard on the regulatory process as
the materiality standard provides a guideline used as part of an actuary’s work. ICBC will
continue to bring forward errors and omissions to the BCUC if and when those occur, as well as
document any meaningful approximations that are used within the actuarial analysis.

The

change in the materiality standard was made because the previous materiality standard was
judged to be too tight, and also to better align the materiality standard used in the Application
with the materiality standards used in other work, such as the annual Policy Liability Valuation
conducted by ICBC’s Appointed Actuary, and the External Audit of the financial statements.

The detailed implications of moving to a higher material standard are further discussed below.

First, in relation to approximations, the Standards of Practice (SoP) of the Canadian Institute of
Actuaries, Section 1410 explains that "like materiality, to which it is related, approximation
pervades virtually all work" and that "an approximation is appropriate if it reduces the cost of,
reduces the time needed for, or improves the actuary’s control over, work without affecting the
result". Approximation may include simplification of a complex reality into a less complicated
model, but does not include omission of assumptions or elements of the methodology.

As an example, in this Application, the PY 2021 required premium and projected premium at
current rate level are set to the sum of the amounts for the two policy periods (PY 2021-1 and
PY 2021-2 as defined in the Application, Chapter 3) rather than discounting each period to the
midpoint of PY 2021. This approximation makes presentation of information in the Application
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more straightforward and comparable to the structure used in prior revenue requirements
applications (RRAs) without sacrificing the accuracy of the results.

Other approximations are used in the Application due to lack of ICBC historical claims data
under the Enhanced Care model. As an example, the Loss and ALAE payment pattern analysis
in the Application, Appendix Set F, relies on an algebraic formula which is used to convert the
fiscal loss year paid development factors to policy year factors.

Second, in relation to errors or omissions that may exist and which are found subsequent to the
completion of the work, the materiality standard provides guidance to the actuary regarding the
appropriate course of action. This is explained in the actuarial SoP, Section 1240, which states
that materiality is "judged from the point of view of the user" so that "an omission,
understatement, or overstatement is material if the actuary expects it to affect either the user’s
decision-making or the user’s reasonable expectations". In the context of the RRA, the BCUC is
relying on the actuarial work to make the main decision as to whether the indicated rate change
should be approved.

If an error or omission within the actuarial analysis is discovered and its impact on the result is
above the materiality threshold, there is a range of responses that ICBC could undertake. In the
case where the error is confined to one or two pages, ICBC could file an erratum for the
impacted pages along with the estimated impact on the required premium and rate change to
cover costs. However, if the impact of the discovered error or omission is more pervasive in the
Application, ICBC may need to refile the entire actuarial analysis supporting a revised indicated
rate change.

If an error or omission is discovered that is under the materiality threshold, ICBC will continue to
provide disclosure to promote transparency, clarity, and contribute to decisions for the users of
the work. This may be done through filing a separate erratum, or in response to information
requests for related information. BCUC would have the ultimate decision as to how that error or
omission should be handled.

ICBC is confident that the process followed, the care taken, and the review provided in the
preparation of the Application minimize the likelihood that a material error would be discovered
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in the actuarial analysis. ICBC follows a high quality review process involving several qualified
actuaries in addition to the filing actuary, and the Application is reviewed by ICBC’s external
actuary to ensure that the rate indication is calculated in accordance with accepted actuarial
practice. Changing the materiality threshold has no impact on the time, effort, and precision that
are undertaken to develop the rate indication.

Overall, the change in materiality standard in the Application does not imply there is an increase
in likelihood or magnitude of errors within the actuarial work. Rather the change is to better
align with other reports, promote consistency across the organization, and ensure efficiency
within the regulatory process.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.3.2-3 Reference: Exhibit B-1, ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 3
Section B.5 - Materiality Standard, page 3-25 to 3-26;
Section B.6 - Conclusion, page 3-26;
Appendix 1A, page 1A-2
Deferring Variances until the next RRA
Preamble: In the referenced Chapter, ICBC States:
55. The materiality standard is judged by the actuary from the point of view of the
user. Based on the considerations discussed above, an annual amount of $30
million or $57.5 million for the 23-month policy period (equivalent to
approximately 1% of the annualized required premium) was selected as the
materiality standard for the analysis in this Application. This is updated from the
$17 million (0.5 percentage point of rate) used in the 2019 RRA.3.1
56. This Chapter provides the analysis and details supporting the overall Basic
rate change of -15% including the government directed capital build provision of
11.5 ppts of rate. The introduction of Enhanced Care significantly reduces PY 2021
claims costs where more of a customer’s premium will be spent on care and
recovery benefits for claimants and less on the legal costs and expenses that are
covered under the current tort model. The new model should also bring stability
into forecasting costs over the long term as the new product is expected to
eliminate many of the costs that have driven unexpected rate changes in prior
years. However, in the short term, there is uncertainty in the estimation of overall
costs for the new product and how it will be utilized in BC; ICBC and EY have
relied on available information and all analysis reflects their best estimates and is
in accordance with accepted actuarial practice in Canada. ICBC will gain more
information on the costs associated with the new model over the next few years
as BC transitions to the new Enhanced Care model. This information will include,
for example, changes in customer behaviour and cost pressures that are unique
to BC. Since ICBC operates in a closed system, any forecast variance between
this initial cost estimate and future emergence will flow into Basic capital and any
changes to on-going trends will be accounted for in subsequent RRA’s.
In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
7. Interim rate approvals allow the BCUC to readjust rates, if necessary, back to
the date they were made interim. If the BCUC’s final decision determines a Basic
insurance rate to be other than as sought in this Application, ICBC proposes that,
in recognition of the closed system in which rate setting occurs, and excepting
the adjustments to the Enhanced Care rebates as directed by government and
described in Section A.2 above; the difference be deferred until implementation of
the approved Basic insurance rate arising from the next RRA on December 15,
2022.
3.2 Given the transition to an Enhanced Care insurance model and the associated
uncertainty with forecasting claims and costs for the PY 2021, please explain if ICBC
views there being any potential benefits to rate stability associated with deferring the
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variances between forecast and actual amounts in the 2021 RRA and accounting for
these variances in subsequent RRAs.
3.3 Please explain if ICBC has any concerns with respect to potential intergenerational
equity issues associated with deferring the variances between forecast and actual
amounts in the 2021 RRA and accounting for these variances in subsequent RRAs.
Response:
ICBC notes that the deferral of variances discussed in the Application, Chapter 1, Appendix 1A,
and quoted in the preamble to this information request, relates to the difference between the
rates proposed by ICBC in the Application and the final rates determined by the BCUC.

Please see the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.1.1 in which ICBC has made
an alternative proposal if the BCUC’s final decision determines a Basic insurance rate to be
other than as sought in this Application. The proposal requests that the variance between the
final and interim rates be deferred to April 1, 2022 rather than the 2023 Revenue Requirements
Application (RRA).

For a relatively small difference, the deferral of such a variance would provide the benefit of
stable and predictable rates (in this case, by avoiding a refund or extra billing) with a small cost
(or benefit) to be borne by Basic capital. ICBC believes that the impact to Basic capital from
deferring any variance from interim to final rates, as well as the rate differential deferred to a
later date, does not pose a meaningful concern with respect to intergenerational equity, given
the short term deferral period and that the difference to be deferred will likely be relatively small.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.4.1 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 3
Section A.1 – Introduction, page 3-3
COVID-19 Impacts to the 2021 RRA
Preamble: In the referenced Chapter, ICBC states:
4. While COVID-19 has had significant impacts on ICBC’s claims costs and
premium revenues since March 2020, ICBC is assuming that for policies issued
May 1, 2021 and subsequent, costs and premium revenues will have returned to
pre-COVID-19 expected trends. Any historical data that may have been influenced
by the pandemic has been removed from any trending analysis; therefore, COVID19 has had no impact on the PY 2021 rate indication. The details of this
assumption are further discussed in Appendix E.0.
Please explain if ICBC has undertaken any research of whether other Canadian Auto
Insurance companies have included COVID-19 impacts in their respective revenue
requirement applications for 2021/22? If yes, please summarize ICBCs research findings.
If not, please explain why not.
Response:
A summary of ICBC’s research on the response of other insurers to the COVID-19 pandemic
can be found in the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.3.2.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.4.2 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 3
Section A.1 – Introduction, page 3-3
COVID-19 Impacts to the 2021 RRA
Preamble: In the referenced Chapter, ICBC states:
4. While COVID-19 has had significant impacts on ICBC’s claims costs and
premium revenues since March 2020, ICBC is assuming that for policies issued
May 1, 2021 and subsequent, costs and premium revenues will have returned to
pre-COVID-19 expected trends. Any historical data that may have been influenced
by the pandemic has been removed from any trending analysis; therefore, COVID19 has had no impact on the PY 2021 rate indication. The details of this
assumption are further discussed in Appendix E.0.
Please explain whether ICBC has provided any scenarios to its Executive and Board of
Directors with respect to COVID-19 impacts on financial forecasts for the 2021/22 fiscal
year? If yes, please provide 1) a summary of the COVID-19 financial scenarios 2) the
indicated rate change for 2021 for each scenario and 3) why ICBC elected not to reflect
these scenarios in its 2021 RRA. If not, please explain why not.
Response:
At the time of the rate analysis used for the Application, there was no favourable or
unfavourable impact from COVID-19 included in financial forecasts beyond fiscal year 2020/21
that were provided to ICBC’s Board of Directors. ICBC did provide to the Board four plausible
scenarios for the COVID-19 impacts. However, the impact analysis undertaken produced a
range of estimates for the current fiscal year ending March 31, 2021 only, whereas impacts
beyond the current fiscal year were not assessed given the wide range of uncertainty. The
response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.3.2 indicates that ICBC’s best estimate
assumption of a zero percentage point impact was based on those four plausible scenarios.
The indicated rate change was only derived for the set of best estimate assumptions and no
other rate indications using various combinations of alternative plausible assumption sets were
developed. Only the assumptions that are judged by the actuaries to be best estimates were
included in the calculation of the filed indicated rate change.
The response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.3.2 discusses ICBC’s updated
assessment of COVID-19 impacts that reflect additional information that has become available
since the actuarial work underlying the Application was completed.

A neutral impact from

COVID-19 on the financial forecast and indicated rate change was considered to be a
reasonable estimate for the time period beyond fiscal year 2020/21 based on the information
available at the time the indications were derived.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.5.1 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 3
Section B.1.1 Medical Rehabilitation (MR):
Figure 3.6 MR Severity, pages 3-14 to 3-15
Medical Rehabilitation Severity
Preamble: In Figure 3.6, ICBC presents a graph of the MR Severity history and
projections for the 2021 PY.
Please explain why the MR severity projections used in the PY 2021-1 and 2021-2 rate
indications appear to have a much steeper slope than the adjusted historic severity?
Response:
The Application, Chapter 3, Figure 3.6, presents the projected estimate of Policy year 2021 (PY)
Medical Rehabilitation (MR) severity under Enhanced Care.

The forecasted estimates are

based on historical data from Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) (shown as the grey dots in the
figure), adjusted to reflect differences between MPI and ICBC (shown as the black dots in the
figure). The forecasted PY 2021 points (shown as the blue diamond and blue triangle in the
figure) are trended forward using ICBC’s severity trend for its current MR coverage rather than
using MPI’s adjusted historical data shown in Figure 3.6. The main reason for the difference in
the selected trend (steeper slope) versus the trend supported by MPI’s historical data is a
difference in how ICBC handles the inflationary trend compared to MPI.

As explained in the Application, Chapter 3, paragraph 34, MPI restates their historical severity
figures to reflect current benefit levels, by adjusting for known inflationary increases in costs and
overall limits to bring all historical data to the same level. This means the discernable trend
within the historical severity data points only reflects non-inflationary items such as change in
the mix of claimants and change in the utilization of types of medical treatment over time. MPI
then adds a separate inflationary trend adjustment to their final selected severity trend in their
projection.
In contrast, ICBC’s severity trend selected for future years based on the trend of the current MR
coverage, accounts for both changes in mix and inflationary trend. ICBC does not make an
additional inflationary trend adjustment, but rather includes it within its severity trend selection.
Therefore, the steeper slope in the severity trend compared to the trend inferred by the historical
data points is because ICBC’s severity trend directly includes the inflationary impact.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.6.1 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 3
Section B.1.2: Income Replacement and Indemnity (IRI)
Figure 3.7 – IRI Frequency, page 3-16;
Figure 3.8 – IRI Severity, page 3-17
IRI Frequency and Severity
Preamble: In the referenced Chapter, ICBC states:
36….The recent decline in frequency is related to a one-time impact from the
change in the Employment Insurance (EI) waiting period effective January 1, 2017.
The downward trend is not expected to continue into the forecast period;
therefore, a one-year flat trend was selected.
Please explain the drivers of the increase in the IRI Frequency between 2019 and 2020 as
depicted in Figure 3.7?
Response:
Income Replacement and Indemnity (IRI) frequency is developed using ICBC’s Weekly Benefits
(WB) frequency which is depicted as the grey dots in the Application, Chapter 3, Figure 3.7.
The increase in WB frequency between fiscal loss years 2019 and 2020 is driven by the product
reforms effective April 1, 2019, which increased the propensity to claim for this benefit. Under
the reforms, the WB limit increased from $300 per week to $740 per week. As the previous limit
of $300 per week had not been updated in many years, the improved benefit provided a much
greater incentive for injured parties to submit a claim.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.6.2 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 3
Section B.1.2: Income Replacement and Indemnity (IRI)
Figure 3.7 – IRI Frequency, page 3-16;
Figure 3.8 – IRI Severity, page 3-17
IRI Frequency and Severity
Preamble: In the referenced Chapter, ICBC states:
36….The recent decline in frequency is related to a one-time impact from the
change in the Employment Insurance (EI) waiting period effective January 1, 2017.
The downward trend is not expected to continue into the forecast period;
therefore, a one-year flat trend was selected.
Please explain why the historic IRI Severity appears to be trending downward between
2017 and 2020 as depicted in Figure 3.8 but the ICBC IRI Severity projection is increasing
for the 2021 RRA?
Response:
The Application, Chapter 3, Figure 3.8 presents the projected estimate of policy year (PY) 2021
IRI severity under Enhanced Care. The forecasted estimates are based on historical data from
Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) (shown as grey dots in the figure), adjusted to reflect
differences between MPI and ICBC (shown as black dots in the figure). The forecasted PY
2021 points (shown as the blue diamond and blue triangle in the figure) are trended forward
using ICBC’s severity trend for its current Weekly Benefits (WB) coverage rather than using
MPI’s adjusted historical data shown in Figure 3.8.

Similar to the Medical Rehabilitation severity trend discussed in the response to information
request 2021.1 RR BCOAPO.5.1, MPI has restated its historical Weekly Indemnity claims costs
(used for ICBC’s IRI severity projection) to the current benefit level. Thus, any discernible trend
in the historical data does not include an inflationary trend. MPI adds a separate inflationary
trend adjustment to their final selected severity trend in their projection. In contrast, ICBC does
not make an additional inflationary trend adjustment but rather includes it within its severity
trend selection of 3.9%.
Moreover, MPI’s historical severities between 2017 and 2020 might be affected by the
introduction of centralized reserving at MPI, which causes case reserves to be reported earlier,
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potentially impacting the underlying trend within those years.1 As a result of these issues, MPI’s
recent historical data points will not align with the selected increasing severity trend for PY
2021.

1

Please see discussion in MPI’s General Rate Application (GRA), Part V - Claims Incurred, Section CI.4.1, page 623.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.7.1 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 3
Section B.2.1: Basic Vehicle Damage Coverage (BVDC)
Figure 3.10, BVDC Frequency, page 3-20;
Figure 3.11 BVDC Severity, page 3-21
BVDC Frequency and Severity
Preamble: In Figures 3.10 and 3.11, ICBC presents graphs of the BVDC Frequency and
Severity history and projections for the 2021 PY.
Please explain ICBC’s understanding with respect to the dominant factors that resulted
in a sharply declining BVDC Frequency between 2017 and 2020 as depicted in Figure
3.10?
Response:
In the Application, Chapter 3, Section B.2.1, Paragraph 43, ICBC lists many factors that may
impact Basic Vehicle Damage Coverage (BVDC) frequency. While ICBC did not perform an
exhaustive impact analysis of all of these factors, the sharp decline in BVDC frequency
specifically seen between 2017 and 2020, as depicted in the Application, Chapter 3, Figure 3.10
is significantly influenced by the combination of two main events discussed in Chapter 3,
Appendix C.6.0, Paragraphs 4 and 5.

The first factor was a series of adverse weather events that occurred in fiscal loss year (FLY)
2017. These weather events increased the frequency for FLY 2017, which is at the start of the
period in question. The second factor was the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic in the last
quarter of FLY 2020. The pandemic had a large effect on frequency in March 2020, reducing
the frequency for FLY 2020, which is at the end of the period in question.

These two factors combine to exaggerate the downward trend between 2017 and 2020.
However, as noted above, there are many other factors that impact frequency. While ICBC
cannot attribute a particular impact to every factor present during this period, it is assumed that
the combined impact of these factors creates a return of frequency from its elevated level in
2016 and 2017 to a level that is near to the longer-term downward trend.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.7.2 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 3
Section B.2.1: Basic Vehicle Damage Coverage (BVDC)
Figure 3.10, BVDC Frequency, page 3-20;
Figure 3.11 BVDC Severity, page 3-21
BVDC Frequency and Severity
Preamble: In Figures 3.10 and 3.11, ICBC presents graphs of the BVDC Frequency and
Severity history and projections for the 2021 PY.
Please explain why the ICBC BVDC Frequency projection for the PY 2021 as depicted in
Figure 3.10 is relatively flat compared to the sharp decline between 2017 and 2020?
Response:
The forecast trend for BVDC frequency, as shown in the Application, Chapter 3, Section B.2.1,
Figure 3.10 captures the long-term trend and reduces the influence of factors that could
introduce a bias in the forecast.

This includes the factors included in the response to

information request 2021.1 RR BCOAPO.7.1, which describes how extreme adverse weather
events in fiscal loss year (FLY) 2017 and lower frequency in FLY 2020 from the onset of the
COVID-19 pandemic in March 2020 led to an exaggerated downward trend between FLY 2017
and 2020.

While the month of March 2020 is included in the referenced Figure 3.10, it is excluded from the
calculation of the trend to ensure it does not bias the PY 2021 frequency forecast as described
in the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix C.6.0, paragraph 4. The selected trend incorporated
data up to and including the third quarter of FLY 2020, excluding the month where the pandemic
began to influence driver behaviour in the fourth quarter of FLY 2020.

In addition to excluding the impact of the pandemic, ICBC’s selected trend using 10 years of
data reduces the potential bias introduced by the adverse weather events in FLY 2017, as
described in the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix C.6.0, paragraphs 4 and 5. Fitting the model
over a relatively long period helps to ensure that short run deviations from the long term trend,
whether increasing as observed in the period from FLY 2015 to 2017, or decreasing more
steeply as observed in the period from FLY 2017 to 2020, do not overly influence the selected
forecast.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.7.3 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 3
Section B.2.1: Basic Vehicle Damage Coverage (BVDC)
Figure 3.10, BVDC Frequency, page 3-20;
Figure 3.11 BVDC Severity, page 3-21
BVDC Frequency and Severity
Preamble: In Figures 3.10 and 3.11, ICBC presents graphs of the BVDC Frequency and
Severity history and projections for the 2021 PY.
In the referenced Chapter, ICBC states:
44…In order to control the rising MD claims costs, ICBC launched the MD
modernization programs under the Rate Affordability Action Plan (MD RAAP)16 in
early 2020. Reflecting both the upward trend in recent years and the anticipated
impacts from MD RAAP programs, BVDC severity is expected to increase at a
6.3% annual rate throughout PY 2021.
Please explain why ICBC has continued to assume an annual growth rate of 6.3% in its
BVDC Severity in light of its MD modernization program and why ICBC would not expect
to experience some degree of reduction in this annual growth rate?
Response:
The BVDC severity trend rate of 6.3% includes consideration of the benefits of MD RAAP and
would otherwise be higher, as noted in the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix E.0, Section B.2.

Please refer to the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.22.1.1.1 for further
discussion on considerations related to the MD RAAP program in the selection of the BVDC
severity trend.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.7.4 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 3
Section B.2.1: Basic Vehicle Damage Coverage (BVDC)
Figure 3.10, BVDC Frequency, page 3-20;
Figure 3.11 BVDC Severity, page 3-21
BVDC Frequency and Severity
Preamble: In Figures 3.10 and 3.11, ICBC presents graphs of the BVDC Frequency and
Severity history and projections for the 2021 PY.
In the referenced Chapter, ICBC states:
44…In order to control the rising MD claims costs, ICBC launched the MD
modernization programs under the Rate Affordability Action Plan (MD RAAP)16 in
early 2020. Reflecting both the upward trend in recent years and the anticipated
impacts from MD RAAP programs, BVDC severity is expected to increase at a
6.3% annual rate throughout PY 2021.
Please explain if ICBC has conducted any research into the MD programs of other
Canadian auto insurers to inform its projection with respect to BVDC severity? If yes,
please summarize the findings of this research and how it has informed ICBC’s
projections. If not, please explain why not.
Response:
As further discussed in the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCOAPO.8.1, ICBC
engaged Ernst & Young LLP (EY) to provide research on leading practices in the insurance
industry across North America with respect to governance, operational efficiencies, and
customer experience within material damage programs. Further discussion of industry best
practices can be found in the Application, Appendix 4A, Section C.3.
The research has informed the redesign of ICBC’s collision repair program, benefits of which
are incorporated in the BVDC severity forecast, which would otherwise be higher as noted in the
Application, Chapter 3, Appendix E.0, Section B.2.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.8.1 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 4 – Appendix 4A
Section C.3 - MD Program Changes Improve Governance, Efficiency, and Effectiveness;
pages 4A-17 to 4A-20
Section C.4 – Counter Fraud Program; pages 4A-20 to 4A-23
MD Modernization Programs and Counter Fraud Program
Preamble: In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
66. As part of the initiatives under the Rate Affordability Action Plan announced
by Government in 2018, ICBC also undertook an evaluation of its current MD
policies and programs to identify areas where efficiencies could be achieved in
order to obtain the best value for customers. This included initial measures
relating to glass claims which were implemented in June 2018. ICBC also began
taking steps to modernize its MD programs for collision and glass repair facilities
at the beginning of 2020. The new Collision and Glass programs (MD RAAP) focus
on safe and proper repairs, governance, cycle time, operational efficiencies,
windshield repair ratio (glass only), and customer experience. These programs
reflect industry standards, evolving vehicle technologies, and ensure that
customers receive safe and proper quality repairs and that ICBC is getting good
value for the amount paid to suppliers. These redesigned programs introduce
efficiencies and incentives that benefit customers and the collision and glass
repair industry.
67. The Collision Repair Program includes audit functionality modeled on industry
best practices and is intended to increase repair facility governance while
delivering operational efficiencies. The Glass Repair Program, which is primarily
Optional insurance business, includes audit functionality and a benefit sharing
program designed with a repair first rather than replace philosophy. Modernizing
these programs is intended to reduce the pressure on rising MD costs and
contribute to improved MD severity management. Most of these savings will be
seen on the Optional insurance side of the business.
Please elaborate on ICBC’s understanding of leading practices of other Canadian
jurisdictions with respect to MD modernization.
Response:
ICBC engaged Ernst & Young LLP (EY) to develop a target operating model identifying gaps
between ICBC and leading practices in the Material Damage (MD) industry across North
America. A summary of the findings from EY’s July 2019 report, RAAP: Material Damage Target
Operating Model, are in Figure 1 below. ICBC used elements of the analysis to inform the new
Collision and Glass repair program focused on safe and proper repairs, governance, cycle time,
operational efficiencies, windshield repair ratio (glass only), and customer experience. Not all
observations from the EY Target Operating Model were determined to be within the scope of the
MD RAAP project. Elements determined not in scope for MD RAAP are longer term strategies
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requiring investment in additional technology, process redesign, and the organization and will be
considered as part of ICBC’s longer term MD strategy.
Figure 1 – Leading Practice in the Material Damage Industry
Design Element

Leading Practice

Segmentation
Strategy

•
•

Not in scope
for MD RAAP

•
•

Roles and
Responsibilities

•
•

In scope
for MD RAAP

•
•

In addition to Fast Track handling, a growing percentage of claims are
handled via touchless model.
Photo-based estimating and mobile customer interaction channels are widely
available for damage appraisals.
Loss adjustment expense costs for both internal appraisal channels and
external vendor tiers are consistently analysed and incorporated into the
channelling strategy considerations.
Damage appraisals are strategically driven into the appropriate appraisal
channels using method of inspection (MOI) analytics that considers damage
complexity and claims characteristics. Field resources are only leveraged for
highly complex claims and damages.
Job profiles accurately reflect current job responsibilities and there are
definitive differences in job duties across titles.
Roles and responsibilities are incorporated into claim workflows and quality
assurance (QA) practices.
Employees are in the right roles to optimize their skill sets and engagement.
Decision authority for process changes as it relates to the management of
vendors is documented and communicated with all internal MD stakeholders.

•

Spans of control are defined and revisited when organizational changes
occur (e.g., technology, structure, processes).

Authority Levels

•

Items 1-2 Not in
Scope for MD RAAP

•

Item 3 is current
state functionality

•

Authority levels are based on performance and skill and are reviewed on an
ongoing basis.
Authority hierarchy is embedded within the claim handling/estimating system
and automatically routes to the appropriate authorizer, while also sending
notices to other interested parties (e.g., underwriting)
In addition to financial thresholds, authority profiles include separation of
duties and controls associated with issuing duplicate payments, adding
vendors or payees and accessing sensitive claims.

Claim Intake

•

Not in scope
for MD RAAP

•

Spans of Control
In scope
for MD RAAP

•

Majority of new notices are reported via digital channels that are integrated
into the claim system.
Integration includes on-demand uploading of relevant documents, video
recording, pictures and coordination of immediate needs
Customers are able to easily be transferred to a live intake representative,
adjuster, or vendor during the loss report, upon request.
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Design Element

Leading Practice

Guidelines and
Standard Work

•
•

In scope
for MD RAAP
•
•
Appraisal
Assignment
Method

•

Not in Scope
for MD RAAP

•
•

Internal
Performance
Management

•
•

In scope
for MD RAAP

•
•

Quality Assurance
Strategy

•

In scope
for MD RAAP

•
•
•

Frontline
Manager File
Involvement

•
•

Partially in scope for
MD RAAP

•
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Guidelines and best practices are documented and formally updated on an
ongoing basis.
Critical practices around the MD evaluation process focused parts usage,
total loss determination, and refinish application are consistent, formal and
are incorporated into standard claim workflows and QA practices.
Standard work is easily accessible, clear, segmented by role and is utilized
frequently by staff.
There are appropriate levels of sign-off prior to the publishing of guideline
updates.
Assignments are fully automated based on both claim characteristics and
potential severity. Potential severity is evaluated automatically based on
business rules that leverage data and analytics and there is a clear
escalation process in place for the highest exposure claims
Low severity claims are routed for auto adjudication based on established
business rules.
Potential total loss vehicles are identified at loss report and triaged
immediately and with high accuracy based upon business rules, damage
descriptions and characteristics.
There is a formal performance management methodology, including targets
and metrics, that is focused on process compliance, claim outcomes and
behaviors.
Performance review communications are formally reviewed with all internal
stakeholders, consistent in frequency and used to develop staff.
Formally scheduled QA results are directly linked to performance reviews.
Internal performance incorporates organizational and vendor goals and
performance expectations.
QA strategy is linked to the organization’s overall strategy, drives
performance through value adding activities and improvement initiatives and
assists with employee development through targeted training.
QA reporting is user friendly, relevant, and easy to access. Reporting
identifies emerging trends and opportunities and these insights are used to
provide frequent, actionable feedback to stakeholders.
QA’s role is formally defined and communicated in the overall claim
organization’s strategy. In addition, standard work practices exist for QA
representatives that will enable QA’s execution of their role
Secondary level QA exists to formally review QA assessments performed by
managers on their staff.
Data and Analytics are used to identify which claims have the potential for
extended durations and high severity. These claims are flagged and an
automatic alert is sent to the manager to complete an open file review.
Proactive manager reviews are based on adjuster skills and capabilities, and
assessed objectively through formal open case reviews.
Frontline managers perform structured and formal reviews on their staff
based off an established review schedule. Their QA assessments are
consistently and formally reviewed for accuracy by a centralized QA function,
with results tied to frontline manager performance ratings.
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Design Element

Leading Practice

Vendor Contract
Management

•

In scope
for MD RAAP

•

Vendor Quality
Assurance

•

In scope
for RAAP MD

•

Vendor Channeling
Strategy (Offering
Strategy)

•
•

In scope
for MD RAAP

Vendor
Assignment
Notification

•

•
•

Not in scope
for MD RAAP

•

Skills and
Development

•

In scope
for MD RAAP

•
•
•
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Utilization of contracts and service level agreements focused on process,
billing compliance and quality, with flexibility to terminate an agreement
based off of performance
Vendor profiles are formally tracked through self-service, automated
technology that notifies the insurer and vendor when an update to the profile
is required. The profile is updated to incorporate certifications, equipment,
technical capabilities, licensing, performance and other vendor specific
information.
Vendor effectiveness is evaluated through a QA and performance
management process, with service level agreements and tiering heavily tied
to QA performance.
A formal vendor management program exists that measures quality,
accuracy, and customer experience by use of a formal QA strategy and
assessment process.
An effective vendor channeling strategy exists that rewards top performing
vendors through incentives (volume) and is regularly reviewed, updated, and
published. There is strategy buy in at all levels of the organization.
Potential repair vendors are offered to customers clearly displaying key
differentiating factors between vendors, assisting with the customer choice.
There is ongoing training provided to key stakeholders that make vendor
referrals (brokers, adjusters, First Notice of Loss (FNOL), etc.) on
appropriate vendor referral communication methods to customers.
Automated dispatch of contracted vendors are based on location, vendor
performance, and severity, and requests are electronically sent to the vendor
in real time.
The vendor receives all relevant damage, loss, and coverage information
upon assignment in an easy to read format.
Services are requested and coordinated using digital channels and the
vendor contacts the customer within hours based on the customer’s
preferred contact method.
Skill development is planned and implemented at every level in the
organization so that a combination of technical, customer service, and
leadership skills are present.
A formal competency assessment is conducted in conjunction with
performance assessments and QA feedback and is utilized in training
opportunity identification at the enterprise and individual levels.
A formal MD training program exists with highly technical MD focused
resources who develop training materials and deliver formal training
programs.
Training resources have formal and documented feedback sessions with MD
leadership and QA specialists to identify departmental and individual
contributor training needs.
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Design Element

Leading Practice

Career Pathing
Strategy

•

In scope
for MD RAAP

•
•

File Calibration
Practices

•
•

In scope
for MD RAAP

•
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Formal career pathing includes a competency framework that translates an
organization’s objectives into measurable actions on the part of the
employees, while also incorporating formal mentorships.
Formal career pathing exists with options available for the progression of
current staff within their current roles as well as progression into promotional
roles.
There is a strategic focus on developing formal progression plans for
applicable employees that is followed up upon on an ongoing basis.
A set schedule of field and desk calibrations exists for all teams (monthly,
quarterly, and yearly) that is consistently performed and adhered to.
Results of calibrated audits are reviewed, validated and distributed to the
organization after signoff of key stakeholders.
New initiatives and quality standards are clearly communicated to the claims
staff to ensure awareness of business goals.

In addition to the EY Target Operating Model, ICBC’s understanding of leading practices of
other Canadian jurisdictions with respect to MD modernization includes:


An average windshield repair ratio greater than 45% for public carriers, and between
46%-58% for private carriers.

Leading practice links repair ratio to glass industry

compensation, vendor promotion, or contractual terms. Incentivizing a higher repair ratio
is in scope for MD RAAP.


Sole sourcing or preferred sourcing of glass claims from notice of loss, glass
repair/replacement, and billing to the insurer.

Though sole sourcing or preferred

sourcing is common in other jurisdictions it was not in scope for MD RAAP.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.8.2 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 4 – Appendix 4A
Section C.3 - MD Program Changes Improve Governance, Efficiency, and Effectiveness;
pages 4A-17 to 4A-20
Section C.4 – Counter Fraud Program; pages 4A-20 to 4A-23
MD Modernization Programs and Counter Fraud Program
Preamble: In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
66. As part of the initiatives under the Rate Affordability Action Plan announced
by Government in 2018, ICBC also undertook an evaluation of its current MD
policies and programs to identify areas where efficiencies could be achieved in
order to obtain the best value for customers. This included initial measures
relating to glass claims which were implemented in June 2018. ICBC also began
taking steps to modernize its MD programs for collision and glass repair facilities
at the beginning of 2020. The new Collision and Glass programs (MD RAAP) focus
on safe and proper repairs, governance, cycle time, operational efficiencies,
windshield repair ratio (glass only), and customer experience. These programs
reflect industry standards, evolving vehicle technologies, and ensure that
customers receive safe and proper quality repairs and that ICBC is getting good
value for the amount paid to suppliers. These redesigned programs introduce
efficiencies and incentives that benefit customers and the collision and glass
repair industry.
67. The Collision Repair Program includes audit functionality modeled on industry
best practices and is intended to increase repair facility governance while
delivering operational efficiencies. The Glass Repair Program, which is primarily
Optional insurance business, includes audit functionality and a benefit sharing
program designed with a repair first rather than replace philosophy. Modernizing
these programs is intended to reduce the pressure on rising MD costs and
contribute to improved MD severity management. Most of these savings will be
seen on the Optional insurance side of the business.
Please summarize the key elements of the MD modernization programs that ICBC is
pursuing, and indicate where these new programs position ICBC in relation to the
practices of other leading Canadian jurisdictions?
Response:
Figure 1 below summarizes how the new Collision and Glass programs position ICBC in relation
to the practices of other leading Canadian jurisdictions.

ICBC used elements of the Ernst & Young LLP (EY) Target Operating Model analysis to inform
the new Collision and Glass repair program focused on safe and proper repairs, governance,
cycle time, operational efficiencies, windshield repair ratio (glass only), and customer
experience.
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Not all observations from the EY Target Operation Model were determined in-scope for ICBC’s
Rate Affordability Action Plan – Material Damage project (MD RAAP). Please see the response
to information request 2021.1 RR BCOAPO.8.1 for leading practice in the material damage
industry across North America and scope for MD RAAP.

Figure 1 – Current and Future State Material Damage Benchmarking Against North
American Claims Industry
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.8.3 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 4 – Appendix 4A
Section C.3 - MD Program Changes Improve Governance, Efficiency, and Effectiveness;
pages 4A-17 to 4A-20
Section C.4 – Counter Fraud Program; pages 4A-20 to 4A-23
MD Modernization Programs and Counter Fraud Program
Preamble: In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
66. As part of the initiatives under the Rate Affordability Action Plan announced
by Government in 2018, ICBC also undertook an evaluation of its current MD
policies and programs to identify areas where efficiencies could be achieved in
order to obtain the best value for customers. This included initial measures
relating to glass claims which were implemented in June 2018. ICBC also began
taking steps to modernize its MD programs for collision and glass repair facilities
at the beginning of 2020. The new Collision and Glass programs (MD RAAP) focus
on safe and proper repairs, governance, cycle time, operational efficiencies,
windshield repair ratio (glass only), and customer experience. These programs
reflect industry standards, evolving vehicle technologies, and ensure that
customers receive safe and proper quality repairs and that ICBC is getting good
value for the amount paid to suppliers. These redesigned programs introduce
efficiencies and incentives that benefit customers and the collision and glass
repair industry.
67. The Collision Repair Program includes audit functionality modeled on industry
best practices and is intended to increase repair facility governance while
delivering operational efficiencies. The Glass Repair Program, which is primarily
Optional insurance business, includes audit functionality and a benefit sharing
program designed with a repair first rather than replace philosophy. Modernizing
these programs is intended to reduce the pressure on rising MD costs and
contribute to improved MD severity management. Most of these savings will be
seen on the Optional insurance side of the business.
Given the infancy of ICBC’s MD RAAP, please explain ICBCs plans to bring this new
program in line with the leading practices of other Canadian jurisdictions?
Response:
With the implementation of the Collision and Glass program redesign, ICBC is focusing on
stabilizing and reinforcing changes implemented by the MD RAAP project. The redesigned
Collision and Glass programs have laid the foundation for ICBC’s MD modernization journey
and include a new governance model, vendor performance measurement, quality assurance,
calibration, and reporting.

The capabilities delivered by ICBC will allow and inform its future MD strategy. The MD strategy
will consider rate affordability and a sustainable supplier ecosystem with a focus on customer
experience. ICBC expects to define a strategy and roadmap by the end of calendar year 2021.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.8.4 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 4 – Appendix 4A
Section C.3 - MD Program Changes Improve Governance, Efficiency, and Effectiveness;
pages 4A-17 to 4A-20
Section C.4 – Counter Fraud Program; pages 4A-20 to 4A-23
MD Modernization Programs and Counter Fraud Program
Preamble: In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
66. As part of the initiatives under the Rate Affordability Action Plan announced
by Government in 2018, ICBC also undertook an evaluation of its current MD
policies and programs to identify areas where efficiencies could be achieved in
order to obtain the best value for customers. This included initial measures
relating to glass claims which were implemented in June 2018. ICBC also began
taking steps to modernize its MD programs for collision and glass repair facilities
at the beginning of 2020. The new Collision and Glass programs (MD RAAP) focus
on safe and proper repairs, governance, cycle time, operational efficiencies,
windshield repair ratio (glass only), and customer experience. These programs
reflect industry standards, evolving vehicle technologies, and ensure that
customers receive safe and proper quality repairs and that ICBC is getting good
value for the amount paid to suppliers. These redesigned programs introduce
efficiencies and incentives that benefit customers and the collision and glass
repair industry.
67. The Collision Repair Program includes audit functionality modeled on industry
best practices and is intended to increase repair facility governance while
delivering operational efficiencies. The Glass Repair Program, which is primarily
Optional insurance business, includes audit functionality and a benefit sharing
program designed with a repair first rather than replace philosophy. Modernizing
these programs is intended to reduce the pressure on rising MD costs and
contribute to improved MD severity management. Most of these savings will be
seen on the Optional insurance side of the business.
In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
72. The modernizing of ICBC’s MD programs included technology enhancements,
such as a quality assessment application with dashboards that can be accessed
by both ICBC staff and repair facilities, an online repair facility profile, repair
network facility locators, performance scorecards, and new internal reporting
capabilities. Through these enhancements, both repair facilities and ICBC staff are
able to review key performance indicators (KPIs). Examples of KPIs for the
Collision program include estimatics, cycle time, QA, and customer satisfaction;
and for the Glass program include cost control, QA and customer satisfaction.
These KPIs enable repair facilities to view their overall performance monthly and
see how their facility aligns with others in their tier. These KPIs also support ICBC
in its material damage decision-making, service delivery, and severity
management.
ICBC’s discussion in paragraphs 68 through 72 of Appendix 4A, pages 4A-17 to 4A-19,
appears to focus on KPI’s with respect to repair facilities. Please explain the KPIs that
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ICBC has developed (or in the process of developing) to ensure the success of its MD
RAAP on an aggregate basis for the Province of BC.
Response:
ICBC engaged the Collision and Glass repair industries through the Industry Advisory
Committee and province-wide presentations to solicit feedback on Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) within a facility’s control that would allow ICBC to objectively measure
and rank facility performance.

The new KPIs focus on measures that repair facilities can control, such as Quality
Assurance (QA), which is the repair facility’s ability to write an accurate estimate and
comply with ICBC’s policies and procedures, and is less focused on estimating and
repair metrics that can be influenced by factors beyond the repair facility’s control.

Each of the four KPI measures represents a different component of the repair process
and is each weighted to develop an overall performance score.

The categories of

performance metrics by program are:
•

Estimatics (Collision only)

•

Cycle Time (Collision only)

•

Cost Control (Glass only)

•

QA (Both Collision and Glass)

•

Customer Service (Both Collision and Glass)

A description of each KPI measure is provided below in Figure 1 – Collision Program
KPIs or Figure 2 – Glass Program KPIs.

Each KPI is measured regionally to ensure fair comparisons between repair facilities of
a similar business mix within the same region. Each KPI is aggregated into a weighted
overall performance score reported monthly to repair facilities via a secure online
portal.
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Figure 1 – Collision Program KPIs
KPI Measures
Estimatics

Cycle Time

QA

Customer
Satisfaction
Index

KPI Weighting
Overall
10%

20%

50%

20%

Sub-Weighting
40%

Repair Process
Components
Initial Estimate
Efficiency

20%

Alternate Parts

20%

Repair to Replace
Ratio

20%

Average Severity

75%

Key to Key Cycle
Time

25%

Average Labour
Hours Per Day

80%

Overall File Score

20%

QA Variance

100%

Net Promotor
Score

Data Description
Sum of initial approved
estimate divided by sum of
original estimate plus all
supplements.
Total of alternate parts (after
market and recycled not
Original Equipment
Manufacturer (OEM)) divided
by total part amount (after
market, recycled and OEM).
Dollar amount of total repair
labour divided by total replace
labour amount.
Repair costs divided by claim
count (excluding Alternative
Transportation Service and
Passenger Vehicle Rental
Tax).
Customer pickup date minus
customer drop off date =
number of days.
Total repair hours (all labour
hours) divided by number of
days (24 hour clock on cycle
time entry for car in/car out).
Derived from the completion of
the QA assessment form.
Total absolute variance
divided by gross estimate
total. Expressed as a
percentage.
Customer survey results.
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Figure 2 – Glass Program KPIs
KPI Measures
Cost Control

Quality
Assurance

Customer
Satisfaction
Index

KPI Weighting
Overall
40%

30%

30%

Sub-Weighting
70%

KPI Components

Data Description

Windshield Repair
Ratio

Total paid windshield repair
claims divided by the total paid
windshield claims (excludes
vehicles with Gross Vehicle
Weight greater than 8,800kg).

30%

Glass Claim
Severity

80%

Overall File Score

Total net payment amount
divided by the total paid glass
claim count.
Derived from the completion of
the QA assessments.

20%

Failed Windshield
Repair Ratio

Total failed repairs divided by total
of windshield repairs. Expressed
as a percentage.

100%

Net Promotor Score

Customer survey results.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.8.5 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 4 – Appendix 4A
Section C.3 - MD Program Changes Improve Governance, Efficiency, and Effectiveness;
pages 4A-17 to 4A-20
Section C.4 – Counter Fraud Program; pages 4A-20 to 4A-23
MD Modernization Programs and Counter Fraud Program
Preamble: In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
66. As part of the initiatives under the Rate Affordability Action Plan announced
by Government in 2018, ICBC also undertook an evaluation of its current MD
policies and programs to identify areas where efficiencies could be achieved in
order to obtain the best value for customers. This included initial measures
relating to glass claims which were implemented in June 2018. ICBC also began
taking steps to modernize its MD programs for collision and glass repair facilities
at the beginning of 2020. The new Collision and Glass programs (MD RAAP) focus
on safe and proper repairs, governance, cycle time, operational efficiencies,
windshield repair ratio (glass only), and customer experience. These programs
reflect industry standards, evolving vehicle technologies, and ensure that
customers receive safe and proper quality repairs and that ICBC is getting good
value for the amount paid to suppliers. These redesigned programs introduce
efficiencies and incentives that benefit customers and the collision and glass
repair industry.
67. The Collision Repair Program includes audit functionality modeled on industry
best practices and is intended to increase repair facility governance while
delivering operational efficiencies. The Glass Repair Program, which is primarily
Optional insurance business, includes audit functionality and a benefit sharing
program designed with a repair first rather than replace philosophy. Modernizing
these programs is intended to reduce the pressure on rising MD costs and
contribute to improved MD severity management. Most of these savings will be
seen on the Optional insurance side of the business.
In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
76. ICBC is currently in the process of completing a post implementation business
review (PIBR) of the new MD programs to identify the sustainability of ICBC’s
collision and glass repair industry supplier network. Subsequent reviews will be
done periodically to identify changes in cost drivers and enable ICBC and industry
to have a compensation review process using indexes to identify when
compensation changes may be warranted. It will also be used to identify the
effectiveness of the new programs in driving efficiencies for both ICBC and
industry. The PIBR is near completion and once final the results will be shared
with the industry representatives, after which, ICBC will be in a position to
consider potential compensation changes which it expects to be able to come to a
decision on by the end of the fiscal year.
Please elaborate on the objectives of the PIBR with respect to the new MD program and
provide a summary the preliminary outcomes given that the PIBR is near completion.
Please explain if any of the preliminary outcomes have impacted the PY 2021 rate
indication?
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Response:
The key goal of the Post Implementation Business Review (PIBR) was to assess the
sustainability of the collision and glass repair industries in BC, while ensuring customers
continue to receive safe and quality repairs at the best market value. The secondary objective
of this review was to validate the PIBR as a method for understanding supplier costs and gather
the necessary data to make informed decisions.

ICBC engaged PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) as a third party independent consulting firm to
collect and aggregate profitability, performance, and service level data from the collision and
glass industries.

The report demonstrated that over the last three years, direct costs for collision repair facilities
in BC have increased by 2%. With a large range of profitability within the industry, it is difficult
to provide a single conclusion about the sustainability of this industry within ICBC’s current
compensation model.

The report provided a less clear picture on future profitability and sustainability, which is more
complex and uncertain with increasing costs and declining profitability.

ICBC will take into

account industry’s feedback to work on a broader sustainability strategy.

Based on the findings from the PIBR ICBC will increase collision repair labour rates by 2.58%
by the end of April.

ICBC was unable to consider rate changes for glass suppliers at this time, as PwC did not
receive sufficient data to understand the costs of glass repair facilities and if, and how, they may
be shifting.

Despite the insufficient data, ICBC recognizes that the industry faces some

challenges and has committed to the following improvements:


Continued review by ICBC and industry of opportunities to improve administrative
efficiencies for ICBC, shops, and customers via industry liaison meetings.



Work with government partners and industry to develop strategies to help increase the
supply of skilled workers in the material damage industry.
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Although the PIBR was not finalized as of the time of filing the 2021 Revenue Requirements
Application, its impact is included in the rate change to cover costs as part of the loss cost trend
for policy year 2021.

The forecast severity trend rate of 6.3% for Basic Vehicle Damage

Coverage included consideration of future increases in repair shop compensation following the
completion of the PIBR. This is discussed further in the response to information request 2021.1
RR BCUC.22.1.1.1.

The final decision on labour rates and the PIBR report are available on icbc.com. Links to these
documents are provided here: Collision and Glass Repair Labour Rates and PwC’s PIBR report.

ICBC is committed to commencing another comprehensive review in May 2023 for not only
collision repair and glass industries, but also for the commercial repair and towing industries.
This will provide sufficient time for our new collision repair and glass programs to mature and to
understand how the program redesign, in addition to recent changes, is impacting industries
in BC.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.8.6 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 4 – Appendix 4A
Section C.3 - MD Program Changes Improve Governance, Efficiency, and Effectiveness;
pages 4A-17 to 4A-20
Section C.4 – Counter Fraud Program; pages 4A-20 to 4A-23
MD Modernization Programs and Counter Fraud Program
Preamble: In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
66. As part of the initiatives under the Rate Affordability Action Plan announced
by Government in 2018, ICBC also undertook an evaluation of its current MD
policies and programs to identify areas where efficiencies could be achieved in
order to obtain the best value for customers. This included initial measures
relating to glass claims which were implemented in June 2018. ICBC also began
taking steps to modernize its MD programs for collision and glass repair facilities
at the beginning of 2020. The new Collision and Glass programs (MD RAAP) focus
on safe and proper repairs, governance, cycle time, operational efficiencies,
windshield repair ratio (glass only), and customer experience. These programs
reflect industry standards, evolving vehicle technologies, and ensure that
customers receive safe and proper quality repairs and that ICBC is getting good
value for the amount paid to suppliers. These redesigned programs introduce
efficiencies and incentives that benefit customers and the collision and glass
repair industry.
67. The Collision Repair Program includes audit functionality modeled on industry
best practices and is intended to increase repair facility governance while
delivering operational efficiencies. The Glass Repair Program, which is primarily
Optional insurance business, includes audit functionality and a benefit sharing
program designed with a repair first rather than replace philosophy. Modernizing
these programs is intended to reduce the pressure on rising MD costs and
contribute to improved MD severity management. Most of these savings will be
seen on the Optional insurance side of the business.
In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
77. This Section provides an overview of ICBC’s ongoing efforts to reduce
instances of fraudulent claims and to mitigate the impact of fraud on claims costs.
ICBC’s overall counter–fraud program remains essentially the same as it has in
prior years, although, as discussed below, Enhanced Care will have an impact on
the types and severity of fraud that ICBC expects to encounter, and ICBC is
making the consequential adjustments to its operations. There are no counterfraud savings associated with the PY 2021 rate indication, as ICBC is not yet able
to quantify how the fraud program will impact claims post May 1, 2021.
Nevertheless, ICBC believes that its counter-fraud program will continue to reduce
claims costs and continue to positively impact future Basic insurance rates.
Please confirm that ICBC has included no counter-fraud savings as part of its PY 2021
RRA? If confirmed, please explain ICBC’s rationale for this assumption and why ICBC
did not include at least the level of past savings related to counter-fraud activity.
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Response:
ICBC confirms that no additional counter-fraud savings have been included in the Application for
Policy Year 2021 (PY).


Savings from ICBC’s counter-fraud programs have been reflected in historical claims
costs and therefore have influenced ICBC’s claims costs trends. For the coverages in
the Application that rely on ICBC data to project claims costs estimates to PY 2021,
these savings are included.



As explained in the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix E.0, ICBC did not include a
prospective adjustment for any additional counter-fraud savings in the PY 2021 rate
indication because there was not sufficient information to quantify the potential counterfraud savings for PY 2021 under the Enhanced Care model beyond the MPI counterfraud savings already embedded in MPI’s costs under their accident benefits at the time
of preparing their application. For more detail, please refer to the Application, Chapter 3,
Appendix E.0, and Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section C.4.2.

Therefore, even though no prospective adjustment for the counter-fraud program was included
in the PY 2021 rate indication, the savings from the existing program has positively influenced
the claims costs projection for PY 2021.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.8.7 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 4 – Appendix 4A
Section C.3 - MD Program Changes Improve Governance, Efficiency, and Effectiveness;
pages 4A-17 to 4A-20
Section C.4 – Counter Fraud Program; pages 4A-20 to 4A-23
MD Modernization Programs and Counter Fraud Program
Preamble: In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
66. As part of the initiatives under the Rate Affordability Action Plan announced
by Government in 2018, ICBC also undertook an evaluation of its current MD
policies and programs to identify areas where efficiencies could be achieved in
order to obtain the best value for customers. This included initial measures
relating to glass claims which were implemented in June 2018. ICBC also began
taking steps to modernize its MD programs for collision and glass repair facilities
at the beginning of 2020. The new Collision and Glass programs (MD RAAP) focus
on safe and proper repairs, governance, cycle time, operational efficiencies,
windshield repair ratio (glass only), and customer experience. These programs
reflect industry standards, evolving vehicle technologies, and ensure that
customers receive safe and proper quality repairs and that ICBC is getting good
value for the amount paid to suppliers. These redesigned programs introduce
efficiencies and incentives that benefit customers and the collision and glass
repair industry.
67. The Collision Repair Program includes audit functionality modeled on industry
best practices and is intended to increase repair facility governance while
delivering operational efficiencies. The Glass Repair Program, which is primarily
Optional insurance business, includes audit functionality and a benefit sharing
program designed with a repair first rather than replace philosophy. Modernizing
these programs is intended to reduce the pressure on rising MD costs and
contribute to improved MD severity management. Most of these savings will be
seen on the Optional insurance side of the business.
Please confirm that ICBC has included all costs associated with its counter-fraud
program in the PY 2021 RRA. If confirmed, please provide the total costs included in the
PY 2021 RRA. If not, please explain.
Response:
ICBC confirms that $22 million of costs associated with the counter-fraud program are included
in the Application. Similar to prior years, ICBC will continue its efforts on reducing fraudulent
claims and to mitigate the impact of fraud on claims costs.

These ongoing counter-fraud

programs have reduced ICBC’s historical claims costs; therefore, their impacts are reflected in
claims costs trends that rely on ICBC data for Policy Year 2021 claims costs projections.
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It is important to distinguish these impacts from the prospective adjustments for counter-fraud
programs in ICBC’s prior revenue requirements application, which were to account for additional
savings from the introduction of a new fraud analytical tool (NetReveal). As explained in the
Application, Chapter 3, Appendix E.0, ICBC is not yet able to quantify the impacts of the
counter-fraud program on the Enhanced Care claims, thus did not include it as a prospective
adjustment in the Application.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.9.1 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 4 – Appendix 4A
Section C.1.2 – Consultations with Key Stakeholders,
pages 4A-9 to 4A-12
ICBC’s Consultation with Key Stakeholders
Preamble: In the references Appendix, ICBC states:
34. Extensive consultations were conducted and are continuing with diverse
stakeholder communities, to ensure Enhanced Care reflects the priorities and
needs of all British 2021 RRA Appendix 4A – Claims Cost Management Insurance
Corporation of British Columbia 4A-10 December 15, 2020 Columbians. These
consultations include members of the health care and disability advocacy
communities. The objective of the consultations has been to gather input from
stakeholders on ICBC’s new Enhanced Care model to inform the development of
regulations, initiate discussions on service design, and to better understand
stakeholder perspectives on a wide range of issues as they pertain to Enhanced
Care coverage. Ultimately, ICBC’s goal is to continue to build effective,
sustainable partnerships with these stakeholder communities and to work
together with them in supporting customers in their return to function and
achieving desirable recovery outcomes.
36. As part of the 2019 RAAP product reform, ICBC established a consultation
framework that provides a forum for stakeholders and ICBC to discuss and solve
operational and 2021 RRA Appendix 4A – Claims Cost Management Insurance
Corporation of British Columbia 4A-11 December 15, 2020 emerging issues. The
framework is comprised of three groups that were leveraged to conduct the
consultations. They include:
• The Healthcare Practitioners Advisory Group
• The Disability Advocacy Advisory Group
• Doctors of BC Liaison Committee
40. ICBC is focused on the customer experience by designing its processes to
meet injured customer needs, and ensure their experience leaves them feeling
supported throughout their recovery. Work is underway to review the Enhanced
Care design with customers with prior claims experience. ICBC has enlisted an
independent firm to complete a series of customer insight workshops. These
workshops, which are still ongoing, will provide key learnings on how ICBC can
refine processes and identify service gaps to build a robust customer service
perspective. The insight workshops will be inclusive of customers with varying
levels of injury severity. The workshop will also enlist the assistance of some
disability advocacy organizations to ensure an inclusive design and to help recruit
potential participants.
Please provide a copy of the consultation framework as described in paragraph 36 (page
4A-10).
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Response:
The consultation framework developed as part of the Rate Affordability Action Plan (RAAP)
consists of establishing a forum to discuss and resolve operational and emerging issues with
the three groups that were mentioned in the preamble to this information request. These groups
include:

1) The Healthcare Practitioners Advisory Group,
2) The Disability Advocacy Advisory Group, and
3) The Doctors of British Columbia Liaison Committee.

In designing Enhanced Care, the existing consultation framework was expanded to include a
group dedicated to the needs of the serious and catastrophically injured, which led to the
creation of the Injury Recovery Design Panel.

For more information on the consultations with these members of the health care and disability
advocacy communities, please see the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.19.1.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.9.2 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 4 – Appendix 4A
Section C.1.2 – Consultations with Key Stakeholders,
pages 4A-9 to 4A-12
ICBC’s Consultation with Key Stakeholders
Preamble: In the references Appendix, ICBC states:
34. Extensive consultations were conducted and are continuing with diverse
stakeholder communities, to ensure Enhanced Care reflects the priorities and
needs of all British 2021 RRA Appendix 4A – Claims Cost Management Insurance
Corporation of British Columbia 4A-10 December 15, 2020 Columbians. These
consultations include members of the health care and disability advocacy
communities. The objective of the consultations has been to gather input from
stakeholders on ICBC’s new Enhanced Care model to inform the development of
regulations, initiate discussions on service design, and to better understand
stakeholder perspectives on a wide range of issues as they pertain to Enhanced
Care coverage. Ultimately, ICBC’s goal is to continue to build effective,
sustainable partnerships with these stakeholder communities and to work
together with them in supporting customers in their return to function and
achieving desirable recovery outcomes.
36. As part of the 2019 RAAP product reform, ICBC established a consultation
framework that provides a forum for stakeholders and ICBC to discuss and solve
operational and 2021 RRA Appendix 4A – Claims Cost Management Insurance
Corporation of British Columbia 4A-11 December 15, 2020 emerging issues. The
framework is comprised of three groups that were leveraged to conduct the
consultations. They include:
• The Healthcare Practitioners Advisory Group
• The Disability Advocacy Advisory Group
• Doctors of BC Liaison Committee
40. ICBC is focused on the customer experience by designing its processes to
meet injured customer needs, and ensure their experience leaves them feeling
supported throughout their recovery. Work is underway to review the Enhanced
Care design with customers with prior claims experience. ICBC has enlisted an
independent firm to complete a series of customer insight workshops. These
workshops, which are still ongoing, will provide key learnings on how ICBC can
refine processes and identify service gaps to build a robust customer service
perspective. The insight workshops will be inclusive of customers with varying
levels of injury severity. The workshop will also enlist the assistance of some
disability advocacy organizations to ensure an inclusive design and to help recruit
potential participants.
Please provide a list of the stakeholders that participated in the consultation process.
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Response:
ICBC published a summary of input provided by stakeholder organizations during the
consultation process on the changes to British Columbia’s auto insurance model. The
document is provided in the following link: What We Heard: Summary of Findings on ICBC's
Enhanced Care Coverage.

A list of the stakeholders that participated in the consultation process is available in the
document in Appendix I: Participants in Consultation.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.9.3 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 4 – Appendix 4A
Section C.1.2 – Consultations with Key Stakeholders,
pages 4A-9 to 4A-12
ICBC’s Consultation with Key Stakeholders
Preamble: In the references Appendix, ICBC states:
34. Extensive consultations were conducted and are continuing with diverse
stakeholder communities, to ensure Enhanced Care reflects the priorities and
needs of all British 2021 RRA Appendix 4A – Claims Cost Management Insurance
Corporation of British Columbia 4A-10 December 15, 2020 Columbians. These
consultations include members of the health care and disability advocacy
communities. The objective of the consultations has been to gather input from
stakeholders on ICBC’s new Enhanced Care model to inform the development of
regulations, initiate discussions on service design, and to better understand
stakeholder perspectives on a wide range of issues as they pertain to Enhanced
Care coverage. Ultimately, ICBC’s goal is to continue to build effective,
sustainable partnerships with these stakeholder communities and to work
together with them in supporting customers in their return to function and
achieving desirable recovery outcomes.
36. As part of the 2019 RAAP product reform, ICBC established a consultation
framework that provides a forum for stakeholders and ICBC to discuss and solve
operational and 2021 RRA Appendix 4A – Claims Cost Management Insurance
Corporation of British Columbia 4A-11 December 15, 2020 emerging issues. The
framework is comprised of three groups that were leveraged to conduct the
consultations. They include:
• The Healthcare Practitioners Advisory Group
• The Disability Advocacy Advisory Group
• Doctors of BC Liaison Committee
40. ICBC is focused on the customer experience by designing its processes to
meet injured customer needs, and ensure their experience leaves them feeling
supported throughout their recovery. Work is underway to review the Enhanced
Care design with customers with prior claims experience. ICBC has enlisted an
independent firm to complete a series of customer insight workshops. These
workshops, which are still ongoing, will provide key learnings on how ICBC can
refine processes and identify service gaps to build a robust customer service
perspective. The insight workshops will be inclusive of customers with varying
levels of injury severity. The workshop will also enlist the assistance of some
disability advocacy organizations to ensure an inclusive design and to help recruit
potential participants.
Please summarize the key themes of the feedback that ICBC received during the
consultation process and describe how this feedback was reflected in the ICBC
Enhanced Care program.
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Response:
A summary of the key themes of the feedback that ICBC received during the consultation
process and how the feedback was incorporated in the Enhanced Care program is available in
the following document:

What We Heard: Summary and Findings on ICBC's Enhanced Care Coverage

Please refer to Section 4 which discusses key themes of the feedback received, and Section 5
which sets out how the feedback was incorporated in the Enhanced Care program.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.9.4 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 4 – Appendix 4A
Section C.1.2 – Consultations with Key Stakeholders,
pages 4A-9 to 4A-12
ICBC’s Consultation with Key Stakeholders
Preamble: In the references Appendix, ICBC states:
34. Extensive consultations were conducted and are continuing with diverse
stakeholder communities, to ensure Enhanced Care reflects the priorities and
needs of all British 2021 RRA Appendix 4A – Claims Cost Management Insurance
Corporation of British Columbia 4A-10 December 15, 2020 Columbians. These
consultations include members of the health care and disability advocacy
communities. The objective of the consultations has been to gather input from
stakeholders on ICBC’s new Enhanced Care model to inform the development of
regulations, initiate discussions on service design, and to better understand
stakeholder perspectives on a wide range of issues as they pertain to Enhanced
Care coverage. Ultimately, ICBC’s goal is to continue to build effective,
sustainable partnerships with these stakeholder communities and to work
together with them in supporting customers in their return to function and
achieving desirable recovery outcomes.
36. As part of the 2019 RAAP product reform, ICBC established a consultation
framework that provides a forum for stakeholders and ICBC to discuss and solve
operational and 2021 RRA Appendix 4A – Claims Cost Management Insurance
Corporation of British Columbia 4A-11 December 15, 2020 emerging issues. The
framework is comprised of three groups that were leveraged to conduct the
consultations. They include:
• The Healthcare Practitioners Advisory Group
• The Disability Advocacy Advisory Group
• Doctors of BC Liaison Committee
40. ICBC is focused on the customer experience by designing its processes to
meet injured customer needs, and ensure their experience leaves them feeling
supported throughout their recovery. Work is underway to review the Enhanced
Care design with customers with prior claims experience. ICBC has enlisted an
independent firm to complete a series of customer insight workshops. These
workshops, which are still ongoing, will provide key learnings on how ICBC can
refine processes and identify service gaps to build a robust customer service
perspective. The insight workshops will be inclusive of customers with varying
levels of injury severity. The workshop will also enlist the assistance of some
disability advocacy organizations to ensure an inclusive design and to help recruit
potential participants.
Please provide a list of BC disability advocacies organizations that participated in the
series of customer insight workshops.
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Response:
ICBC published a summary of input provided by stakeholder organizations during the
consultation process on the changes to British Columbia’s auto insurance model. The
document is provided in the following link:

What We Heard: Summary and Findings on ICBC's Enhanced Care Coverage

A list of the stakeholders that participated in the consultation process is available in the
document in Appendix I: Participants in Consultation.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.10.1 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 4 – Appendix 4A
Section C.1.3 Cost Management under Enhanced Care, page 4A-13
Section C.2.1 Claims Injury: Preparing to Operate under Three Insurance Models, pages
4A-14 to 4A-15
Claims Management under Enhanced Care

Preamble: In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
47. To improve medical support for customers, ICBC is designing an external
Comprehensive Medical Assessment (CMA) service. The CMA is a resource in
circumstances where a customer requires further diagnostic clarification and
when recovery is not progressing as expected. The CMA provides an independent
multidisciplinary perspective to develop treatment recommendations. These
recommendations will support a customer’s recovery and provide clarity of
requirements for ICBC.
57. Claims injury staffing is expected to remain relatively flat for 2020/21 and then
increase in 2021/22 primarily to support the implementation of Enhanced Care.
The staffing requirement attributed to the transition to Enhanced Care is expected
to gradually reduce as injury claims that occurred prior to the implementation of
Enhanced Care continue to settle and as experience is gained under Enhanced
Care.
Please elaborate on the roles and responsibilities of the CMA service including, for
example, whether this service is intended to operate as an ombudsman, the number of
staff providing the CMA service, who specifically is providing the CMA service and their
required credentials, who the CMA service reports to at ICBC, how the service is funded.
Response:
The Comprehensive Medical Assessment (CMA) program is not intended to operate as an
ombudsman; rather it is designed to provide ICBC with timely access to an objective medical
assessment delivered by independent medical and clinical experts to help inform insurance
funding decisions made by ICBC. ICBC does not know the exact number of staff who will be
providing these services as that is facilitated by the CMA providers and is independent of ICBC.

The Lead Assessor is the physician responsible for providing the CMA assessment and
engaging with the Allied Health Assessor. Additionally, when required, the Lead Assessor will
engage Mental Health Assessor(s) and/or Specialist Assessor(s) based on the condition of the
customer. The credentials of the CMA assessors are detailed in Figure 1 below.
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Figure 1 –– CMA Assessor Credentials
Role

Required Credentials

Lead
Assessor

Must be:
 A licensed physician, registered and in good standing, without conditions or
restrictions, with the College of Physicians and Surgeons of British Columbia.

Allied Health
Assessor

Must be qualified as either a:
 Physiotherapist currently registered and in good standing with the College of Physical
Therapists of BC.
 Occupational Therapist currently registered and in good standing with the College of
Occupational Therapists of BC.
 Kinesiologist currently registered and in good standing with an association whose
members provide the health care services of kinesiology.

Mental
Health
Assessor

Must be qualified as either a:
 Psychologist currently registered and in good standing with the College of
Psychologists of BC.
 Psychiatrist currently registered and in good standing, without conditions or
restrictions licensed, with the College of Physicians Surgeons of British Columbia,
qualified to practice medicine in British Columbia and holding a Royal College
certification in Psychiatry.

Specialist
Assessor

Must:
 Be a licensed physician, registered in good standing, without conditions or
restrictions, with the College of Physicians and Surgeons of British Columbia.
 Have Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada certification in the
relevant specialty.

The CMA report is provided to the assigned ICBC recovery specialist who requested it. The
CMA service, including the assessment and the report, is fully funded by ICBC.

The cost of this service is not known at this time. ICBC will establish fees for the provision of
the CMA services as part of an ongoing procurement process for determining the list of CMA
providers prior to May 1, 2021.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.10.2 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 4 – Appendix 4A
Section C.1.3 Cost Management under Enhanced Care, page 4A-13
Section C.2.1 Claims Injury: Preparing to Operate under Three Insurance Models, pages
4A-14 to 4A-15
Claims Management under Enhanced Care

Preamble: In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
47. To improve medical support for customers, ICBC is designing an external
Comprehensive Medical Assessment (CMA) service. The CMA is a resource in
circumstances where a customer requires further diagnostic clarification and
when recovery is not progressing as expected. The CMA provides an independent
multidisciplinary perspective to develop treatment recommendations. These
recommendations will support a customer’s recovery and provide clarity of
requirements for ICBC.
57. Claims injury staffing is expected to remain relatively flat for 2020/21 and then
increase in 2021/22 primarily to support the implementation of Enhanced Care.
The staffing requirement attributed to the transition to Enhanced Care is expected
to gradually reduce as injury claims that occurred prior to the implementation of
Enhanced Care continue to settle and as experience is gained under Enhanced
Care.
In the event there is disagreement between ICBC claims staff and medical staff in terms
of a customer’s care, please elaborate on the process to be followed by ICBC and the
options available to the customer?
Response:
Following a CMA, should ICBC disagree with the funding recommendations, ICBC must
determine whether the concern is in relation to a service quality issue. If the concern relates to
quality, ICBC will escalate the issue to the designated CMA Provider Program Manager to
resolve in accordance with service level requirements. Addenda may be developed should the
recommendations differ from the original CMA report.

In addition, all CMA recommendations would also need to meet both Legislative and Regulatory
requirements, including being reasonable and necessary and using evidence informed practice.
Otherwise, ICBC will adhere to the recommendations provided by the CMA Provider with
respect to the funding of benefits.
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Should a customer disagree with ICBC’s administration of funding under Accident Benefits (AB);
currently, customers must pursue disputes through the Civil Resolution Tribunal (CRT) or the
court system. Information regarding an optional internal claims decision review process will be
made public on May 1, 2021.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.10.3 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 4 – Appendix 4A
Section C.1.3 Cost Management under Enhanced Care, page 4A-13
Section C.2.1 Claims Injury: Preparing to Operate under Three Insurance Models, pages
4A-14 to 4A-15
Claims Management under Enhanced Care
Preamble: In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
47. To improve medical support for customers, ICBC is designing an external
Comprehensive Medical Assessment (CMA) service. The CMA is a resource in
circumstances where a customer requires further diagnostic clarification and
when recovery is not progressing as expected. The CMA provides an independent
multidisciplinary perspective to develop treatment recommendations. These
recommendations will support a customer’s recovery and provide clarity of
requirements for ICBC.
57. Claims injury staffing is expected to remain relatively flat for 2020/21 and then
increase in 2021/22 primarily to support the implementation of Enhanced Care.
The staffing requirement attributed to the transition to Enhanced Care is expected
to gradually reduce as injury claims that occurred prior to the implementation of
Enhanced Care continue to settle and as experience is gained under Enhanced
Care.
Please explain if ICBC has a detailed plan to gradually reduce claims staffing once
experience is gained under Enhanced Care? If yes, please explain the details of ICBC’s
strategy and plan to gradually reduce claims staffing once experience is gained under
Enhanced Care? If not, please explain why not.
Response:
ICBC’s staffing forecasts project the number of claims staff FTEs to gradually reduce in 2022/23
and 2023/24 as experience is gained under Enhanced Care and as pre-Enhanced Care claims
are resolved. The speed at which reductions can be realized depends on Enhanced Care
claims volumes as well as the pace at which pre-Enhanced Care claims are resolved. The most
recent FTE forecasts, by Division, can be found in the response to information request 2021.1
RR BCUC.55.2.
ICBC’s approach to claims staffing is to closely monitor the Enhanced Care implementation and
volume, as well as the pace at which the pre-Enhanced Care claims resolve, and progressively
adjust staffing levels accordingly. The primary objective of ICBC’s claims staffing model is to
ensure that ICBC is staffed appropriately to successfully manage Enhanced Care outcomes for
customers as well as manage outcomes on claims that occurred prior to the implementation of
Enhanced Care. As discussed in the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.55.3,
the reduction in FTEs is expected to be met by voluntary staff attrition (retirements and
resignations).
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.11.1 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 4 – Appendix 4A
Section C.2.2 – Legal Services for Claims Management Continue to be Required, pages
4A-15 to 4A-17
Legal Services for Claims Management
Preamble: In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
65. Given the current demand for claims-related legal work, ICBC continues to
monitor legal services resourcing to meet demand. While the existing litigated
files will take a number of years to resolve, ICBC expects that the number of
positions in claims legal services to decrease over the next several years due to
an expected reduction in claims litigation volume as a result of Enhanced Care.
Please explain if ICBC has a detailed plan to gradually reduce claims legal staffing once
experience is gained under Enhanced Care? If yes, please explain the details of ICBC’s
strategy and plan to gradually reduce legal staff once experience is gained under
Enhanced Care? If not, please explain why not.
Response:
While ICBC’s forecasts project claims legal staff to gradually reduce in number as experience is
gained under Enhanced Care, the reductions will not be solely a result of having gained
experience under Enhanced Care, and will be largely driven by the pace at which litigated preEnhanced Care claims can be successfully resolved.

ICBC continues monitoring its legal services resourcing to ensure it meets both current needs
and anticipated demand. There are a number of considerations that will be factored into ICBC’s
decisions regarding claims legal staffing. These considerations include the potential impact of
the constitutional challenge on the jurisdiction of the Civil Resolution Tribunal that is currently
under appeal, and the amount of litigation that ICBC will have to respond to. Staffing forecasts
will be adjusted as claims volumes are known and settlements progress. Since Enhanced Care
will not be implemented until May 1, 2021, and with claims for vehicle accidents potentially
having multiple years to commence litigation, there are a significant number of litigated files that
have yet to be concluded. ICBC has a window of time that allows for the planning required to
ensure a thoughtful and deliberate plan is in place.

Please see the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCOAPO.11.2 which provides the
FTE forecast for ICBC’s Legal Services.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.11.2 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 4 – Appendix 4A
Section C.2.2 – Legal Services for Claims Management Continue to be Required, pages
4A-15 to 4A-17
Legal Services for Claims Management
Preamble: In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
65. Given the current demand for claims-related legal work, ICBC continues to
monitor legal services resourcing to meet demand. While the existing litigated
files will take a number of years to resolve, ICBC expects that the number of
positions in claims legal services to decrease over the next several years due to
an expected reduction in claims litigation volume as a result of Enhanced Care.
Please explain whether the expected reduction in legal claims staff have been included in
the operating cost budgets for the 2021/22 to 2023/24 fiscal years?
Response:
Yes, the expected reduction in legal claims staff is included in the operating cost budgets for
2021/22 to 2023/24 fiscal years.
The table below shows ICBC’s claims legal staff for 2019/20 actual, 2020/21 outlook and
2021/22 to 2023/24 forecast.
Figure 1 – Claims Legal Services Average FTE
Average FTEs1
Claims Legal Services2

2019/20
Actual

2020/21
Outlook

2021/22
Forecast

2022/23
Forecast

2023/24
Forecast

300

295

233

149

113

1Average

full-time equivalents (FTEs) represents the sum of the number of FTEs measured at each month of the
year, divided by the number of months in the fiscal year. It represents an average over a period of time, rather than
at a point in time.
2 Claims Legal Services department include positions such as legal assistants litigation, paralegals, counsels, claims
support assistants, Legal Services managers and directors, and other administrative staff.

While ICBC’s forecasts project claims legal staff to gradually reduce, there are number of
factors that may influence future staffing needs for Claims Legal Services. Please refer to the
response to information request 2021.1 RR BCOAPO.11.1 for further details.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.12.1 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 4 – Appendix 4B
Insurance Distribution:
Sections B, C and D, pages 4B-1 to 4B-4
Independent Broker Role in Enhanced Care
Preamble: In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
7. In recognition of the significant changes to ICBC’s insurance product and
required system changes with the introduction of Enhanced Care, ICBC is
undertaking a comprehensive change management process with brokers. The
process includes assessment of brokers change management needs, in depth
training to increase broker knowledge, and measurement of the level of broker
readiness over several points in the months leading up to implementation of
Enhanced Care.
9. ICBC is currently in the process of modernizing the way in which, through its
broker partners, it provides insurance products and services to customers by
delivering supported online capabilities in 2022. A key goal of ICBC’s insurance
sales and services modernization is to enhance customer convenience through
provision of an online capability that enables customers to perform insurance
renewals and other types of insurance transactions while providing support from
brokers to ensure customers have the required coverages and vehicles are
properly rated. The types of online transactions that ICBC is currently planning to
implement includes insurance renewals, Temporary Operation Permits, and some
policy changes.
12. In recognition of the additional workload undertaken by brokers due to rate
design and implementation of the Enhanced Care model, ICBC is planning an
increase to the Basic fees paid to brokers.
Please explain if ICBC has any significant concerns with respect to independent broker
readiness to implement Enhanced Care May 1, 2021?
Response:
ICBC has no significant concerns with respect to broker readiness to implement Enhanced
Care. In addition to the initiatives described in Chapter 4, Appendix 4B, ICBC is conducting
sessions with brokers to augment the training and provide an opportunity to ask questions and
voice concerns. Brokers have in the past demonstrated their ability and willingness to prepare
and adapt to change.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.12.2 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 4 – Appendix 4B
Insurance Distribution:
Sections B, C and D, pages 4B-1 to 4B-4
Independent Broker Role in Enhanced Care
Preamble: In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
7. In recognition of the significant changes to ICBC’s insurance product and
required system changes with the introduction of Enhanced Care, ICBC is
undertaking a comprehensive change management process with brokers. The
process includes assessment of brokers change management needs, in depth
training to increase broker knowledge, and measurement of the level of broker
readiness over several points in the months leading up to implementation of
Enhanced Care.
9. ICBC is currently in the process of modernizing the way in which, through its
broker partners, it provides insurance products and services to customers by
delivering supported online capabilities in 2022. A key goal of ICBC’s insurance
sales and services modernization is to enhance customer convenience through
provision of an online capability that enables customers to perform insurance
renewals and other types of insurance transactions while providing support from
brokers to ensure customers have the required coverages and vehicles are
properly rated. The types of online transactions that ICBC is currently planning to
implement includes insurance renewals, Temporary Operation Permits, and some
policy changes.
12. In recognition of the additional workload undertaken by brokers due to rate
design and implementation of the Enhanced Care model, ICBC is planning an
increase to the Basic fees paid to brokers.
Please explain if ICBC has any other significant concerns that may jeopardize the
implementation of the Enhanced Care model on May 1, 2021?
Response:
ICBC has no significant concerns that may jeopardize the implementation of the Enhanced Care
model on May 1, 2021.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.12.3 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 4 – Appendix 4B
Insurance Distribution:
Sections B, C and D, pages 4B-1 to 4B-4
Independent Broker Role in Enhanced Care
Preamble: In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
7. In recognition of the significant changes to ICBC’s insurance product and
required system changes with the introduction of Enhanced Care, ICBC is
undertaking a comprehensive change management process with brokers. The
process includes assessment of brokers change management needs, in depth
training to increase broker knowledge, and measurement of the level of broker
readiness over several points in the months leading up to implementation of
Enhanced Care.
9. ICBC is currently in the process of modernizing the way in which, through its
broker partners, it provides insurance products and services to customers by
delivering supported online capabilities in 2022. A key goal of ICBC’s insurance
sales and services modernization is to enhance customer convenience through
provision of an online capability that enables customers to perform insurance
renewals and other types of insurance transactions while providing support from
brokers to ensure customers have the required coverages and vehicles are
properly rated. The types of online transactions that ICBC is currently planning to
implement includes insurance renewals, Temporary Operation Permits, and some
policy changes.
12. In recognition of the additional workload undertaken by brokers due to rate
design and implementation of the Enhanced Care model, ICBC is planning an
increase to the Basic fees paid to brokers.
Please describe the types of transactions ICBC does not intend to implement online?
Response:
ICBC will launch online services with renewals for Owner’s Certificate of Insurance (APV 250)
limited to personal rate classes and sales of Temporary Operation Permit and Owner’s
Certificate of Insurance (APV16). More products are expected to be available in the future. At
this time, ICBC has not identified any transaction types that it does not intend to not make
available online.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.12.4 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 4 – Appendix 4B
Insurance Distribution:
Sections B, C and D, pages 4B-1 to 4B-4
Independent Broker Role in Enhanced Care
Preamble: In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
7. In recognition of the significant changes to ICBC’s insurance product and
required system changes with the introduction of Enhanced Care, ICBC is
undertaking a comprehensive change management process with brokers. The
process includes assessment of brokers change management needs, in depth
training to increase broker knowledge, and measurement of the level of broker
readiness over several points in the months leading up to implementation of
Enhanced Care.
9. ICBC is currently in the process of modernizing the way in which, through its
broker partners, it provides insurance products and services to customers by
delivering supported online capabilities in 2022. A key goal of ICBC’s insurance
sales and services modernization is to enhance customer convenience through
provision of an online capability that enables customers to perform insurance
renewals and other types of insurance transactions while providing support from
brokers to ensure customers have the required coverages and vehicles are
properly rated. The types of online transactions that ICBC is currently planning to
implement includes insurance renewals, Temporary Operation Permits, and some
policy changes.
12. In recognition of the additional workload undertaken by brokers due to rate
design and implementation of the Enhanced Care model, ICBC is planning an
increase to the Basic fees paid to brokers.
Please explain how the independent broker role changes given that ICBC is moving from
renewals at the independent broker premises to online renewals?
Response:
For online renewals, brokers will continue to review all coverage selections and assess risk for
each customer and every policy processed online. If a review raises concerns, brokers will
contact the customer to discuss their online coverage choices, continuing to provide customers
with the benefit of their in-depth insurance knowledge and their ability to make insurance
understandable for the customer. Further, brokers will continue to assist customers in person,
as the ability to conduct an online insurance renewal will not preclude a customer from
conducting an insurance renewal at their broker’s office in the future.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.12.5 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 4 – Appendix 4B
Insurance Distribution:
Sections B, C and D, pages 4B-1 to 4B-4
Independent Broker Role in Enhanced Care
Preamble: In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
7. In recognition of the significant changes to ICBC’s insurance product and
required system changes with the introduction of Enhanced Care, ICBC is
undertaking a comprehensive change management process with brokers. The
process includes assessment of brokers change management needs, in depth
training to increase broker knowledge, and measurement of the level of broker
readiness over several points in the months leading up to implementation of
Enhanced Care.
9. ICBC is currently in the process of modernizing the way in which, through its
broker partners, it provides insurance products and services to customers by
delivering supported online capabilities in 2022. A key goal of ICBC’s insurance
sales and services modernization is to enhance customer convenience through
provision of an online capability that enables customers to perform insurance
renewals and other types of insurance transactions while providing support from
brokers to ensure customers have the required coverages and vehicles are
properly rated. The types of online transactions that ICBC is currently planning to
implement includes insurance renewals, Temporary Operation Permits, and some
policy changes.
12. In recognition of the additional workload undertaken by brokers due to rate
design and implementation of the Enhanced Care model, ICBC is planning an
increase to the Basic fees paid to brokers.
Please explain if ICBC has conducted any research and benchmarking of the
independent broker’s role and remuneration in other Canadian jurisdictions? If yes,
please provide a summary of ICBC’s findings. If not, please explain why not.
Response:
Most jurisdictions in Canada are served exclusively by private insurers. These companies do
not offer a Basic and Optional insurance model and do not publish their broker remuneration
schedule. ICBC has concluded these models are not useful comparisons for ICBC broker
remuneration and specific roles.

ICBC looked at the role brokers play in online service in Manitoba and Saskatchewan, the two
jurisdictions that also offer a government basic insurance model. Manitoba Public Insurance
(MPI) does not have an online option for customers at this time. Saskatchewan Government
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Insurance (SGI) gives customers the opportunity to renew insurance and buy a limited number
of other insurance products online. Each online transaction is associated with a broker who the
customer may contact if they have questions.

BC customers who have questions while processing their online insurance purchase will be able
to contact an Autoplan broker of their choice. In addition, to protect the customer, a broker will
review each ICBC customer online insurance purchase and contact the customer if changes
may be needed.

The MPI and SGI basic insurance packages provide coverages and limits that are different from
what ICBC offers. For instance, both MPI and SGI include vehicle protections in their basic
insurance that ICBC sells optionally. MPI and SGI pay brokers a percentage of premium, while
ICBC pays a fixed fee for Basic insurance transactions. The uniqueness of the ICBC model
limits the value of comparisons with other models.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.13.1 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 5 Investments:
Section E – Investment Strategy Review, page 5-16
Attachment 5A.1 – Statement of Investment Policy and Procedures October 29, 2020,
page 9
ICBC Investment Strategy and ALM Analysis
Manitoba Public Utilities Board Order 1/21 dated January 5, 2021 with respect to the
Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) 2021/22 General Rate Application and its Asset Liability
Management (ALM) study, Section 8.0 – Investments1
MPI 2021/22 General Rate Application, MPI Exhibit 30, the MPI Investment Presentation,
slide 132
Preamble: In the referenced Chapter, ICBC states:
54. In accordance with governance practices, ICBC’s investment strategy is
formally reviewed at least every four years, with the last review conducted in
2017/18. Due to the legislative changes made to ICBC’s Basic insurance system to
the Enhanced Care model, ICBC is currently undertaking a review of ICBC’s
investment strategy. The review is being conducted in partnership with BCI and is
utilizing standard industry methods for determining the composition of the
“optimal” ICBC investment portfolio – the combination of asset classes that meets
the investment objectives at an acceptable level of risk.
The optimal strategic asset mix is determined based on expected rate of return for
each asset class for the forecasting period and their associated range of returns
expressed in standard deviations. Liquidity, risk constraints, and cash flow
considerations are also incorporated in the determination of the strategic asset
mix.
The following are excerpts from the Manitoba Public Utilities Board Order 1/21 dated
January 5, 2021 with respect to the Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) 2021/22 General
Rate Application and its Asset Liability Management (ALM) study, Section 8.0 –
Investments:
As set out above, the Corporation's funds available for Investment are primarily
the assets supporting the unearned premium reserves and unpaid claims
reserves. MPI previously had a single, commingled investment portfolio that
backed all liabilities and surplus. As a result of the ALM Study implementation
completed in January 2018, these funds are now segregated into five investment
portfolios. The funds within the investment portfolios support Basic claims, the
Basic RSR, and Employee Future Benefits, primarily the Corporation's pension
obligations. As well, the Corporation now has separate investment portfolios to
support its extension lines of business. (page 83)
MPI’s adoption of recommendations flowing from the ALM Study resulted in the
separation of the single commingled investment portfolio into the five unique
portfolios as set out above. Each of these portfolios has had unique asset
allocations since the beginning of the fiscal year 2019/20, which has allowed MPI
to set appropriate investment goals for each portfolio. (page 84)
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Changes based on the implementation of the ALM Study resulted in the portfolio
backing Basic Claims consisting of 100% fixed income assets, the portfolios
backing Extension, SRE, and Basic RSR being balanced with 50% growth assets
and 50% fixed income assets, and the portfolio backing Pension having a slightly
higher allocation to growth assets at 60%. Because the portfolios no longer share
assets, each portfolio's asset allocations can be changed or adjusted in the future
as necessary. (page 84)
The new segregated portfolio structure has enabled MPI to develop investment
portfolios that better reflect the associated liabilities (where there are liabilities)
and each portfolio's investment goals. The benefit of this approach includes derisking the Basic claims portfolio by matching only fixed-income assets to the
liabilities and eliminating exposure to growth assets. The interest rate risk
associated with the Basic line of business is expected to be significantly reduced.
(page 86)
MPI previously noted that the ALM Strategy, including the de-risking of the Basic
Claims portfolio, reduced the Corporation's capital requirements by almost $100
million. (page 87)
The following is an excerpt from the MPI Investment Presentation as part of its 2021/22
GRA, MPI Exhibit 30, slide 13:
Investment Objectives of MPI’s Board and Government
• Reduced premium/rate volatility.
• Directly match investments to liabilities.
• Ensure that capital is available to pay claims when necessary.
• Appropriate levels of risk for each portfolio driven by the purpose of each
portfolio (as set out in the IPS and determined by the Board).
Please explain if ICBC uses Asset Liability Management (ALM) analysis or studies in
developing its targeted asset mix as part of its investment policy? If yes, please
summarize the findings of the most recent ALM analysis. If not, please explain why not.
1

Online: http://www.pubmanitoba.ca/v1/proceedings-decisions/orders/pubs/21-orders/1-21.pdf
Online: http://www.pubmanitoba.ca/v1/proceedings-decisions/appl-current/pubs/2021-mpi-gra/mpi/mpi-30-invpresentation.pdf
2

Response:
Yes, ICBC uses Asset Liability Management (ALM) studies, typically on a four-year cycle, to
help confirm or revise the funds’ strategic asset mix. With the introduction of the Enhanced
Care model, ICBC accelerated the cycle and has just recently completed an ALM study. The
results of the study have been used to inform the new strategic asset mix and transition
schedule to be included in the next revision of the Statement of Investment Policy and
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Procedures which is being presented to the Board of Directors for approval at the end of April.
Key findings of the study were:


Long-term expected returns for fixed income have decreased and the current portfolio
would not sustain historical return levels.



The Enhanced Care model is expected to have longer, more predictable payment
streams. This liability profile supports a longer-term investment horizon and increases
the fund’s ability to take risk.



The longer-term investment horizon also supports selling some of the fund’s ample
liquidity to invest in assets with greater expected returns.



Public equities have higher expected returns but with high volatility. There is a change
in focus to private market assets, which have greater income predictability and lower
observed volatility.



The overall expected outcome is higher long-term returns but with potentially higher
short-term volatility.



The legacy claims will take several years to wind down. Transitioning the asset mix will
be a gradual process and sufficient liquidity will need to be held throughout the
transition.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.13.2 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 5 Investments:
Section E – Investment Strategy Review, page 5-16
Attachment 5A.1 – Statement of Investment Policy and Procedures October 29, 2020,
page 9
ICBC Investment Strategy and ALM Analysis
Manitoba Public Utilities Board Order 1/21 dated January 5, 2021 with respect to the
Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) 2021/22 General Rate Application and its Asset Liability
Management (ALM) study, Section 8.0 – Investments1
MPI 2021/22 General Rate Application, MPI Exhibit 30, the MPI Investment Presentation,
slide 132
Preamble: In the referenced Chapter, ICBC states:
54. In accordance with governance practices, ICBC’s investment strategy is
formally reviewed at least every four years, with the last review conducted in
2017/18. Due to the legislative changes made to ICBC’s Basic insurance system to
the Enhanced Care model, ICBC is currently undertaking a review of ICBC’s
investment strategy. The review is being conducted in partnership with BCI and is
utilizing standard industry methods for determining the composition of the
“optimal” ICBC investment portfolio – the combination of asset classes that meets
the investment objectives at an acceptable level of risk.
The optimal strategic asset mix is determined based on expected rate of return for
each asset class for the forecasting period and their associated range of returns
expressed in standard deviations. Liquidity, risk constraints, and cash flow
considerations are also incorporated in the determination of the strategic asset
mix.
The following are excerpts from the Manitoba Public Utilities Board Order 1/21 dated
January 5, 2021 with respect to the Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) 2021/22 General
Rate Application and its Asset Liability Management (ALM) study, Section 8.0 –
Investments:
As set out above, the Corporation's funds available for Investment are primarily
the assets supporting the unearned premium reserves and unpaid claims
reserves. MPI previously had a single, commingled investment portfolio that
backed all liabilities and surplus. As a result of the ALM Study implementation
completed in January 2018, these funds are now segregated into five investment
portfolios. The funds within the investment portfolios support Basic claims, the
Basic RSR, and Employee Future Benefits, primarily the Corporation's pension
obligations. As well, the Corporation now has separate investment portfolios to
support its extension lines of business. (page 83)
MPI’s adoption of recommendations flowing from the ALM Study resulted in the
separation of the single commingled investment portfolio into the five unique
portfolios as set out above. Each of these portfolios has had unique asset
allocations since the beginning of the fiscal year 2019/20, which has allowed MPI
to set appropriate investment goals for each portfolio. (page 84)
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Changes based on the implementation of the ALM Study resulted in the portfolio
backing Basic Claims consisting of 100% fixed income assets, the portfolios
backing Extension, SRE, and Basic RSR being balanced with 50% growth assets
and 50% fixed income assets, and the portfolio backing Pension having a slightly
higher allocation to growth assets at 60%. Because the portfolios no longer share
assets, each portfolio's asset allocations can be changed or adjusted in the future
as necessary. (page 84)
The new segregated portfolio structure has enabled MPI to develop investment
portfolios that better reflect the associated liabilities (where there are liabilities)
and each portfolio's investment goals. The benefit of this approach includes derisking the Basic claims portfolio by matching only fixed-income assets to the
liabilities and eliminating exposure to growth assets. The interest rate risk
associated with the Basic line of business is expected to be significantly reduced.
(page 86)
MPI previously noted that the ALM Strategy, including the de-risking of the Basic
Claims portfolio, reduced the Corporation's capital requirements by almost $100
million. (page 87)
The following is an excerpt from the MPI Investment Presentation as part of its 2021/22
GRA, MPI Exhibit 30, slide 13:
Investment Objectives of MPI’s Board and Government
• Reduced premium/rate volatility.
• Directly match investments to liabilities.
• Ensure that capital is available to pay claims when necessary.
• Appropriate levels of risk for each portfolio driven by the purpose of each
portfolio (as set out in the IPS and determined by the Board).
Please explain if ICBC has considered a separation of its single commingled investment
portfolio into unique portfolios with unique asset allocations as was recently undertaken
by MPI? If not, please explain why ICBC has chosen to maintain a single comingled
investment portfolio?
1

Online: http://www.pubmanitoba.ca/v1/proceedings-decisions/orders/pubs/21-orders/1-21.pdf
Online: http://www.pubmanitoba.ca/v1/proceedings-decisions/appl-current/pubs/2021-mpi-gra/mpi/mpi-30-invpresentation.pdf
2

Response:
ICBC currently maintains separate portfolios for its insurance operations and for the
Management and Confidential Pension Plan. Pension Plan assets are held for the benefit of the
plan members and are not to be commingled with ICBC’s investment assets.
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ICBC has given consideration to separating the investment portfolio for its insurance operations
into separate portfolios for its Basic and Optional business. However, it was determined to be
more efficient for ICBC to operate an integrated portfolio. Within the single portfolio, highly
liquid fixed income assets are maintained to ensure ICBC’s ability to pay its claims obligations
as needed and are used to match the interest rate risk (duration) of the claims liabilities.
Portfolio diversification is utilized to reduce volatility and generate increased return. Overall
portfolio risk is routinely monitored and reported to the Board of Directors.

A portfolio supporting the Basic insurance business consisting entirely of fixed income
investments would be expected to provide a lower return. A diversified portfolio providing higher
returns is preferable to assist in maintaining lower Basic insurance rates.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.14.1 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 5 Investments
Section B.3.3 – Forecasts, pages 5-7 to 5-8
Benchmarking of BCI Forecasts
Preamble: In the referenced Chapter, ICBC states:
27. BCI develops a Long-Term Capital Market Expectations report on an annual
basis to help clients select strategic asset mixes and support actuarial valuations.
The expectations are developed by BCI’s Investment Strategy & Risk department,
in collaboration with BCI personnel with expertise in each asset class. As part of
the process, the capital market expectations are presented to and reviewed by
BCI’s Management Investment Committee, comprised of BCI’s Chief Executive
Officer/Chief Investment Officer and Executive Vice Presidents from each asset
class included in the report. BCI’s forecasts are also benchmarked against
expectations developed by investment consulting firms and other investment
managers to ensure reasonableness.
28. ICBC has discussed with BCI its assumption-setting methodology and is
confident in BCI’s process and the extent to which the assumption-setting
process is reviewed. In 2017, an external consultant of one of BCI’s largest clients
was contracted to review BCI’s assumption-setting process and it was found that
BCI utilizes a robust process producing defensible and sensible
recommendations.
Please summarize the findings from the most recent benchmarking of the performance of
BCI’s forecasts in the 2020 Edition of its Long-Term Capital Market Expectation Report.
Response:
Attached is the most recent benchmarking of 2020 assumptions based on information as at
December 31, 2019. We have included an estimate of the annualized return for a portfolio
similar to ICBC’s strategic asset allocation which compares the BCI expected returns for various
assets classes with the expected returns from a peer group of companies.

Please see

Attachment A – Peer Universe Comparison – Annualized Long-Term Expected Returns. The
key takeaway is that BCI’s long-term capital market expectation for such a portfolio is consistent
with the peer group and would rank at the 53rd percentile compared to its peers.

ICBC’s Information Request Response

2021.1 RR BCOAPO.14.1– Attachment A –
Peer Universe Comparison – Annualized
Long-Term Expected Returns

Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
April 14, 2021

Peer Universe Comparison
Annualized Long-Term Expected Returns
(based on information as at December 31, 2019)
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.14.2 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 5 Investments
Section B.3.3 – Forecasts, pages 5-7 to 5-8
Benchmarking of BCI Forecasts
Preamble: In the referenced Chapter, ICBC states:
27. BCI develops a Long-Term Capital Market Expectations report on an annual
basis to help clients select strategic asset mixes and support actuarial valuations.
The expectations are developed by BCI’s Investment Strategy & Risk department,
in collaboration with BCI personnel with expertise in each asset class. As part of
the process, the capital market expectations are presented to and reviewed by
BCI’s Management Investment Committee, comprised of BCI’s Chief Executive
Officer/Chief Investment Officer and Executive Vice Presidents from each asset
class included in the report. BCI’s forecasts are also benchmarked against
expectations developed by investment consulting firms and other investment
managers to ensure reasonableness.
28. ICBC has discussed with BCI its assumption-setting methodology and is
confident in BCI’s process and the extent to which the assumption-setting
process is reviewed. In 2017, an external consultant of one of BCI’s largest clients
was contracted to review BCI’s assumption-setting process and it was found that
BCI utilizes a robust process producing defensible and sensible
recommendations.
Please summarize the findings of ICBC’s discussions with BCI about its assumption
setting methodology as well as the 2017 external consultant review of BCI’s assumption
setting process.
Response:
Each year, BCI develops long-term capital market assumptions. A building block approach is
used to determine expected returns for each asset class over a horizon of up to 15 years.
These assumptions are used by BCI to assist their clients in determining the long-term strategic
asset allocation. The BCI report and methodology were reviewed by ICBC senior investment
staff.

They consulted with the corporate actuarial team and the Chief Actuary for

reasonableness of the assumptions. ICBC actuaries also engaged ICBC’s external actuary
(also the Application’s reviewing actuary), Eckler Ltd., to ensure that BCI would provide
information that was reasonably consistent with previous approaches. Based on these reviews
and discussions with BCI, ICBC was satisfied that the methodology was appropriate and would
produce reasonable results.
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As part of an asset-liability (AL) review undertaken in 2017, one of BCI’s largest clients
contracted the investment practice of a third-party global actuarial and investment consulting
firm to provide an independent expert assessment of BCI’s processes and methodology. This
assessment included BCI’s long-term capital market assumption setting process and
methodology. The consulting firm’s conclusion with respect to BCI’s capital market assumptions
is as follows:

On the whole, the capital market assumptions used by [BCI] in the AL Study are
reasonable and suitable. The process described by [BCI] for setting those
assumptions is also, in our estimation, reasonable and suitable.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.15.1-2 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 5 Investments
Appendix 5B – BCI Long-Term Capital Market Expectations,
page 5B-1
Timing of BCI Forecasts for Rate Setting Purposes
Preamble: In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
1. On an annual basis, BCI publishes its Long-Term Capital Market Expectations
report (BCI Report) highlighting return forecasts for various asset classes over a
10-year and 15-year time horizon. The August 2020 edition, included as
Attachment 5B.1 to this Appendix, contains an addendum to the original BCI
report released on March 2020. The addendum reflects updates made to the
expected return on short-term and mid-term bonds to take into account the recent
drop in interest rates; all other return forecasts remain unchanged. A summary of
return expectations by asset class can be found in the BCI Report, page 2,
Figure 1.
15.1 Please explain from a rate-setting perspective, if ICBC is concerned that BCI’s
forecasts may be outdated by the filing date of the RRA?
15.2 Given the recent volatility and uncertainty in the financial markets, please explain
whether ICBC is concerned that the use of the BCI forecasts (produced in March and
June of 2020) are outdated for rate-setting purposes with respect to the 2021 RRA?
Response:
ICBC is not concerned that BCI’s forecasts will be outdated from a rate-setting perspective.
BCI’s capital market expectations are long-term forecasts (15-years). The return expectations
are developed based on long-term projections of macroeconomic building blocks (e.g., real
GDP, inflation, interest rates).

Although short-term market movements can influence the

assumptions, they are typically drowned out by longer term economic expectations. Therefore,
BCI’s long-term expected returns do not typically change much year over year. For this reason,
BCI has historically determined its capital market expectations once per year.

2020 was an exceptional year due to the financial effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. Interest
rates fell sharply, which resulted in BCI updating its forecasts based on March 31, 2020
information. Financial markets then recovered faster than anticipated which led to another
update to BCI’s forecasts for certain asset classes based on June 30, 2020 information.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.16.1 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 6
Section B – Operating Expenses for Actuarial Rate Indication,
pages 6-4 to 6-5
Operating Expense Guidelines and Productivity Assumptions
Preamble: In the referenced Chapter, ICBC states:
15. The operating expense forecasts are prepared based on the information
available as of August 31, 2020. The forecast years are developed using expected
changes in business impacting cost drivers (transaction volume, initiatives in
progress, key priorities, etc.).
16…..Senior management reviews these estimates to ensure it reflects anticipated
business needs.
Please explain if ICBC’s senior management issued any guidelines or overall budget
targets with respect to operating expenses for the three-year period 2021/22 to 2023/24?
If yes, please provide the guidelines and targets. If not, please explain why not.
Response:
ICBC’s senior management issued the following guidelines to develop the operating expense
forecast for the 2021/22 to 2023/24 three-year period.


Vacancy management:
Approximately 63% of controllable operating expenses relate to compensation, therefore
Management focused efforts on controlling compensation costs by managing vacancies.
ICBC’s senior management issued direction that ICBC would only proceed with hiring of
critical positions. In addition, all hires required approval by the hiring division executive
and CEO. All divisions were challenged to absorb work within the existing full time
equivalent (FTE) complement and reduce lower priority work.



Head-count changes:
ICBC will proceed with new hires only to support the transition to Enhanced Care,
increase in claims as volume returns to pre-pandemic level, and for initiatives to support
ICBC’s 2025 strategy.

ICBC uses an integrated workforce planning model to determine appropriate staffing
levels to support Enhanced Care and the wind down of full tort (pre- April 1, 2019) and
modified tort (April 1, 2019 – April 30, 2021) claims. There will be a temporary increase
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in overall staffing levels in 2021/22 as ICBC transitions to Enhanced Care as ICBC will
be managing injury claims that fall under three different insurance models. However, the
staff required to support full tort and modified tort are expected to gradually reduce as
ICBC continues to manage and progressively wind down those claims. This gradual
reduction in staff is expected to be met by voluntary staff attrition (retirements and
resignations).

All staffing requirements are discussed with senior management and are endorsed by
Executive Leadership Team.


Compensation increase:
For Bargaining Unit employees, salary level changes and length-of-service wage
adjustments are a result of contractual terms of the new Collective Agreement (2019 –
2022).

ICBC assumed a salary increase of 2% for Management and Confidential

employees.


Inflation and contractual commitments:
Non-compensation expenses should increase within the range of inflation and previously
negotiated contract price increase. ICBC uses the British Columbia Consumer Price
Index (BC CPI) as a guide for forecasting increases in non-compensation operating
expenses (estimated rate of inflation of 2%). This rate of inflation has been chosen as a
proxy for increases in operating expenses. The rate of inflation is reviewed regularly for
the operating expense forecast.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.16.2 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 6
Section B – Operating Expenses for Actuarial Rate Indication,
pages 6-4 to 6-5
Operating Expense Guidelines and Productivity Assumptions
Preamble: In the referenced Chapter, ICBC states:
15. The operating expense forecasts are prepared based on the information
available as of August 31, 2020. The forecast years are developed using expected
changes in business impacting cost drivers (transaction volume, initiatives in
progress, key priorities, etc.).
16…..Senior management reviews these estimates to ensure it reflects anticipated
business needs.
ICBC has dedicated a significant portion of Chapter 6 to explaining cost drivers which for
the most part are increasing forecast operating expenses with minimal emphasis on
explaining initiatives that improve productivity and reduce operating costs.
i) Please provide a description of the various initiatives that ICBC has underway to
improve productivity and reduce operating cost forecasts?
ii) Please explain if ICBC senior management has included any productivity targets to
offset operating cost forecast increases as part of its operating cost budgeting process?
If yes, please provide the productivity targets and the associated reductions in operating
expenses. If not, please explain why not.
Response:
ICBC’s total costs are comprised of claims costs, deferred premiums acquisition costs
adjustment, commissions, premium taxes, and corporate operating expenses. As stated in the
Application, Chapter 6, page 6-1, paragraph 1, total corporate operating expenses represent
approximately 11% of ICBC’s total costs. Further, as shown in the response to information
request 2021.1 RR BCUC.2.4, operating expenses (claims services expenses and general
expenses including RSLM) have a net favourable 1.3 percentage point impact on the rate
change to cover costs.
ICBC defines operating expenses as either controllable or non-controllable as some of ICBC’s
operating expenses, such as year to year changes in pension and post-retirement benefit
expense, are driven by factors that are mainly beyond ICBC’s direct control. Approximately
63% of ICBC’s controllable operating expenses are comprised of compensation and benefits
(FTEs). Therefore, Management’s efforts on controlling compensation costs include issuing
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guidelines as described in the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCOAPO.16.1 and
explained below:


Vacancy management: ICBC’s senior management issued direction that ICBC would
only proceed with hiring of critical positions. In addition, all hires required approval by
the hiring division executive and CEO. All divisions were challenged to absorb work
within the existing FTE complement and reduce lower priority work.



Head count increase: ICBC will proceed with new hires only to support the transition to
Enhanced Care, increase in claims as volume returns to pre-pandemic level, and for
initiatives to support ICBC’s 2025 strategy. All staffing requirements are discussed with
senior management and are endorsed by Executive Leadership Team.



Integrated Workforce Planning Model: ICBC’s integrated workforce planning model uses
projected business/work volumes (in the case of claims, actuarially forecasted claims
intake by claims type and pending levels), productivity/workload benchmarks
expectations, as well as retirement, promotion, and training assumptions. Productivity
assumptions are reflective of historical and projected performance (including efficiencies
already realized or expected in the future where applicable) that are closely tracked and
managed to identify issues or opportunities, and inform corrective action, if required.

For call centres, target service level is typically designed to achieve an optimal balance
between several key performance metrics, including average wait time, call
abandonment rate, and staff occupancy.

Long-term call centre models, which look

ahead at full fiscal year, are refreshed monthly, while short-term models (which look
ahead 2 days to 3 weeks) are refreshed both daily and weekly. For claims, workload
standards are typically expressed in terms of total expected work activity per FTE per
month or year, total intake per FTE per month, average pending per FTE, or a
combination thereof. These standards are reviewed and updated regularly to reflect
changes in business processes, operating environment, and efficiencies. Non-call
centre models are refreshed and reviewed monthly.
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Corporate Stretch: The corporate stretch is unspecified cost savings required to meet
the controllable operating expense budget targets, where details of cost savings are not
yet determined at the time the budget is established. All divisions are challenged to seek
additional cost reduction opportunities during the year in the form of corporate stretch.

In line with Government’s commitment to make life more affordable for British Columbians while
delivering services that people can count on, ICBC is dedicated to providing customers with the
best insurance coverage and service, at the lowest possible cost.

ICBC’s new corporate

strategy plans to make auto insurance more affordable by reducing costs and legal expenses.
This will be achieved through the implementation of the Enhanced Care model, together with
leading injury management practices that will improve health outcomes, as well as managing
processes that will help ICBC keep escalating vehicle repair costs under control. For more
detail on ICBC’s corporate strategy, please refer to the Application, Chapter 7, Appendix 7A.

In the absence of historical British Columbia (BC) data to rely on to forecast the impacts from
Enhanced Care, ICBC relied on using Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) data where appropriate.
Further, due to uncertainties associated with the Enhanced Care model (e.g., claims intake
under Enhanced Care, the rate of wind-down of tort-based injury claims, and advancement of
organizational frameworks for handling claims under the tort-based and Enhanced Care product
models), any productivity targets to offset the forecast increases in operating expense at this
point would be subject to risk and uncertainty, as it will take time for ICBC to observe and reflect
actual Enhanced Care costs and differences between ICBC and MPI’s claims data used to
forecast. More experience and actual data is required here in BC under Enhanced Care post
implementation to be able to set accurate and credible productivity targets to offset potential
forecasted operating expenses.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.16.3 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 6
Section B – Operating Expenses for Actuarial Rate Indication,
pages 6-4 to 6-5
Operating Expense Guidelines and Productivity Assumptions
Preamble: In the referenced Chapter, ICBC states:
15. The operating expense forecasts are prepared based on the information
available as of August 31, 2020. The forecast years are developed using expected
changes in business impacting cost drivers (transaction volume, initiatives in
progress, key priorities, etc.).
16…..Senior management reviews these estimates to ensure it reflects anticipated
business needs.
Please explain how senior management has reviewed the estimates of operating costs to
ensure they contribute to affordable rates for ICBC’s policyholders?
Response:
ICBC’s senior management conducts a thorough review of operating costs and identify all areas
where costs could be reduced or spending managed to keep costs within inflation and reduce
the impact on the actuarial rate indication. As shown in the response to information request
2021.1 RR BCUC.2.4, operating expenses (claims services expenses and general expenses
including RSLM) is a favourable net 1.3 percentage point impact on the rate change to cover
costs.
Senior management actively evaluates ICBC‘s performance against the measures set out in its
Service Plan to ensure that ICBC is operating efficiently in comparison to industry. This is
monitored through the Insurance Expense Ratio and Loss Adjustment Expense Ratio.1 The
property and casualty industry insurance expense ratio benchmark for 2019 was 31.2%.2
ICBC’s 2019/20 result of 17.1% (14.1% below the industry standard) demonstrates ICBC’s
ongoing operational efficiency.

As discussed in the 2020/21 – 2022/23 Service Plan, ICBC now reports on the Loss Adjustment Expense Ratio
(LAER) as one of its corporate performance measures to monitor how efficient ICBC is in delivering its claims
services. For a detailed explanation of the LAER and the benefits over LAR, please refer to the Application, Chapter
7, Attachment 7A.2 – Comparison of Loss Adjustment Expense Ratio to Loss Adjustment Ratio.
2 MSA Research Inc., MSA Benchmark Report, Property and Casualty, Canada, 2019. Total Canadian Property
Casualty Industry (including Lloyds, excluding ICBC and Saskatchewan Auto Fund).
1
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ICBC exercises strict oversight over its operating expenses on an ongoing basis. ICBC’s senior
management performs monthly review of the actual operating expenses compared to budget
and updates/monitors the outlook as appropriate. The analysis includes identifying the
underlying drivers resulting in cost variances and their impact on the operating expenses
outlook for the year and future year forecast.

Additionally, each year ICBC identifies its budget demands based on business requirements.
Budget demands continue to increase due to upward cost pressures such as inflation, and
annual wage increases negotiated in collective agreements. ICBC’s senior management
exercises various cost mitigation strategies (e.g., vacancy management, postponing or rescheduling timing of certain expenditures or projects, etc.) to offset upward pressures and
control rising costs. All divisions are challenged to seek additional cost reduction opportunities
during the year in the form of corporate stretch.3

Please refer to the response of information request 2021.1 RR BCOAPO.16.1 for guidelines
issued by ICBC’s senior management in developing operating expenses forecast for the threeyear period 2021/22 to 2023/24.

3

A corporate stretch is a general cost reduction amount introduced in order to meet the corporate budget target in a
“top to bottom” budget setting approach.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.16.4 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 6
Section B – Operating Expenses for Actuarial Rate Indication,
pages 6-4 to 6-5
Operating Expense Guidelines and Productivity Assumptions
Preamble: In the referenced Chapter, ICBC states:
15. The operating expense forecasts are prepared based on the information
available as of August 31, 2020. The forecast years are developed using expected
changes in business impacting cost drivers (transaction volume, initiatives in
progress, key priorities, etc.).
16…..Senior management reviews these estimates to ensure it reflects anticipated
business needs.

Please explain if ICBC senior management and board of directors has developed internal
performance metrics to measure the effectiveness and efficiency of its controllable
operating expenses? If yes, please describe these metrics. If not, please explain why
not.
Response:
Please see the responses to information requests 2021.1 RR BCOAPO.16.1 to 16.3.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.17.1 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 6
Section B.1 – Financial Report View of Operating Expenses,
Figure 6.1, page 6-6
Operating Expenses included in the 2021 PY Rate Indication
Please reconcile the total corporate operating expenses in accordance with the financial
reporting view in Figure 6.1 to the amounts provided in Figure 3.1 of the Rate Indication
including a breakdown of these amounts for the PY 2021-1 and PY 2021-2 periods,
respectively.
Response:
For a breakdown of the expenses provided in the Application, Chapter 3, Figure 3.1 between
Policy Year (PY) 2021-1 and PY 2021-2 periods please refer to Chapter 3, Appendix A.1,
columns 1 and 2. The following paragraphs outline the reconciliation between the financial
reporting view provided in Chapter 6 and the policy year view provided in Chapter 3 for
expenses.

The operating expenses shown in Chapter 6, Figure 6.1 of the Application are on a fiscal year
(FY) financial reporting basis, representing the amount ICBC expects to spend for each item in
each future FY shown in the table. On the other hand, the expenses shown in Figure 3.1 are on
a PY basis, representing the amount ICBC expects to spend to service the policies written in PY
2021. Therefore, the amounts in these two figures are not directly comparable.

Except for claims service expenses, the expenses in Figure 6.1 are incurred either at the time
the policy is written (e.g., Road Safety and Loss Management (RSLM), Merchant Fees included
in the Insurance Service) or over the policy term (e.g., Administration and Other, Non-insurance
operations, Insurance Service (excluding Merchant Fees)).

The FY 2021/22 to 2023/24

expense forecasts for these items are, therefore, converted into PY 2021 using either a policy
written distribution or an earned distribution. The details of this conversion are shown in the
Application, Chapter 3, Appendix H.1.

Claims services expenses are the internal claims services expenses that are not directly
assignable to individual claims. In a given year, ICBC services claims that have occurred in that
year, as well as claims from prior years that had not yet settled. The claims services expenses
shown in Figure 6.1 represent the amounts ICBC spent or expects to spend in each FY,
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regardless of which loss year or PY the claims were incurred. PY 2021 Unallocated Loss
Adjustment Expense (ULAE) represents the internal claims services expenses for the set of
claims associated with PY 2021 policies. The PY 2021 ULAE will be paid over a long period as
claims from PY 2021 are handled and eventually closed. This means that ICBC cannot simply
convert the claims service expense forecast from FY 2021/22 to 2023/24 in Figure 6.1 to PY
2021 ULAE in a similar fashion as the other operating expense items discussed above. The PY
2021 ULAE projection is discussed in detail in the Application, Chapter 3, Technical
Appendix C.3.0.

A comparison of the Basic operating expenses from Figure 6.1 and Figure 3.1 are provided in
the table below. Please note PY 2021-1 represents an 11-month policy period; therefore, it is
noticeably lower than the other annual figures in the table.

(2)
FY
2022/23

(3)
FY
2023/24

$312

$302

$296

$210

$226

$436

row (b)

$49

$51

$53

$45

$51

$96

row (c)

(c) Administration and Other

$70

$74

$79

$66

$76

$142

row (e)

Insurance Services (incl.
Merchant fees)

$66

$67

$69

$60

$67

$128

row (f)

(e) Non-Insurance Expense

$124

$128

$132

$115

$130

$245

row (g)

Total Basic Operating Expense

$620

$621

$628

$497

$551

$1,048

($ millions)
(a) Claims Service (ULAE)
(b)

(d)

Road Safety and Loss
Management (RSLM)

(1)
FY
2021/22

Source:
(1) – (3) from Figure 6.1, Basic columns
(4) – (6) from Chapter 3, Appendix A.1

(4)
(5)
(6)
PY2021-1
(11 month) PY2021-2 PY 2021

Figure 3.1
Reference
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.18.1 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 6
Section C.2 – ICBC Proposed to Defer Allocation Methodology Review, page 6-9
Allocation Methodology Review
Please explain if ICBC prepares a total corporate comprehensive annual allocation report
that assesses and provides the rationale for changes in allocated costs between basic
and other lines of ICBC’s business? If yes, please provide the report. If not, please
explain how ICBC assesses the reasonability of internal cost allocation results?
Response:
Changes in total corporate operating expenses are explained and the amounts allocated to
Basic insurance are illustrated as part of each revenue requirements application (RRA) in the
Operating Expenses and Allocation Information chapter.

Also included in each RRA is a

detailed presentation of fiscal year actual expenses allocated to Basic insurance,
Non-insurance, and Optional insurance. The presentation of actual expenses for this past fiscal
year and the prior year are included in the Application, Chapter 7, Appendix 7I. A similar report
may be found in the 2019 RRA, Chapter 7, Appendix 7A. Additionally, the apportionment
between Basic insurance, Non-insurance, and Optional insurance of actual operating expenses
is audited each fiscal year-end by ICBC’s external auditors.

ICBC allocates total corporate operating expenses by applying the BCUC-approved financial
allocation methodology, except in circumstances where a direction is issued by Government to
fund costs in some other manner. An example of a direction is the Government Directive of
January 24, 2020 with respect to Funding Autoplan Care Enhancement from Optional Insurance
approved by Order in Council 046, February 6, 2020.

The BCUC-approved financial allocation methodology starts with cost centre costs and applies
an allocator to apportion the costs between the Basic insurance, Optional insurance, and
Non-insurance lines of business (Non-insurance costs are allocated 100% to Basic insurance).
A cost centre is the most granular organization unit in which costs are recorded or planned. An
allocator reflects the cost driver of a particular cost centre. For instance, a cost centre handling
material damage (MD) claims uses the “Net Claims Cost – MD” allocator to apportion costs
between the Basic insurance and Optional insurance lines of business.
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The calculation of allocator values is refreshed each year to reflect an updated split between
Basic insurance, Optional insurance, and Non-insurance lines of business. To illustrate, Net
Claims Costs – MD for 2019/20 actual is 48% Basic insurance and 52% Optional insurance,
which is based on the ratio of net claims costs that are attributed to each line of business. In
2018/19, these values were 47% Basic insurance and 53% Optional insurance. If in the future
ICBC processes a higher proportion of Basic insurance coverage relative to Optional insurance
coverage in MD, a higher allocation to Basic insurance will be reflected through an updated
allocator value, and vice versa.

As the organization evolves, changes may occur.

The current allocation methodology is

sufficiently flexible to reflect these changes. For instance, through the Rate Affordability Action
Plan product reform, ICBC is delivering increased care for the injured.

ICBC introduced

Customer Recovery Specialist roles handling Part 7 Accident Benefits claims, allocated 100% to
Basic insurance. The higher Basic insurance was reflected in the higher compensation costs
allocated to Basic insurance in the impacted cost centres. As well, with any changes to the
organizational hierarchy, the current allocation methodology is able to accommodate the
changes as it applies the allocator at the most granular level, being the cost centre. If a cost
centre function changes completely and the previous allocator no longer reflects its cost driver,
a new cost centre is set up and an appropriate allocator is assigned based on a new function.
Therefore, under the process in place, the current methodology remains relevant and continues
to properly reflect the allocation between Basic insurance and Optional insurance lines of
business.

ICBC continues to monitor and assess the impact of business change on allocators. As is
discussed in the Application, ICBC has proposed to file a full financial allocation review in
December 2023, once there has been sufficient development of data under the new Enhanced
Care model.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.18.2 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 6
Section C.2 – ICBC Proposed to Defer Allocation Methodology Review, page 6-9
Allocation Methodology Review
Please provide the timing of ICBC’s last review of its internal cost allocation
methodology as well as the timing of when ICBC last undertook an independent external
comprehensive review of its allocation methodology. If ICBC has not undertaken an
independent external review of its allocation methodology, please explain why not?
Response:
The last independent review of the overall allocation methodology was filed in ICBC’s 2004
Financial Allocation Methodology Application.

Since that time, there have been three

independent third party reviews of a subset of ICBC’s overall allocation methodology, all of
which have involved claim centres and specialized claims handling department operating
expenses, the largest single allocation group of ICBC’s operating expenses. These reviews
were submitted to the BCUC in the following filings:


November 26, 2009 – Report on Findings from the Independent Third Party Review of
ICBC’s Regional Claim Centres Financial Allocation and Specified Financial Allocation
Functions submitted by Navigant Consulting Inc.



September 1, 2011 – ICBC's Filing of the 2011 Regional Claim Centres’ Detailed Work
Effort Study including an Independent Third Party Report



December 31, 2014 – ICBC's Filing of the 2014 Customer and Injury Services
Operations Detailed Work Effort Study including an Independent Third Party Report

As noted above, the last external review of the allocation methodology was in 2014, and
undertaken after significant organizational change when claims moved from a geographic
organizational model to a functional organizational model, which introduced a new claims job
hierarchy. The work effort study and report from the Independent Third Party was included in
the 2015 Revenue Requirements Application, Chapter 4, Appendix 4 D.

In the next allocation methodology review, ICBC intends to engage the services of an
independent external consultant to provide analysis and recommendations. Please see the
response to information request 2021.1 RR BCOAPO.18.3-4.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.18.3-4 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 6
Section C.2 – ICBC Proposed to Defer Allocation Methodology Review, page 6-9
Allocation Methodology Review
18.3 Please explain whether ICBC intends to incorporate an independent external review
of its next allocation methodology review? If not, please explain whether the
fundamental change in ICBC’s business model to Enhanced Care is significant enough
to warrant such a review?
18.4 Please explain whether ICBC will file Terms of Reference with the BCUC and
stakeholders, prior to undertaking its allocation methodology review? If not, please
explain why not.
Response:
ICBC intends to engage the services of an independent external consultant to provide analysis
and recommendations as part of its next financial allocation methodology filing. ICBC has not
determined whether to file the Terms of Reference (TOR) for the independent external
consultant with BCUC prior to undertaking the independent allocation review but is mindful of
not creating additional regulatory process where it is unnecessary. ICBC notes that a TOR was
not filed with BCUC and interveners prior to its filing of the 2004 Financial Allocation
Methodology Application.
As discussed in the Application, ICBC is proposing to file a review of its financial allocation
methodology in the 2024 Revenue Requirements Application in December 2023. The TOR for
the independent external consultant will be included as part of that filing and it will be available
for BCUC and interveners to review in that regulatory proceeding along with any changes that
are being proposed to the current allocation methodology.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.18.5 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 6
Section C.2 – ICBC Proposed to Defer Allocation Methodology Review, page 6-9
Allocation Methodology Review
Please explain ICBC’s views of the regulatory effectiveness and efficiency to be gained
by collaborating with stakeholders once its comprehensive allocation review is complete
outside a revenue requirement application in order that stakeholders are provided
sufficient information and understanding of ICBC’s cost allocation methodology?
Response:
ICBC believes that the most efficient process for review of the financial allocation methodology
filing will be to have it included as part of the 2023 Revenue Requirements Application rather
than have separate proceedings. BCUC and the interveners will then have the opportunity to
probe the application regarding ICBC’s proposals for allocation changes through any of the
regulatory processes that the BCUC determines to be appropriate for the proceeding.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.19.1 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 6
Section D.1 Corporate Operating Expenses by Expense Category, pages 6-10 to 6-19
Figure 6.3, page 6-11
Operating Expenses by Expense Category
Figure 6.3 provides a breakdown of corporate operating expenses by category for the
five-year period between 2019/20 (actual) and 2023/24 (forecast).
Please provide a revised Figure 6.3 that adds columns to specify the year over year
change (dollars and percentage) for each of the operating expense categories as well as
a column that provides the cumulative average growth rate for each category over the
five-year period.
In the referenced Chapter, ICBC states:
37…General wage increases as negotiated under the Collective Agreement and
reported and approved by the Public Sector Employers’ Council (PSEC)
Secretariat, and individual length of service increases are expected to increase
costs by approximately $10 million.
Response:
The information requested is provided in Attachment A – Corporate Operating Expenses by
Expense Category Illustrating Year-Over-Year Change and Cumulative Average Growth Rate.
For a discussion of the changes, please see the Application, Chapter 6, Section D.

ICBC’s Information Request Response

2021.1 RR BCOAPO.19.1 – Attachment A –
Corporate Operating Expenses by Expense
Category Illustrating Year-Over-Year Change
and Cumulative Average Growth Rate

Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
April 14, 2021

2021.1 RR BCOAPO.19.1 – Attachment A – Corporate Operating Expenses by Expense Category Illustrating Year
Over Year Change and Cumulative Average Growth Rate
Corporate Operating Expenses by Expense Category
Expense Category1

2019/20
Actual
($ Millions)

Net Compensation
Professional, Administrative,
and Other Expenses
Project and Depreciation
Expenses
Merchant Fees
Road Improvements and
Traffic Safety
Controllable Operating
Expenses
Pension and Post-Retirement
Benefit Expense
ACE, RAAP, Expense PreOIC2
Total Corporate
Operating Expenses
1

2020/21
Outlook

$∆

%∆

($ Millions)

2021/22
Forecast

$∆

(%)

($ Millions)

2022/23
Forecast

%∆

$∆

(%)

($ Millions)

2023/24
Forecast

%∆
(%)

$∆

($ Millions)

%∆

CAGR
since
2019/20

(%)

(%)

$ 451

$ 454

$3

0.7%

$ 493

$ 39

8.6%

$ 492

($ 1)

(0.2%)

$ 497

$5

1.0%

2.5%

144

134

(10)

(6.9)

146

12

9.0

152

6

4.1

158

6

3.9

2.3

50

58

8

16.0

59

1

1.7

60

1

1.7

59

(1)

(1.7)

4.2

43

45

2

4.7

32

(13)

(28.9)

33

1

3.1

35

2

6.1

(5.0)

32

32

-

-

33

1

3.1

35

2

6.1

36

1

2.9

3.0

$ 719

$ 723

$4

0.6%

$ 763

$ 40

5.5%

$ 771

$8

1.0%

$ 784

$ 13

1.7%

2.2%

92

68

(24)

(26.1)

126

58

85.3

126

-

-

126

-

-

8.2

7

1

(6)

(85.7)

1

-

-

1

-

-

1

-

-

(38.5)

$ 818

$ 792

($ 26) (3.2%)

$ 891

$ 99 12.5%

$ 899

$8

0.9%

$ 912

$ 13

1.4%

2.8%

Rounding may affect totals and percentages. $ ∆ denotes change in dollars. % ∆ denotes change in percent. CAGR denotes Cumulative Average Growth Rate.
In 2019/20, this line item represents project expenses and depreciation on capital spent prior to Order in Councils (OICs) 084/18 and 046/20 issued by the Government to fund Rate
Affordability Action Plan (RAAP) and Autoplan Care Enhancements (ACE) expenses from Optional Insurance. In 2020/21 and forecast years, it represents depreciation expense on
capital spent prior to the effective date of the OICs.
2
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.19.2 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 6
Section D.1 Corporate Operating Expenses by Expense Category, pages 6-10 to 6-19
Figure 6.3, page 6-11
Operating Expenses by Expense Category

In the referenced Chapter, ICBC states:
37…General wage increases as negotiated under the Collective Agreement and
reported and approved by the Public Sector Employers’ Council (PSEC)
Secretariat, and individual length of service increases are expected to increase
costs by approximately $10 million.

Please provide the negotiated wage increases per the Collective Agreement for 2019/20
(actual) and 2020/21 (outlook).
Response:
The negotiated wage increases per the Collective Agreement for 2019/20 and 2020/21 consists
of two elements:


General wage increases of 2% for 2019/20 and 2% for 2020/21. The general wage
increase for the period commencing July 1, 2019 to June 30, 2020 was processed
retroactively in July 2020.



Two additional wage increases representing payment for the elimination of the
Gainsharing program effective April 1, 2020, and rolled-in to base salaries at a
negotiated rate of 0.78% in September 2020 and 1% in March 2021.

Prior to the

Gainsharing program elimination, the final payout under the program for year one of the
Collective Agreement occurred in July 2020 for the performance period April 1, 2019 –
March 31, 2020.
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Figure 1 – Cost of Bargaining Unit Negotiated Wage Increases ($ millions)
Negotiated Wage
Increase Category

1

Annualized
Cost 2019/20 (1)

Annualized
Cost 2020/21 (1)

Actual Cost
2019/20 (2)

Actual Cost
2020/21 (2)

General Wage Increase

4.8

5.3

3.6

5.2

Gainsharing Roll-in

n/a

4.9

n/a

1.5

Totals

4.8

10.2

3.6

6.7

Annualized cost reflects the cost for a 12-month period at the time of implementation.
Actual cost is attributable to the number of months in the fiscal year at the time of implementation. The general
wage increase actual cost for 2019/20 represents 9 months from July 1, 2019 to March 31, 2020. The general wage
increase actual cost for 2020/21 represents the 3 months retroactive payment for the FY2019/20 and 9 months from
July 1 2020 to March 31, 2021 for the FY2020/21 increase. The Gainsharing actual cost for 2020/21 represents
0.78% from September 1, 2020 to March 31 2021 and 1% for March 2021.
2
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.19.3 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 6
Section D.1 Corporate Operating Expenses by Expense Category, pages 6-10 to 6-19
Figure 6.3, page 6-11
Operating Expenses by Expense Category
In the referenced Chapter, ICBC states:
37…General wage increases as negotiated under the Collective Agreement and
reported and approved by the Public Sector Employers’ Council (PSEC)
Secretariat, and individual length of service increases are expected to increase
costs by approximately $10 million.
Please provide the overall level (dollars and percentage) of merit (individual length of
service) increases for each year between 2019/20 (actual) to 2023/24 (forecast).
Response:
General wage increases (merit adjustments) for Bargaining Unit employees of 2% were
negotiated for each year under the 2019-2022 Collective Agreement. The first increase was
delivered in June 2020, retroactive to July 2019 (year one of the 2019-2022 Collective
Agreement).

The response to information request 2021.1 RR BCOAPO.19.2 outlines the actual dollars paid
in 2019/20 and 2020/21.

For Bargaining Unit employees, individual length of service

adjustments are provided annually upon the employee’s automatic progression from one salary
step to the next and do not qualify as merit adjustments; therefore, these values are not
included in the general wage increase numbers reported.

Details related to compensation forecasts for 2021/22 are reported in the response to
information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.53.2. Forecasts in that response relate to the current
Collective Agreement, which spans the period from July 1, 2019 through June 30, 2022.
Forecasts beyond the current Collective Agreement are not available as described in the
response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.53.3.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.19.4 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 6
Section D.1 Corporate Operating Expenses by Expense Category, pages 6-10 to 6-19
Figure 6.3, page 6-11
Operating Expenses by Expense Category
In the referenced Chapter, ICBC states:
37…General wage increases as negotiated under the Collective Agreement and
reported and approved by the Public Sector Employers’ Council (PSEC)
Secretariat, and individual length of service increases are expected to increase
costs by approximately $10 million.
On page 6-17, ICBC indicates that Professional Administration and Other Expenses of
$144 million for 2019/20 included a one-time write-off of $7 million for Master Data
Management Software and Related Components. On page 6-18, ICBC indicates that
Professional Administration and Other Expenses are forecast to increase to $158 million
by 2023/24. Please confirm that a normalized level of Professional Administration and
Other Expenses for 2019/20 would be $137 million (i.e. $144 – $7). Please provide the
cumulative annual growth rate (percentage) for professional admin and other expenses
using a normalized 2019/20 amount of $137 million and a forecast amount of $158 million
for 2023/24.
Response:
Yes, normalized level of professional, administrative and other expenses for 2019/20 Actual
would be $137 million after excluding a one-time write-off of $7 million for Master Data
Management (MDM) software and related components.

The table below shows normalized level of professional, administrative and other expenses, and
Compounded Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) between 2019/20 Actual and 2023/24 Forecast.
Figure 1 – Professional, Administrative and Other Expenses
CAGR
2019/20
to
2023/24

$158

$14

2.3%

-

-

$7

100.0%

$152

$158

$21

3.6%

Expense Category

2020/21
Outlook

Professional,
Administrative and
Other Expenses

$144

$134

$146

$152

$ (7)

-

-

$137

$134

$146

MDM Write-off
Professional,
Administrative and
Other Expenses
(Excluding MDM)

2021/22
Forecast

Increase
2019/20
to
2023/24

2019/20
Actual

2022/23
Forecast

2023/24
Forecast
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Please refer to the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.48.1 for a breakdown and
explanation of factors contributing to the increase in professional, administrative and other
expenses between 2019/20 Actual and 2023/24 Forecast.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.20.1 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 6
Section D.1 – Corporate Operating Expenses by Expense Category, Figure 6.3, pages 611 to 6-12
Pension and Post-Retirement Benefit Expense Volatility
Preamble: Pension and post-retirement benefit expense is subject to volatility resulting
from changes in the market-based discount rate for pension liabilities.
In Figure 6.3 ICBC indicates that Pension and Post Retirement expense was $92 million
in 2019/20 and that this expense will decrease to $68 million in 2020/21 and then increase
to $126 million in 2021/22. Please explain if ICBC has considered any options or
methods to minimize the volatility of Pension and Post Retirement expenses for ratesetting purposes?
Response:
Aon, ICBC’s external pension actuary, provided this response.

ICBC reports its pension and post-retirement benefits expense by applying International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). IFRS does not allow for any smoothing mechanism.
Furthermore, IFRS also prescribes how to determine the market-based discount rate used to
calculate the expense.

The most significant cause of the year over year change in the expense is the change in the
market-based discount rate, which is outside of ICBC’s control. Please see the response to
information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.57.4 for a discussion on the factors contributing to the
discount rate volatility.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.20.2 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 6
Section D.1 – Corporate Operating Expenses by Expense Category, Figure 6.3, pages 611 to 6-12
Pension and Post-Retirement Benefit Expense Volatility
Preamble: Pension and post-retirement benefit expense is subject to volatility resulting
from changes in the market-based discount rate for pension liabilities.
Did ICBC consider any other approach to the PY 2021 rate indication other than selecting
the highest amount for Pension and Post Retirement expenses of $126 million over the
period between 2019/20 and 2023/24? If yes, please provide details. If not, please explain
why not.
Response:
Aon, ICBC’s external pension actuary, provided this response.

No, ICBC did not consider any other approach, because the most recent estimate of the
pension and post-retirement benefits expense provided by Aon represents ICBC’s best estimate
of ICBC’s future Pension and Post Retirement Benefit expenses. It is determined based on the
most recently available market conditions and assumptions (in particular the determination of
the discount rate as prescribed by International Financial Reporting Standards).

How the

discount rates will change in the future, based on future market conditions, is not possible to
predict. Therefore, using the most recent discount rate for future projections is a best-estimate
approach. Depending on the timing of the next rate review cycle, the discount rate will most
likely change, which will impact the Pension and Post Retirement expenses. Please see the
response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.57.4 for a discussion on the factors
contributing to the discount rate volatility.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.21.1 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 7 and Appendix 7A
Chapter 7 Section A - Introduction, page 7-1
Appendix 7A – Section A - Introduction, page 7A-1
Compliance Reporting and Performance Measurement
Preamble: In the referenced Chapter, ICBC states:
2. This remains true for the compliance reporting in this Application. The
compliance reporting covers the period to the end of the 2020/21 fiscal year
ending March 31, 2021. It does not include projections for policy year (PY) 2021
that starts on May 1, 2021 (contemporaneously with the new Enhanced Care
model coming into effect). There is, accordingly, a disconnect between the subject
of compliance reporting and information supporting the rate indication for policies
that come into effect from May 1, 2021, as set out in the first six chapters of the
Application.
In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
3. The current BCUC performance measures, while meaningful to ICBC’s
performance, do not fully align with the new Service Plan measures. ICBC is
proposing to make two changes to the current BCUC performance measures to
better align with the Service Plan. In Section C of this Appendix, ICBC outlines
each of the proposed changes for consideration.
Please reconcile the sentiment in paragraph 2 (page 7-1) that there is a “disconnect”
between compliance reporting and the rate indication with the sentiment in paragraph 3
(page 7A-1) that the BCUC performance measures are meaningful but “do not fully align”
with ICBC’s new service measure?
Response:
The difference between compliance reporting and the rate indication stems from the timeframes
of the two. As discussed in Chapter 1, Section A, paragraph 3, the rate indication is future
focused based on a policy year timeframe spanning May 2021 to March 2023, whereas
compliance reporting covers historical information up to and including ICBC’s current fiscal year
for the period of April 2020 to March 2021.

ICBC operates on a fully integrated basis and as such the Service Plan reports on corporate
measures (Basic and Optional insurance), whereas the BCUC has regulatory jurisdiction over
Basic insurance. Details on the alignment of the Service Plan metrics to the BCUC-approved
performance measures can be found in the response to information request 2021.1 RR
BCOAPO.21.4.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.21.2 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 7 and Appendix 7A
Chapter 7 Section A - Introduction, page 7-1
Appendix 7A – Section A - Introduction, page 7A-1
Compliance Reporting and Performance Measurement
Preamble: In the referenced Chapter, ICBC states:
2. This remains true for the compliance reporting in this Application. The
compliance reporting covers the period to the end of the 2020/21 fiscal year
ending March 31, 2021. It does not include projections for policy year (PY) 2021
that starts on May 1, 2021 (contemporaneously with the new Enhanced Care
model coming into effect). There is, accordingly, a disconnect between the subject
of compliance reporting and information supporting the rate indication for policies
that come into effect from May 1, 2021, as set out in the first six chapters of the
Application.
In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
3. The current BCUC performance measures, while meaningful to ICBC’s
performance, do not fully align with the new Service Plan measures. ICBC is
proposing to make two changes to the current BCUC performance measures to
better align with the Service Plan. In Section C of this Appendix, ICBC outlines
each of the proposed changes for consideration.
Please explain ICBC’s views on the role of compliance reporting and performance
measurement in the regulation of insurance premiums? In particular, does ICBC agree
that compliance reporting and performance measurement can improve the effectiveness
and efficiency of the rate-setting process?
Response:
Performance measures and compliance reporting provides an informative background of ICBC’s
business and provides insights on the provision of services to customers, however, they do not
influence the rate indication for Policy Year 2021. As explained in 2021.1 RR BCOAPO.21.1
there is a distinct difference between the timeframes of the policy year and that of performance
measures and compliance reporting.

The policy year is prospective and the compliance

reporting fiscal years are reflective. In recognition of the two topics and respective timeframes,
ICBC separated the rate-related content from compliance reporting in Chapter 7 of the
Application to avoid confusion between the future and the past.

ICBC will continue to report and engage on the BCUC-approved performance measures and
provide updates to compliance reports for comparison against historical performance measures;
setting a benchmark to provide insight into the transition to Enhanced Care from an operational
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cost and customer care perspective. It is due to the prospective nature of rate setting and the
reflective realities of performance measures and compliance reporting falling under two differing
timeframes that ICBC supports reviewing rate-related matters early in the regulatory process to
provide greater focus and understanding on the rate change request that will directly affect
every British Columbian policyholder.
ICBC’s commitment to transparency is recognized in Chapter 1, Section F, paragraph 46, which
recognizes the potential for additional proceedings to focus on the performance measures and
compliance reporting as well as inviting follow-up IRs on the rate-related content.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.21.3 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 7 and Appendix 7A
Chapter 7 Section A - Introduction, page 7-1
Appendix 7A – Section A - Introduction, page 7A-1
Compliance Reporting and Performance Measurement
Preamble: In the referenced Chapter, ICBC states:
2. This remains true for the compliance reporting in this Application. The
compliance reporting covers the period to the end of the 2020/21 fiscal year
ending March 31, 2021. It does not include projections for policy year (PY) 2021
that starts on May 1, 2021 (contemporaneously with the new Enhanced Care
model coming into effect). There is, accordingly, a disconnect between the subject
of compliance reporting and information supporting the rate indication for policies
that come into effect from May 1, 2021, as set out in the first six chapters of the
Application.
In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
3. The current BCUC performance measures, while meaningful to ICBC’s
performance, do not fully align with the new Service Plan measures. ICBC is
proposing to make two changes to the current BCUC performance measures to
better align with the Service Plan. In Section C of this Appendix, ICBC outlines
each of the proposed changes for consideration.
Please explain if ICBC has conducted any external research into the performance metrics
of other Canadian basic auto insurance providers in developing the metrics included in
its new Service Plan? If yes, please summarize the findings of this review. If not, please
explain why not.
Response:
Yes, ICBC did conduct external research when developing the Service Plan performance
metrics, with specific focus on the Canadian no-fault jurisdictions of Manitoba and
Saskatchewan.

The metrics reported publicly by both Manitoba Public Insurance and

Saskatchewan Auto Fund are similar to those reported by ICBC in the Service Plan, including
financial and efficiency metrics, rate comparisons, customer satisfaction metrics, and employee
engagement metrics. This demonstrates that the types of metrics contained in the Service Plan
are similar to other comparable jurisdictions.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.21.4 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 7 and Appendix 7A
Chapter 7 Section A - Introduction, page 7-1
Appendix 7A – Section A - Introduction, page 7A-1
Compliance Reporting and Performance Measurement
Preamble: In the referenced Chapter, ICBC states:
2. This remains true for the compliance reporting in this Application. The
compliance reporting covers the period to the end of the 2020/21 fiscal year
ending March 31, 2021. It does not include projections for policy year (PY) 2021
that starts on May 1, 2021 (contemporaneously with the new Enhanced Care
model coming into effect). There is, accordingly, a disconnect between the subject
of compliance reporting and information supporting the rate indication for policies
that come into effect from May 1, 2021, as set out in the first six chapters of the
Application.
In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
3. The current BCUC performance measures, while meaningful to ICBC’s
performance, do not fully align with the new Service Plan measures. ICBC is
proposing to make two changes to the current BCUC performance measures to
better align with the Service Plan. In Section C of this Appendix, ICBC outlines
each of the proposed changes for consideration.
Please prepare a table that compares and contrasts the existing and proposed BCUC
performance measures with the revised performance measures contained in ICBC’s new
Service Plan. Please also indicate those areas where ICBC’s new performance measures
are currently under development.
Response:
Figure 1 below provides information comparing and contrasting the existing and proposed
BCUC Performance Measures with the revised performance measures contained in ICBC’s
2020/21 – 2022/23 Service Plan.
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Figure 1 – 2020/21 – 2022/23 Service Plan and Proposed BCUC Performance Measures
Comparison
Performance
Measure
To Make
Insurance
Affordable

2020/21 – 2022/23 Service Plan
Jurisdictional comparison of year
over year rate changes

Status
In development

These measures are under
development and will be:
 Finalized for the 2021/22
– 2023/24 Service Plan to
be tabled on April 20,
2021.
 Proposals to be included
as part of the 2023
Revenue Requirements
Application.

On-time delivery of defined digital
capabilities

Out of scope

This project-based
performance measure is not
reported to BCUC as it
represents short-term
deliverables.

Customer Satisfaction for Insurance
Services

Maintain

No change.

Customer Satisfaction for Drivers
Licensing Services

Maintain

No change.

Customer Satisfaction for Claims
Services (including Closed Claims
and First Notice of Loss)

Maintain

No change.

Insurance Expense Ratio
(Corporate)

Maintain and
combine with
Non - Insurance
Expense Ratio
and report as
Expense Ratio
(Corporate)

 No change to level of
information that is
provided as the Insurance
Expense Ratio will be
shown separately in the
calculation.
 Change is consistent with
the goal of aligning with
corporate performance
measures across ICBC’s
other public reporting.

Percentage of Claims payments that
goes to customers
Average cost for a vehicle related
claim (excluding glass)

To be
Customer
Driven

To be Smart
and Efficient

Rationale
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Status

Rationale

Loss Adjustment Expense Ratio
(LAER)

Discontinue Loss
Adjustment Ratio
(LAR) and
replace with
LAER

 The LAER is more
responsive in reflecting
changes in claims
handling costs compared
to the LAR and the
denominator (vehicle
premiums) provides a
more stable base.
 Change is consistent with
the goal of aligning with
corporate performance
measures across ICBC’s
other public reporting.

Loss Adjustment Expense Ratio
(LAER) post April 1, 2019

Out of scope

This is a temporary
measure related to the Old
Book (Rate Affordability
Action Plan product).

A future mobility strategy is
developed with identified plans for
key partnerships

Out of scope

This project-based
performance measure is not
reported to BCUC as it
represents short-term
deliverables.

Employee Opinion Survey results
 Aligned, Enabled, Motivated,
Accountable, Leadership

Remains out of
scope

As per 2019 Revenue
Requirements Application,
and approved in the
August 19, 2019 Decision
on 2019 Revenue
Requirements Application,
there are no specific BCUC
performance measures
required for ICBC’s
strategic goal “To be Future
Focused”.

Figure 2 below shows the existing set of BCUC-approved performance measures to monitor
financial stability. ICBC’s 2020/21 – 2022/23 Service Plan does not contain these metrics,
however they have been included in this response to demonstrate ICBC’s commitment to filing
these results to facilitate BCUC’s overview of ICBC’s financial health. ICBC’s BCUC-approved
financial allocation methodology enables the MCT Ratio, Loss Ratio, Insurance Expense Ratio,
and Non-Insurance Expense Ratio to be shown for Basic insurance only, while the Investment
Return results are reported on a corporate basis.
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Figure 2 – Existing BCUC Financial Stability Performance Measures
Performance
Measure
Financial stability
measures

Current BCUC-approved metrics

Status

Rationale

Minimum Capital Test Ratio

Maintain

No change

Basic Loss Ratio

Maintain

No change

Basic Insurance Expense Ratio

Maintain

No change

Basic non-insurance Expense Ratio

Maintain

No change

Investment Return

Maintain

No change
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.21.5 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 7 and Appendix 7A
Chapter 7 Section A - Introduction, page 7-1
Appendix 7A – Section A - Introduction, page 7A-1
Compliance Reporting and Performance Measurement
Preamble: In the referenced Chapter, ICBC states:
2. This remains true for the compliance reporting in this Application. The
compliance reporting covers the period to the end of the 2020/21 fiscal year
ending March 31, 2021. It does not include projections for policy year (PY) 2021
that starts on May 1, 2021 (contemporaneously with the new Enhanced Care
model coming into effect). There is, accordingly, a disconnect between the subject
of compliance reporting and information supporting the rate indication for policies
that come into effect from May 1, 2021, as set out in the first six chapters of the
Application.
In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
3. The current BCUC performance measures, while meaningful to ICBC’s
performance, do not fully align with the new Service Plan measures. ICBC is
proposing to make two changes to the current BCUC performance measures to
better align with the Service Plan. In Section C of this Appendix, ICBC outlines
each of the proposed changes for consideration.
Please explain if the fact that ICBC reports its performance measures on a consolidated
basis is an issue in terms of alignment between the Company’s performance measures
and the BCUC’s performance measures?
Response:
ICBC operates as an integrated business and most performance measures presented in this
proceeding are corporate, including both Basic insurance and Optional insurance.

ICBC’s

financial allocation methodology approved by the BCUC enables the Insurance Expense Ratio,
Loss Ratio, and Non-Insurance Expense Ratio to be shown for Basic insurance only. Where
performance measures are presented for Basic insurance, the allocation is based on the
approved methodology, as updated for the latest BCUC-accepted changes to certain allocators
at the time when the financial statements were prepared.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.21.6 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 7 and Appendix 7A
Chapter 7 Section A - Introduction, page 7-1
Appendix 7A – Section A - Introduction, page 7A-1
Compliance Reporting and Performance Measurement
Preamble: In the referenced Chapter, ICBC states:
2. This remains true for the compliance reporting in this Application. The
compliance reporting covers the period to the end of the 2020/21 fiscal year
ending March 31, 2021. It does not include projections for policy year (PY) 2021
that starts on May 1, 2021 (contemporaneously with the new Enhanced Care
model coming into effect). There is, accordingly, a disconnect between the subject
of compliance reporting and information supporting the rate indication for policies
that come into effect from May 1, 2021, as set out in the first six chapters of the
Application.
In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
3. The current BCUC performance measures, while meaningful to ICBC’s
performance, do not fully align with the new Service Plan measures. ICBC is
proposing to make two changes to the current BCUC performance measures to
better align with the Service Plan. In Section C of this Appendix, ICBC outlines
each of the proposed changes for consideration.
In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
10. The corporate strategy and corporate performance measures are jointly
reviewed each quarter by ICBC’s Board of Directors and Executive. The Board of
Directors and Executive compare expected to actual performance, reviewing the
outlook for the upcoming period, and adjusting corporate performance measure
metrics, as required.
Please explain if ICBC’s approach is to adjust future performance targets based on
actual performance or if its approach is to adjust its future operating plans and forecasts
to meet future performance targets?
Response:
Future performance targets are adjusted each year taking into consideration the current actual
performance, forecasts, internal corporate plans and priorities, and external/environmental
factors. For more information on how ICBC considers adjustments, please see the response to
information request 2021.1 RR BCOAPO.22.2.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.21.7 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 7 and Appendix 7A
Chapter 7 Section A - Introduction, page 7-1
Appendix 7A – Section A - Introduction, page 7A-1
Compliance Reporting and Performance Measurement
Preamble: In the referenced Chapter, ICBC states:
2. This remains true for the compliance reporting in this Application. The
compliance reporting covers the period to the end of the 2020/21 fiscal year
ending March 31, 2021. It does not include projections for policy year (PY) 2021
that starts on May 1, 2021 (contemporaneously with the new Enhanced Care
model coming into effect). There is, accordingly, a disconnect between the subject
of compliance reporting and information supporting the rate indication for policies
that come into effect from May 1, 2021, as set out in the first six chapters of the
Application.
In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
3. The current BCUC performance measures, while meaningful to ICBC’s
performance, do not fully align with the new Service Plan measures. ICBC is
proposing to make two changes to the current BCUC performance measures to
better align with the Service Plan. In Section C of this Appendix, ICBC outlines
each of the proposed changes for consideration.
In the referenced Appendix, ICBC states:
13. In this Section, ICBC will discuss its plan for future reporting to the BCUC.
ICBC intends to align its current BCUC performance measures with those Service
Plan measures that support the new corporate strategy and are expected to be in
place over the long-term. ICBC will continue to report on most of the existing suite
of BCUC performance measures and is proposing only limited changes. ICBC
believes that these proposals will continue to provide information to BCUC that
will assist in its regulation of the Basic insurance part of ICBC’s business.
Please explain if its ICBC’s intent to propose an alignment of BCUC’s performance
measures with ICBC’s Service Plan measures as part of ICBC’s next RRA filing currently
planned for December 2022?
Response:
It is ICBC’s intent to propose additional amendments to the BCUC performance measures for
closer alignment to the Service Plan. ICBC plans to file its proposals in the 2023 Revenue
Requirements Application in December 2022.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.22.1 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 7 - Attachment 7A.1
Section B, page 7A.1-2
Performance Measure Targets for 2020/21 to 2022/23
Preamble: ICBC includes the BCUC performance measures results for 2017/18 to
2020/21 on Figure 7A.1.1.
Please update Figure 7A.1.1 to include the targets for each of the performance measures
for the 2021/22 and 2022/23 fiscal years. If ICBC has not set performance measure
targets for these years, please explain.
Response:
BCUC - approved performance measure targets are set to align with the current fiscal year that
the Application is filed. For clarity, targets and outlooks in this Application are for fiscal year
2020/21.

Future corporate performance measure targets are established in conjunction with the budget
process for 2021/22 and will be published in the 2021/22 – 2023/24 Service Plan to be tabled on
April 20, 2021.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.22.2 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 7 - Attachment 7A.1
Section B, page 7A.1-2
Performance Measure Targets for 2020/21 to 2022/23
Preamble: ICBC includes the BCUC performance measures results for 2017/18 to
2020/21 on Figure 7A.1.1.
A stretch target is a target intentionally designed to be one that is difficult to achieve to
encourage exceptional performance in an area of importance to an organization. Please
indicate whether ICBC has set any stretch targets for any of the performance measures
for years 2020/21 to 2022/23? If not, please explain why it would not be an appropriate
time to set stretch targets in an environment where ICBC is moving to an Enhanced Care
model to provide significant improvements to its customers?
Response:
ICBC’s fiscal years (FY) run April to March. As a result, the 2020/21 outlooks/targets published
in the Application reflect the period of April 2020 to March 2021. The Enhanced Care model will
be implemented in May 2021 and falls into FY 2021/22.

Furthermore, FY 2020/21

target/outlooks have made provisions for additional resourcing to support the Enhanced Care
model implementation, starting January 2021.

The following table outlines the approach to target/outlook setting and the considerations for
measures published in the 2020/21 – 2022/23 Service Plan:
Table 1 – Approach to Stretch Target/ Outlook Setting
Performance Measure

Explanation

1. Basic Loss Ratio
2. Basic Insurance Expense
Ratio
3. Basic Non-Insurance
Expense Ratio

ICBC sets outlooks for these measures, derived from the financial
outlook information from Q2 2020 outlook. These measures
include an overall stretch target of $10 million across ICBC’s
operating expenses for the FY 2020/21 Service Plan. The $10
million target of savings is spread across several costs centres
and as such, it is not feasible to measure against each individual
cost centre. Rather, ICBC measures the progress by comparing
compiled current outlooks against previous year results.

4. Investment Return

Chapter 5, Attachment 5 A.1 explains how Investment Return
Benchmarks and Performance Measures and Reporting were set
and will be monitored by ICBC.
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Explanation

5. Customer Satisfaction for
Insurance Services

Targets for FY 2020/21- FY 2022/23 were set in FY2019/20 before
ICBC had a full year of data to fully understand the impact of Rate
Design on the customer experience. As a result, ICBC could not
fully forecast a stretch target versus a non-stretch target.
However, ICBC did expect the customer experience to improve as
demonstrated through the increasing targets. In absence of
sufficient data, ICBC chose to uphold the FY 2020/21 and FY
2021/22 targets as originally published in the 2019/20 – 2021/22
Service Plan. For FY 2022/23, it was decided to maintain the
target.

6. Customer Satisfaction for
Drivers Licensing

Given historical performance within Driver Licensing, Satisfaction
has been lower for the last two years than the targets set in FY
2020/21 – FY 2022/23; the Satisfaction Targets are considered a
stretch and a reflection of ICBC’s commitment to continuing to
improve the customer experience.

7. Customer Satisfaction for
Claims

Maintaining targets for FY 2020/21 and FY 2021/22 at 92%
throughout the Enhanced Care transition is considered a stretch
target. As both ICBC Claims staff and customers adjust to new
processes, ICBC expects customer service to improve setting the
FY 2022/23 target to increase by one percentage point to 93% in
FY 2022/23.

8. Expense Ratio (Corporate)
9. Loss Adjustment Expense
Ratio (LAER)

ICBC sets outlooks for these measures, derived from the financial
outlook information from Q2 2020 outlook. The stretch targets
communicated above in (1-3) are associated with these corporate
ratios.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.23.1 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 7 - Attachment 7A.1
Section C.1 Service Measures, page 7A.1-2 to 7A.1-6
Satisfaction Service Measures
Preamble: In the referenced Attachment, Footnote 5 (page 7A.1-5), ICBC states:
The claims services satisfaction result is based on the response to a single
survey question (e.g., for the Closed Claims survey, the question is“…would you
say that you were very satisfied, somewhat satisfied, somewhat dissatisfied or
very dissatisfied with the service you received?”)
Please explain how satisfaction is measured for each of 1) drivers licensing satisfaction
2) insurance service satisfaction and 3) claims services satisfaction? For instance, is
satisfaction measured by adding survey participants that are both somewhat satisfied
and very satisfied?
Response:
Satisfaction is calculated by asking customers to rate their satisfaction on a scale with four
options: ‘very satisfied’, ‘somewhat satisfied’, ‘somewhat dissatisfied’, and ‘very dissatisfied’.
The percentage of those who respond ‘very satisfied’ and ‘somewhat satisfied’ is then combined
to provide the Satisfaction score. This approach is commonly referred to as ‘top two box’
scoring in market research and is consistent for all three Satisfaction measures.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.23.2 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 7 - Attachment 7A.1
Section C.1 Service Measures, page 7A.1-2 to 7A.1-6
Satisfaction Service Measures
Preamble: In the referenced Attachment, Footnote 5 (page 7A.1-5), ICBC states:
The claims services satisfaction result is based on the response to a single
survey question (e.g., for the Closed Claims survey, the question is“…would you
say that you were very satisfied, somewhat satisfied, somewhat dissatisfied or
very dissatisfied with the service you received?”)
For the three measures of satisfaction, please provide the breakdown between survey
respondents that are somewhat satisfied and very satisfied for the 2019/20 fiscal year.
Response:
ICBC measures customer satisfaction for all three of its lines of business – Insurance, Claims,
and Driver Licensing. The following are the percentage of survey respondents who reported
being ‘very satisfied’ and ‘somewhat satisfied’ for each of the three satisfaction measures for the
2019/20 fiscal year:

Insurance:
Very satisfied: 74%
Somewhat satisfied: 22%
Insurance Satisfaction (total): 96%
Claims:
Very satisfied: 68%
Somewhat satisfied: 23%
Claims Satisfaction (total): 92%

Driver Licensing:
Very satisfied: 66%
Somewhat satisfied: 25%
Driver Licensing Satisfaction (total): 91%
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.24.1 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 7 – Attachment 7A.1
Section C.2 Financial Measures, page 7A.1-7 to 7A.1-10
Figure 7A.1.5 – Calculation of Basic MCT Ratio, page 7A.1-10
Figure 7A.1.6 – Calculation of Basic Loss Ratio, page 7A.1-11
Financial Performance Measures
Preamble: In the referenced Attachment, ICBC states:
20. Overall deterioration in the Basic MCT Ratio has been primarily due to higher
claims costs outpacing revenue and investment income, resulting in net losses
and the erosion of Basic equity. In the past, this deterioration was partially offset
by income and capital transfers from the Optional insurance business. Transfers
of income and capital from the Optional business are not forecast in the 2020/21
Outlook period.
Please explain ICBC’s policy with respect to transferring income and capital from the
optional business to basic insurance. In particular, please explain under what
circumstances this transfer would occur.
Response:
ICBC does not have a policy to transfer income and capital between the two lines of business.
Government may issue directives to ICBC, such as special directions or Orders in Council to
transfer capital.

In the past, transfers from Optional to Basic insurance were directed by

Government.

Going forward, ICBC does not anticipate any transfers from Optional insurance to the Basic
insurance line of business. ICBC forecasts positive net income for the next few years and as
summarized in Chapter 1, Section D.1 of the Application, and in accordance with amendments
to Special Direction IC2, has requested a capital build provision of 11.5 percentage points to
rebuild capital and help absorb future unexpected volatility in insurance rates.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.24.2 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 7 – Attachment 7A.1
Section C.2 Financial Measures, page 7A.1-7 to 7A.1-10
Figure 7A.1.5 – Calculation of Basic MCT Ratio, page 7A.1-10
Figure 7A.1.6 – Calculation of Basic Loss Ratio, page 7A.1-11
Financial Performance Measures
Preamble: In the referenced Attachment, ICBC states:
20. Overall deterioration in the Basic MCT Ratio has been primarily due to higher
claims costs outpacing revenue and investment income, resulting in net losses
and the erosion of Basic equity. In the past, this deterioration was partially offset
by income and capital transfers from the Optional insurance business. Transfers
of income and capital from the Optional business are not forecast in the 2020/21
Outlook period.
ICBC indicates in Figure 7A.1.5 that the total capital available for 2019/20 Actual was a
deficit of $353 million and that the outlook for 2020/21 is $87 million, which is an
improvement of $440 million. Please provide the breakdown of the projected $440 million
improvement from 2019/20 to 2020/21 between net income and other comprehensive
income.
Response:
Breakdown of the improvement to capital available from 2019/20 to 2020/21 is shown below:

$ millions1
Equity (Deficit):
Opening equity
Change during year
Net income (loss)
Pension and post-retirement benefits
remeasurements
Net change in available for sale financial
assets & NCI2
Ending equity

Actual
Year ended
March 31, 2020

Outlook
Year ended
March 31, 2021

167

(301)

(263)

314

146

(372)

(350)
(301)

496
137

Intangible assets

(51)

(49)

Capital available

(353)

87

Capital required

1,912

1,927

MCT %

-18%

5%

1
2

Rounding may affect totals
Non-controlling interest (NCI)
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.24.3 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 7 – Attachment 7A.1
Section C.2 Financial Measures, page 7A.1-7 to 7A.1-10
Figure 7A.1.5 – Calculation of Basic MCT Ratio, page 7A.1-10
Figure 7A.1.6 – Calculation of Basic Loss Ratio, page 7A.1-11
Financial Performance Measures
Preamble: In the referenced Attachment, ICBC states:
20. Overall deterioration in the Basic MCT Ratio has been primarily due to higher
claims costs outpacing revenue and investment income, resulting in net losses
and the erosion of Basic equity. In the past, this deterioration was partially offset
by income and capital transfers from the Optional insurance business. Transfers
of income and capital from the Optional business are not forecast in the 2020/21
Outlook period.
ICBC indicates in Figure 7A.1.6 that the prior year’s claim adjustment was $757 million
for 2019/20 Actual and is projected to be negative $223 million for the 2020/21 Outlook, or
a change of $980 million between the two years. Please explain what the prior year’s
claim adjustment component is related to and why it is projected to change in the order
of $980 million between 2019/20 and 2020/21.
Response:
Prior years’ claims adjustment reflects the re-estimation of the expected cost to settle
outstanding claims incurred in prior years, as well as changes in the rate used to discount
claims.

In 2019/20, the change in estimates for losses that occurred in prior periods was $757 million
and had a significant negative impact on ICBC’s fiscal year bottom line. This was a result of an
increase in the estimated number of large and complex pre-April 2019 full tort product injury
claims that will develop over time, the reversal of savings from the “Crowder decision”1 and the
lower rate to discount claims costs. The pre-April 2019 full tort product continues to experience
significant cost pressures and is a continuing risk to ICBC’s financial results.
For 2020/21, prior years’ claims adjustments have developed favourably (-$223M) mainly due to
better than expected emergence under the 2019 product reform (RAAP).

1

On October 24, 2019, the BC Supreme Court ruled changes to the Rules of Court made in 2018/19 to be
unconstitutional (“Crowder decision”). As a result, previously recognized benefits from changes to the Rules of Court
were reversed in the 2019/20 fiscal year.
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2021.1 RR BCOAPO.25.1 Reference: ICBC 2021 RRA, Chapter 7 – Attachment 7A.2
page 7A.2-4
Change from LAR to LAER
Preamble: In the referenced Attachment, ICBC states:
8. The LAER ties the claims management expenses to the premiums in the same
period and reflects how efficient ICBC is in controlling the amount of the premium
dollar that is required to manage claims. The LAER is considered to be a better
measure of claims operation efficiency than LAR because it is on an incurred
basis, making it more responsive to changes in the cost of managing claims. The
LAER is also measured against a more stable base, has a stronger alignment to
other measures such as the Loss Ratio, and aligns better with ICBC’s corporate
performance measure reporting.
Please explain which of LAER or LAR is the more generally accepted performance
measure in the Canadian auto insurance industry? In the event that LAR is the more
accepted industry performance measure, please explain why ICBC is proposing to
change to LAER?
Response:
LAER and LAR are both used in the Canadian auto insurance industry to monitor and measure
operational performance. ICBC has proposed to discontinue LAR and replace it with LAER to
monitor the Enhanced Care model implementation and measure how efficient ICBC is in
controlling how much of the premium dollar is needed to pay for the management of claims (i.e.,
lower LAER means lower percentage of premium dollars is needed to pay for the management
of claims).

The advantages of the LAER as a measure are addressed in more detail in the Application,
Chapter 7, Appendix 7A, Attachment 7A.2.
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2021.1 RR DR.1.1 Reference: CHAPTER 3 Actuarial Rate Level Indication Analysis
Exhibit B-4, Slide 14; Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) 2021 Rate Application dated June
17, 2020, pp.931, Order in Council 632/20 Dated December 14, 2020 pp.4 (Enclosure) 2.c.;
ICBC’s 2018 Basic Insurance Rate Design Application dated August 15, 2018, pp.3-4,
Figure 3.3 pp.3-7, Figure 3.6, BCUC IR No.1 2021 ICBC Revenue Requirements
Application pp.8, 8.1(b), pp.10, 8.10-8.13
As noted in the BCUC’s IR No.1, (pp.8, 8.1(b) and pp.10, 8.10-8.13) in slide 14 of ICBC’s
workshop presentation (Exhibit B-4), ICBC states, as part of accepted actuarial practice,
that it is appropriate to use and take responsibility for an appropriately qualified external
actuary’s work under certain circumstances.
In the Enclosure of OIC 632/20, it states; “Actuarial costing models should consider ICBC
specific differences in the claim data and trends where applicable.”
Please discuss whether ICBC considers the OIC 632/20 Enclosure to be a directive to
examine the claims data and trends for individual rate territories? Please comment on
whether this examination would include considering differences in the total value of
written premiums divided by the total value of claims paid:
(a) By urban versus rural;
(b) By Rate Territory;
(c) By Postal Forward Sortation Area
1.1.1 If not, please explain why not.
Response:
Order in Council (OIC) No. 632 (632/20) applies to the proposed general rate change for Policy
Year 2021. The section that states “Actuarial costing models should consider ICBC specific
differences in the claim data and trends where applicable” refers to direct adjustments to MPI’s
data to account for differences between ICBC and MPI’s product as well as environmental
differences between the provinces.

ICBC does not consider the OIC to be a directive to

examine the claims data and trend for each of its individual rating territories, but rather make the
applicable adjustments to MPI’s data to account for differences that are material and
appropriate. Please see the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.8.1 for more
information on the analysis and considerations of the environmental adjustments that were
made. The adjustments that were made to MPI’s data are summarized in the response to
information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.8.2.
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2021.1 RR DR.1.2 Reference: CHAPTER 3 Actuarial Rate Level Indication Analysis
Exhibit B-4, Slide 14; Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) 2021 Rate Application dated June
17, 2020, pp.931, Order in Council 632/20 Dated December 14, 2020 pp.4 (Enclosure) 2.c.;
ICBC’s 2018 Basic Insurance Rate Design Application dated August 15, 2018, pp.3-4,
Figure 3.3 pp.3-7, Figure 3.6, BCUC IR No.1 2021 ICBC Revenue Requirements
Application pp.8, 8.1(b), pp.10, 8.10-8.13
As noted in the BCUC’s IR No.1, (pp.8, 8.1(b) and pp.10, 8.10-8.13) in slide 14 of ICBC’s
workshop presentation (Exhibit B-4), ICBC states, as part of accepted actuarial practice,
that it is appropriate to use and take responsibility for an appropriately qualified external
actuary’s work under certain circumstances.
In the Enclosure of OIC 632/20, it states; “Actuarial costing models should consider ICBC
specific differences in the claim data and trends where applicable.”
Please provide a detailed description of each of the factors applied to each variable in
the ICBC rate design algorithm, including their weight in the algorithm. (Figure 3.3 from
ICBC’s 2018 Basic Insurance Rate Design Application)

Response:
Detailed descriptions of the factors used in ICBC’s rating algorithm are provided in the 2018
Basic Insurance Rate Design Application. The requested descriptions can be found in 2018
Basic Insurance Rate Design Application, Chapter 3, pages 3-4 to 3-24. The factors used to
calculate a policyholder’s Basic rate are multiplicative and do not have any specific “weight”
assigned to them within the algorithm.
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2021.1 RR DR.1.3 Reference: CHAPTER 3 Actuarial Rate Level Indication Analysis
Exhibit B-4, Slide 14; Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) 2021 Rate Application dated June
17, 2020, pp.931, Order in Council 632/20 Dated December 14, 2020 pp.4 (Enclosure) 2.c.;
ICBC’s 2018 Basic Insurance Rate Design Application dated August 15, 2018, pp.3-4,
Figure 3.3 pp.3-7, Figure 3.6, BCUC IR No.1 2021 ICBC Revenue Requirements
Application pp.8, 8.1(b), pp.10, 8.10-8.13
As noted in the BCUC’s IR No.1, (pp.8, 8.1(b) and pp.10, 8.10-8.13) in slide 14 of ICBC’s
workshop presentation (Exhibit B-4), ICBC states, as part of accepted actuarial practice,
that it is appropriate to use and take responsibility for an appropriately qualified external
actuary’s work under certain circumstances.
In the Enclosure of OIC 632/20, it states; “Actuarial costing models should consider ICBC
specific differences in the claim data and trends where applicable.”
1.3 Please discuss whether ICBC is considering adjusting the 15% basic insurance rate
reduction to immediately integrate the 10-year Territory adjustment in full. (Figure 3.6
from ICBC’s 2018 Basic Insurance Rate Design Application)

1.3.1 If not, please explain why not.
1.3.2 Please provide the annual adjustment (as a percentage) for each Territory for each
of the 10 years of the adjustment period. (as per Figure 3.6)
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Response:
As BCUC has noted in Exhibit A-4, “the purpose of this proceeding is to review ICBC’s request
for a general Basic insurance rate decrease of 15 percent which affects all Basic insurance
policyholders equally, and not to review how ICBC’s rates are designed.

A revenue

requirements proceeding normally would not explore ICBC’s territorial rate schedule(s)”.

The 10-year Territory transition is considered a rate design matter and therefore outside the
scope of the Application.

ICBC is not changing the 10-year Territory adjustment in this

Application.

Please note that the 10-year Territory transition is part of the Government Directive of
August 3, 2018 with respect to Rate Design Tariff Amendments approved by Order in Council
458/18, August 9, 2018 (please see the 2018 Basic Insurance Rate Design Application,
page 2-4).

ICBC can confirm that territory adjustments for each year of the 10-year period are similar to
those seen in the 2018 Basic Insurance Rate Design Application, Figure 3.6.
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2021.1 RR DR.1.4 Reference: CHAPTER 3 Actuarial Rate Level Indication Analysis
Exhibit B-4, Slide 14; Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) 2021 Rate Application dated June
17, 2020, pp.931, Order in Council 632/20 Dated December 14, 2020 pp.4 (Enclosure) 2.c.;
ICBC’s 2018 Basic Insurance Rate Design Application dated August 15, 2018, pp.3-4,
Figure 3.3 pp.3-7, Figure 3.6, BCUC IR No.1 2021 ICBC Revenue Requirements
Application pp.8, 8.1(b), pp.10, 8.10-8.13
As noted in the BCUC’s IR No.1, (pp.8, 8.1(b) and pp.10, 8.10-8.13) in slide 14 of ICBC’s
workshop presentation (Exhibit B-4), ICBC states, as part of accepted actuarial practice,
that it is appropriate to use and take responsibility for an appropriately qualified external
actuary’s work under certain circumstances.
In the Enclosure of OIC 632/20, it states; “Actuarial costing models should consider ICBC
specific differences in the claim data and trends where applicable.”
1.4 Please discuss whether the actuarial analysis included consideration of per ‘Licensed
Driver’ and per ‘Policy-in-Force’ disparities in the number or frequency of crashes,
casualty crashes, injuries and fatalities by Rate Territory.
1.4.1 If not, please explain why not.
1.4.2 If so, please provide a summary of the findings of that analysis.
1.4.3 Please provide a summary (for each Rate Territory, for each of the last five years
that data is available,) of the numbers of:
a) Policies-in-Force;
b) Active Driver’s Licences;
c) Crashes;
d) Casualty Crashes;
e) Fatalities
Response:
Please note the ICBC specific differences quoted from OIC 632/20 in the preamble refer to the
differences compared to the MPI historical claims data used in the Enhanced Accident Benefits
(EAB) claims costs estimates. The full analysis can be found in the Application, Chapter 3,
Appendix C.4.0. Further discussion regarding how the differences for the mix of risks, including
differences between rural and urban claims costs, are considered in the EAB claims costs
forecast can be found in EY’s response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.8.1.

As ICBC does not analyze its claims costs split by territory for revenue requirements purposes,
this data is outside the scope of this Application. However there is publicly available data that is
related to this request: please refer to ICBC Basic Insurance Information Sharing Report –
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Exhibit III, for aggregated Basic insurance data for premiums, sales volume, and loss
experience split by rating territory, as well as About ICBC – Statistics which provides statistics
on the number of crashes, injuries, and fatalities by geographical region.
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2021.1 RR FAGL.0.1 Reference: ICBC is introducing the Basic Vehicle Damage
Coverage (BVDC) as part of Insurance Corporation of British Columbia 2021 Revenue
Requirements application. This BVDC will replace our current Third-Party Liability
insurance, which is the policy that current awards accelerated depreciation claims. The
changes occurring May 1, 2021 will remove an insureds ability to pursue these headings
of damages.
According to ICBC Business page - https://www.icbc.com/partners/materialdamage/Documents/md-bvdc-frequentlyasked-questions.pdf
ICBC will no longer pay for accelerated depreciation under any circumstances for
crashes in BC.
• Similar to collision coverage, Basic Vehicle Damage coverage (BVDC) will not
pay for accelerated depreciation.
• Accelerated depreciation may not be claimed even where the customer is not
responsible.
According to the attached document - Accelerated Depreciation Defense Strategy –
ICBC.pdf, ICBC sees accelerated depreciation as “posing a real threat to the Corporation
in terms of monetary consideration.”
If these claims represent such a threat, why has the public not been consulted on the
proposed changes removing recourse for people pursuing accelerated depreciation?
Response:
Government regulations determine the scope of the limitation on lawsuits for vehicle damage
starting May 1, 2021. The Insurance (Vehicle) Act has been amended as follows:


Section 170 Definitions: Accelerated Depreciation is included in the definition of “vehicle
damage” that cannot be sued for.



Section 174(3) and 175(3): Accelerated Depreciation is not included in the prescribed
damages or losses covered by Basic Vehicle Damage Coverage (BVDC).

The exclusion of Accelerated Depreciation aligns with government’s goal of sustained
affordability for B.C’s auto insurance system.

A key design principle enabling affordability is minimizing exposure to risks shared by a minority
of rate payers that would have to be subsidized by the majority.
Depreciation in BVDC would have been contrary to this design principle.

Including Accelerated
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However, ICBC notes that it offers Optional coverages, e.g., Replacement Cost and New
Vehicle Replacement, which provide for the use of Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM)
parts when a vehicle can be repaired.

The use of OEM parts may reduce the degree of

depreciation attributed to a vehicle sold after it has been repaired.
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2021.1 RR FAGL.1-9 Reference: ICBC is introducing the Basic Vehicle Damage
Coverage (BVDC) as part of Insurance Corporation of British Columbia 2021 Revenue
Requirements application. This BVDC will replace our current Third-Party Liability
insurance, which is the policy that current awards accelerated depreciation claims. The
changes occurring May 1, 2021 will remove an insureds ability to pursue these headings
of damages.
According to ICBC Business page - https://www.icbc.com/partners/materialdamage/Documents/md-bvdc-frequentlyasked-questions.pdf
ICBC will no longer pay for accelerated depreciation under any circumstances for
crashes in BC.
• Similar to collision coverage, Basic Vehicle Damage coverage (BVDC) will not
pay for accelerated depreciation.
• Accelerated depreciation may not be claimed even where the customer is not
responsible.
According to the attached document - Accelerated Depreciation Defense Strategy –
ICBC.pdf, ICBC sees accelerated depreciation as “posing a real threat to the Corporation
in terms of monetary consideration.”
1. Assuming this rate reduction is approved, please provide the value of claims being
saved by the removal of accelerated depreciation claims over the next 5 and 10 years.
2. Assuming this rate reduction is not approved, please provide the value of claims ICBC
predicts it will pay in accelerated depreciation claims over the next 5 and 10 years.
3. How many accelerated depreciation claims are currently open with ICBC?
4. Please provide the average value estimated per accelerated depreciation claim.
5. Please provide how many accelerated depreciation claims ICBC estimates (in terms of
quantity and value) will occur over the next 5 and 10 years.
6. Please provide how many accelerated depreciation claims have been settled over the
last 5 and 10 years.
7. Please provide how much accelerated depreciation has been paid out by year over the
last 5 and 10 years.
8. Please provide how many potential accelerated depreciation claims that are currently
open, this is not claims that have been commenced, but claims that people could pursue.
In other words, a person has a valid claim, but has not mentioned a claim.
9. Please provide the percentage of potential accelerated depreciation claims vs actual
being claimed.
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Response:
Prior to December 2018, ICBC did not specifically track accelerated depreciation as a payment
type or activity in its systems; therefore, ICBC does not have data that it considers reliable for
reporting on these claims prior to 2019, nor sufficient as a basis for forecasting future years. In
December 2018, a new process was implemented to manage and track accelerated
depreciation.

The new process requires accelerated depreciation claims to be managed

through an “activity” generated in ICBC’s claim management system, Guidewire ClaimCenter®.
As a result, ICBC can provide only limited information relating to this series of information
requests, as set out below.
1-2 and 5

Due to the data limitations discussed above, ICBC is unable to provide forecast savings, costs,
or a count of accelerated depreciated claims for future years.
3-4

Currently ICBC has 98 activities open for accelerated depreciation claim requests. ICBC is
unable to provide an average estimated value for these accelerated depreciation claims. This is
due to the nature of the accelerated depreciation claim report, where the claimant does not
consistently provide the requested amount they are pursuing for accelerated depreciation when
they initiate their claim. ICBC can provide an approximate average value for the past two
calendar years, which is included in the response below.
6-7

Since 2019, ICBC settled with a payment, a total of approximately 160 accelerated depreciation
claims based on the accelerated depreciation activity. ICBC paid approximately $520,000 in
total for 2019 and 2020 calendar years. The average value of the accelerated depreciation
claims is approximately $3,250. It should be noted that it is possible that ICBC had accelerated
depreciation claim settlements that were initiated prior to 2019 but settled after the new process
began. As these settlements were not specifically recorded in ICBC’s claims management
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system as accelerated depreciation claims, ICBC is unable to track the number and amounts of
such claims through ICBC reports.
8

ICBC reviewed the following criteria to determine possible eligibility for an accelerated
depreciation claim:


Non-liable collision claim.



Vehicle is five model years or newer at time of loss.



Vehicle damage must exceed $2,000.



No previous vehicle damage claim greater than $2,000.



Vehicle must be repairable (not a total loss).

Due to the reparability criterion, ICBC can only determine if a vehicle could potentially qualify for
an accelerated depreciation claim by selecting vehicles that have already been repaired and
confirmed not a total loss. This does not confirm whether a claim for accelerated depreciation
has been presented. Additionally, ICBC is unable to cross reference the necessary data to
remove claims that have a previous vehicle damage claim greater than $2,000. This makes
providing the requested information challenging but we are able to provide the following, subject
to the aforementioned limitations.

There are approximately 58,600 open claims meeting the listed criteria that have the potential
for an accelerated depreciation claim to be made.
9

The percentage of accelerated depreciation claims that are currently open compared to the
potential and open accelerated deprecation claims is approximately 0.2%, based on the
information and criteria listed in the responses to information requests 3-4 and 8 in this series.
However, ICBC notes that not all of the vehicles counted in the response to information request
number 8 will actually have cause for an accelerated depreciation claim. Further, not all claims
that meet the criteria will realize a loss from accelerated depreciation, and accordingly the merit
of an accelerated depreciation claim must be determined on a claim by claim basis.
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2021.1 RR IBC.1.1 Reference: Executive Summary
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 1, p. 1-7
Paragraph 20 on page 1-7 indicates that ICBC is seeking approval of a 15% Basic
insurance rate decrease for PY 2021.
Paragraph 20 on page 1-7 also indicates that ICBC is seeking approval “to defer the
review of the financial allocation methodology due December 2022 until December 2023,
in light of the need to first reach steady state under Enhanced Care.”
What is the forecasted Basic insurance rate increase/decrease for each of PY 2022, 2023
and 2024?
Response:
ICBC does not have forecasted Basic insurance rate changes available beyond the current
policy year. This is because future Basic insurance rate changes will be driven by a number of
factors where the uncertainty grows exponentially the further out the forecast. The introduction
of Enhanced Care further increases the uncertainty including how customers may react to the
new insurance model.

ICBC will start to gain knowledge and experience once claims are

reported under the new model and this data will influence future rate setting analyses.

The Policy year 2021 (PY) rate change of -15% covers a 23-month period, ending
March 31, 2023; there will therefore be no overall Basic rate change on policies sold from
May 1, 2022 to March 31, 2023. ICBC’s next Revenue Requirements Application will be filed
with the BCUC by December 15, 2022 with an effective date of April 1, 2023 (PY 2023).
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2021.1 RR IBC.1.2 Reference: Executive Summary
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 1, p. 1-7
Paragraph 20 on page 1-7 indicates that ICBC is seeking approval of a 15% Basic
insurance rate decrease for PY 2021.
Paragraph 20 on page 1-7 also indicates that ICBC is seeking approval “to defer the
review of the financial allocation methodology due December 2022 until December 2023,
in light of the need to first reach steady state under Enhanced Care.”
What does ICBC consider to be “steady state”? Please be specific.
Response:
Steady state, in the context of the proposed deferral of the financial allocation methodology
review, refers to the status when operations and data are stable to inform an updated financial
allocation methodology. Despite the fact that all British Columbians will be covered under the
new Enhanced Care model starting May 1, 2021, ICBC will continue handling claims under the
three product models (full tort, modified tort, and Enhanced Care) in the near future. ICBC
anticipates that it will take at least two to three years from May 2021 for the data under the
Enhanced Care model to develop, and expenses related to the tort-based models to
significantly wind down.

For further information on the benefits of having a longer period of operation under Enhanced
Care prior to undertaking the financial allocation methodology review, please see the response
to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.46.2.
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2021.1 RR IBC.2.1 Reference: Legislative and Regulatory Framework
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 2, pp. 2-5 - 2-6
Figure 2.1 on page 2-5 indicates that ICBC’s Outlook Basic MCT Ratio for the end of the
2020/21 fiscal year is 5%.
Paragraph 23 on page 2-6 states:
As can be seen from Figure 2.1, the Basic MCT ratio is significantly below the
capital management target of 145%, and also below the regulatory minimum of
100% MCT that would apply but for its suspension in PY 2021. The 11.5
percentage point capital build provision will allow ICBC to rebuild its depleted
capital over the 23-month term of PY 2021, while still providing a significant rate
decrease for Basic policyholders. The capital build provision will also provide a
cushion to manage potential unexpected costs that could arise in the future and
help maintain rate stability for the benefit of customers in future policy years.
What is ICBC’s Outlook Basic MCT Ratio for the end of the 2021/22 fiscal year?
Response:
ICBC’s Basic MCT Ratio as of Q2, for the end of fiscal 2021/22 is forecast to be 19%.
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2021.1 RR IBC.2.2 Reference: Legislative and Regulatory Framework
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 2, pp. 2-5 - 2-6
Figure 2.1 on page 2-5 indicates that ICBC’s Outlook Basic MCT Ratio for the end of the
2020/21 fiscal year is 5%.
Paragraph 23 on page 2-6 states:
As can be seen from Figure 2.1, the Basic MCT ratio is significantly below the
capital management target of 145%, and also below the regulatory minimum of
100% MCT that would apply but for its suspension in PY 2021. The 11.5
percentage point capital build provision will allow ICBC to rebuild its depleted
capital over the 23-month term of PY 2021, while still providing a significant rate
decrease for Basic policyholders. The capital build provision will also provide a
cushion to manage potential unexpected costs that could arise in the future and
help maintain rate stability for the benefit of customers in future policy years.
What is ICBC’s Outlook Basic MCT Ratio for the end of the 2022/23 fiscal year?
Response:
ICBC’s Basic MCT Ratio as of Q2, for the end of fiscal 2022/23 is forecast to be 33%.
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2021.1 RR IBC.2.3 Reference: Legislative and Regulatory Framework
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 2, pp. 2-5 - 2-6
Figure 2.1 on page 2-5 indicates that ICBC’s Outlook Basic MCT Ratio for the end of the
2020/21 fiscal year is 5%.
Paragraph 23 on page 2-6 states:
As can be seen from Figure 2.1, the Basic MCT ratio is significantly below the
capital management target of 145%, and also below the regulatory minimum of
100% MCT that would apply but for its suspension in PY 2021. The 11.5
percentage point capital build provision will allow ICBC to rebuild its depleted
capital over the 23-month term of PY 2021, while still providing a significant rate
decrease for Basic policyholders. The capital build provision will also provide a
cushion to manage potential unexpected costs that could arise in the future and
help maintain rate stability for the benefit of customers in future policy years.
Please confirm whether ICBC plans to reach a Basic MCT of 100% as of April 1, 2023.
Response:
In accordance with Special Direction IC2, section 3(1.2), the requirement to set rates for the
corporation’s universal compulsory vehicle insurance business to achieve and maintain a capital
level of at least 100% MCT is suspended for policy years 2018 through 2021. This temporary
suspension enabled ICBC to moderate the impact of required rate increases to customers in
place of providing additional capital to build Basic capital to achieve the minimum regulatory
minimum of 100% MCT.
As per the 2020 Government Directive regarding ICBC’s Application for a General Rate Change
Order for the 2021 Policy Year approved by Order in Council 632, December 14, 2020, ICBC is
directed to reflect an 11.5 percentage point capital build provision in the rates for the 2021
Policy Year (PY). For future policy years, ICBC is planning to file a new capital management
plan by December 2022, once there has been some Enhanced Care coverage experience. The
new capital management plan will consider the regulatory minimum in effect at that time and
whether changes are required to existing capital management targets.

While the 11.5 percentage point capital build provision will begin to rebuild Basic capital levels
during PY 2021, there is currently no specific objective or set timeline to reach a Basic MCT
ratio of 100%. Reduced and stable auto insurance premiums for customers and a smooth
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transition to Enhanced Care are the primary focus. This may extend the time frame to rebuild
capital. In addition, with significant changes being brought in by the Enhanced Care model, the
minimum capital requirements may change, as the claims liability risk and the investment
portfolio evolve.
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2021.1 RR IBC.2.4 Reference: Legislative and Regulatory Framework
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 2, pp. 2-5 - 2-6
Figure 2.1 on page 2-5 indicates that ICBC’s Outlook Basic MCT Ratio for the end of the
2020/21 fiscal year is 5%.
Paragraph 23 on page 2-6 states:
As can be seen from Figure 2.1, the Basic MCT ratio is significantly below the
capital management target of 145%, and also below the regulatory minimum of
100% MCT that would apply but for its suspension in PY 2021. The 11.5
percentage point capital build provision will allow ICBC to rebuild its depleted
capital over the 23-month term of PY 2021, while still providing a significant rate
decrease for Basic policyholders. The capital build provision will also provide a
cushion to manage potential unexpected costs that could arise in the future and
help maintain rate stability for the benefit of customers in future policy years.
What average Basic premium is required to achieve a Basic MCT of 100% in PY 2022?
Response:
In this response, ICBC interprets “PY 2022” as fiscal year 2022/23, ending March 31, 2023. As
discussed in the response to information request 2021.1 RR IBC.1.1, the policy year (PY) 2021
rate change of -15% covers a 23-month period ending March 31, 2023, therefore ICBC will not
have a PY 2022.

As indicated in the response to information request 2021.1 RR IBC.2.2, the forecast Basic MCT
ratio as of Q2 for the end of fiscal year 2022/23 is 33%. The additional capital amount needed
to increase the Basic MCT ratio by 67 percentage points by March 31, 2023 is an increase of
$988 million.

This translates to an increase of $144 in the average required premium.

Combined with the proposed average PY 2021 required premium of $879 (Application,
Chapter 3, Figure 3.2), the total Basic insurance required premium would be $1,023.

The response above provides a simple answer to a hypothetical scenario. However, in order to
achieve this higher MCT ratio by March 31, 2023 through altering a rate change, the PY 2021
rate change would need to be adjusted even more than what is highlighted above ($144
average premium increase) which makes this response more complicated. As explained in the
Application, Chapter 8, Section B and the response to information request 2021.1 RR
RL.4.1.2.b, the financial figures (such as MCT ratio) are reported by fiscal year on an earned
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basis; whereas the policy year figures are calculated on a written basis. The difference leads to
a delay in the timing of the additional premium becoming fully reflected in the MCT ratio. The
March 31, 2023 MCT ratio will only reflect the additional premium earned up to that time, and
the Basic MCT ratio of 100% would therefore be achieved part way through the year after the
PY 2021 premium is fully earned.

Considering the timing difference between written and earned bases, an additional $256 above
the PY 2021 average required premium of $879 would be required to achieve a Basic MCT ratio
of 100% by March 31, 2023 if this was to be achieved through implementing a different PY 2021
rate change. The MCT ratio would continue to increase significantly in the following years once
this additional PY 2021 premium is fully earned.
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2021.1 RR IBC.2.5 Reference: Legislative and Regulatory Framework
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 2, pp. 2-5 - 2-6
Figure 2.1 on page 2-5 indicates that ICBC’s Outlook Basic MCT Ratio for the end of the
2020/21 fiscal year is 5%.
Paragraph 23 on page 2-6 states:
As can be seen from Figure 2.1, the Basic MCT ratio is significantly below the
capital management target of 145%, and also below the regulatory minimum of
100% MCT that would apply but for its suspension in PY 2021. The 11.5
percentage point capital build provision will allow ICBC to rebuild its depleted
capital over the 23-month term of PY 2021, while still providing a significant rate
decrease for Basic policyholders. The capital build provision will also provide a
cushion to manage potential unexpected costs that could arise in the future and
help maintain rate stability for the benefit of customers in future policy years.
What specific financial sources will ICBC use to achieve a Basic MCT of 100%?
Response:
There are only two intentional ways to build or increase capital: a capital build provision included
in the rates or an infusion of capital from another source. For PY 2021, the only source of
intentional capital build is as directed via the November 30, 2020 Government directive
approved by Order in Council (OIC) No. 632 (OIC 632/20) and Special Direction IC2, as
amended by OIC No. 633 (OIC 633/20); they direct an 11.5 percentage point capital build
provision to enable ICBC to begin to rebuild its depleted capital. The allowance of a capital
build component in the Basic insurance rate in the transition to the Enhanced Care model
provides the mechanism to begin to restore ICBC’s capital levels to regulated levels.

ICBC in consultation with Government, will be developing a new capital management plan to
reflect the major changes to ICBC’s current insurance model as a result of Enhanced Care.
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2021.1 RR IBC.2.6 Reference: Legislative and Regulatory Framework
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 2, pp. 2-5 - 2-6
Figure 2.1 on page 2-5 indicates that ICBC’s Outlook Basic MCT Ratio for the end of the
2020/21 fiscal year is 5%.
Paragraph 23 on page 2-6 states:
As can be seen from Figure 2.1, the Basic MCT ratio is significantly below the
capital management target of 145%, and also below the regulatory minimum of
100% MCT that would apply but for its suspension in PY 2021. The 11.5
percentage point capital build provision will allow ICBC to rebuild its depleted
capital over the 23-month term of PY 2021, while still providing a significant rate
decrease for Basic policyholders. The capital build provision will also provide a
cushion to manage potential unexpected costs that could arise in the future and
help maintain rate stability for the benefit of customers in future policy years.
Will ICBC do an additional capital build for PY 2022?
Response:
ICBC assumes that the period referred to as “PY 2022” in this information request refers to the
period between April 1, 2022 and March 31, 2023. There is no PY 2022 since PY 2021 relates
to the 23-month policy period beginning May 1, 2021 and ending March 31, 2023.

No, ICBC is not planning on implementing an additional capital build on April 1, 2022. Please
note that the 11.5 percentage points of capital build is embedded in PY 2021 rates meaning that
ICBC will continue to build capital through both PY 2021-1 and PY 2021-2 comprising PY 2021.
It is expected that the capital build will provide a favourable increase to the Basic MCT ratio.
Also, note that ICBC can still experience an increase in capital levels without a direct capital
build provision. For example if costs emerge lower than expected this will also increase capital
levels.
Special Direction IC2, as amended by OIC 633/20, set PY 2021 as “the period beginning on
May 1, 2021 and ending on March 31, 2023.” This created a 23-month policy year that extends
to March 31, 2023. Additionally, OIC 633/20 added sections 3 (1)(h) and (v) to provide direction
on PY 2021 rate setting in conjunction with the capital build. For ease of reference, these
sections are set out below:
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section 3 (1)(h):
(e.1) despite paragraph (d), for the 2021 policy year, ensure that rates are set in
accordance with the capital management plan in existence on
May 27, 2016,
(i) excluding the capital build or release provisions of that plan,
(ii) substituting a capital build provision that would result in an 11.5
percentage point increase to the general rate change, after
accounting for the effect on the capital build amount of investment
income and expenses that vary with the amount of premium collected
from a policyholder, and
(iii) using a calculation in relation to the capital maintenance provision that
neither increases nor decreases the percentage number of a rate
change fixed by a general rate change order for the 2021 policy year;
and
section 3 (1)(v):
(v) despite paragraph (j), when regulating and fixing universal compulsory vehicle
insurance rates for the 2021 policy year, regulate and fix those rates in
accordance with
(i) the government directive to the corporation dated November 30, 2020
for changes to rates, including a rebate, in connection with the
Attorney General Statutes (Vehicle Insurance) Amendment Act, 2020,
and
(ii) the government directive to the corporation dated November 30, 2020
in relation to its application for a general rate change order for the
2021 policy year.
Copies of the OIC amending Special Direction IC2 and the 2020 Government Directive
regarding ICBC’s Application for a General Rate Change Order for the 2021 Policy Year are
appended to Chapter 2, Appendices 2B and 2D respectively.
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2021.1 RR IBC.3.1 Reference: Actuarial Rate Level Indication Analysis
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, p. 3-7
Figure 3.3 on page 3-7 sets out the average required premium per policy.
If ICBC’s Application for a 15% Basic insurance rate decrease is approved by the BCUC,
what will ICBC’s Basic average premium be for each of PY 2021-1 and PY 2021-2?
Response:
If the 15% PY 2021 rate decrease is approved by BCUC, the Basic average premium for PY
2021-1 will be approximately $881 and for PY 2021-2 it will be $878.

This is based on

information provided in the Application, Chapter 3, Appendices B.1.1 and B.3.1 using the
following calculations:

(1)

Projected premium at current rate level
($ 000’s)

(2)

Projected Exposures

(3)

Average premium at current rate level
= (1) / (2)

(4)

Average required premium
= (3) x (1- 0.15)

PY 2021-1

PY 2021-2

Reference

$3,342,265

$3,756,471

Appendix B.1.1 Row (e) Total
+ Appendix B.3.1 Row (e) Total

3,223,117

3,634,977

Appendix B.1.1 Row (a)
Personal and Commercial –
Power Units
+ Appendix B.3.1 Row (a) Total

$1,037

$1,033

$881

$878

Since the rate change is in effect for the full 23-month policy year, the only impact on average
premium from the policy period PY 2021-1 to the policy period PY 2021-2 will be due to
expected changes in ICBC’s mix of business from the one policy period to the other and overall
exposure growth within the policy year.
Appendix B.0 for more details.

Please refer to the Application, Chapter 3,
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2021.1 RR IBC.3.2 Reference: Actuarial Rate Level Indication Analysis
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, p. 3-7
Figure 3.3 on page 3-7 sets out the average required premium per policy.
If ICBC’s Application for a 15% Basic insurance rate decrease is approved by the BCUC,
what will ICBC’s total average premium be for each of PY 2021-1 and PY 2021-2?
Response:
Total average premium, including ICBC’s Optional insurance business, is not provided. ICBC’s
Optional insurance business is a competitive business and out of scope for this Application.
Basic average premium is provided in the response to information request 2021.1 RR IBC.3.1.
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2021.1 RR IBC.3.3 Reference: Actuarial Rate Level Indication Analysis
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, p. 3-7
Figure 3.3 on page 3-7 sets out the average required premium per policy.
What is ICBC’s forecasted Basic average premium for each of PY 2022, 2023 and 2024?
Response:
As provided in the response to information request 2021.1 RR IBC.1.1, given the significant
amount of uncertainty in any forecast coupled with the introduction of a new product, ICBC does
not have forecasted Basic insurance rate changes and therefore no average premiums
available beyond the current policy year. Note there is no PY 2022 as a result of the extended
23 - month policy year ; however, as provided in the response to information request 2021.1 RR
IBC.3.1, the Basic average premium for the period of April 1, 2022 to March 31, 2023 (PY
2021-2) is approximately $878.
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2021.1 RR IBC.3.4 Reference: Actuarial Rate Level Indication Analysis
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, p. 3-7
Figure 3.3 on page 3-7 sets out the average required premium per policy.
What is ICBC’s forecasted total average premium for each of PY 2022, 2023 and 2024?
Response:
ICBC cannot provide the requested forecasted total average premiums for the reasons provided
in the responses to information requests 2021.1 RR IBC.3.2 and 2021.1 RR IBC.3.3.
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2021.1 RR IBC.4.1 Reference: Actuarial Rate Level Indication Analysis
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, p. 3-7
Figure 3.3 on page 3-7 sets out the average required premium per policy.
If ICBC’s Application for a 15% Basic insurance rate decrease is approved by the BCUC,
what will ICBC’s commercial average premium be for each of PY 2021-1 and PY 2021-2?
Response:
If the 15% PY 2021 rate decrease is approved by BCUC, the Basic commercial average
premium for PY 2021-1 will be approximately $1,323 and for PY 2021-2 will be $1,319. This is
based on information provided in the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix B.1.1 using the following
calculations:

(1)

Projected premium at current rate
level ($ 000’s)

(2)

Projected Exposures

(3)
(4)

Average premium at current rate
level = (1) / (2)
Average required premium
= (3) x (1- 0.15)

PY 2021-1

PY 2021-2

$403,185

$458,974

258,938

295,769

$1,557

$1,552

$1,323

$1,319

Reference (Appendix B.1.1)
Row (e) for Commercial –
Power Units
Row (a) for Commercial –
Power Units

Please note these estimates exclude vehicle segments that will see different rate impacts as
highlighted in ICBC’s Tariff Amendment Application in Support of Enhanced Care (Exhibit B-2),
Section D.2.1. For example certain commercial rate classes in Territory Z (those vehicles that
primarily operate out of province) will see a 0% Basic rate change rather than the -15% applied
for within this Application. .
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2021.1 RR IBC.4.2 Reference: Actuarial Rate Level Indication Analysis
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, p. 3-7
Figure 3.3 on page 3-7 sets out the average required premium per policy.
Does the commercial average premium include all commercial trucking vehicles? If not,
what vehicle classes does it include?
Response:
ICBC interprets “commercial trucking vehicles” referenced in the information request as
commercial vehicles used for delivery purpose, including short-haul and long-haul delivery
vehicles. Such vehicles are included in the Commercial-power units group in the Application,
Chapter 3, Appendix Set B, and in the approximated PY 2021 commercial average premium
provided in the response to information request 2021.1 RR IBC.4.1.
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2021.1 RR IBC.4.3-4 Reference: Actuarial Rate Level Indication Analysis
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, p. 3-7
Figure 3.3 on page 3-7 sets out the average required premium per policy.
4.3 If ICBC’s Application for a 15% Basic insurance rate decrease is approved by the
BCUC, what will ICBC’s commercial average premium be for each of PY 2021-1 and PY
2021-2, specifically for all commercial trucking vehicles?
4.4 How do the figures in question 4.3 compare to previous years (e.g., 2015 to present)
for all commercial trucking vehicles?
Response:
4.3

As discussed in the response to information request 2021.1 RR IBC.4.1, the PY 2021 Basic
average premium for commercial vehicles, including trucking vehicles, is approximately $1,323
and $1,319 for PY 2021-1 and PY 2021-2 respectively. However, some commercial vehicles,
including long haul delivery vehicles, rated in Territory Z (vehicles primarily driven outside of
BC), will see no Basic rate reduction since their risk is unchanged under Enhanced Care.
Please refer to the Tariff Amendment Application in Support of Enhanced Care (Exhibit B-2),
Section D.2.1 for more details.

ICBC has only analyzed commercial exposure and average premium forecasts broken out into
the following three groups: light commercial, long haul delivery, and all other commercial
policies as indicated in the Application, Chapter 3, Appendices B.0 and B.2. Therefore, the
average premium forecast for all commercial trucking vehicles, including both short and long
haul delivery vehicles, is not readily available.

Therefore, ICBC cannot provide an approximation for the PY 2021 average premium projection
for commercial trucking vehicles using similar calculations as provided in response to
information request 2021.1 RR IBC.4.1.
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4.4

Even though the projected PY 2021 average premium for commercial trucking vehicles is not
readily available, historical average premium and claims costs for some of these vehicles can
be found in the Basic Insurance Information Sharing Report, Exhibit II, which provides a
breakdown by rate class groups, e.g., delivery vehicles.
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2021.1 RR IBC.4.5 Reference: Actuarial Rate Level Indication Analysis
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, p. 3-7
Figure 3.3 on page 3-7 sets out the average required premium per policy.
What has been/projected to be the total loss experience for all commercial trucking
vehicles? Please breakdown into various commercial trucking rate classes and by fiscal
year (FY 2015 to 2024), if possible.
Response:
ICBC no longer analyzes its claims costs separately between its personal and commercial lines
of business as explained in the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix A.0.1, paragraph 19. Any
further breakdown of projected claims costs is therefore not available.

However, there is information available on historical claims costs for some of the commercial
delivery vehicles which can be found in the Basic Insurance Information Sharing Report. Note
that the Case Incurred Loss & Allocated Loss Adjustment Expenses (ALAE) provided in this
report represents the claims file estimate of the likely costs of any claims that have been
recorded, including ALAE, and excludes unallocated loss adjustment expenses, discounting,
and incurred but not reported claims, and claims development.
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2021.1 RR IBC.5.1 Reference: Actuarial Rate Level Indication Analysis
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, p. 3-18
Paragraph 41 on page 3-18 states:
Even though the administration of MD claims will change, the MD claims costs
covered under Basic insurance will not change, with the following minor
exceptions: vehicle damages caused by unidentified drivers (hit and run
incidents) will no longer be covered under Basic insurance coverage…
What are the total number of hit and run incidents in BC for each of 2019 and 2020?
Response:
The number of hit-and-run incidents in BC under Basic insurance coverage is 4,277 for Fiscal
Loss Year 2019, and 3,176 for Fiscal Loss Year 2020. Please note that the Fiscal Loss Year
runs from April 1 to March 31. For more information, please visit ICBC’s webpage on “claims
processed

against

the

statutory

provision

for

unidentified

(https://www.icbc.com/about-icbc/newsroom/Pages/other-statistics.aspx).

vehicle

damages”:
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2021.1 RR IBC.5.2 Reference: Actuarial Rate Level Indication Analysis
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, p. 3-18
Paragraph 41 on page 3-18 states:
Even though the administration of MD claims will change, the MD claims costs
covered under Basic insurance will not change, with the following minor
exceptions: vehicle damages caused by unidentified drivers (hit and run
incidents) will no longer be covered under Basic insurance coverage…
What are the total claims costs of the hit and run incidents in BC for each of 2019 and
2020?
Response:
The total incurred claims costs of the hit-and-run incidents in BC under Basic insurance
coverage are $7,549,505 for Fiscal Loss Year 2019, and $6,373,881 for Fiscal Loss Year 2020.
For more information, please visit ICBC’s webpage on “claims processed against the statutory
provision for unidentified vehicle damages”:
(https://www.icbc.com/about-icbc/newsroom/Pages/other-statistics.aspx).
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2021.1 RR IBC.5.3-4 Reference: Actuarial Rate Level Indication Analysis
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, p. 3-18
Paragraph 41 on page 3-18 states:
Even though the administration of MD claims will change, the MD claims costs
covered under Basic insurance will not change, with the following minor
exceptions: vehicle damages caused by unidentified drivers (hit and run
incidents) will no longer be covered under Basic insurance coverage…
5.3 With hit and run incidents moving out of Basic insurance coverage, what are
the forecasted numbers of hit and run incidents in BC for 2021, 2022, 2023 and
2024?
5.4 What are the forecasted claims costs for hit and run incidents in BC for 2021,
2022, 2023 and 2024?
Response:
The vehicle damage claims caused by hit-and-run incidents in BC will no longer be covered
under ICBC’s Basic insurance as it will transition to Optional insurance under Enhanced Care.
Historical hit-and-run claims were therefore not included in the claims data used to project future
Basic Vehicle Damage coverage claims costs in the Application. Since hit-and-run claims would
be advanced under Optional coverage their forecasted number and costs are not applicable to
this Application. The number and cost will be highly dependent on consumers’ choices in the
purchase of Optional insurance products.
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2021.1 RR IBC.5.5 Reference: Actuarial Rate Level Indication Analysis
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, p. 3-18
Paragraph 41 on page 3-18 states:
Even though the administration of MD claims will change, the MD claims costs
covered under Basic insurance will not change, with the following minor
exceptions: vehicle damages caused by unidentified drivers (hit and run
incidents) will no longer be covered under Basic insurance coverage…
With hit and run incidents moving out of Basic insurance coverage, what are the
total cost savings to ICBC?
Response:
The total cost savings to ICBC will be dependent on consumers’ choices in the purchase of
Optional insurance products, as ICBC will continue to cover hit-and-run claims where coverage
is purchased. Since hit-and-run claims would be advanced under Optional coverage and have
been removed from the Basic rate analysis for PY 2021, their forecasted costs are not
applicable to this Application
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2021.1 RR IBC.6.1-2 Reference: Operating Expenses and Allocation Information
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, p. 6-15
Average FTEs by Employee Group
Figure 6.5 on page 6-15 sets out information about ICBC Total FTEs.
6.1 How many FTEs currently work in ICBC’s Basic insurance operations? Please show
the breakdown of Bargaining Unit and of Management and Confidential. What are the
forecasted numbers for FY 2021/22?
6.2 How many FTEs currently work in ICBC’s overall insurance operations? Please show
the breakdown of Bargaining Unit and of Management and Confidential. What are the
forecasted numbers for FY 2021/22?
Response:
6.1

Whereas ICBC allocates total corporate operating expenses between Basic insurance,
Non-insurance, and Optional insurance, ICBC does not allocate FTEs along these lines;
therefore, the information requested is not available.

6.2
ICBC interprets the reference to “overall insurance operations” in this information request to
mean the Insurance Division. ICBC’s Insurance Division comprises of areas including vehicle
policy and programs, insurance portfolio and products, customer channel strategy, product and
customer strategy, insurance operations, sales and broker governance, pricing, underwriting,
and regulatory affairs. The Insurance Division also provides Non-insurance services including
delivering ICBC’s customer experience across all channels, administering vehicle registration
and licensing programs, maintaining and managing a vehicle registry and databases, and
handling non-jurisdictional licensing matters. The 2020/21 outlook and 2021/22 forecast FTEs
for the Insurance Division, illustrating Bargaining Unit as well as Management and Confidential
employee groups, are shown in the table below.
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Figure 1 – Insurance Division (FTEs)
Employee Group1
Bargaining Unit
Management and Confidential
Total FTEs - Insurance Division
1

Rounding may affect totals.

2020/21 Outlook

2021/22 Forecast

391

401

75

66

467

467
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2021.1 RR IBC.7.1 Reference: Compliance Reporting Chapter
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7 Compliance Reporting, pp. 7A-1 - 7A-2
Appendix 7A, Performance Measures
Paragraph 5 on pages 7A-1 - 7A-2 sets out the four goals of ICBC’s corporate strategy,
including:
To Be Customer Driven: This goal intends that ICBC be more flexible, with
customer needs driving improvements in the design and delivery of products and
services. ICBC aims to provide digital options for insurance purchase and
renewal, an enhanced online claims experience, and usage-based products.
When does ICBC aim to allow customers to purchase or renew insurance online?
Response:
ICBC aims to provide customers with the ability to renew their personal rate class Owner’s
Certificate of Insurance (APV 250) and buy Temporary Operation Permit and Owner’s
Certificate of Insurance (APV16) online starting in May 2022.
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2021.1 RR IBC.7.2 Reference: Compliance Reporting Chapter
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7 Compliance Reporting, pp. 7A-1 - 7A-2
Appendix 7A, Performance Measures
Paragraph 5 on pages 7A-1 - 7A-2 sets out the four goals of ICBC’s corporate strategy,
including:
To Be Customer Driven: This goal intends that ICBC be more flexible, with
customer needs driving improvements in the design and delivery of products and
services. ICBC aims to provide digital options for insurance purchase and
renewal, an enhanced online claims experience, and usage- based products.
What are the forecasted total costs for providing digital options for insurance purchase
and renewal?
Response:
ICBC is working through internal processes to finalize project estimates and secure funding
approval.

ICBC has provided a confidential filing of its Insurance Sales and Services

Modernization IT Capital Report to the BCUC and is committed to providing a progress update
for the period up to September 30, 2021 by no later than November 1, 2021.
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2021.1 RR IBC.7.3 Reference: Compliance Reporting Chapter
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7 Compliance Reporting, pp. 7A-1 - 7A-2
Appendix 7A, Performance Measures
Paragraph 5 on pages 7A-1 - 7A-2 sets out the four goals of ICBC’s corporate strategy,
including:
To Be Customer Driven: This goal intends that ICBC be more flexible, with
customer needs driving improvements in the design and delivery of products and
services. ICBC aims to provide digital options for insurance purchase and
renewal, an enhanced online claims experience, and usage- based products.
When does ICBC aim to provide an enhanced online claims experience?
Response:
The online claim experience is a key focus for ICBC to continue to provide enhanced, user
friendly, online functionality to customers and business partners. This year, ICBC released a
number of functionalities to the Claims Portal. These functionalities include document upload
for all claimants directly on the portal and increased access to the portal for non-insured users
(pedestrians/cyclists/injured occupants). Along with these enhancements, ICBC launched key
functionalities supporting changes in Enhanced Care to allow health care providers with the
functionality to submit invoices online and check payment status.

While ICBC does not

currently have a specific timeline for further enhancements, they are being assessed as part of
a continuous improvement effort, which will be driven by customer insights, journey mapping,
and a customer-centric design.
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2021.1 RR IBC.7.4 Reference: Compliance Reporting Chapter
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7 Compliance Reporting, pp. 7A-1 - 7A-2
Appendix 7A, Performance Measures
Paragraph 5 on pages 7A-1 - 7A-2 sets out the four goals of ICBC’s corporate strategy,
including:
To Be Customer Driven: This goal intends that ICBC be more flexible, with
customer needs driving improvements in the design and delivery of products and
services. ICBC aims to provide digital options for insurance purchase and
renewal, an enhanced online claims experience, and usage- based products.
What are the forecasted total costs for providing an enhanced online claims experience?
Response:
Enhancement costs will be forecasted and assessed as ICBC moves forward on the online
claims journey with additional enhancements.
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2021.1 RR IBC.7.5-7 Reference: Compliance Reporting Chapter
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7 Compliance Reporting, pp. 7A-1 - 7A-2
Appendix 7A, Performance Measures
Paragraph 5 on pages 7A-1 - 7A-2 sets out the four goals of ICBC’s corporate strategy,
including:
To Be Customer Driven: This goal intends that ICBC be more flexible, with
customer needs driving improvements in the design and delivery of products and
services. ICBC aims to provide digital options for insurance purchase and
renewal, an enhanced online claims experience, and usage- based products.
7.5 What types of usage-based products is ICBC referring to?
7.6 When does ICBC aim to provide usage-based products?
7.7 What are the forecasted total costs for providing usage-based products?
Response:
7.5
As noted in Appendix 7A, pages 7A-1 and 7A-2, a key goal of ICBC’s corporate strategy is To
Be Customer Driven. This goal intends that ICBC be more flexible, with customer needs driving
improvements in the design and delivery of products and services. The current focus has been
the delivery of usage-based products to support transportation network services and taxis. In
addition, an important part of the goal is customer/product research while ICBC is still
considering potential usage-based products for the future.
7.6
As mentioned in the response to information request 2021.1 RR IBC.7.5 above, other usagebased products are being assessed as part of the customer/product research with the scope
and timeline still being determined.
7.7
All usage-based products that involve ICBC’s Basic insurance are subject to the BCUC
regulatory approval process and would be part of a future rate design application (RDA).

As ICBC moves forward with its goals, additional usage-based products to serve its
policyholders along with their associated costs will be considered within future RDAs.
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2021.1 RR IBC.8.1-3 Reference: Compliance Reporting Chapter
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7 Compliance Reporting, p. 7A.1-9
Appendix 7A, Performance Measures
Figure 7A.1.4 on page 7A.1-9 sets out Financial Stability Measures.
8.1 Does ICBC believe that it will reach financial stability under the new Enhanced Care
model?
8.2 Does ICBC expect to achieve financial stability under the new Enhanced Care model
by December 31, 2021?
8.3 If not, when does ICBC expect to achieve financial stability under the new Enhanced
Care model?
Response:
8.1

Under the tort models, rising legal costs, increasing complexity of litigated claims, and lack of
timely information on represented claims files have led to instability in claims costs, putting
pressure on insurance rates. By removing the ability to sue associated with the current system,
the Enhanced Care model will bring affordability to ICBC’s customers and stability to ICBC’s
financial condition. The new model brings more predictability to claims costs and more visibility
to ICBC on a customer’s injuries and expected future needs.
Given the similarities between ICBC’s new model and the accident benefit coverage in
Manitoba, ICBC expects to achieve a similar level of financial stability as Manitoba Public
Insurance (MPI) over time. Manitoba has experienced minimal volatility in their compulsory
vehicle insurance rates. More specifically, MPI has seen only moderate rate changes in recent
years of 2.6%, 1.8%, and -0.6% as of 2018, 2019, and 2020 respectively with a significant rate
decrease taking effect April 1, 2021.

8.2-3

ICBC does not expect to achieve financial stability by December 31, 2021, given the Enhanced
Care model is only being introduced a few months earlier, in May 2021. The Enhanced Care
model is designed to bring financial stability to ICBC in the longer term.
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First, Enhanced Care is a new model introduced within BC. It will take time under Enhanced
Care for customers, stakeholders and ICBC employees to adjust to the changes, and for ICBC
to update its costing models to observe and reflect the differences between ICBC and MPI’s
claims costs under similar models.

Second, even though all ICBC customers will be covered under Enhanced Care after
May 1, 2021, it will take many years for ICBC to settle claims from its former tort models. Most
claims liabilities as at December 31, 2021 are expected to be associated with claims that
occurred prior to Enhanced Care being implemented. These costs are still influenced by legal
costs and the increasing complexity and uncertainty of litigated claims ICBC has experienced
over the years.

As ICBC continues to settle claims from the tort models, the risks to net income and MCT levels
will diminish over time.

In addition, as ICBC gains experience under the new model post

May 1, 2021, it will be able to adjust its forecasts, as appropriate, to reflect actual Enhanced
Care claims costs here in BC and to do so with greater accuracy. As those risks diminish over
time, that will enhance the stability of ICBC’s net income and its ability to continue to build MCT.
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2021.1 RR IBC.9.1 Reference: Compliance Reporting Chapter
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7 Compliance Reporting, pp. 7A.1-10 - 7A.1-11
Appendix 7A, Performance Measures
Paragraph 22 on pp. 7A.1-10 - 7A.1-11 states:
The Outlook Basic MCT Ratio for the 2020/21 fiscal year-end reflects improved
Basic equity from favourable net income and unrealized investment gains, which
have been partially offset by the loss on the re-measurement of the pension and
post retirement liability. Lower claims costs from lower crash and injury claim
frequency have been experienced, which are expected to more than offset lower
premium revenue resulting from customer cancellations due to COVID-19 health
restrictions. This also contributes to a positive 2020/21 Outlook Basic MCT ratio.
What is the net income amount for FY 2020/21?
Response:
The actual net income amount for FY 2020/21 is not yet available. The annual financial results
are historically published following the completion of the external audit and the tabling of the
financial statements by the Minister before the Legislative Assembly, which must be on or
before August 31 as prescribed by the Insurance Corporation Act. Please see the attachment in
the response to information request 2021.1 RR RM.2.2 for the Basic net income outlook for FY
2020/21.
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2021.1 RR IBC.9.2 Reference: Compliance Reporting Chapter
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7 Compliance Reporting, pp. 7A.1-10 - 7A.1-11
Appendix 7A, Performance Measures
Paragraph 22 on pp. 7A.1-10 - 7A.1-11 states:
The Outlook Basic MCT Ratio for the 2020/21 fiscal year-end reflects improved
Basic equity from favourable net income and unrealized investment gains, which
have been partially offset by the loss on the re-measurement of the pension and
post retirement liability. Lower claims costs from lower crash and injury claim
frequency have been experienced, which are expected to more than offset lower
premium revenue resulting from customer cancellations due to COVID-19 health
restrictions. This also contributes to a positive 2020/21 Outlook Basic MCT ratio.
What is the projected net income/loss amounts for each of FY 2021/22, 2022/23 and
2023/24?
Response:
Below are the year-end net income forecasts for Basic insurance as of the second quarter of the
2020/21 fiscal year:


FY2021/22 - $125 million



FY2022/23 - $89 million



FY2023/24 - $49 million
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2021.1 RR IBC.9.3 Reference: Compliance Reporting Chapter
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7 Compliance Reporting, pp. 7A.1-10 - 7A.1-11
Appendix 7A, Performance Measures
Paragraph 22 on pp. 7A.1-10 - 7A.1-11 states:
The Outlook Basic MCT Ratio for the 2020/21 fiscal year-end reflects improved
Basic equity from favourable net income and unrealized investment gains, which
have been partially offset by the loss on the re-measurement of the pension and
post retirement liability. Lower claims costs from lower crash and injury claim
frequency have been experienced, which are expected to more than offset lower
premium revenue resulting from customer cancellations due to COVID-19 health
restrictions. This also contributes to a positive 2020/21 Outlook Basic MCT ratio.
What is the amount of unrealized investment gains for FY 2020/21?
Response:
The actual unrealized investment gains for FY 2020/21 is not yet available. The annual financial
results are published following the completion of the external audit and the tabling of the
financial statements by the Minister before the Legislative Assembly, which must be on or
before August 31 as prescribed by the Insurance Corporation Act.

Below is the outlook for unrealized investment gains recognized during FY 2020/21 and the
resulting year-end outlook for Basic accumulated other comprehensive income pertaining to
investments included in the FY 2020/21 year-end outlook for Basic equity as of the second
quarter of FY 2020/21:
Figure 1 – Outlook for Unrealized Gains (Loss) Recognized During FY 2020/21
Unrealized Gain (Loss) Outlook FY 2020/21 (Basic Insurance Product Only)
($ Millions)
Opening Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss - Investment Balance

(250)

Unrealized Gains Recognized In Other Comprehensive Income During FY 2020/21

496

Ending Accumulated Other Comprehensive Income - Investment Balance

246
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2021.1 RR IBC.9.4 Reference: Compliance Reporting Chapter
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7 Compliance Reporting, pp. 7A.1-10 - 7A.1-11
Appendix 7A, Performance Measures
Paragraph 22 on pp. 7A.1-10 - 7A.1-11 states:
The Outlook Basic MCT Ratio for the 2020/21 fiscal year-end reflects improved
Basic equity from favourable net income and unrealized investment gains, which
have been partially offset by the loss on the re-measurement of the pension and
post retirement liability. Lower claims costs from lower crash and injury claim
frequency have been experienced, which are expected to more than offset lower
premium revenue resulting from customer cancellations due to COVID-19 health
restrictions. This also contributes to a positive 2020/21 Outlook Basic MCT ratio.
What is the amount of “lower claims costs” that ICBC is referring to? What time period
does this cover?
Response:
Lower claims cost refers to current year claims costs and prior years’ claims adjustments. The
discussion regarding lower claims costs in the Application, Appendix 7A, Attachment 7A.1,
paragraph 22 primarily refers to the 2020/21 outlook period.

Current year claims costs are forecasted to be favourable mainly because of reduced vehicle
usage during the COVID-19 pandemic, leading to favourable development on both risk
exposure and claim frequency.
Prior years’ claims adjustments have developed favourably mainly due to better than expected
emergence under the Rate Affordability Action Plan product reforms which came into effect on
April 1, 2019.

For additional detail on favourable claims frequency and severity, please refer to the
Application, Appendix 7A, Attachment 7A.3.
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2021.1 RR MoveUP.1.1 Reference: TOPIC: Trial Lawyers Association of British Columbia
v. British Columbia (Attorney General), 2021 BCSC 348
Reference: Exhibit B-1, Application, page 7E-2:
5. As part of product reform initiatives, payment for pain and suffering for a minor
injury claim is limited to $5,627 effective April 1, 2020.1 This limit does not affect
the amount of wage loss, medical treatments, and other benefits that customers
are eligible to receive. The minor injury limit is intended to curb the amount of
time and allocated costs (medical, investigative, and legal expenses) that are
associated with the litigation of minor injury claims.
6. Another key component of RAAP product reform was the expansion of the
jurisdiction of the Civil Resolution Tribunal (CRT), an independent alternative
dispute mechanism, for fair and fast resolution of claims disputes without the
need to involve a lawyer (although a customer may choose to have a lawyer
represent them). As of April 1, 2019, the CRT can help resolve motor vehicle injury
disputes of up to $50,000. The range of issues that may be brought before the CRT
includes:





The classification of an injury as minor.
Whether a claimant is entitled to receive the Accident Benefits claimed.
Who is at fault for a motor vehicle accident.
Settlement amounts for all motor vehicle injury claims up to $50,000.

7. The expansion of the jurisdiction of the CRT was expected to reduce the
incidence of bodily injury (BI) claims going through the traditional legal process
and to help reduce the amount ICBC spends on legal fees and expenses, which
will result in a reduction in overall claims costs. As is discussed in Section C.3, to
date, very few cases involving motor vehicle accident related injury claims have
gone before the CRT. As is noted in Section E, product reform has also had a
favourable impact on the Legal Representation Conversion Rate.
And reference: Exhibit B-1, Application, page 2A-2:
C LEGISLATIVE CHANGES FOR MODIFIED TORT CLAIMS
7. As discussed in the 2019 Revenue Requirements Application (RRA), Chapter 2,
Legislative and Regulatory Framework amendments to the Insurance (Vehicle)
Act, (IVA) and the Civil Resolution Tribunal Act, (CRTA) received royal assent on
May 17, 2018.
8. On April 1, 2019, Trial Lawyers Association of British Columbia filed a civil
claim seeking declarations that the amendments to both the IVA and the CRTA in
respect of the minor injury definition and the jurisdiction of the Civil Resolution
Tribunal were unconstitutional. These are two key components of the product
reform changes that came into effect on April 1, 2019 under ICBC's Rate
Affordability Action Plan.
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9. From August 10 to August 14, 2020, a summary trial application was heard
before the Chief Justice of the BCSC specifically related to the jurisdiction of the
Civil Resolution Tribunal.
10. If the judgment to the constitutional challenge of ICBC's Rate Affordability
Action Plan product reform is unfavourable, it is expected that there will be a
significant increase in the number of claims requiring litigation. This will, in turn,
increase the claims costs and the amount of work to be completed by defence
counsel and the number of resource hours required to handle the increase in the
number of litigated claims
And reference ICBC: Court rules government efforts to limit trials in minor injury claims
is unconstitutional, Vancouver Sun, March 4 2021
Please file a copy of the judgment in Trial Lawyers Association of British Columbia v.
British Columbia (Attorney General), 2021 BCSC 348, posted at
https://www.bccourts.ca/jdb- txt/sc/21/03/2021BCSC0348.htm
Response:
As in past regulatory proceedings, ICBC’s general approach to filing large documents that are
publicly available is to include a hyperlink to those documents. This approach is practical for
both regulatory efficiency and environmental considerations.
document is provided below.

The link to the requested

ICBC confirms that by providing this link, it considers the

document to be part of the record of this proceeding.

2021 BCSC 348 Trial Lawyers Association of British Columbia v. British Columbia (Attorney
General) (bccourts.ca)
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2021.1 RR MoveUP.1.2 Reference: TOPIC: Trial Lawyers Association of British Columbia
v. British Columbia (Attorney General), 2021 BCSC 348
Reference: Exhibit B-1, Application, page 7E-2:
5.
As part of product reform initiatives, payment for pain and suffering for a
minor injury claim is limited to $5,627 effective April 1, 2020.1 This limit does not
affect the amount of wage loss, medical treatments, and other benefits that
customers are eligible to receive. The minor injury limit is intended to curb the
amount of time and allocated costs (medical, investigative, and legal expenses)
that are associated with the litigation of minor injury claims.
6.
Another key component of RAAP product reform was the expansion of the
jurisdiction of the Civil Resolution Tribunal (CRT), an independent alternative
dispute mechanism, for fair and fast resolution of claims disputes without the
need to involve a lawyer (although a customer may choose to have a lawyer
represent them). As of April 1, 2019, the CRT can help resolve motor vehicle injury
disputes of up to $50,000. The range of issues that may be brought before the CRT
includes:





The classification of an injury as minor.
Whether a claimant is entitled to receive the Accident Benefits claimed.
Who is at fault for a motor vehicle accident.
Settlement amounts for all motor vehicle injury claims up to $50,000.

7.
The expansion of the jurisdiction of the CRT was expected to reduce the
incidence of bodily injury (BI) claims going through the traditional legal process
and to help reduce the amount ICBC spends on legal fees and expenses, which
will result in a reduction in overall claims costs. As is discussed in Section C.3, to
date, very few cases involving motor vehicle accident related injury claims have
gone before the CRT. As is noted in Section E, product reform has also had a
favourable impact on the Legal Representation Conversion Rate.
And reference: Exhibit B-1, Application, page 2A-2:
C

LEGISLATIVE CHANGES FOR MODIFIED TORT CLAIMS

7.
As discussed in the 2019 Revenue Requirements Application (RRA),
Chapter 2, Legislative and Regulatory Framework amendments to the Insurance
(Vehicle) Act, (IVA) and the Civil Resolution Tribunal Act, (CRTA) received royal
assent on May 17, 2018.
8
On April 1, 2019, Trial Lawyers Association of British Columbia filed a civil
claim seeking declarations that the amendments to both the IVA and the CRTA in
respect of the minor injury definition and the jurisdiction of the Civil Resolution
Tribunal were unconstitutional. These are two key components of the product
reform changes that came into effect on April 1, 2019 under ICBC's Rate
Affordability Action Plan.
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9.
From August 10 to August 14, 2020, a summary trial application was heard
before the Chief Justice of the BCSC specifically related to the jurisdiction of the
Civil Resolution Tribunal.
10.
If the judgment to the constitutional challenge of ICBC's Rate Affordability
Action Plan product reform is unfavourable, it is expected that there will be a
significant increase in the number of claims requiring litigation. This will, in turn,
increase the claims costs and the amount of work to be completed by defence
counsel and the number of resource hours required to handle the increase in the
number of litigated claims
And reference ICBC: Court rules government efforts to limit trials in minor injury claims
is unconstitutional, Vancouver Sun, March 4 2021.
Please file a copy of the referenced newspaper article.
Response:
The requested article from the Vancouver Sun is provided in Attachment A – ICBC: Court rules
government efforts to limit trials in minor injury claims is unconstitutional, Vancouver Sun,
March 3, 2021.

ICBC’s Information Request Response

2021.1 RR MoveUP.1.2 – Attachment A –
ICBC: Court rules government efforts to limit
trials in minor injury claims is
unconstitutional, Vancouver Sun,
March 3, 2021

Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
April 14, 2021

ICBC: Court rules government efforts to
limit trials in minor injury claims is
unconstitutional
Defeat could erase $390 million in savings projected for ICBC as a result of moving
minor claims from courts to civil resolution tribunal.
Author of the article:
Katie DeRosa
Publishing date:
Vancouver Sun • Mar 03, 2021 • 4 minute read •

26 Comments

A key tenet of the government’s ICBC reforms was struck down by the courts,
threatening to erase the $390 million in savings projected for the Insurance Corp. of
B.C. as a result of moving minor claims from the courts to a civil resolution tribunal.
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Despite the defeat, Attorney-General David Eby insists the province’s no-fault auto
insurance system is on solid ground.
B.C. Supreme Court Chief Justice Christopher Hinkson ruled on Tuesday that the
government’s move to prevent minor injury claims from being litigated in court, instead
diverting them to a civil resolution tribunal, is unconstitutional. His ruling struck down
sections of the Civil Resolution Tribunal Act, which means the tribunal can no longer
adjudicate minor injury claims under $50,000 or settle disputes around the definition
of minor injury.

Eby said the ruling will not impact the COVID-19-related ICBC rebate heading to drivers
this month or the 20 per cent insurance-rate savings drivers are expecting once the
province switches to a no-fault insurance model May 1.
The government projected that by dealing with minor injury claims through an
administrative tribunal instead of paying lawyers to litigate the claims in court, ICBC
would save $390 million. The changes came into effect April 1, 2019, in an effort to
reverse the $2 billion in losses at ICBC between the start of 2018 and the end of 2019.
When asked about whether these savings have been lost, Eby told reporters: “While it is
a significant amount of money, and there’s significant potential further savings for
drivers that would take even more pressure off rates, it is not in our current projections
in terms of what ICBC’s finances look like, what rates look like for drivers or what the
COVID rebates are.”
Eby said his immediate instinct was to appeal the decision but said his legal team is still
deciding that. He expects a decision on an appeal to be made by Monday.

2

If the Attorney-General’s Office files an appeal, Eby said the government will ask for a
stay-of-proceedings so the civil resolution tribunal can resume handling minor injury
claims.
The Trial Lawyers Association of B.C., which sued the government over the changes,
said the ruling raises serious legal questions about the NDP’s entire no-fault insurance
model, since the civil resolution tribunal is a key element of that scheme.
Eby dismissed that, saying, “the question in front of the court was not the legitimacy of
the no-fault system. That question has been in front of the courts before and it’s been
upheld as constitutional.”
The association, which represents more than 1,500 legal professionals in the province,
had argued that the government’s creation of a civil resolution tribunal to adjudicate
minor accident claims effectively denies claimants the right to a fair trial.
Melissa Rondpre, one of the lead plaintiffs who challenged the law, argued that the
online tribunal robbed her of a fair process that includes an impartial judge and a trial
where evidence can be given and witnesses questioned.
The association’s president, Kevin Gourlay, said in a statement that the court decision
affirms people’s access to justice.
“This ruling ensures your right to access a court if ICBC makes an incorrect decision
affecting your rights,” he said. “It does so by declaring that the government cannot give
the power to decide accident claims to its own online tribunal.”
This is the government’s second loss on ICBC reforms. The same judge ruled that the
government’s limits on expert witnesses at ICBC-related trials were also unconstitutional
because the measures violated the exclusive powers of a court to control its own
processes.
Eby said he expected each aspect of the government’s ICBC reforms would be hotly
contested by trial lawyers because they have a “massive vested interest in the bloated
and inefficient insurance system that we inherited.”
Claimants can still go through the tribunal if they choose, but Hinkson said that should
not be their only option. Eby noted lawyers can still be a part of the civil resolution
tribunal.
“I have no interest in shutting lawyers out of assisting people at the civil resolution
tribunal process,” Eby said. “What I have a concern about is when a legal process
becomes so complicated, so expensive with experts charging tens-of-thousands of
dollars for reports, it takes years for accident victims to get their awards. It was a broken
system and so we had to fix it.”
The Attorney-General argued in the case that courts have been clogged with “highvolume/low value” disputes, citing figures from 2019 that showed 24,546 Motor Vehicle
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Act claims were filed in court, which was about a third of new civil and family court
cases filed that year.
Hinkson noted that a small percentage of those claims — about 200 — actually went to
trial.
He also ruled that the Attorney-General’s claim that the tribunal process will be faster
and cheaper is speculative since the tribunal has no record of handling the volume of
claims anticipated.
The tribunal can still rule on whether a person is entitled to accident benefits and
adjudicate motor vehicle claims for damages under $5,000.
kderosa@postmedia.com
Twitter: katiederosayyj
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2021.1 RR MoveUP.1.3 Reference: TOPIC: Trial Lawyers Association of British Columbia
v. British Columbia (Attorney General), 2021 BCSC 348
Reference: Exhibit B-1, Application, page 7E-2:
5.
As part of product reform initiatives, payment for pain and suffering for a
minor injury claim is limited to $5,627 effective April 1, 2020.1 This limit does not
affect the amount of wage loss, medical treatments, and other benefits that
customers are eligible to receive. The minor injury limit is intended to curb the
amount of time and allocated costs (medical, investigative, and legal expenses)
that are associated with the litigation of minor injury claims.
6.
Another key component of RAAP product reform was the expansion of the
jurisdiction of the Civil Resolution Tribunal (CRT), an independent alternative
dispute mechanism, for fair and fast resolution of claims disputes without the
need to involve a lawyer (although a customer may choose to have a lawyer
represent them). As of April 1, 2019, the CRT can help resolve motor vehicle injury
disputes of up to $50,000. The range of issues that may be brought before the CRT
includes:





The classification of an injury as minor.
Whether a claimant is entitled to receive the Accident Benefits claimed.
Who is at fault for a motor vehicle accident.
Settlement amounts for all motor vehicle injury claims up to $50,000.

7.
The expansion of the jurisdiction of the CRT was expected to reduce the
incidence of bodily injury (BI) claims going through the traditional legal process
and to help reduce the amount ICBC spends on legal fees and expenses, which
will result in a reduction in overall claims costs. As is discussed in Section C.3, to
date, very few cases involving motor vehicle accident related injury claims have
gone before the CRT. As is noted in Section E, product reform has also had a
favourable impact on the Legal Representation Conversion Rate.
And reference: Exhibit B-1, Application, page 2A-2:
C

LEGISLATIVE CHANGES FOR MODIFIED TORT CLAIMS

7.
As discussed in the 2019 Revenue Requirements Application (RRA),
Chapter 2, Legislative and Regulatory Framework amendments to the Insurance
(Vehicle) Act, (IVA) and the Civil Resolution Tribunal Act, (CRTA) received royal
assent on May 17, 2018.
8.
On April 1, 2019, Trial Lawyers Association of British Columbia filed a civil
claim seeking declarations that the amendments to both the IVA and the CRTA in
respect of the minor injury definition and the jurisdiction of the Civil Resolution
Tribunal were unconstitutional. These are two key components of the product
reform changes that came into effect on April 1, 2019 under ICBC's Rate
Affordability Action Plan.
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9.
From August 10 to August 14, 2020, a summary trial application was heard
before the Chief Justice of the BCSC specifically related to the jurisdiction of the
Civil Resolution Tribunal.
10.
If the judgment to the constitutional challenge of ICBC's Rate Affordability
Action Plan product reform is unfavourable, it is expected that there will be a
significant increase in the number of claims requiring litigation. This will, in turn,
increase the claims costs and the amount of work to be completed by defence
counsel and the number of resource hours required to handle the increase in the
number of litigated claims
And reference ICBC: Court rules government efforts to limit trials in minor injury claims
is unconstitutional, Vancouver Sun, March 4 2023
Please confirm that by way of remedy, the Court provided as follows:
[414] I will therefore accede to the plaintiffs’ request, in part, and grant an order
declaring that ss. 133(1) (b) and (c) of the CRTA are unconstitutional and of no
force or effect. I also declare that s. 16.1 is unconstitutional and should be read
down insofar as it applies to accident claims, except for determination of accident
benefits under s. 133(1)(a).
Comment: The reference to this pending decision in Exhibit B-1 confirms that ICBC has
contemplated the possibility and potential impact of an adverse ruling.
Response:
ICBC can confirm that the Honourable Chief Justice Hinkson, in his decision rendered
March 2, 2021, Trial Lawyers Association of British Columbia v British Columbia (Attorney
General), 2021 BCSC 348, set out the remedy in section VIII of the judgment. Specifically, at
paragraph 414:
I will therefore accede to the plaintiffs’ request, in part, and grant an order
declaring that ss. 133(1) (b) and (c) of the CRTA are unconstitutional and of no
force or effect. I also declare that s. 16.1 is unconstitutional and should be read
down insofar as it applies to accident claims, except for determination of accident
benefits under s. 133(1)(a). I decline to grant any order with respect to
the Accident Regulations associated therewith.
Both the Attorney General and the named Defendants have filed Notices of Appeal.
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2021.1 RR MoveUP.1.4a-e Reference: TOPIC: Trial Lawyers Association of British
Columbia v. British Columbia (Attorney General), 2021 BCSC 348
Reference: Exhibit B-1, Application, page 7E-2:
5. As part of product reform initiatives, payment for pain and suffering for a minor
injury claim is limited to $5,627 effective April 1, 2020.1 This limit does not affect
the amount of wage loss, medical treatments, and other benefits that customers
are eligible to receive. The minor injury limit is intended to curb the amount of
time and allocated costs (medical, investigative, and legal expenses) that are
associated with the litigation of minor injury claims.
6. Another key component of RAAP product reform was the expansion of the
jurisdiction of the Civil Resolution Tribunal (CRT), an independent alternative
dispute mechanism, for fair and fast resolution of claims disputes without the
need to involve a lawyer (although a customer may choose to have a lawyer
represent them). As of April 1, 2019, the CRT can help resolve motor vehicle injury
disputes of up to $50,000. The range of issues that may be brought before the CRT
includes:





The classification of an injury as minor.
Whether a claimant is entitled to receive the Accident Benefits claimed.
Who is at fault for a motor vehicle accident.
Settlement amounts for all motor vehicle injury claims up to $50,000.

7. The expansion of the jurisdiction of the CRT was expected to reduce the
incidence of bodily injury (BI) claims going through the traditional legal process
and to help reduce the amount ICBC spends on legal fees and expenses, which
will result in a reduction in overall claims costs. As is discussed in Section C.3, to
date, very few cases involving motor vehicle accident related injury claims have
gone before the CRT. As is noted in Section E, product reform has also had a
favourable impact on the Legal Representation Conversion Rate.
And reference: Exhibit B-1, Application, page 2A-2:
C LEGISLATIVE CHANGES FOR MODIFIED TORT CLAIMS
7. As discussed in the 2019 Revenue Requirements Application (RRA), Chapter 2,
Legislative and Regulatory Framework amendments to the Insurance (Vehicle)
Act, (IVA) and the Civil Resolution Tribunal Act, (CRTA) received royal assent on
May 17, 2018.
8. On April 1, 2019, Trial Lawyers Association of British Columbia filed a civil
claim seeking declarations that the amendments to both the IVA and the CRTA in
respect of the minor injury definition and the jurisdiction of the Civil Resolution
Tribunal were
unconstitutional. These are two key components of the product reform changes
that came into effect on April 1, 2019 under ICBC's Rate Affordability Action Plan.
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9. From August 10 to August 14, 2020, a summary trial application was heard
before the Chief Justice of the BCSC specifically related to the jurisdiction of the
Civil Resolution Tribunal.
10. If the judgment to the constitutional challenge of ICBC's Rate Affordability
Action Plan product reform is unfavourable, it is expected that there will be a
significant increase in the number of claims requiring litigation. This will, in turn,
increase the claims costs and the amount of work to be completed by defence
counsel and the number of resource hours required to handle the increase in the
number of litigated claims
And reference ICBC: Court rules government efforts to limit trials in minor injury claims
is unconstitutional, Vancouver Sun, March 4 2024
According to the Corporation's best current estimation, to what extent would this
decision affect
a) the legal representation rate
b) the cost of resolving personal injury claims
c) the internal logic and overall design of the Corporation's basic insurance program
d) the operational logistics of the Corporation's basic insurance program
e) staffing and training requirements
Response:
It is important to note that the issues raised relate specifically to modified tort claims for crashes
that occur from April 1, 2019 to April 30, 2021. Therefore claims under the Enhanced Care
model are not impacted.

The following set of responses provides information on the expected impacts to claims costs
and operations in the event the Honourable Chief Justice Hinkson’s March 2, 2021 decision
concerning the jurisdiction of the Civil Resolution Tribunal is upheld on appeal.

a) Legal representation rate

The legal representation rate is expected to increase for modified tort claims that would have
been in the jurisdiction of the Civil Resolution Tribunal (CRT). Specifically these are claims for
losses that occur between April 1, 2019 and April 30, 2021 and not resolved by the decision
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date (March 2, 2021). ICBC actuaries expect that the legal representation rate for these claims
will not reach the level previously seen for full tort claims.

As noted above, this decision does not impact claims under the Enhanced Care model. As the
ability to sue the at-fault party for the majority of crashes occurring in BC on or after
May 1, 2021 has been removed, the legal representation rate for claims under the Enhanced
Care model is still expected to be low.

b) Cost of resolving bodily injury (BI) claims

The cost of resolving BI claims is expected to increase for claims under the modified tort model,
as a result of more injury claims becoming legally represented and/or litigated. The latest
estimated financial impact of this decision was made in connection with ICBC’s third quarter
financial results and indicated that an adverse decision at that time could increase costs by as
much as $390 million. The actual impact will ultimately depend on customer behaviour and the
outcomes of any litigation that may be commenced. A final estimate of the financial impact for
fiscal year 2020/21 will be completed for inclusion in ICBC’s 2021 year-end financial statements.
This estimated impact is likely to be lower than $390 million, in part due to the passage of time,
as more claims were resolved by the decision date.
c) Logic and design of ICBC’s Basic insurance program

As noted above, the decision impacts only the modified tort claims for crashes that occur from
April 1, 2019 to April 30, 2021 and does not impact new claims that will occur under the
Enhanced Care model. The decision therefore does not impact the Basic insurance program
under the Enhanced Care model.

d) Operational logistics of ICBC Basic insurance program

In the event that the Court of Appeal upholds the trial decision, minor claims processing
changes will occur. More specifically, for modified tort claims, customers will not be advised to
use the CRT when an impasse is reached related to a minor injury or on a claim’s value (on
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Instead they will be counselled to utilize other dispute resolution

mechanisms. Those mechanisms involve first asking the injury adjuster’s manager to review
the decision that is in dispute. Alternatively, the customer can utilize litigation within Small
Claims or the Supreme Court of BC to hear their dispute. Once litigation is commenced the
customer could consider whether mediation is an option to resolve their dispute.

The centralized CRT handling area will still be used to process CRT disputes related to Accident
Benefits entitlement and Small Claims under $5,000. Disputes related to accident benefits may
increase with the move to Enhanced Care as of May 2021.

e) Staffing and training requirements

As discussed above, the decision may result in more injury claims under the modified tort model
becoming legally represented and/or litigated. Any increase in the volume of represented and
litigated claims will translate into increased staffing and operational pressures on departments
and staff involved in the handling of these types of claims, including Injury Services and Claims
Legal Services. Actual impacts are difficult to predict with any degree of certainty at this stage
and will be closely monitored. These impacts could potentially include a temporary increase in
staffing requirements for represented claims, offset by a reduction in staffing requirements for
unrepresented claims. Depending on the magnitude of these staffing requirements, this could
potentially impact the pace at which staff handling represented claims can transition to
Enhanced Care. No changes are expected to training requirements, as the process will not
change.
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2021.1 RR MoveUP.1.4f-g Reference: TOPIC: Trial Lawyers Association of British
Columbia v. British Columbia (Attorney General), 2021 BCSC 348
Reference: Exhibit B-1, Application, page 7E-2:
5.
As part of product reform initiatives, payment for pain and suffering for a
minor injury claim is limited to $5,627 effective April 1, 2020.1 This limit does not
affect the amount of wage loss, medical treatments, and other benefits that
customers are eligible to receive. The minor injury limit is intended to curb the
amount of time and allocated costs (medical, investigative, and legal expenses)
that are associated with the litigation of minor injury claims.
6.
Another key component of RAAP product reform was the expansion of the
jurisdiction of the Civil Resolution Tribunal (CRT), an independent alternative
dispute mechanism, for fair and fast resolution of claims disputes without the
need to involve a lawyer (although a customer may choose to have a lawyer
represent them). As of April 1, 2019, the CRT can help resolve motor vehicle injury
disputes of up to $50,000. The range of issues that may be brought before the CRT
includes:





The classification of an injury as minor.
Whether a claimant is entitled to receive the Accident Benefits claimed.
Who is at fault for a motor vehicle accident.
Settlement amounts for all motor vehicle injury claims up to $50,000.

7.
The expansion of the jurisdiction of the CRT was expected to reduce the
incidence of bodily injury (BI) claims going through the traditional legal process
and to help reduce the amount ICBC spends on legal fees and expenses, which
will result in a reduction in overall claims costs. As is discussed in Section C.3, to
date, very few cases involving motor vehicle accident related injury claims have
gone before the CRT. As is noted in Section E, product reform has also had a
favourable impact on the Legal Representation Conversion Rate.
And reference: Exhibit B-1, Application, page 2A-2:
C

LEGISLATIVE CHANGES FOR MODIFIED TORT CLAIMS

7.
As discussed in the 2019 Revenue Requirements Application (RRA),
Chapter 2, Legislative and Regulatory Framework amendments to the Insurance
(Vehicle) Act, (IVA) and the Civil Resolution Tribunal Act, (CRTA) received royal
assent on May 17, 2018.
8.
On April 1, 2019, Trial Lawyers Association of British Columbia filed a civil
claim seeking declarations that the amendments to both the IVA and the CRTA in
respect of the minor injury definition and the jurisdiction of the Civil Resolution
Tribunal were unconstitutional. These are two key components of the product
reform changes that came into effect on April 1, 2019 under ICBC's Rate
Affordability Action Plan.
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9.
From August 10 to August 14, 2020, a summary trial application was heard
before the Chief Justice of the BCSC specifically related to the jurisdiction of the
Civil Resolution Tribunal.
10.
If the judgment to the constitutional challenge of ICBC's Rate Affordability
Action Plan product reform is unfavourable, it is expected that there will be a
significant increase in the number of claims requiring litigation. This will, in turn,
increase the claims costs and the amount of work to be completed by defence
counsel and the number of resource hours required to handle the increase in the
number of litigated claims
And reference ICBC: Court rules government efforts to limit trials in minor injury claims
is unconstitutional, Vancouver Sun, March 4 2021
According to the Corporation's best current estimation, to what extent would this
decision affect
f) its revenue requirements in the current policy year
g) its anticipated revenue requirements in the next two policy years
Response:
As explained in the response to information request 2021.1 RR MoveUP.1.4a-e, this Court
decision does not affect injury claims costs for policy year 2021 or future policy years since the
Enhanced Care model has removed litigation for crashes occurring in BC from the system.
Given that claims costs make up the majority of the required premium in any given policy year,
this decision, had it been in place at the time of the Application, would have had little to no
impact on the current policy year, as well as subsequent policy years.

For future years there is a potential impact of the Court decision on capital levels, which in turn
impacts the amount of investment income on Basic equity and potentially the amount of capital
provision required to rebuild the lower capital level. Future policy years’ rate changes could be
impacted by the decrease in capital levels through a potential need for a capital build provision
which would depend on the capital level as at that time and the details of the new capital
management plan referred to in the response to information request 2021.1 RR RM.3.2-3. The
impact from the investment income on Basic equity is expected to be insignificant, given it is a
small component of the required premium.
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2021.1 RR MoveUP.1.4.h Reference: TOPIC: Trial Lawyers Association of British
Columbia v. British Columbia (Attorney General), 2021 BCSC 348
Reference: Exhibit B-1, Application, page 7E-2:
5.
As part of product reform initiatives, payment for pain and suffering for a
minor injury claim is limited to $5,627 effective April 1, 2020.1 This limit does not
affect the amount of wage loss, medical treatments, and other benefits that
customers are eligible to receive. The minor injury limit is intended to curb the
amount of time and allocated costs (medical, investigative, and legal expenses)
that are associated with the litigation of minor injury claims.
6.
Another key component of RAAP product reform was the expansion of the
jurisdiction of the Civil Resolution Tribunal (CRT), an independent alternative
dispute mechanism, for fair and fast resolution of claims disputes without the
need to involve a lawyer (although a customer may choose to have a lawyer
represent them). As of April 1, 2019, the CRT can help resolve motor vehicle injury
disputes of up to $50,000. The range of issues that may be brought before the CRT
includes:





The classification of an injury as minor.
Whether a claimant is entitled to receive the Accident Benefits claimed.
Who is at fault for a motor vehicle accident.
Settlement amounts for all motor vehicle injury claims up to $50,000.

7.
The expansion of the jurisdiction of the CRT was expected to reduce the
incidence of bodily injury (BI) claims going through the traditional legal process
and to help reduce the amount ICBC spends on legal fees and expenses, which
will result in a reduction in overall claims costs. As is discussed in Section C.3, to
date, very few cases involving motor vehicle accident related injury claims have
gone before the CRT. As is noted in Section E, product reform has also had a
favourable impact on the Legal Representation Conversion Rate.
And reference: Exhibit B-1, Application, page 2A-2:
C

LEGISLATIVE CHANGES FOR MODIFIED TORT CLAIMS

7. As discussed in the 2019 Revenue Requirements Application (RRA), Chapter 2,
Legislative and Regulatory Framework amendments to the Insurance (Vehicle)
Act, (IVA) and the Civil Resolution Tribunal Act, (CRTA) received royal assent on
May 17, 2018.
8.
On April 1, 2019, Trial Lawyers Association of British Columbia filed a civil
claim seeking declarations that the amendments to both the IVA and the CRTA in
respect of the minor injury definition and the jurisdiction of the Civil Resolution
Tribunal were unconstitutional. These are two key components of the product
reform changes that came into effect on April 1, 2019 under ICBC's Rate
Affordability Action Plan.
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9.
From August 10 to August 14, 2020, a summary trial application was heard
before the Chief Justice of the BCSC specifically related to the jurisdiction of the
Civil Resolution Tribunal.
10.
If the judgment to the constitutional challenge of ICBC's Rate Affordability
Action Plan product reform is unfavourable, it is expected that there will be a
significant increase in the number of claims requiring litigation. This will, in turn,
increase the claims costs and the amount of work to be completed by defence
counsel and the number of resource hours required to handle the increase in the
number of litigated claims
And reference ICBC: Court rules government efforts to limit trials in minor injury claims
is unconstitutional, Vancouver Sun, March 4 2021
According to the Corporation's best current estimation, to what extent would this
decision affect
h) the time required to bring the Corporation's MCT back to an acceptable level
Response:
Should the Honourable Chief Justice Hinkson’s March 2, 2021 decision concerning
the jurisdiction of the CRT be upheld on appeal, it would have an unfavourable impact on the
Basic MCT level due to the increased costs to resolve modified tort claims.

This could

extend the time frame to rebuild capital.

Currently the regulatory minimum Basic capital level of 100% MCT ratio is suspended, and
there is no set timeline to reach a target MCT level.

Reduced and stable auto insurance

premiums for customers and a smooth transition to Enhanced Care are the primary focus. The
directed 11.5 percentage point capital build provision will provide a significant contribution to
rebuilding capital levels over the 23-month term of Policy Year 2021.

In addition, with significant changes being brought in by the Enhanced Care model, the
minimum capital requirements may change, as the claims liability risk and the investment
portfolio evolve.
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2021.1 RR MoveUP.1.5 Reference: TOPIC: Trial Lawyers Association of British Columbia
v. British Columbia (Attorney General), 2021 BCSC 348
Reference: Exhibit B-1, Application, page 7E-2:
5.
As part of product reform initiatives, payment for pain and suffering for a
minor injury claim is limited to $5,627 effective April 1, 2020.1 This limit does not
affect the amount of wage loss, medical treatments, and other benefits that
customers are eligible to receive. The minor injury limit is intended to curb the
amount of time and allocated costs (medical, investigative, and legal expenses)
that are associated with the litigation of minor injury claims.
6.
Another key component of RAAP product reform was the expansion of the
jurisdiction of the Civil Resolution Tribunal (CRT), an independent alternative
dispute mechanism, for fair and fast resolution of claims disputes without the
need to involve a lawyer (although a customer may choose to have a lawyer
represent them). As of April 1, 2019, the CRT can help resolve motor vehicle injury
disputes of up to $50,000. The range of issues that may be brought before the CRT
includes:





The classification of an injury as minor.
Whether a claimant is entitled to receive the Accident Benefits claimed.
Who is at fault for a motor vehicle accident.
Settlement amounts for all motor vehicle injury claims up to $50,000.

7.
The expansion of the jurisdiction of the CRT was expected to reduce the
incidence of bodily injury (BI) claims going through the traditional legal process
and to help reduce the amount ICBC spends on legal fees and expenses, which
will result in a reduction in overall claims costs. As is discussed in Section C.3, to
date, very few cases involving motor vehicle accident related injury claims have
gone before the CRT. As is noted in Section E, product reform has also had a
favourable impact on the Legal Representation Conversion Rate.
And reference: Exhibit B-1, Application, page 2A-2:
C

LEGISLATIVE CHANGES FOR MODIFIED TORT CLAIMS

7.
As discussed in the 2019 Revenue Requirements Application (RRA),
Chapter 2, Legislative and Regulatory Framework amendments to the Insurance
(Vehicle) Act, (IVA) and the Civil Resolution Tribunal Act, (CRTA) received royal
assent on May 17, 2018.
8.
On April 1, 2019, Trial Lawyers Association of British Columbia filed a civil
claim seeking declarations that the amendments to both the IVA and the CRTA in
respect of the minor injury definition and the jurisdiction of the Civil Resolution
Tribunal were unconstitutional. These are two key components of the product
reform changes that came into effect on April 1, 2019 under ICBC's Rate
Affordability Action Plan.
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9. From August 10 to August 14, 2020, a summary trial application was heard
before the Chief Justice of the BCSC specifically related to the jurisdiction of the
Civil Resolution Tribunal.
10. If the judgment to the constitutional challenge of ICBC's Rate Affordability
Action Plan product reform is unfavourable, it is expected that there will be a
significant increase in the number of claims requiring litigation. This will, in turn,
increase the claims costs and the amount of work to be completed by defence
counsel and the number of resource hours required to handle the increase in the
number of litigated claims
And reference ICBC: Court rules government efforts to limit trials in minor injury claims
is unconstitutional, Vancouver Sun, March 4 2021
With reference to the newspaper article, is the Corporation able to advise whether the
Attorney General intends to:
a) appeal the decision, and
b) apply for a stay of the remedies provided in the decision
Response:
ICBC can advise that both the Attorney General and the named Defendants have filed Notices
of Appeal and the Attorney General applied for a partial stay on April 8, 2021.
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2021.1 RR MoveUP.2.1 Reference: "ICBC PREPARES FOR ADVANCED CARE" and
WORKPLACE CULTURE
Exhibit B-1, Application, page 1-5:
13.
In addition to external outreach, ICBC's internal readiness campaign is
focussed on shifting the culture within ICBC to promote leadership, engagement,
and recognition to empower employees to provide the customer services required
in a care-focused model. Employees will transition over time to the new Enhanced
Care delivery model as older tort based claims are settled and more Enhanced
Care claims are reported. The main departments within ICBC impacted by the
delivery of the new model will be those involved in claims recovery, injuries and
material damage, in addition to the distribution channel to support the brokers'
transition to the new model.
Please file any surveys or studies of ICBC's internal culture that have been completed in
the past two years.
Response:
In 2019/20, ICBC conducted a corporate wide cultural assessment to inform management about
the workforce in preparation for implementing flexible work.

This cultural assessment was

conducted for the sole purpose of informing ICBC management about employee sentiments.
The key results are:


When specifically asked about the potential to introduce a flexible work model, 85% of
respondents indicated that flexible work was important to them.



Employees also indicated that there are healthy levels of trust, empowerment, and
teamwork at ICBC; 85% of respondents believe their direct manager trusts them to be
effective in their role regardless of location.



Challenges will come from issues related to transitioning from a face-to-face relationship
culture:

technology,

facilitating

collaboration,

performance

management,

and

recognition.
Please see Attachment A – ICBC Culture & Flexible Work Assessment 2020 – Redacted for
further information. An unredacted copy has been filed in confidence with the BCUC.
The redactions in Attachment A on page 15, 16, 59, 60, 73 relate to ICBC’s commercial
interests; ICBC will make the information available to interveners with a legitimate noncommercial interest upon request and after signing the BCUC’s standard undertaking.
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The remainder of the redactions in Attachment A are comments made during interviews and
focus groups, and should be accessible to the BCUC only.

ICBC employees agreed to

participate in these sessions on the basis of strict confidentiality. While the comments are
unattributed to a particular person, the participant pool was relatively small such that privacy
could be compromised.

ICBC’s ability to obtain candid comments in future reviews could

reasonably be expected to be compromised by making these comments available to
interveners.

ICBC’s Information Request Response

2021.1 RR MoveUP.2.1 – Attachment A –
ICBC Culture & Flexible Work Assessment
2020 – Redacted

Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
April 14, 2021

ICBC Culture & Flexible
Work Assessment
January 24, 2020

The Pontefract Group
www.thepontefractgroup.com
604.838.5894
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Famous management guru Peter Drucker once wrote, “So much of what we call management
consists in making it difficult for people to work.” He also stated, “If you want something new, you
have to stop doing something old.”
Drucker is well known for his thoughts on culture, strategy and organizational effectiveness. He
spent his life analyzing the capabilities of employees and leaders - how they get work
accomplished. Drucker researched at great lengths the relationship between productivity,
engagement and client satisfaction. He advocated for collaborative organizations, efficient
processes, engaged leadership, timely decision making, and expert resource management. When
laid together, he suggested that organizations and their employees end up motivated to act, its
operating culture operating as a singular force for good, with the effect being satisfied, and soon to-return customers.
This brings us to the ICBC Culture and Flexible Work Assessment conducted by The Pont efract
Group (TPG), an organizational leadership and culture consulting firm. Like with the Drucker quotes,
there exists prolific, encouraging examples across ICBC where amendment and action have
resulted in positive change. There remains, however, several opportunities to evolve how the
organization operates if it wishes to achieve a flexible work model while enhancing its operational
culture. If followed through, it can result in a superior employee experience for ICBC team members,
in addition to higher levels of engagement while simultaneously acting as a retention and attraction
strategy. Furthermore, it ought to act as a means to improve the customer experience felt by
citizens of British Columbia. Improved operating culture and the introduction of flexible work should
also be considered to be a natural fit with the organization’s Value Proposition Framework
characters:



Collaborative



Supportive



Straightforward



Knowledgeable

This Executive Summary outlines both the current state of ICBC’s operating cult ure as well as its
readiness for flexible work. An overarching assessment scoring and recommendations follow.
TPG used three unique activities to engage employees and executives as part of the ICBC Flexible
Work Assessment.
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The activities included:


Online Survey (open to all ICBC employees)



Focus Group Discussions (employees), and;



Individual 1:1 Interviews (executives).

TPG also reviewed other relevant data points provided by the company, including ICBC
demographics, org charts, Value Proposition Framework, Service Plan and other collateral. The
combined results from these activities were used to build the current state assessment and to help
formulate the recommendations. Both the current state and future state recommendations should
help ICBC introduce and achieve a flexible work model and an improved operating culture.

Key Findings
ICBC is an organization in need of some very deliberate culture change actions to support a flexible
work environment as well as its goals outlined in the 2019/20 – 2021/22 Service Plan. Particularly
Goal #4, “Build a High-Performing Workforce,” should be of concern where the intent is to “maintain
or improve scores across all employee opinion indices.”
While ICBC is made up of resilient, skilled, passionate and efficient employees and leaders who are
definitively committed to its cause of demonstrating the highest level of customer service –a
workforce that is engaged, that truly believes in public auto insurance, acting with a palpable sense
of purpose–several key findings may affect the achievement of the organization’s Service Plan
goals. TPG felt it necessary to highlight these points (and make suggested change
recommendations) given the context of potentially shifting to a flexible working model. We think
these cultural factors need to be addressed before and, in some cases, parallel to any such shift in
the working environment.
In no particular order and based on the summative analysis of all assessment data points, these
key findings include:


Employees have a tendency not to say no, backed by “terminal politeness.”



ICBC does not deselect items to eliminate from existing operations or processes.



Over emphasis on delivery, especially the big projects, with change fatigue setting in.



An execution bias that has ICBC focusing more on go-live versus long-term health.



Tendency to measure volume over value when related to performance management.



A face-to-face, too-many-meetings mindset exists across ICBC.



Workload & workplace stress is becoming top of mind, negatively affecting quality.



Inconsistent understanding of decision-making, empowerment & levels of trust. (cont.)
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Cross-division and skip-level/unit collaboration concerns.



Lacking clarity on accountability, with the tendency to default to consensus.



Confusion between being a crown corp and a forward-thinking business player.



Making date commitments to primary shareholder without knowing the true scope of work
and related workload effect.



A reliance on a core set of 30-40 people to move major projects along at ICBC.



Difference of opinion on being an outcomes-based org versus time and material.



A wide gap between senior leaders, mid-management and frontline employees on
leadership expectations.



A ways off from being a recognition-focused culture.



Value Proposition Framework has yet to be fully understood or adopted.

When it comes specifically to flexible work, ICBC employees overwhelmingly share the perspective
that it is the right direction for the organization to take. Flexible work would offer more flexibility in
their days, help them save significant time commuting—particularly those based at headquarters
where roughly 75% of employees commute from outside of North Vancouver—and help better
manage work-life issues.
For example, 76% of responders to the survey strongly agreed, and another 21% agreed that they
are excited about the potential of shifting to flexible work at ICBC. Therefore, almost 100% of the
organization is in favour of moving to a flexible work model.
Unsurprisingly, 92% of responders both strongly agreed and agreed that the benefits of virtual work
outweigh the challenges and risks. Both data points are significant indicators concerning how ICBC
employees view the positive promise of a flexible work operating environment.
Another area of strength was the connection employees feel to the organization and each other.
ICBC team members treat the people they work with like family, and a primary area of concern
many employees shared was the risk of not spending face-to-face time with colleagues if a flexible
work model was put in place. It is evident that the culture is one that is familial, collegial and
respectful of one another.
Other points of positive feedback, as well as areas of concern, include the following:

Employee Survey - Positives
Despite the potential for survey fatigue, 55% of the organization participated in the online survey
(3150 employees), which is an excellent response rate based on industry standards. A majority of
ICBC employees felt the company demonstrates many of the crucial elements found i n a vibrant,
healthy culture. 92% of employees indicated that they believe their direct manager trusts them to
do their job, while 90% are empowered to provide feedback that concerns customer and process
issues.
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Generally, employees believe the organization provides the tools and technology to communicate,
collaborate and learn in a variety of methods required for today’s working environment.
A large majority (85%) of respondents stated that flexible work was important to them. Another
79% of respondents positively indicated that the benefits of flexible work outweigh any potential
risks. Other critical survey response results include:


79% of respondents reported that they believe their peers are open to feedback



64% of respondents believe senior leadership is proactive and transparent in the sharing of
information



71% of respondents believe they are provided opportunities to learn in various methods



80% of respondents stated that the technology provided by the organization helps improve
communication while 75% indicated it improves organizational collaboration



85% of respondents believe their direct manager trusts them to be effective in their role
regardless of location



Positively, 82% of employees confirmed they are given the autonomy to manage their
workload by their direct manager

Employee Survey - Opportunities
Although ICBC possesses the building blocks required to create a strong foundation for change,
certain responses did indicate potential challenges or risks surrounding the organization’s cultur e.
First and foremost, 38% of respondents indicated that culture was not a key factor as to why they
worked at ICBC.
Analysis of the current demographic information provided by respondents highlighted potential
challenges based on different generational and tenure expectations. Currently, only 2% of
respondents are less than 25 years old. As ICBC attempts to attract and retain new talent, they
may need to consider if their current culture is attractive to younger employees.
Additionally, 32% of the respondents indicated they have worked at ICBC for more than 15 years,
with one-quarter of the organization having worked for the company for more than 20 years. These
employees understand the cultural artifacts of the organization and possess valuable informat ion
on not only how things get done, but how they always have been done. Specific approaches in the
workplace could be unknown or even unacceptable to 28% of employees who have been at ICBC
for less than three years.
Analysis of the results highlights important areas of concern that can chip away at the overall
employee engagement at ICBC. For example, 35% of respondents indicated that when challenges
arise, solutions are not discussed as a group. 40% believed recognition was not a strong element
of the current culture. Although not surprising at a large organization, 85% of respondents indicated
that current processes prevent work from being done effectively.
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Other areas of concern include how senior leaders receive feedback where 39% of respondents
believe this is not handled well. In terms of performance development, 49% disagreed or strongly
disagreed that ICBC manages this well. More than one-third (42%) of respondents suggested that
end users do not receive adequate training on various technologies and software.
Although the assessment focused on the current culture within ICBC, questions surrounding
flexible work also highlighted some potential challenges. For example, 46% of respondents stated
that they would not be willing to share desks. Another 46% also indicated that ICBC does not
currently have enough meeting rooms to support the needs of a more flexible working model.
Despite significant investment in technology, it is essential to note that 38% of respondents
indicated that they struggle to access documents and systems from outside the office. Finally, a
whopping 86% of employees reported that commute times are a concern.
Other key findings analyzed from the survey include:


Only 16% of responders strongly agreed or agreed that there are enough meeting rooms at
ICBC for scheduled and impromptu meetings. Having enough rooms for these sorts of
engagements will be crucial if ICBC wishes to shift to flexible work where employees touch
down into an office on occasion, thus requiring the need to have efficient, face-to-face
meetings or development sessions.



Slightly more than half of the organization believes they would be comfortable sharing a
desk. Put differently, about half the organization expects to keep its existing workspace
even if the organization shifts to flexible work.



84% believe that long commute times are currently affecting their work. While not asked,
this could also be adding to levels of personal stress.



37% of the organization does not believe ICBC is receptive to new ideas or embraces
change, while only 52% strongly agreed or agreed that the organization habitually evaluates
the success of change initiatives.



41% of the organization does not feel they are appropriately recognized, a flagged concern
should ICBC want to ensure the success of a flexible work model. (Employees need more
frequent incidents of recognition when working remotely due to the decrease in face-to-face
encounters.)

Half the organization believes it uses existing collaborative technologies effectively, whereas the
other half disagrees.
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Focus Groups - Positives
It is evident from the focus groups that ICBC employees are passionate about their company, and
only want to see things change for the better. The positive feedback is as follows:
Technology


Access to technology that enables collaboration and increased efficiency is appreciated.



Skype, Instant Messaging, Outlook/Email and Phone/Conference calls are used.

Feedback


Most focus group attendees believe their direct manager encourages feedback and sharing
of ideas.



Most attendees also indicated that they felt comfortable sharing their thoughts within their
own team.

Collaboration


Most believe that levels of collaboration within their own team are healthy.



It was not felt that working remotely would impact the way teams accomplish their goals
and tasks.



Attendees believe their levels of productivity would increase through collaboration if shifting
to a flexible work model.

Existing Alternate Work Policy


Given ICBC already employs an alternate work policy, attendees believe the organization
should move in the direction of a more robust flexible work model.



Positive factors include increased productivity, higher engagement, stress level reduction,
and an increase in retention and attraction results.

Focus Groups – Challenges
Interestingly, there were several common themes across the focus groups, despite division and
role differences, that are classified as challenges below:
Decision-Making, Collaboration and Trust


Very prescribed guidelines and procedures with a lack of empowerment.



There is a belief that decisions are made without understanding what the team needs.



Outcomes are cascaded down to employees without a clear understanding of why.



“Us-Them” mentality and culture at ICBC between leaders and employees.



Although collaboration is seen as a strength within teams, silos exist when trying to across
departments and divisions.
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There is a significant disconnect between management and individuals at the front line,
contributing to frustration, confusion and a lack of trust.



Employees possess a fear of making mistakes.

Recognition


Inconsistencies with how individuals feel they are recognized for their work.



A majority believe those working on higher-profile projects are recognized more often than
those who “keep the lights on.”

Workload


ICBC’s ‘beyond busy’ environment come up across several focus group topics.



Workload is a key factor in the inability to action feedback, and impedes collaboration.

Professional Development


The current manager workload (see above) contributes to less meaningful performance
management and development discussions.



Workload has also become a barrier to professional development and growth.



Performance development is perceived as a “check in the box” process.



Self-development and availability of more professional/leadership development is low,
according to focus group attendees.

Technology


Despite being a strength, there is perceived inconsistency in how technology is being used
for collaboration.



The tools are not being used; an utter lack of use.



Employee training needs to be improved on the usage of technology, according to focus
group attendees.

1:1 Executive Inter views - Positives
Culture


A universal agreement that the culture is one that is “results-oriented.”



Committed and generally love being a part of the organization.



Efficient in achieving their tasks.



People are thoughtful and friendly with one another.



Half of the executives indicated ICBC is a customer-centric company.
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Work Ethic


The introduction of huddles is a positive one.



The tenacity of employees to create and deliver on major projects.



Almost all executives believe the organization is excellent at large-scale change,
particularly with customer-impacting systems.



Can-do attitude, almost to the detriment of never saying no.

Flexible Work


Unanimous agreement that a flexible work model must become a reality ASAP.



Existing hires want it, but it’s also an attraction strategy for new hires.



Executives believe the organization can support such a shift, many suggesting to treat the
change like any other large-scale project ICBC delivers on so successfully.

Technology


Executives were close to unanimous that they had been provided with the tools to do their
jobs.



Executives agree that ICBC has already invested a lot in the technology required to support
flexible work.



Laptops, mobile phones, access to SharePoint, Skype for Business and a secure VPN
enable them to access documents, communicate with team members and collaborate
regardless of location.

1:1 Executive Inter view – Challenges
Decision-Making and Collaboration


Some believe that decision making at ICBC is collaborative, but the majority suggest s it’s
a big issue at the organization.



Some regard decision-making as being overly collaborative. (e.g. “involvement culture.”)



Others felt information between divisions was purposely withheld or latent.



Some view decision-making and collaboration purely as a financial numbers game.



30-40 people seem to be relied upon to get the major projects accomplished, diminishing
opportunities for others to make decisions, collaborate or develop their careers/skills.
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Busyness


The organization’s level of busyness and face-to-face meeting culture is impacting its
operations, according to a majority of executives. Workload is an issue.



The launch of the Value Proposition Framework is felt to have been impacted by levels of
busyness.



Change fatigue has set upon the organization. Employees have been working on major
projects and rollouts for several years, and front-line team members and middlemanagement are feeling it.



While executives view people as cooperative, too much activity hampers good
collaboration resulting in silo-based, bureaucratic or even consensus-heavy collaboration.



There is a perceived culture of “yes” at ICBC, with misconceptions on the difference
between capacity and demand.

Flexible Work


A significant challenge surfaced by the executive interviews is the common belief that while
flexible work is supported in theory, it is going to take some significant cultural changes to
implement.



Thus, it might not be an effective means of operating within the existing ICBC culture,
particularly those working at the North Vancouver headquarters.



The “meeting culture” edict was echoed several times as a potential barrier.



Furthermore, there was an acknowledgement that many managers measure their people
based on the volume of output versus value, leading to levels of mistrust if leaders cannot
see their team members “working.”



While technology is provided, adoption rates are low. This must change for flexible work
to be successful, so a full-scale training adoption plan must be considered.

Current State Assessment
Based on the Pontefract Group’s work with multiple clients on their culture and flexible work
strategy—in addition to ten years inside of TELUS, transitioning that organization’s culture and
flexible work model—we believe five key drivers must be considered as the foundation for your
organization’s ambitions. They are:


Clarity & Purpose



Communication & Collaboration



Leadership



Development



Technology & Digital Readiness
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TPG’s current state assessment against all five drivers for ICBC is as follows, with an overall score
of 70%. Please note that additional executive insights and flexible work implication s are found
nestled in the full report for all five drivers.
The highlights of the current state assessment are as follows:

Clarity & Purpose
There are five sub-drivers to consider concerning clarity and purpose.
Decision-making
All forms of assessment feedback indicated that ICBC team members struggle
with how decisions are made. Providing clarity to decision-making processes is
critical if ICBC wants to create a culture of empowerment.
Recognition
In all forms of assessment feedback, ICBC employees indicated that recognition is inconsistent as
part of the current organizational culture. Although some employees indicated that recognition can
be challenging in bargaining units and that some leaders do give frequent and timely recognition,
many suggested that no feedback or negative feedback is more common than positive. It is an
attribute that ought to be considered for improvement right across the organization.
Busyness
As expressed by all data sources, ICBC is a face-to-face meeting culture with too many emails,
challenging targets, and an always-changing operational scheme. There is the perception of an
over-emphasis on delivery and not enough pausing for creative and critical thinking.
Performance & Talent Development
Roughly half of the organization believes the performance development process is inconsistent,
overly complex, and not taken seriously by the organization. There is a “check in the box”
mentality.
The result is that employees no longer believe they are adequately prepared to achieve their next
role and that performance development takes a back seat to immediate tasks and daily operations.
Trust
There remain an inconsistent customer experience and ways of delivering service, often hampered
by levels of trust, at least according to team members. To echo the point, one executive said, “
”
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Communication & Collaboration
ICBC demonstrates a relatively robust culture of communication and
collaboration at the team level. Employees feel empowered to provide feedback
to help improve customer challenges and readily share best-practices between
their colleagues. The near-unanimous consensus showed that at the team level,
people are happy to work together to solve problems and feel supported.
Unfortunately, the foundation of communication and collaborating breaks down when actions
involve cross-functional activities or at the senior leader-director-manager level. Many focus group
respondents indicated that best-practice and good intentions do not extend across departments.
Decisions are made in siloes and passed down to employees with little explanation or ideas are
pushed up the chain in hopes of a timely decision. In some instances, employees indicated that
other departments are unwilling to share information or they dismiss the request by saying, “not my
department, not my problem.”

Leadership
Team members believe their direct manager supports and cares about their wellbeing and tries to empower them to help the customer. Employees indicated that
leaders were open to feedback and, in many cases, valued input from their direct
reports.
Unfortunately, there is also a general belief that critical elements of the culture (i.e., recognitio n,
decision-making, performance and career development) are inconsistent across the organization.
There is also a sense that there is a noticeable disconnect between leaders and the frontline. An
“us versus them” culture is prevalent in many pockets of the organization. Going forward,
standardized leadership behaviours are a must.

Development
The frenetic pace at which ICBC operates contributes to a culture where learning
and development fail to become a top priority. If leaders continue to downplay
the importance of self-improvement and do not empower employees to own their
own learning, ICBC may struggle to integrate new skills into the workplace or
they encounter employees that struggle to see a future at the organization.
It is also important to note that employees indicated that there were problems end-user training
during the deployment of new technologies.
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Technology & Digital Readiness
ICBC

has

invested

heavily

in

collaborative

technology

(i.e.,

unified

communications, collaborative platforms, virtual recognition, LMS, SharePoint)
and encourage employees to use the technology to augment a culture based on
knowledge sharing, meetings and face-to-face interactions. It is not without its
challenges.
For example, multiple employees indicated that tools like HUB don’t work effectively, while others
stated that it is a challenge to find the right tool, gaining appropriate access to systems, and that
technology training is delayed (“training is 1-3 months behind”). It is important to note that while
employees did share concerns over the current state of technology usage and support at ICBC,
many acknowledged that the organization must continue to push towards a digital model and away
from a paper-based system.

Current State Score - Overall

Recommendations
The Pontefract Group recommends that ICBC approach both the necessary culture change and the
shift to flexible work by capitalizing on your strengths. Similarly treat this to big projects that have
been successfully rolled out in the past, such as the claims system and the policy administration
system. The organization is excellent at large-scale projects. The changes recommended below
are just that: a large-scale project.
As such, we are suggesting that steps get taken in a phased manner. ICBC must first address issues
in its operating culture, and once addressed, the organization can then evolve into a flexible work
model.
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Based on this approach, TPG has crafted recommendations in three key phases:


Culture Evolution Phase 1



Culture Evolution Phase 2



Flexible Work Adoption

The first phase of culture evolution actions can be thought of as tactical, hygiene objectives. TPG
recommends these actions be performed first before more profound transformational actions
ensue in Phase 2. Once the culture evolution actions have been completed (or are close to
completing), then steps can be taken to shift to and eventually adopt a flexible work model.

Recommendation #1 - Cultural Evolution Phase 1
Phase 1 recommendations include a series of actions to assist with ICBC’s culture change:


Based on the results of the Culture & Flexible Work assessment, complete a deep dive of
critical cultural drivers;



Assess adoption of vital elements of ICBC’s culture;



Prioritize resulting in change initiatives;




and,
Create communication and change plans to share all critical activities with employees,
stakeholders and customers.

Full details of all actions are found in the report.
Actions Summary




Complete a further cultural analysis based on the findings of the TPG assessment
o

Information shared via the survey, focus groups and 1:1 interviews was only a start.

o

Additional understanding of issues such as trust, decision-making, workload,
collaboration and leadership ought to be further analyzed.

o

TPG recommends that ICBC work directly with all tiers of the organization to unearth
the root causes of the critical areas listed above, explore potential solutions.

Assess adoption of key elements of ICBC’s culture
o

To set a proper baseline, TPG recommends evaluating the usage of critical tools,
policies, and frameworks across the organization.

o

Use of LMS, performance development process and plans, how decisions are made,
career development, Value Proposition Framework, among others.
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Prioritize culture change initiatives
o

Creating a prioritization map for the entire culture change project.

o

All employees will understand the importance of the task and how it aligns with the
greater goal of a stronger culture.

o

Feedback indicated that real estate is a significant challenge from a cultural
perspective.





Create a detailed communication and change management plan
o

TPG recommends that ICBC create a comprehensive plan that documents the
strategic intent, support channels, key initiatives, project primes and projecte d
timelines.

o

TPG also recommends that ICBC provide Change Champions to support leaders
during the initial stages of transformation and to assess the progress of teams in all
areas of the business.

Recommendation #2 - Cultural Evolution Phase 2
After completing Phase 1 actions of the Cultural Evolution, ICBC ought to develop the foundational
elements that will enable the recommended culture change. This will include resolving challenges
with trust, decision-making, leadership, and technology adoption.
As a result, TPG recommends that ICBC:


Introduce a fair-process decision-making model;



Design and deploy a leadership model that aligns to the Value Proposition framework;



Design and implement a “Collaboration Community;”



Re-launch performance development;



Introduce formal team norms to support more effective communication & collaboration;



Create a “Closer to the Customer” program.

Full details of all actions are found in the report.
Actions Summary


Introduce New Decision-Making Model – Fair Process
o

Fair Process is a collaborative decision-making approach
first put forward by Dr. Ludo Van der Heyden of INSEAD. Fair
Process aims to improve openness in the way decisions
occur, are communicated, and introduced. (full description
of the Fair Process decision-making model is found in the
report)
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Engage – involving the right people to frame the idea;



Explore – generating, discussing and debating all options;



Explain – making the decision, setting expectations and sharing the outcomes;



Execute – implementing the decision, monitoring and communicating progress;



Evaluate – reviewing the results, learning, adapting and sharing outcomes.

Design and deploy a leadership model that aligns to the Value Proposition framework
o

TPG believes that the Value Proposition framework can become the cornerstone of
ICBC’s culture.

o

TPG also recommends that ICBC designs and deploys a leadership model aligned
directly to the four key characters. TPG recommends ICBC does this by developing
leadership competencies to support the characters.

o

TPG recommends the following competencies aligned to the four characters in an
aim to address the gap:


Decision-making



Trust



Empowerment



Workload balance



Recognition



Coaching



Purpose



Community

Design & Deploy a “Collaboration Community”
o

TPG recommends that ICBC create a consistent brand that defines the behaviours
and expectations for collaboration.

o

This online community could become an internal umbrella brand and a one-stopshop for all things collaboration at ICBC.

o

TPG also recommends that ICBC develop a series specifically tailored to support
leaders with collaboration.

Redesign and Re-launch Performance Development
o

TPG recommends that ICBC make performance development a focus for the
organization.

o

TPG recommends that ICBC move past the traditional yearly assessment process
and work collaboratively to set quarterly goals, scheduled coaching and
development sessions, and provide leaders with performance development
coaching.

o

TPG also suggests that ICBC explore the impact of leverage shared goals as part of
the new performance development model.

o

If not already done, TPG recommends that ICBC create a Career Portal that hosts a
collection of resources that will drive employee career growth to help educate them
on the importance of owning their professional development.
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Develop and Institute Team Norms
o

Team Norms are a standard set of processes and guidelines to help teams increase
engagement, collaboration, and innovation by providing structure for standard
behaviours and communication practices.

o

While structure-based, Team Norms are about developing and supporting the culture
of teams rather than adhering to an imposed organization-wide set of policies. (full
definition and deployment practices in the report)

Create a Closer to the Customer Program
o

TPG recommends that ICBC create a Closer to the Customer program that provides
team members and leaders an opportunity to experience a ‘day in the life’ of a
customer-facing team member, to gain greater insight into the customer experience.

o

C2C will help ICBC:


Eliminate assumptions and frustrations team members have that other departments
make in their decision making;



Bridge the gap between frontline and the different layers across the organization; and



Provide an excellent recognition opportunity for employees and the chance for them
to expand their network.

Recommendation #3 - Flexible Wor k: Adoption
A stronger, revitalized culture can become the foundation for a new flexible work model. That is
why TPG believes ICBC should address challenges to its existing culture before moving forward
with any formal flex work initiatives. Once the building blocks of a culture that can work cross functionally with empowerment and trust are in place, ICBC will be able to move forward with the
design and deployment of the organization’s flexible work model.
As a result, TPG recommends that ICBC:


Assign a full-time team to address the “big rock” of flexible work;



Determine role classification;



Determine flexible work rules and policies;



Pilot desk sharing and then Flexible Work within a team and/or department;



Perform a technology audit to help IT prepare for an influx of remote work changes;



Create a communication plan to help employees understand how the deployment of flexible
work will impact the organization, their teams and their own day-to-day;



Create a change management plan;



Develop a hoteling strategy that allows employees to share desk space and resources;



Develop the learning collateral to support employees and leaders; and,



Create an evaluation plan to help ICBC evaluate the success of flexible work initiatives.
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Full details of all actions are found in the report.
Actions Summary


Assign a full-time team to address the “big rock” of flexible work
o



Determine Role Classification
o





Assign a “tiger team” of ICBC employees who are from various parts of the business
who act as the flexible work “big rock” team of moving the transformation forward.

TPG recommends that the ICBC reclassifies all roles within the organization. This
reclassification would involve a three-step approach to clarify:


Flexible work definition (home, mobile, office)



Role eligibility (for all job titles)



Role requirements (job tasks)

o

Role eligibility should be based on job responsibilities and must focus on job
effectiveness, not employee preferences.

o

Requirements are based on job tasks, the tools required for the job, and the overall
impact on the business.

Define Flexible Work Rules and Policies
o

Define flexible work model rules and policies to help ICBC manage employee
expectations and to support leaders during the transition.

o

Critical items to address:


Will all employees have the same equipment if they work from home?



Will dual monitors be paid for at home, if they had that in the office?



If employees don’t have to commute, do their work hours become extended?



Will the new model enable employees to work flexible hours? (i.e. not 8 am-4 pm but
something different?)



Will employees be subsidized for equipment in their home office? Ergonomic chairs,
extra monitors, specialty keyboards and fire extinguishers are all considerations.



Will ICBC subsidize home internet? If so, all of it, half of it, something else?



Will employees be subsidized for parking if their role requires them to be onsite 5 days per week vs. other functions that aren’t needed?

Pilot desk sharing and then Flexible Work within a team and/or department;
o

Pilot desk sharing with one or two teams as an intermediate step that itself introduces
the concept of desk sharing to the organization.

o

Identify an eligible department or team to pilot flexible work.

o

A department-wide pilot will introduce the real challenges and highlight
conversations and learning required to establish a flexible work model that supports
employees and drives productivity.
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Perform technology audit to prepare for an influx of remote work changes
o

An analysis of the successful uptake of ICBC deployed employee experience
technologies is a necessary step.

o

A review of who gets a mobile device (laptop or tablet) should also occur.

Create a communications plan for the launch of Flex Work
o

Create a detailed communications plan that highlights why the organization is moving
forward with flexible work, what’s in it for employees and a detailed roadmap for the
program.

o

Outline which roles are applicable for Flexible Work and why.

o

Create feedback loops to solicit input from the employees before launch.

o

Update existing ICBC alternate work policy to reflect the shift to flexible work.

o

Announce change management and training plans. (see below)

Create a change management strategy for the launch of Flex Work
o

ICBC must also define a plan to introduce, execute and monitor change.

o

Critical elements will include employee mental health (is engagement impacted),
productivity analysis (is flexible work helping ICBC achieve productivity gains), and
cost analysis.

Develop a hoteling policy, meeting room guidelines and a reservation system
o

ICBC must design a desk and meeting room model that aligns with the needs of the
employees but still satisfies the financial and real estate targets of the organization.

o

Guidelines and policies will be required, as well as the implementation of a
reservation system.

Design & develop learning collateral for “leading a virtual team.”
o



Design & develop learning collateral for employees working remotely
o



Create a leader tool-kit such that ICBC can help prepare leaders for the change
before the deployment of a flexible work model.

Develop an employee tool-kit to provide employees with useful tips that enhance
their virtual effectiveness.

Create a quarterly flexible work evaluation survey
o

TPG recommends that a quarterly employee evaluation survey be crafted and
distributed such that the organization is both listening to the feedback and taking
action with it.

In Summary
The bottom line? Yes, ICBC is suitably capable of embracing a flexible work operating environment.
It is well-positioned to be successful if it adopts the recommended actions and steps outlined in
this assessment, starting first with the cultural evolution recommendations.
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A flexible work model is not as simple as allowing employees to work from home or to implement
flexible scheduling. There are significant cultural and leadership behavioural changes required for
the program to be successful.
That stated, ICBC is an organization that excels at large-scale change. Transitioning to a flexible
work model should be viewed no differently than implementing a new claims system or other “big
rock” items.
It boils down to leadership: if ICBC wishes to shift to a flexible work model entirely, it will do so
based on its senior executive’s penchant for this type of large-scale change.
In the opinion of the Pontefract Group, the organization most certainly can make it happen if it puts
its mind, heart and hands to it.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

Client Background
ICBC’s mandate, as provided through the Insurance Corporation Act, the Insurance (Vehicle) Act
and the Motor Vehicle Act, is to provide Basic and Optional vehicle insurance for British Columbia
(BC) motorists. As a provincial crown corporation created in 1973, ICBC also provides driver
licensing, vehicle registration and licensing, and violation ticket and government fine collections
services on behalf of the Province, under a Service Agreement between government and ICBC.
Furthermore, ICBC implements road safety initiatives to reduce crashes and losses on BC roads
and to assist in managing claims costs.
As of October 2019, ICBC employed more than 5,500 people in full-time roles across the province.
Almost 60% of all employees work in either Claims Customer & MD Services or Claims Injury &
Legal Services. The remaining 40% is split between Corporate Affairs, Finance, Information
Services, Insurance, Public Affairs & DL, and the Executive Office.
Baby boomers make up 18% of ICBC’s workforce, whereas Gen X and Millennials constitute 54%
and 28%, respectively. For context purposes, almost 50% of all ICBC employees classified as Gen
X or Millennial work in one of the two Claims divisions. 53% of employees possess either less than
three years of ICBC tenure or more than 20. Furthermore, it was indicated that roughly 1500 people
work out of ICBC headquarters in North Vancouver, or about 25% of the total employee population.
It is unclear how many ICBC team members live and work on the North Shore.

Purpose
ICBC is in the midst of working toward its 2019/20 – 2021/22 Service Plan objectives, where Goal
#4, “Build a High-Performing Workforce,” outlines the intent of “maintaining or improving scores
across all employee opinion indices.” With that in mind, ICBC contracted the Pontefract Group (see
below) to assess its current culture to ascertain how the organization is progressing as well as using
it as an opportunity to determine any implications for a shift to a flexible work model of operations.
The Culture and Flexible Work Assessment focuses on the following elements:


Leadership Practices: an analysis of current leadership behaviours and interactions between
the leader and team member across the organization;



Learning Practices: a review of learning systems and methods of development;



Collaboration Practices: an investigation into existing collaborative techniques and
behaviours at the organization (for both leaders/employees), including the use of digital
technologies;
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Work Practices: a study of present policies, procedures (including any existing workplace
habits) concerning work environment design possibilities and overall structural
considerations for the shift to a flexible work model;



Client Experience Practices: an exploration of the organization’s client experience & client centricity processes, behaviours and norms.

The Pontefract Group Overview
Led by principal and founder, Dan Pontefract, The Pontefract Group (TPG) is a firm that improves
the state of leadership and organizational culture. The group comprises senior organizational
design professionals who have worked in a multitude of public sector, for-profit and not-for-profit
organizations assisting leaders and executives with their specific needs.
After twenty-five years in senior leadership roles across organizations such as TELUS, SAP and
BCIT, Dan launched The Pontefract Group in 2017 to help leaders and organizations improve levels
of engagement, productivity, culture and operational processes. The group conducts organization wide assessments, organizational redesign, consulting, coaching, workshop facilitation as well as
keynote speaking.
Dan is the best-selling author of three books: OPEN TO THINK, THE PURPOSE EFFECT and FLAT
ARMY. He is at work on his fourth book, BUILT BY CHARACTER, set to be published in the fall of
2020. Dan is also an adjunct professor at the University of Victoria, Gustavson School of Business
and has garnered more than 20 industry awards over his career.
Previously over ten years as Chief Envisioner and Chief Learning Officer at TELUS—a Canadian
telecommunications company with revenues of $14 billion and 50,000 global employees—Dan
launched the Transformation Office, the TELUS MBA, and the TELUS Leadership Philosophy, all
award-winning initiatives that dramatically helped to increase the company’s employee
engagement to record levels of nearly 90%.

Desired Outcomes
TPG will provide ICBC with a current state evaluation of the organization’s culture, focusing on
critical elements such as collaboration, trust, leadership, empowerment and technology. TPG will
also explore the organization’s readiness to move toward a flexible work model, including analysis
into its use of current technology, employee readiness and attitude towards flexible work itself. Any
potential impact to internal processes at ICBC will be reviewed.
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The assessment will help ICBC address:


Current understanding of the organization’s culture including various sub-drivers



The current state of technology usage, adoption and readiness amongst employees



The current state of employee collaboration and communication



Employee and leader willingness and desire to adopt flexible work



The potential impact and risks that flexible work might have on the ICBC business model
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2.0

PROJECT METHODOLOGY

Scope
To assist in the ICBC Assessment, TPG worked collaboratively with the organization to assess
foundational elements of organizational culture, including leadership, collaboration, purpose,
learning and trust. TPG documented ICBC’s culture baseline and how it could (or in some cases ,
could not) become the foundation for organizational change. The output included findings on the
current state and recommendations to not only preserve the ICBC’s culture but enhance it.
NOTE: This assessment does not include future consultative support. If desired, a separate
Statement of Work will be crafted between TPG and ICBC.

Assessment Activities
The Pontefract Group used three unique activities to engage employees, leaders, and executives
as part of the ICBC Assessment. The activities were designed to solicit feedback from all ICBC
employees, and use the feedback to dive deeper with targeted small group and interview sessions.
The activities included:


Online Employee Survey



Focus Group Discussions



Individual Executive Interviews

Activity 1: Online Employee Survey
The Online Survey consisted of 6 demographic questions, 33 rating based or multiple selection
questions and 4 open-ended questions. The survey was anonymous and designed to take no longer
than 10-15 minutes for employees to complete. The survey questions were constructed in
partnership with ICBC and promoted to employees through executive messages and emails. The
survey allowed employees the flexibility to provide feedback using a Likert scaled response
approach as well as sharing open-ended, qualitative feedback.
The survey results specifically were used by TPG to identify a baseline of general views from ICBC
employees regardless of job description or seniority. It augmented the pre-approved focus group
questions in an attempt to better understand outlying data points and prominent areas of concern
or frustration.
In total, 3150 employees completed the survey. The response rate of 55% is an excellent return
rate for ICBC when similar benchmarked surveys average roughly a 30% participation rate.
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Activity 2 – Focus Group Discussions
TPG led focus groups with ICBC employees, each of them scheduled for 60 minutes. The focus
groups were intended to represent an accurate cross-section of ICBC employees. TPG executed
ten focus groups with approximately 8 to 12 participants in each session. Each focus group was
held over a conference call line.
Through the ten focus groups, ICBC employees were asked to share their thoughts on how team
members work now intending to understand how they can “work better together.” The four topic
areas—working together, technology, flexible work and space—explored aspects of ICBC’s
operating culture to assess the employee experience to determine what changes needed to be
made for the future. Furthermore, it specifically investigated whether there may be an opportunity
to introduce a more flexible working environment at ICBC. Employee responses were kept
anonymous to encourage honest feedback.

Activity 3 – Individual Executive Inter views
TPG conducted 13 individual 1:1 interviews with key senior leaders across the organization. The
goal of the interviews was to not only assess senior leadership’s current view of the organizational
culture and flexible work but also to determine if the opinions and thoughts of executives aligned
or differed to that of the general employee base.
All interview participants were leaders at the vice-president or director level. An interview was also
conducted with the ICBC CEO. The interviews ranged in length between 45 and 60 minutes and
were conducted over the phone. All feedback and results remain unattributed.

Deliverables
After completing the survey, focus groups, and executive interviews, TPG consolidated and
analyzed all data points to create a current state assessment specific to ICBC’s culture. Additional
analysis was given based on data emanating from ICBC demographics, org charts, Value
Proposition Framework, Service Plan and other collateral. The assessment documented key areas
of strength as well as opportunities to evolve the current culture based on emplo yee experience,
team norms and customer service.
TPG also created a set of recommendations to help ICBC identify areas of concern and to prioritize
change initiatives that will help maintain and eventually improve the current culture. The
recommendations were based on not only best practices and TPG expertise, but also the current
culture and intended future wishes of ICBC.
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Finally, TPG provided:
1. Raw data report that outlines all verbatim comments from the focus groups as well as the
survey results. (Anonymized.)
2. Executive summary providing an overview of all findings and recommendations. (Found at
the beginning of this document and also submitted separately.)
3. Executive presentation file, saved in PDF format.

Timelines
Date

Description

Phase 1: Assessment Planning
October 7 Kick-off Meeting

October 7

Assessment Planning

Key Tasks (High-Level)






October 7

Assessment Planning



October
14

Assessment Planning




October
14

Assessment Planning



Key
Dates/Notes

and ICBC
October 7 – Kick-offTPG
meeting
Kick-Off (TPG & ICBC)
Review project plans, timelines
and activities
Note: Week of
Draft – Culture Assessment
January 20 –
Communications Plan
Executive
1. Online Survey Invitation
Presentation
2. Focus Group Invitation
Draft – Online Survey Questions
sent to ICBC
TPG to submit focus group and
1:1 interview availability
calendar to ICBC

Owner

TPG to
submit
to ICBC
TPG to
submit
to ICBC
TPG and
ICBC

Finalize survey questions – sign
off
Build online survey (ICBC
Survey Software)
ICBC to schedule focus groups
and 1:1 interview time slots
 ICBC to distribute focus
group invitations
 ICBC to distribute 1:1
interview invitations

TPG and
ICBC

Phase 2: Culture Assessment
October
21

Online Survey



ICBC to distribute Online Survey
invitation to employees
 Survey will run weeks of
October 21 through to
November 15

October
21

1:1 Interviews



October
21

Focus Groups



1:1 Interviews begin
 Interviews will run
weeks of October 21
through November 22
Focus Group meetings begin
 Focus groups will run
weeks of October 21
through November 22

.

ICBC

ICBC
and TPG

ICBC
and TPG
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November
15

Online Survey



November
22

Focus Groups



November
22

1:1 Interviews



November
22

ICBC Data



January
24

Analysis &
Recommendations
Report



Executive
Presentation &
Assessment Findings



Online Survey closes
 Results are sent by
ICBC to The Pontefract
Group as soon as it
closes.
Focus Group meetings
conclude

ICBC

1-1 Interviews conclude

TPG

Any additional data points,
engagement surveys, etc. to be
submitted to TPG by this date
Phase 3 : Analysis and Recommendations

January
27



Final submission: analysis of
assessment results
Final recommendations report
and support materials
Final executive presentation
 Current state analysis
 Overview of
recommendations

TPG

ICBC

TPG

TPG and
ICBC
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3.0

RESEARCH RESULTS

Survey
The online survey included a combination of sorting and ratings-based questions as well as openended queries to allow employees the opportunity to provide written feedback on the current state
of culture at ICBC. The survey explored the employees’ personal views on learning, leadership,
communication, collaboration, organizational effectiveness, technology. It also explored employee
desire and opinions surrounding flexible work.
Employees were also asked to provide demographic information. Analysis of this information
focused mostly on employee age, division, gender and tenure.
In total, 3150 employees either completed or partially completed the survey (response rate =
approximately 55%).

Areas of Strength
The most encouraging takeaway from the online survey is that employees believe ICBC
demonstrates many of the crucial elements found in a vibrant, healthy culture. Employees indicated
that they believe their managers trust them to do their job (92% agree or strongly agree) , and 90%
believe they are empowered to provide feedback surrounding customer and process issues.
Additionally, respondents believe that the employee base is resilient enough to manage and
execute change.
ICBC employees also indicated that the organization provides the tools and technology to
communicate, collaborate and learn in a variety of methods required for today’s diverse workforce.
Respondents also showed a high level of comfort adapting to and using collaborative technologies
to increase productivity and collaboration.
When specifically asked about the potential to introduce a flexible work model, 85% of respondents
indicated that flexible work was important to them. Another 79% of respondents positively reported
that the benefits of flexible work outweigh any potential risks.
Critical survey data points include:


79% of respondents indicated that they believe their peers are open to feedback



64% of respondents believe senior leadership is proactive and transparent in the sharing of
information



71% of respondents believe they are provided opportunities to learn in various methods



80% of respondents stated that the technology provided by the organization helps improve
communication while 75% indicated it improves organizational collaboration
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85% of respondents believe their direct manager trusts them to be effective in their role
regardless of location



Positively, 82% of employees confirmed they are given the autonomy to manage their own
workload by their direct manager

Essentially, these results indicate healthy levels of trust, empowerment and teamwork already exist
within ICBC, at least within the employee base. The corollary is a robust corporate culture that can
help act as the North Star during the potential change to flexible work styles.

Opportunities
Although ICBC has a healthy corporate culture and possesses the building blocks required to
create a strong foundation for change, certain responses did indicate potential challenges or risks
surrounding the organization’s culture. First and foremost, 38% of respondents indicated that the
culture was not a key factor as to why they worked at ICBC.
Analysis of the current demographic information provided by respondents highlighted potential
challenges based on different generational and tenure expectations. Currently, only 2% of
respondents are less than 25 years old. As ICBC attempts to attract and retain new talent, they
may need to consider if their current culture is attractive to younger employees.
Additionally, 32% of the respondents indicated they have worked at ICBC for more than 15 years,
with one-quarter of the organization having worked for the company for more than 20 years. These
employees understand the cultural artifacts of the organization and possess valuable information
on how things get done and how things have always been done. Specific approaches in the
workplace could be unknown or even unacceptable to 28% of employees who have been at ICBC
for less than three years.
Analysis of the results highlights important areas of concern that can chip away at the overall
employee engagement at ICBC. For example, 35% of respondents indicated that when challenges
arise, solutions are not discussed as a group. Forty percent believed recognition was not a strong
element of the current culture. Although not surprising at a large organization, 85% of respondents
indicated that current processes prevent work from being done effectively.
Other areas of concern include how senior leaders receive feedback where 39% of respondents
believe this is not handled well. In terms of performance development, 49% disagreed or strongly
disagreed that ICBC manages this well. More than one-third (42%) of respondents suggested that
end users do not receive adequate training on various technologies and software.
Although the assessment focused on the current culture within ICBC, questions surrounding
flexible work also highlighted some potential challenges. For example, 46% of respondents stated
that they would not be willing to share desks. Another 46% also indicated that ICBC do es not
currently have enough meeting rooms to support the needs of a more flexible working model.
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Despite significant investment in technology, it is essential to note that 38% of respondents
indicated that they struggle to access documents and systems from outside the office. Finally, a
whopping 86% of employees reported that commute times are a concern.

Focus Groups
Through the ten focus groups, employees from across ICBC were asked to share their thoughts on
how team members currently work intending to understand how they can “work better together” in
the future. The four topic areas—working together, technology, flexible work and space—explored
aspects of ICBC’s operating culture to assess the team member’s viewpoints on the employee
experience. In doing so, TPG helped determine what changes may be needed for the future and if
there may be an opportunity to introduce a more flexible working environment.

Areas of Strength
There was favourable feedback that ICBC has integrated technology that enables collaboration and
increased efficiency throughout the organization. The majority of focus group participants
commented that they take advantage of different types of technology to interact including, but not
limited to Skype, Instant Messaging, Outlook/Email and Phone/Conference calls.
With the number of departments and locations that ICBC currently manages, having the right
technology in place is imperative to ensure the team is effectively supported in how they work
together and stay productive on a day to day basis. After all, roughly 75% of all ICBC employees
work outside of the North Vancouver headquarters.

“
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It is encouraging that most focus group attendees believe their direct manager encourages
feedback and wants the team to share ideas and concerns. Even though the process is not perfect
in terms of where the feedback goes or how it is actioned, many employees indicated that they felt
comfortable sharing their thoughts within their own team.

Another area of strength for ICBC is how the organization works together. Employees believe that
levels of collaboration within the team are stable and that employees work together to support each
other to drive results. It is also felt by some that although people will have to shift to a different
type of collaboration - working differently among each other and other divisions - working remotely
would not impact the way teams accomplish their goals and tasks and would support increased
productivity.
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As an organization that is already working with virtual teams, it was promising to hear that not only
did the majority of focus group participants feel that ICBC would be in a position to adopt a more
flexible work practice in some capacity, they also shared a desire for ICBC to move in this
direction. Many individuals indicated that this would increase productivity, engagement and
reduce the stress associated with increasingly long commute times. Individuals felt it would also
increase the ability of ICBC to attract and retain talent and be more competitive as an employer of
choice.
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Opportunities
ICBC is seen to have very prescribed guidelines or procedures when it comes to decision making.
Focus groups remarked that there is a lack of empowerment when it comes to the decision-making
process, or their ability to contribute to solutions. There is a belief that decisions are made without
understanding what the team needs and outcomes are cascaded down to employees without a
clear understanding of why.

Individuals feel that there is an opportunity to build a greater culture of recognition; there are
inconsistencies in how individuals feel they are recognized for their work, and it is seen to be
dependent on the individual leader. Some feel that those who work on higher-profile projects are
recognized more often than those who “keep the lights on” and are simply expected to do the work.
Recognition is an integral part of an engaged culture and provides the foundation necessary for
employees working better together.
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As highlighted earlier in reference to the opportunity to improve decision making, focus group
participants indicated there seems to be a “us-them” mentality or culture at ICBC. Several
employees felt that there was a large disconnect between management and individuals at the front
line which is contributing to frustration, confusion and lack of trust.

This was brought forward

through many different topics areas within the focus group conversations, including the closing
comments.
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The “us-them” commentary was also referenced when it came to collaboration. Although within
teams, collaboration is seen as a strength, there are opportunities to break down silos and increase
collaboration when it comes to working across departments.

”

It is concerning that employees in the focus groups referenced that the culture promotes a fear of
making mistakes. When individuals don’t feel safe to fail or make mistakes, they may not express
concerns, highlight problems or make suggestions for improvements. Innovative ideation can
undoubtedly become an unintended consequence. Lack of trust also surfaced as a barrier when
discussing the potential for flexible work. If not addressed, this fear combined with the “us-them”
mentality, will erode the culture and lead to retention issues, let alone word-on-the-street attraction
issues.
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ICBC’s “beyond busy” environment come up across many focus group topics. It is seen as a critical
factor in the ability to action feedback and an impediment to collaboration.

Participants

commented that the current workloads on managers are contributing to less meaningful
performance management discussions and has also become a barrier for development.
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As stated above, the busy environment may be a pivotal contributor to how employees feel about
the current performance and career development processes at ICBC. However, while time may be
a factor, the issue is also rooted in the fact that many leaders and employees do not view the current
performance and career development processes as meaningful. They are perceived as a “check in
the box”, or something that needs to be done; they are seen as lacking rigour and value. Employees
who receive constructive actionable feedback coupled with tangible career development plans that
support growth are typically more engaged, satisfied and productive.

\

Although also highlighted as a strength, another opportunity to consider is technology – precisely
the inconsistency with which technology is being used for collaboration. Some feel that ICBC has
the right tools in place to support working better together, including from different locations ;
however, there is a lack of use. This could be due to the desire of employees adopting the tools or
the understanding of how the tools are used. Employees felt that available support and training to
enable effective use of the collaborative tools needs to be improved.
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Part of the inconsistent use of technology is likely since ICBC’s culture is heavily focused on faceto-face interactions. There is a clear desire for, and what could be referred to as dependence on
in-person meetings and interactions. Although there were comments that with the right tools and
technology, most could effectively have meetings in a non-face-to-face setting, individuals feel
there is great value in in-person interactions and some fear that utilizing virtual technologies will
lead people to multitask or be less engaged.
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Another opportunity specific to physical space was the need for increased meeting rooms and
collaborative spaces. In fact, one focus group participant commented about participating in the
focus group,
” There is also dissatisfaction with the open workspaces, due to less privacy and increased
distractions.
The lack of meeting rooms is not only impeding effective collaboration in the current workplace,
but an additional consideration is also around remote working. Should ICBC move to a more
flexible work approach, real-estate factors such as more accessibility to meeting rooms, including
the addition of small meeting rooms for privacy, as well as the creation of collaborative spaces ,
would be needed.
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Executive Interviews
Areas of Strength
At the executive level, there is universal agreement that the culture is one that is “ results-oriented”
with people dedicated to getting things done. So much so, many executives indicated ICBC
employees do not like saying no. Team members are committed and generally love being a part of
the organization. It’s a “doing” culture where folks genuinely understand and apply their
responsibilities and are thus efficient in achieving their tasks. People are thoughtful and friendly
with one another. There are some critical challenges with collaboration across teams, but without
question, senior leaders believe trust can become a key enabler of ICBC operations.
Roughly half of the executives suggested that the organization focuses on the customer, whereas
the other half do not share the same opinion. Decision-making seems to be considered above
average around the executive table, but flaws, gaps and considerable angst exist elsewhere. (See
below: Opportunities) The word used to describe business units (e.g. Divisions) is not lost on many
people. A positive act of collaboration, however, has been the introduction of huddles. Several
executives suggested that the huddle template and its overarching habit were being used
consistently across the organization, helping teams to keep up to date on issues. While not a form
of collaboration, per se, it was a strength in terms of communication habits and organizational
norms.
For a crown corp, several executives acknowledged the sheer tenacity and innovation of employees
to create and deliver on major projects.
,” said one executive, echoing the feedback of a few others. Due
to not having the ability to fail publicly, several executives believed it was this notion that holds the
company back from being a truly “bleeding edge” innovative organization. Almost all executives
believe the organization is excellent at large-scale change, particularly with customer-impacting
systems.
Executives also acknowledged that flexible work is something employees—both existing and
potential new hires—not only want, but expect. This realization directly aligns to the recognized
need for ICBC to attract and retain talent. Long commute times and rigid scheduling could prevent
the organization from evolving into a modern workplace, particularly with the 1500 or so employees
based at the North Vancouver headquarters. The shift to flexible work, according to some
executives, will also create employee goodwill. Interviewees indicated that the desire for flexibility
could result in a willingness for employees to share desks, adopt technology and better support
business process changes.
Another key strength recognized by executives is the fact that ICBC has already invested in the
technology required to support flexible work. Executives were close to unanimous that they have
been provided with the tools to do their jobs, and they believe employees have been as well.
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Laptops, mobile phones, access to SharePoint, Skype for Business and a secure VPN enable
employees the possibility to access documents, communicate with team members and collaborate
regardless of location. The strength is its availability; the opportunity is how ICBC can begin utilizing
the tools more consistently and effectively.
Several commented on the refreshed leadership team who have embraced collaboration, pulling
together common goals for the company as a whole, while shifting to an outcome -focused
approach. Many found this refreshing and a good sign of things to come.

ICBC.”

Opportunities
Whilst some believe that decision making at ICBC is collaborative, the majority suggests it’s a big
issue at the organization. There may be challenges identifying the right people to be involved in the
decision, but the process of making decisions is one with varying points of view. Som e regard
decision-making as being overly collaborative, (e.g. “
.”) whereas others view it purely as
a numbers game. (e.g. “
.”)
As one executive highlighted, echoed by several others,

.”
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The consequential result is silo-based thinking or operations within and between divisions. The
words bureaucratic and consensus-building were often used. Both were viewed as historical traits
of the ICBC culture.
Executives mentioned the launch of the Value Proposition Framework—where team members and
leaders are encouraged to embrace the characters of collaborative, supportive, straightforward and
knowledgeable—however, many felt the values have not yet been fully embedded into the
organization.
The perceived issues with decision-making, collaboration, innovation and the lack of uptake on the
Values Proposition Framework is due, in part, to the organization’s level of busyness and general
freneticism, face-to-face meeting culture, change fatigue, and terminal politeness.
While being collaborative is a good thing (as indicated by employees and executives) some
executives suggested there is a cultural tendency to over collaborate, passing easy -to-make
decisions up the chain for fear of not being collaborative or making the wrong verdict. Others felt
information between divisions was purposely withheld or latent. These trust, collaboration and
decision-making concerns will only be compounded as employees potentially work more flexibly
unless a more efficient, open and collaborative decision-making framework is introduced.
Specific to decision-making, feedback indicated that ICBC possesses an “involvement culture,”
one where people are unaware of the difference between empowerment, collaboration, consensus
and making decisions, where a perception is held that any type of initiative requires “unmitigated
engagement” which then creates cultures of “managing up” as well as “too many meetings.”
The result is a misunderstanding of capacity versus demand, which then affects the level of
engagement. The culture of “yes” becomes a culture of closed-doored “secret nos.” Consequently,
things slow down and the general population gets frustrated at senior leadership’s inability to lead.
TPG does not believe this to be accurate, however, some recommendations follow which will help
both sets of team members (leaders and employees) make better use of the nuance d differences
between collaboration, communication, empowerment and decision-making.
While not unanimously held, there are a majority of executives who seem concerned about the
workload of ICBC employees. It may not come across in terms of documented overtime hours, but
there is a shared belief that there are far too many meetings and major projects, adding to the stress
levels of employees. Furthermore, the rise in claims and costs are adding to this mindset. On top
of this, several executives mentioned there are a core group of 30 to 40 leaders that are leaned on
heavily to move the “big rocks” at the organization, adding additional concern about their workload
and stress levels. Retention concerns also surfaced in this core group.
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A significant challenge surfaced by the executive interviews is the common belief that flexible
work—while something employees have clearly indicated they want—might not be an effective
means of operating within the existing ICBC culture, particularly those operating at the North
Vancouver headquarters.
“Our mindsets have to change. We don’t have the culture to support it today,” was echoed by
several people. While young employees may want to work remotely and will adopt new
technologies, executives indicated that certain team members might be resistant to the change.
The “meeting culture” edict was echoed several times. Furthermore, there was

an

acknowledgement that many managers measure their people based on the volume of output versus
value, leading to levels of mistrust if leaders cannot see their team members “working.”
This is concerning considering that 56% of ICBC employees are over the age of 41 years and thus,
a youthful transition of new employees is inevitable for the organization. Also of concern is that
75% of the organization works outside of North Vancouver. By definition, ICBC already employs a
mobile working culture as offices and facilities are spread across the province but it has yet to
adapt or adopt its organizational norms of such a predicament.
From a learning and development, recognition and performance development perspective, most
executives felt the tools or content were available, yet a consistent, disciplined focus on using them
was missing. Some even suggested that the call center model of coaching, recognition and learning
ought to be scaled across the organization.
The technology investment in tools, hardware and software, is flanked by a relatively weak adopt ion
rate. Several executives lamented the fact while they are equipped with the technology, it is not a
technology-driven culture where collaboration tools and the like are consistently used across the
organization. Much of the interactions and work seem to default to face-to-face meetings.
Webcams are rarely used, if ever. Much angst was directed at the “clunkiness” of Skype for
Business. When it takes 10 minutes to get a meeting started due to technical issues, many abandon
it in favour of face-to-face exchanges. SharePoint is universally loathed, while many pined for tools
such as Slack, Zoom or cloud-based sharing.
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4.0

CURRENT STATE ASSESSMENT

Prior to outlining recommendations to help ICBC enhance its culture, it is essential to doc ument
the current state. Not only will this help ICBC understand the areas of opportunity and proactively
identify areas of risk, by outlining the current state, it will also allow ICBC to measure progress
against future change initiatives.
Based on the TPG’s previous experience, including six years of client engagements performing
culture/flexible work assessments, we believe five key drivers must be considered as the
foundation for ICBC’s future culture.
These drivers are:


Clarity & Purpose



Communication & Collaboration



Leadership



Development



Technology & Digital Readiness

Independently assessing these five drivers will help ICBC better appreciate the current state of the
organization’s readiness, and create a baseline for both culture change and flexib le work rollout.

Clarity & Purpose
Based on the online survey, ICBC team members felt empowered to manage their
own time and share feedback. While this is encouraging, focus group and
executive interview feedback offered contrasting opinions on how decisions are
made at ICBC, how employees are recognized, and how performance
development is managed.

Decision Making
All forms of assessment feedback indicated that ICBC team members struggled with how decisions
are made. 45% of respondents in the survey suggested that solutioning for challenges was not a
group effort. This information was reinforced during the focus groups, where employees shared
that they believe a) employees struggle to understand who should be making a decision, b)
employee feedback is not solicited or is ignored because decisions are made in siloes at manager
or senior leader level, c) decisions are bogged down by cumbersome procedures and bureaucratic
red-tape,
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d) the organization is no longer making decisions based on the best possible customer outcome,
and e) mistakes are held over the heads of team members which results in people being unwilling
to question or challenge leadership.
As one executive pointed out,
.”
Providing clarity concerning decision-making processes is critical if ICBC wants to create a culture
of empowerment. If team members can’t quickly determine who needs to be involved in key
decisions, why decisions are being made, what impacts result due to decisions being taken and
how decisions affect the customers, ICBC will continue to suffer the pains as outlined by all three
assessment feedback sources.

Recognition
In all forms of assessment feedback, ICBC employees indicated that recognition is not consistent
as part of the current organizational culture. Although some employees indicated that recognition
can be challenging in bargaining units and that some leaders do give frequent and timely
recognition, many suggested that no feedback or negative feedback is more common than
positive.
This leaves some employees feeling like they are “walking on eggshells” and has resulted in a
culture of fear for some, where employees are risk-averse and feel there is a disconnect between
“upper leaders and the people doing the work.”
Tangentially, one executive said:

.”

Busyness
Like many large, cross-functional organizations, ICBC is challenged by the number of meetings
employees must attend, as well as aggressive targets that provide little to no white -space for
employees to reflect on decisions, think about process improvement, or focus on development.
Focus group feedback indicated this manifests in countless meetings, too many emails, impossible
targets the deflating consensus that team members believe the organization asks too much of
them. It was also felt that the demanding workload placed on the manager’s results in less time is
focused on performance and career development. Said one executive:
.”
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Performance & Talent Development
Although employees indicated that improvements have been made, 49% of survey respondents
believe the performance development process is inconsistent, overly complicated, and not taken
seriously by the organization. Some focus group participants referred to the process as “a check
in the box.” Feedback also indicated that goals are not set early enough into the year, so it is
challenging to make significant progress on performance goals when they aren’t fixed and
approved until the second quarter of the fiscal year.
The result is that employees no longer believe they are being properly prepared to achieve their
next role and that performance development takes a back seat to immediate tasks and daily
operations. It also aligns with much of the feedback about busyness. While there may not be
overtime hours, the question that must be asked is how many hours are being spent on employees
in terms of performance, talent or competence development let alone a leader’s ability to coach
team members?

“

To realize a genuinely vibrant, healthy culture, employees must see a path from their current role to
the next role. If ICBC fosters a culture of continuous improvement - at the employee level, not
merely the process level - employees will continue to overlook the value of self-development and
ICBC could be unable to replace critical skills that leave the organization.

Trust
All of the factors surfaced in this section contribute to a feeling of distrust. Whether through micro managing, retribution, siloed activity or a divide between senior leaders and the front -line, the goal
of empowering employees to act in the best interest of the customer is in direct conflict with the
direct feedback of how the employees at ICBC perceive actions. There remain an inconsistent
customer experience and ways of delivering the service, often hampered by levels of trust, at least
according to team members. To echo the point, one executive said, “
.”

Executive Insights
During the 1:1 interviews, it was clear that executives at ICBC were acutely aware of cultural
challenges at ICBC. Several executives talked of concerns surrounding clarity of role, hierarchy,
trust, recognition and fear of mistakes. While there are positives (i.e., manager support, teamwork),
executives were concerned that ICBC is culturally lost which is impacting productivity, talent
attraction and retention, and employee well-being.
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If ICBC cannot address some of these challenges, the spirited teamwork and willingness to help
each other could be put at risk, let alone the focus on the customer. Executives indicated that the
culture of fear that exists prevents employees from taking risks, challenging the status quo, and
engaging in discovery debate before making decisions. ICBC prides itself on its family -like
workplace, but if turnover continues, the organization may continue to feel “lost.”

Flexible Work Implications
It is essential to understand how current strengths and opportunities could impact the design and
deployment of a flexible working model. ICBC does have a strong foundation of autonomy especially between people at the manager level and their direct reports in the same division - that
will help the organization continue to offer some forms of flexible work.
There are concerns surrounding timeliness of recognition, distrust, the willingness to accept and
act on feedback, and the pace at which the organization operates. All of these challenges will be
pressure tested if ICBC introduces a flexible working model where teams are asked to work
virtually.
The biggest concern is the uncertainty and inconsistency regarding how decisions are made and
communicated, be it between senior leaders and directors/managers or between divisions. If ICBC
cannot provide clarity as to why decisions are being made before execution begins or cannot find
a consistent mechanism to involve the most appropriate stakeholders at the right time, the impact
will only be enhanced in a more remote working model. Concerns of empowerment between the
views and perceptions of executives and directors/managers must be addressed.

Communication & Collaboration
ICBC demonstrates a relatively robust culture of communication and
collaboration at the team level. Employees feel empowered to provide feedback
to help improve customer challenges and readily share best-practices between
their colleagues. The near-unanimous consensus showed that at the team level,
people are happy to work together to solve problems and feel supported. More importantly,
employees understand the inherent benefits of communicating and collaborating effectively (i.e.,
increased innovation, stronger trust-based relationships, faster, more effective decision-making).
Unfortunately, the foundation of communication and collaborating breaks down when actions
involve cross-functional activities or at the senior leader-director-manager level. Many focus group
respondents indicated that best-practice and good intentions do not extend across departments.
Decisions are made in siloes and passed down to employees with little explanation or ideas are
pushed up the chain in hopes of a timely decision. In some instances, employees indicated that
other departments are unwilling to share information or they dismiss the request by saying, “not my
department, not my problem.”
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In extreme cases, if a situation is not escalated to the leader level, it will simply be ignored.
Employees suggested that this is a bi-product of a culture of fear - employees don’t want their
name associated with a mistake - or merely a lack of clarity on who owns the task, how it impacts
the organization and what are the pitfalls of offering to help. Some executives pointed to this
behaviour in the 1-1 interviews.
It is important to note that the frantic pace and aggressive targets will naturally and ultimately limit
an employee’s willingness to collaborate. There is a general belief that collaborating can lead to
increased work (e.g., “Anything you touch will create more work for you, your team or your area.”)
or that slowing down your work to include other people will mean you can’t achieve the intended
targets.

Executive Insights
Although collaboration is deeply embedded in ICBC’s cultural DNA, executives have started to see
cracks in the foundation. The culture of fear and concern over workloads has left employees
unwilling to volunteer for tasks or take ownership. This has resulted in a situation where team
members will gather to discuss but are more concerned with consensus than challenging each
other to truly find the best idea (if they have the time to meet). The likely end result is a culture
where employees are not asked to take accountability, and groupthink drives decisions.
It should be noted that certain areas of the business (i.e., finance, legal, audit) seem to demonstrate
effective collaboration and could potentially be shared as success stories to help employees
understand what effective collaboration looks like and the impact it can make.
Executives also indicated that less tenured employees might not truly understand the big picture,
which makes it challenging to buy into the vision and understand how teams and initiatives fit into
the broader strategy. As ICBC continues to hire new employees, they must understand the
organizational strategy.

Flexible Work Implications
Without trusted and timely communication and collaboration, flexible work cannot be successful
within an organization. The challenges (i.e., poor cross-functional collaboration, fear of mistakes,
unwillingness to take on more work, self-reservation instead of customer focus) that exist at ICBC
will only be heightened if flexible work is introduced at the organizational level.
Potential impacts include reduced productivity, an increase in siloed actions and mentality, an
increased uncertainty surrounding decisions and impact, and even heightened sense of alienation
amongst team members. If ICBC cannot solve address these challenges in a face -to-face culture,
it will be increasingly challenging to operate as a truly flexible organization.
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Leadership
Based on feedback from employees, in general, team members believe their
manager supports and cares about their well-being and tries to empower them
to help the customer. Employees indicated that leaders were open to feedback
and, in many cases, valued input from their direct reports.
Unfortunately, there is also a general belief that critical elements of the culture (i.e., recognition,
decision-making, performance and career development) are inconsistent across the organization.
Many focus group respondents indicated that these activities were dependent on the manager;
some were fantastic; others struggled. While this is not uncommon within organizations,
inconsistency can dramatically impact engagement and productivity. Those with good leaders
prosper and offer discretionary effort, while those with poor leadership may struggle and feel
unsafe.
There is also a sense that there is a disconnect between leaders and the frontline. In some sessions,
focus group participants referred to this as an “us versus them” culture.

“
”

This type of mentality can lead to further distrust of leadership, create increased competition , and
result in decreased loyalty and engagement.
Ultimately, if ICBC cannot standardize leadership behaviours across the organization, it will
continue to be a case of “have and have nots.” ICBC must determine a model that ensures all
leaders understand how decisions should be made, how frequently and in what manner employees
should be recognized, and how to ensure performance development doesn’t remain a check the
box activity with little long term impact.

Executive Insights
The critical finding pulled from the executive interviews was that the organization struggles with
trust. This manifests itself in the perception of “haves and have-nots” sometimes referred to as the
“us-them” culture. Certain areas of the business are perceived to have too much trust, others not
enough. Executives also mentioned that in extreme cases, employees feared managers and their
repercussions, so much so that they would be afraid to share what is happening in their own lives.
Several executives indicated that leadership is still too involved in the details, and cannot delegate
effectively. This adds to the distrust and contributes to employees unwilling to take ownership or
challenge decisions.
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It is also important to note that despite the rollout of the new Value Proposition Framework, the
behaviours are not yet surfacing across the organization.

Flexible Work Implications
When organizations move to a flexible working model, the most significant impact is felt at the
leadership level. Not only are leaders asked to champion and support change, but they are also
asked to continue hitting aggressive targets during the transition. If ICBC wants to introduce a
flexible work model formally, it must first ensure that leaders are in favour of the change, and have
the training and support required to lead a virtual team.
If leaders cannot adequately support their team and continue to achieve performance targets in a
new working model, any of the employee engagement and talent attraction and retention benefits
will be of little value to the strategic vision of the organization.

Development
ICBC has implemented technologies and approaches to help employees learn in
various manners. Although usage may not be at a critical mass, employees
indicated they use technology to engage in informal and social learning. Survey
results showed discussion boards, informal meetings, screen sharing, blogs and wikis are all used
to help team members communicate, collaborate and solve problems. This indicates that ICBC has
the foundation to become a modern learning organization, one where learning is no longer viewed
as an event but rather a sense of continuous self-development and improvement.
Unfortunately, the frenetic pace at which ICBC operates contributes to a culture where learning is
not prioritized. Employees also shared that many managers do not focus on development. If
managers continue to downplay the importance of self-improvement and do not empower
employees to own their own learning, ICBC may struggle to integrate new skills into the workplace
or they encounter employees that struggle to see a future at the organization.
It is also important to note that despite substantial investment in collaborative and learning
technologies, ICBC employees did indicate that problems were surrounding how end users are
supported during the deployment of new technologies. If ICBC cannot help end-users as the
organization becomes more digitally connected, it may impact employee collaboration,
communication and productivity.

Executive Insights
Executives shared the same belief as employees; learning and development is a challenge at ICBC
in addition to the performance development process. The move from a formal, instructor-led model
to online classes has not been well received, and executives indicated that employees feel the
reduction in formal training has impacted development.
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This is compounded by the fact busyness has reduced the focus on personal and professional
development. In fact, one executive shared that ICBC lost an employee to BC Hydro, based on the
lack of development opportunities and unclear career planning.
Mainly, despite investment in scalable, modern learning technologies, executives believe that ICBC
has not improved its current standing. Career development is not viewed as a primary focus
of talent retention but it ought to be.

Flexible Work Implications
A sense of continuous self-improvement is critical to the long-term success of any flexible work
model. ICBC must ensure employees and leaders not only understand the importance of selfpaced learning, it must also help evolve learning from a nice to have to a cornerstone of employee
development.
Thankfully, the investment in collaborative technologies will help support this transformation, but
the technology itself is not the answer. ICBC must promote learning and ensure this heightened
priority can continue if employees start working remotely or more cross-functionally.

Technology & Digital Readiness
ICBC

has

invested

heavily

in

collaborative

technology

(i.e.,

unified

communications, collaborative platforms, virtual recognition, LMS, SharePoint)
and encourage employees to use the technology to augment a culture based on
knowledge sharing, meetings and face-to-face interactions. Highlights include a
near-universal adoption of Skype for instant messaging, video chats and screen sharing, 50%
usage of virtual recognition tools, 60% of respondents integrating document sharing into their daily
routine, and roughly one-third of the respondents indicated they use webcams.
While this investment should be recognized and celebrated, employees did indicate challenges still
remain. For example, multiple focus groups indicated that tools like HUB don’t work effectively,
while others stated that it is a challenge to find the right tool, gaining appropriate access to systems,
and that technology training is delayed (“training is 1-3 months behind”).
It is important to note that while employees did share concerns over the current state of technology
usage and support at ICBC, many acknowledged that the organization must continue to push
towards a digital model and away from a paper-based system.

Executive Insights
The general consensus across the executives was that ICBC had invested significantly in
technology. When used, Skype, SharePoint, and screen sharing have become part of how people
communicate, collaborate and share information. There are challenges with adoption and usage,
but in general, the technology infrastructure is a strength.
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The more considerable challenge is driving awareness, reducing roadblocks and ensuring all
employees are properly trained on how, when and why to use the technology. Without questi on,
executives believe it is not a technology challenge; it’s a mindset challenge. Employees are not
willing to experiment with the technologies and default to face-to-face interactions.

Flexible Work Implications
Technology is the backbone of flexible work. When groups of employees are empowered to work
remotely, they must trust that technology can be used to remain connected to their team and the
many cross-functional workstreams that help ICBC operate. This will require more than just
providing access to the right systems and tools; it will require a shift in mindset from both
employees and leaders. As one focus group participant wisely called out,
”
In most cases, this shift in mindset starts at the leadership level. If managers can role model
effective virtual collaboration and tool usage, employees will follow suit. If managers resist the use
of collaborative technologies and continue to operate in a face-to-face manner, employees will
continue to feel like in-person interaction are the expectation, and flexible work will never be
successful.

Culture - Foundational Summary
At the foundational level, ICBC has introduced many of the elements of a healthy and vibrant
organizational culture, but when employee and leader feedback is analyzed, challenges begin to
surface. In many cases, behaviours directly contrast ICBC’s desired cultural end state.
For example, while many employees are empowered to manage their own work requirements,
several indicated that they are confused by how decisions are made or why they are not involved
in decisions that directly impact the work for which they are responsible. While they are encouraged
to collaborate, there is resistance to get involved for fear of reprisal or unwanted increased
responsibility and defined siloes that prevent the seamless flow of information.
ICBC has made investments in technologies to support timely recognition, but employees indicate
that this varies considerably based on the individual manager. This extends to performance
development. Even in situations where ICBC has invested in the right technologies to promote
informal and social learning and increase cross-functional collaboration, employees struggle to
gain access to the right tools or find timely training opportunities.
Finally, although many employees indicated that their direct leader is supportive and trustworthy,
this does not extend to other departments or senior leadership. Survey results and multiple focus
groups indicated that there is a disconnect between leaders and the people “actually doing the
work.”
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Current State Assessment - Overall

Based on the work done by ICBC to date, while acknowledging the challenges the organization
still faces, TPG has awarded ICBC an overall score of 70%.
The organization has defined a culture of teamwork that positively defines daily interactions
amongst team members in a collaborative manner. Unfortunately, this culture manifests itself
through face-to-face interactions aided by a frenetic and overly busy operating environment, one
that must be overcome to launch a flexible work model successfully.
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5.0

RECOMMENDATIONS

Culture change cannot happen overnight. It will take considerable investment from the organization
and its employees. Inconsistent leadership, collaboration, performance development, recognition,
and workload balance practices all contribute to a culture where ICBC employees feel overworked,
underappreciated and fear to make mistakes based on repercussions.
As a result, TPG recommends ICBC approach cultural change actions by capitalizing on your
strengths and similarly treating this to big projects that have been successfully rolled out in the
past, such as the claims system and the policy administration system. As such, we are suggesting
that steps are taken in a phased manner. ICBC must first address issues in its operating culture,
and once fixed, the organization can look at how to evolve its culture and introduce flexible work.
Based on this approach, TPG has crafted recommendations for three key phases:
1. Culture Evolution Phase 1
2. Culture Evolution Phase 2
3. Flexible Work Adoption
The cultural evolution phases will require ICBC to clearly determine how it plans to address cultural
change, how to prioritize change activities, share results with the employees and design models to
help add consistent practices at the leader and employee level.
After stabilizing the culture, the flexible work phase will require ICBC to look at its cultural strengths
to define a unique flex work model that aligns with both the strategic goals of the organization and
the requirements of employees, leaders and customers. Flex work initiatives that don’t support
these stakeholders will ultimately lag in adoption, or cause negative impacts on the organization.

Cultural Challenges
ICBC bears a face-to-face, relationship culture
Although ICBC uses collaborative technology to facilitate communication (i.e., IM) and knowledge
transfer (i.e., screen sharing), feedback from the employees indicated that face-to-face interactions
are critical to how ICBC operates. While this is not a bad trait, per se, as numerous points of
feedback suggest the organization prospers as a result of its face-to-face, relationship building
habits.
Unfortunately, as ICBC continues to leverage cross-functional teams and explores formal flexible
work initiatives, ICBC must consider the impact of employees not being in the same room or even
the same building.
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It is recommended that ICBC address any real or perceived operating cultural issues with proper
planning, training, and technology before shifting to flexible work. If roles are clearly defined, the
enabling technology is in place, and employees receive support and virtual effectiveness training,
they can be productive and do their job as intended, regardless of location.
It is abundantly evident that ICBC relies heavily on face-to-face relationships to get work
accomplished. Several employees and executives told TPG that relationships are essential for
productivity and career development. People invest significant time and effort to develop
relationships, and several team members were concerned that working from home or more
remotely would impact the strength of existing (and future) working relationships. In addition, there
is a belief that face-to-face interactions are the norm - the rooted expectation of ICBC employees.
If employees believe they need to be on-site to build meaningful relationships, siloes and division
will continue to be the norm. This manifests in groupthink, unwillingness to collaborate and a culture
of “us versus them.” ICBC must work with the employees, leaders and executives to demonstrate
that virtual relationships can be as strong as a face-to-face relationship.
ICBC must ensure employees are equipped with the required skills to form tight bonds based on
trust and productivity, regardless of location, role, team or tenure. The face-to-face interaction in
certain circumstances is vital, but ICBC must strive for a better mix of face-to-face and virtual
environments.

Busyness
ICBC is a results-focused organization. This is very common amongst cost-conscious
organizations. Employees and leadership take pride in accomplishing goals while providing
services to BC citizens. This focus on results helps ICBC deliver on its targets, but a potentially
harmful outcome is perceived and in many cases, the real culture of busyness. Feedback indicated
that employees routinely go above and beyond the call of duty to complete tasks, but they often
feel like they need to “always be on.”
Another critical consideration is that multiple employees indicate that intensive workloads resulted
in a reluctance to collaborate. Employees reported that they’d instead not “raise their hand” or
provide input because they’d risk being assigned more work (personally, or for their team). ICBC
leaders believe collaboration is key to the success of the organization, and if fear of more work
results in a lack of collaboration, productivity and results will be negatively impacted.
Additionally, the workload being placed on managers is impacting their ability to have sufficient
performance and career development conversations. Whether it be in executing the processes
surrounding these areas or impeding the day to day opportunities for coaching and recognition, it
is impacting how employees feel in terms of value and investment in their growth and future at
ICBC.
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ICBC may want to consider helping employees manage their time. This busyness perception was
echoed by both senior leaders and employees alike. Continued behaviour of this magnitude—
whether real or not—could result in heightened stress and anxiety thus potentially impacting not
only organizational goals but customer satisfaction. ICBC must ensure leaders can help employees
sort out a proper work/life balance model without sacrificing results.

Recommendation #1 - Cultural Evolution Phase 1
Based on the feedback from employees, managers, and senior leaders, ICBC is at a cultural
crossroads. If ICBC cannot rally to find a North Star and repair its cultural foundation, the
organization will continue to struggle with decision-making, empowerment, collaboration, talent,
and engagement. This will also impact ICBC’s ability to be seen as an employer of choice, thus
affecting the retention and attraction of good people.
This is not a result of ICBC ignoring challenges or warning signs. The organization has already
invested in people, practices and technology. Unfortunately, change initiatives have either been
unsuccessful or adoption has stagnated resulting in a return to the status quo. A telling quote from
an executive showcases the efforts, pitfalls and roadblocks of change within the organization, and
why it is so important to keep pushing forward.

“

The TPG analysis showed that ICBC rallies to complete “big rock” project. This dedication can be
a building block to inspire people to change across the organization. Positioning culture change as
a big rock will motivate team members to do their best work, display resiliency and do whatever is
needed to reach completion.
As a result, TPG recommends that the first action should be to clearly communicate the results of
this exercise to all employees, engage all levels of the organization to uncover solutions, agree on
priorities, assign ownership and articulate the desired end state for ICBC.
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Phase 1 recommendations include a series of actions to help ICBC:


Based on the results of the Culture & Flexible Work assessment, complete a deep dive of
critical cultural drivers;



Assess adoption of key elements of organizational culture;



Prioritize resulting change initiatives;




Create communication and change plans to share all critical activities with employees,
stakeholders and customers.

Complete a cultur al deep-dive based on the findings of t he assessment
Although feedback was solicited through surveys and focus groups, the information shared is only
the tip of the iceberg. The assessment highlighted critical areas of focus (i.e., trust, decision making, workload, collaboration, leadership), but before trying to solve the problem, ICBC must
ensure the root causes are fully understood. This deep-dive analysis will also help ICBC prioritize
change efforts more effectively, find internal champions and create momentum.
TPG recommends that ICBC work directly with all tiers of the organization to unearth t he root
causes of the critical areas listed above, explore potential solutions, and understand the risks
associated with not changing. Not only will this help ICBC develop solutions at the root cause level,
it will also help ensure team members are engaged in the process, create transparency and improve
trust between senior leadership and “the people doing the work.”

Assess adoption of key elements of ICBC’s culture
At the surface level, ICBC understands the challenges facing the organization. Technology ad option
is low, leadership is inconsistent, performance development is not a priority, decision -making is a
challenge, and trust barriers exist in many areas of the business. What is unknown is the extent of
these challenges and how best to resolve issues at the team member, team and Division levels.
To set a proper baseline, TPG recommends that evaluate the usage of key tools, policies, and
frameworks across the organization. This includes understanding usage of the LMS (i.e., course
completions, impact to performance), evaluation of performance plans (i.e., are they completed,
are they updated, are they actionable), understanding of how critical decisions are made and
evaluated across the organization, and which areas of the business have implemented the ne w
Values Proposition framework.
As is the case with big rock projects, change takes time and momentum will have peaks and valleys.
If ICBC doesn’t have a baseline to measure, it will be challenging to keep employees engaged and
committed to the project.
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Prioritize culture change initiatives
As with any large scale change initiative, prioritization of resources is critical. Findings during the
Analysis phase of the TPG Assessment indicated ICBC employees believe the organization focus
on short-term results over long-term health, avoid accountability, struggle to collaborate crossfunctionally, and tend to give the best assignments to the same 30 or 40 key employees.
Creating a prioritization mapping for the culture change project will not only help ICBC align change
to critical strategic goals, but it will also help ICBC assign ownership to teams, share work more
equally, and help teams to de-prioritize non-critical tasks. It will help them move together towards
the desired end state of a healthier more engaged organization.
The prioritization mapping will also help teams ask for support from other team members and
improve collaboration. All employees will understand the importance of the task and how it aligns
with the higher goal of a stronger culture.

Even if ICBC looks to offer work from home capabilities as a way to minimize the impact of the long
commute, the strong face-to-face culture that exists might result in employees continuing to come
to the office. This would add to employee disengagement and could ultimately impact talent
attraction.

Create a detailed communication and change management plan
Prior to starting any change initiative, TPG recommends that ICBC create a comprehensive
communication and change management plan that documents the strategic intent, support
channels, key actions, project primes and projected timelines.
Assessment activities highlighted that employees believe decisions are often made without
soliciting input and are executed without explanation. Taking the time to document the entire
process and providing support during the long change journey will help build trust in the process
and communicate the commitment to the goals at an executive level.
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Managing change is a challenge for leaders, especially if the organization hasn’t standardized
desired behaviours. Not only must the leaders develop required skills, but they must also continue
to manage targets, support and coach their team to maintain momentum and engagement during
the transformation. They must, in essence, model behaviours that will bring the “Value Proposition
Framework” to life.
TPG also recommends that ICBC provide Change Champions to support leaders during the initial
stages of transformation and to assess the progress of teams in all areas of the business.

Recommendation #2 - Cultural Evolution Phase 2
After analyzing the pillars of change, documenting the plan and prioritizing key change activities,
ICBC must develop the foundational elements that will enable culture change. This will include
resolving challenges with trust, decision-making, leadership, and technology adoption.
As a result, TPG recommends that ICBC:


Introduce a fair-process decision-making model;



Design and deploy a leadership model that aligns to the Value Proposition framework;



Design and deploy a “Collaboration Community”



Re-launch performance development



Introduce formal team norms to support more effective communication & collaboration



Create a “Closer to the Customer” program

Introduce Fair Process decision -making model
The process for which decisions happen at an organization can significantly impact how employees
trust leaders and the organization, as well as the employee’s general willingness to execute on
critical changes. While ICBC employees indicated that some decisions are made collaboratively,
they also noted that decisions only get made today when people are in a room together. ICBC is
also battling a disconnect between in perception. Executives think they have empowered people,
but directors/managers continue to run decisions up the chain for approval.
This practice may mean that key stakeholders or decision-makers are no longer involved, or the
decision process itself becomes delayed. Employees need to be equally productive, connected,
and accessible from any location and regardless of the team or division to which they are assigned.
Certainly not for all situations, but employees and leaders need to feel comfortable asking and
making decisions in a virtual environment, let alone making relevant and timely decisions on their
own or as a sub-team.
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As a result, decision-making recommendations revolve around the importance of establishing a
consistent framework for behaviours, applied across most opportunities requiri ng input,
assessment, decision, and action.
What is Fair Process?
Fair Process is a collaborative decision-making approach first put forward by Dr. Ludo Van der
Heyden of INSEAD. Fair Process aims to improve openness in the way decisions occur,
communicated, and introduced. It is intended to encourage inclusion and add transparency in the
decision-making process by providing context for employees at any level, in any location.
Fair Process follows a 5-step process for making and implementing decisions:
1. Engage – involving the right people to frame the idea;
2. Explore – generating, discussing and debating all options;
3. Explain – making the decision, setting expectations and sharing the outcomes;
4. Execute – implementing the decision, monitoring and communicating progress;
5. Evaluate – reviewing the results, learning, adapting and sharing outcomes.

When Fair Process is used by all teams, departments, and business areas—and it becomes an
approach that occurs regardless of complexity levels—it is much easier to get buy-in. Fair Process
may seem as though it adds additional time or effort to the schedules of already busy employees
and leaders; in reality, it helps reduce the time and workload pressures because it is a proactive
mechanism instead of a reactive one.
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Additionally, when employees or leaders are not given the time to provide feedback or are pressed
into situations where context is missing, mistakes are made. Productivity and engagement end up
suffering.
Given that ICBC employees rely heavily on face-to-face meetings to make decisions, a Fair Process
approach will help to clarify expectations with decision-making, identify accountability and build
collaborative behaviours regardless of project teams, topics, or the physical presence of decision makers.

Design and deploy a leader ship model that aligns to the Value Proposition
framewor k
TPG believes that the Value Proposition framework can become the cornerstone of ICBC’s culture.
The framework provides the organization with a measure of success to guide its future growth and
to maintain its long-term standing as a responsible corporate citizen. Currently, ICBC’s four
characters (collaborative, supportive, straightforward and knowledgeable) have not yet been fully
understood or adopted. Therefore, TPG recommends better marketing, promotion and alignment
of the framework to employee and leadership development programs.
Once the characters are widely disseminated across the organization, TPG recommends that ICBC
designs and deploys a leadership model aligned directly to the four key characters. TPG
recommends ICBC does this by developing leadership competencies to support the characters.
These leadership competencies can provide a scaled list of behavioural expectations for individual
contributors, employees who lead others (e.g., managers) and those who lead the organization (e.g.,
VPs and Executives). These will be critical for the successful adoption of a flexible work model.
Based on the outstanding challenges surrounding culture and leadership, TPG recommends the
following competencies aligned to the four characters in an aim to address the gap:


Decision-making



Trust



Empowerment



Workload balance



Recognition



Coaching



Purpose



Community

The goal of this leadership model should be to bring consistency to leadership at ICBC. This model
will provide a blueprint for how all employees are expected to act, regardless of role, tenure or
division.
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To help leaders, TPG recommends the development of a learning program that not only helps
leaders understand and communicate the desired end state for ICBC, but also how to coach
employees, and where to find help (either from other leaders or change champions) when needed.
Although this learning is ongoing and will need to evolve in parallel to ICBC’s strategic direction ,
TPG recommends that ICBC makes a series of mandatory learning opportunities that must be
completed by all leaders. This will help ensure all leaders across the organization are using the
same vocabulary, coaching approach and messaging.

Design & Deploy a “Collaboration Community”
To help team members understand that collaboration is more than a set of tools (especially knowing
that the tools will change over time), TPG recommends that ICBC create a consistent brand that
defines the behaviours and expectations for collaboration. This community could become an
internal umbrella brand and a one-stop-shop for all things collaboration at ICBC. This would help
employees understand what technologies are available and what the collaboration roadmap looks
like, as well as what collaborative behaviours are encouraged with the organization and what
training is available. It could also be a way to share the success stories of collaboration (i.e., finance,
legal, audit) to help other divisions adopt better collaborative practices.
Once employees recognize the “Collaboration” brand, they can visit a single location to learn more
about collaboration and explore associated technologies. On this new site, they could source
learning content, support or engage with the community, as well as other ICBC employees willing
and able to promote collaboration best practices.
TPG also recommends that ICBC create a standard glossary for all collaborative terms, behaviours
and tools to ensure all employees are speaking the same language and to eliminate confusion.
Moving to a more collaborative culture is a massive shift in mindset, and starting with a common
baseline of terms will be fundamental to successful adoption.
TPG also recommends that ICBC develop a series specifically tailored to support leaders. Effective
collaboration - whether through technology or in face-to-face situations - is championed and role
modelled by leaders. If ICBC wants leaders to demonstrate consistent actions, it must provide not
only the supporting collateral but also a safe space for leaders to ask questions, share lessons
learned and champion successes.

Re-launch Performance Development
To develop and retain talent, TPG recommends that ICBC make performance development a focus
for the organization. Currently, employees have lost faith in the process and managers struggle to
provide appropriate coaching and inspiration.
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TPG recommends that ICBC move past the traditional yearly assessment process and work
collaboratively to set quarterly goals, scheduled coaching and development sessions, and provide
leaders with performance development coaching.
TPG also recommends that career development is linked directly to the ICBC’s values if this has
not been done yet. This subtle but crucial shift will help employees focus development on cultural
values, not quarterly tasks or purely on results.
To help with cross-functional collaboration, TPG suggests that ICBC explore the impact of leverage
shared goals as part of the new performance development model. This will help team members and
managers prioritize actions and ensure the most critical work remains top of mind for all employees.
Finally, much like the Collaboration hub, TPG recommends that if not already done, ICBC creates a
Career Portal that hosts a collection of resources that will drive employee career growth to help
educate ICBC employees on how to take ownership of their own development. Empowering team
members to "own your career" and supporting them as they moved forward in achieving the career
they wanted is central to cultural transformation.
Career planning is a process of assessing, aligning and balancing organizational and individual
needs with capabilities, opportunities and challenges. There are several steps involved in this
process. Some are more difficult than others and each requires commitment. Through effective
planning, ICBC can change how employees view their careers and the opportunities that exist for
them inside of the organization.

Develop Team Nor ms Practices, Tool -kit and Training Collateral
ICBC employees are already highly collaborative. If ICBC decides to introduce a flexible work
model, collaboration must persist even if the frequency of face-to-face interactions decreases. For
flexible work to be successful, employees need to have a clear path for communication in situations
for both when people are and are not physically available.
Team Norms are a standard set of processes and guidelines to help teams increase engagement,
collaboration, and innovation by providing structure for standard behaviours and communication
practices. While structure-based, Team Norms are about developing and supporting the culture of
teams rather than adhering to an imposed organization-wide set of policies. Whether or not defined
in a formal structure, most organizations already have specific rules that guide day-to-day
interactions and collaboration practices. Some are explicit, while many are implicit.
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Team Norms can help strengthen and enhance any team in any location while removing real or
perceived frustrations. If Team Norms are introduced successfully, they will help all employees
understand how to communicate effectively with colleagues, cross-functional teams and other
business units, as well as positively supporting the change. Over time, these norms can help ensure
communication, collaboration and productivity are not impacted if ICBC deploys a formal flexible
work model.
ICBC Team Norms should:


Help teams stay connected with consistent communication practices;



Set expectations for communication, coaching, recognition, and meetings;



Define what flexibility means and establish the right boundaries and;



Identify its work practices and how it will operate.

Based on the feedback from employees, people know which mechanism of communication is most
effective. While that may be okay for a siloed team, it will not support cross -functional work or
virtual teams. Instead of assuming that ‘when I’m not at my desk, my team members know that text
is the best option,’ defining team norms would formalize the preferred communication method for
all employees (not just those on the current team).
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How to define Team Norms

While the specific details of Team Norms are up to each manager and team, it is a useful mechanism
to establish expectations with your team and share expectations with your client or project
groups. Leaders should discuss needs with their teams, but not assume that their expectations
are necessarily what their team would expect. Effective collaboration is a critical enabling behaviour
at ICBC. Thus it is essential to be detailed and to discuss and define the right expectations of
individuals, leaders, and teams.
Ultimately, Team Norms create a communication and collaboration charter that defines the
expectations & behaviours that help a team remain connected at all times. It will also enhance the
ability of ICBC to embrace and live the “Value Proposition Framework” fully. Defining Team Norms
is a collaborative exercise between leaders and their direct reports, and one that should be revisited
when new employees join the team or new projects are launched.

Create a Closer to the Customer Program
During the focus groups, TPG learned that certain employees have “thousands of touchpoints with
customers.” Unfortunately, many of these employees felt they were very disconnected from the
head office. TPG heard from several employees that “there is no reason for us to go to the head
office” and that they felt utterly disconnected from the team in North Vancouver.
If ICBC wants to continue to deliver excellent customer service, the relationship between non -HQ
employees and head office could be improved. To help accomplish this, TPG recommends the
following:
TPG recommends that ICBC create a Closer to the Customer program (“C2C”). C2C allows team
members to experience a ‘day in the life’ of a customer-facing team member to gain greater insight
into the customer experience.
C2C will help ICBC:


Eliminate assumptions and frustrations team members have that other departments make
in their decision making;



Bridge the gap between frontline and the different layers across the organization; and



Provide a great recognition opportunity for employees and the chance for them to expand
their network.
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Bonus: Create a Customer Champion role – create a position or responsibility that connects the
field employees to executive teams at head office. Ideally, this role can present feedback from the
field to the leadership team quarterly. Not only would this help surface valuable customer
information, it would help ensure regular communication and collaboration between field and head
office and also help convince the field that head office understands how useful the customer
information they receive daily truly is for ICBC.

Recommendation #3 - Flexible Work Adoption
ICBC employees are asking for more flexible work options. Feedback indicates they are willing to
go through uncertainty and risks if it helps them get closer to the goal of more workplace flexibility.
As ICBC continues to explore ways to attract and retain talent, flexible work could offer an
employee-focused perk that also benefits the organization both financially and from a productive
perspective.
A stronger, revitalized culture can become the foundation for a new flexible work model. That is
why TPG believes ICBC should address challenges to its existing culture before moving forward
with any formal flex work initiatives. Once the building blocks of a culture that can work cross functionally with empowerment and trust is in place, ICBC will be able to move forward with the
design and deployment of an organization's flexible work model.
Make no mistake. Launching a formal flexible work program is another “big rock.” Before starting
on this journey, ICBC must ensure the employees are not disengaged from change exhaustion and
that leaders are inspired to lead another large scale change initiative. But it is the type of large scale change that ICBC excels at.
In the final phase of this project, TPG recommends that ICBC looks to put structure, metrics and
support channels in place to help the organization:


Assign a full-time team to address the “big rock” of flexible work;



Determine role classification;



Determine flexible work rules and policies;



Pilot desk sharing and then Flexible Work within a team and/or department;



Perform a technology audit to help IT prepare for an influx of remote work changes



Create a communication plan to help employees understand how the deployment of flexible
work will impact the organization, their teams and their own day-to-day;



Create a change management plan;



Develop a hoteling strategy that allows employees to share desk space and resources;



Develop the learning collateral to support employees and leaders; and,



Create an evaluation plan to help ICBC evaluate the success of flexible work initiatives.
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Assign full-time team to address the “big rock” of flexible work
It may be the easiest action within Recommendation #3, and that is to assign a “tiger team” of ICBC
employees who are from various parts of the business who act as the flexible work “big rock” team
of moving the transformation forward.
The team is accountable to the senior leadership team (and potentially directly to Jason McDaniel,
Vice President, Corporate Affairs) such that monthly reporting and check-ins ensure the project is
moving according to plan, and that it has the highest level of sponsorship at the company.

Determine Role Classification
While many employees will want the benefits of a more flexible work model, sp ecific roles across
the organization may not be eligible based on impacts to productivity or the nature of the role itself.
As a result, TPG recommends that the ICBC flexible work project team partners with the HR team
to reclassify all roles within the organization. This reclassification would involve a three-step
approach to clarify:
1. Role definition (Flexible Work types – TPG recommends home, mobile and office)
2. Role eligibility
3. Role requirements

Defining role eligibility for all roles before launching a flexible work program will help ICBC
communicate launch plans, eliminate uncertainty, determine target metrics, identify potential cost
savings and assess the overall business impact of flexible work. It also helps to de fine target
audiences and leaders who should be more heavily involved in change management and planning
processes for flexible work.
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Role eligibility should be based on job responsibilities and must focus on job effectiveness not
employee preferences. Conditions are based on job tasks, the tools required for the job, and the
overall impact on business partners and clients.

Define Flexible Work Rules and Policies
Once role classifications and eligibility have been established, the process to define flexible work
rules and policies becomes more manageable. Identifying these before deploying a flexible work
model will help ICBC manage expectations and support leaders during the transition.
Examples of rules and policies include:


Will all employees have the same equipment if they work from home?



Will dual monitors be paid for at home, if they had that in the office?



If employees don’t have to commute, do their work hours become extended?



Will the new model enable employees to work flexible hours? (i.e. not 8 am-4 pm but
something different?)



Will employees be subsidized for equipment in their home office? Ergonomic chairs, extra
monitors, specialty keyboards and fire extinguishers are all considerations.



Will ICBC subsidize home internet? If so, all of it, half of it, something else?



Will employees be subsidized for parking if their role requires them to be onsite 5-days per
week vs. other functions that aren’t needed?

Flexible work rules are essential to ensure the program is managed consistently and fairly across
departments and user teams. As indicated through the assessment process, individual leaders will
be asked these questions, and if consistent answers are not given, the impact will be significant.
Rules are an essential support tool to ensure that leaders and teams are clear on flexible work
policies.

Pilot Desk Sharing Within a Team
Employees are not that open to the idea of sharing desks. It was found, however, that team sharing
seems to reduce concerns about office cleanliness, needing to lock up materials at the end of each
day, and the general anxiety about not being able to sit as a central team in an office.
For perhaps two specific teams at ICBC, they could pilot desk sharing as an intermediate step that
itself introduces the concept of desk sharing to the organization. Space would need to be allocated
in both locations. The results can be used for future flexible work transformation stages,
showcasing how the organization is already positively (ideally) using a desk sharing model.

Formalize a Flexible Work Pilot
ICBC already enables employees to work remotely in an ad hoc manner under the Alternate Work
Policy. While this is a significant first step to assessing how flexible work could be introduced at
the organization, it does not help operationalize a fully functional flexible work model.
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If ICBC wants to test potential flexible work opportunities and any associated policies, it should
identify an eligible department or team to pilot flexible work. A department-wide pilot will introduce
the real challenges and highlight conversations and learning required to establish a flexible work
model that supports employees and drives productivity. The pilot department should be selected
based on role eligibility and leadership interest, but TPG also recommends that TransLink looks at
challenging roles and resistant departments to help ensure that any policies or technology
requirements extend to all users.
It is safe to assume the pilot group will experience additional growing pains, so having leadership
buy-in and support to commit and test the experience will be critical to the pilot's success.
To conduct a successful pilot, TPG recommends that ICBC:


Identify a department where a large percentage of roles/teams would be eligible for flexible
work;



Communicate flexible work program rules;



Engage leaders in assessing interest and building commitments. (The entire department
needs to participate even if select members are not able or not interested in working from
alternative locations);



Work with teams to assess individual concerns and assess personal preferences;



Provide leaders and employees with relevant training and change management support;



Define a pilot end date and set targets and metrics for success;



Remain intimately connected with participants as they come across challenges and stressful
situations;



Complete an assessment after the pilot to measure the effectiveness, assess any impact on
productivity, and measure targets.

After the pilot, the project team will be able to assess the quality of support material, situations that
occurred that may not be expected, understand any negative impacts of flexible work within a
department, and how it impacts business with other departments or teams.

Perform technology audit to prepare for an influx of r emote wor k changes
During the interviews and focus groups, participants indicated that the current technology
infrastructure is not at a sufficient level for employees to work effectively from home. While ICBC
has or might be thinking about deploying several collaborative technologies, an analysis of success
and uptake is a necessary step.
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Create a communication plan for the launch of Flex Work
Prior to the launch of flexible work, the ICBC communications team should collaborate with HR and
other applicable stakeholders to create a detailed communication plan that highlights why the
organization is moving forward with flexible work, what’s in it for employees, a comprehensive
roadmap for the program, and a detailed training plan (see change management and learning
collateral actions below) for both employees and leaders. Outlining which roles are applicable for
Flexible Work is also critically important. (Individual eligibility will be dependent on a manager,
director or vice president’s performance calibration.)
ICBC should also ensure that feedback loops are created to solicit input from the employees before
launch. Not only will this reduce anxiety, but it will also help ensure that ICBC maintains a strong
understanding of the sentiments of the employees during the transition.
It is essential to call out the existing corporate policy has to change – the existing ICBC alternate
work policy needs to be updated to reflect the shift to flexible work. The culture of the company
needs to understand why it has the current company policy, and then why it’s changing per the
Flexible Work Adoption plan. Given there is an alternate work policy at ICBC today found in its hub ,
it needs to be updated per TPG recommendations found in this report.

Create a change management strategy for the launch of Flex Work
Driving awareness is only part of the challenge the ICBC team will face. ICBC must also define a
plan to introduce, execute and monitor change. The introduction of flexible work is a long journey,
and initial excitement will be tempered when anxiety and resistance increases. ICBC must have a
plan in place to evaluate change, course correct when required, and proactively shar e results with
the organization.
The importance of change management during this process cannot be overstated. Even with clear
policies, proper messaging, stable technology and appropriate learning opportunities, employees
and leaders may still struggle to adapt to ICBC’s new culture and approach to work. A strong
change management plan will be critical to the success of the ICBC deployment of a flexible work
model.
Critical elements will include employee mental health (is engagement impacted), productivity
analysis (is flexible work helping ICBC achieve productivity gains), and cost analysis. If any of these
elements suffer, ICBC must be able to identify challenges quickly and react accordingly.
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Develop a hoteling policy, meeting room guidelines and a reservat ion
system
Survey and focus groups results indicated that employees at ICBC are reluctant to share desks.
ICBC must design a model that aligns to the needs of the employee
but still satisfies the financial and real estate targets of the organization. If this cannot be done,
there is a risk that the adoption of flexible work will suffer.
ICBC must help maintain consistency and comfort for employees. This will require facilities to work
with the various business units to define the requirements (space & technology) to support all the
impacted roles in the organization.
After defining the requirements for mobile workstations, ICBC should deploy a reservation
application to help team members book desk space based on team member proximity, project
assignments and flexible work schedule. Not only will this help minimize confusion and anxiety, it
will also help ICBC continue to monitor space usage over time.
There will be a tendency for some employees to book out any available meeting room either to
secure as their “office” for a period of time, or as a way in which to conduct 1-1 and/or team
meetings. ICBC will want to ensure that particular guidelines for meeting room use are created such
that no intentional or unintentional abuse occurs.

Design & develop learning collateral for “leading a virtual team”
Leading a virtual or mobile team is different from leading in a face-to-face environment. While ICBC
will want leaders to role model flexible work best practices and virtual communication techniques,
the organization must understand that leaders are still responsible for hitting targets and driving
productivity. If not adequately supported, leaders may revert to old habits to ensure productivity
and output are not impacted.
By creating a leader tool-kit, ICBC can help prepare leaders for the change before the deployment
of a flexible work model and hopefully develop internal champions across the organization. Leaders
will not only need to be more intentional with expectation setting conversations, they will also be
the primary support person for their direct reports.

Design & develop learning collateral for employees wor king re motely
When working remotely, much of what an employee does day to day will be the same, however,
how they get their work accomplished will change. For example, employees will need to learn to
be more deliberate with their communication, whether it be to collaborate on projects or build
relationships with other team members.
Developing an employee tool-kit will provide employees with useful tips to enhance their virtual
effectiveness. Information on where to find policies that pertain to working remotely and whom to
contact for assistance on items such as tech support should be included.
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Incorporating tips to support collaboration and communication will also help to ensure that
employees interact regularly and don’t become isolated. Knowing this resource is available will
assist employees in transitioning and provide go-to support systems to answer questions.

Create a quarterly evaluation sur vey
Flexible work is a drastically different way of working from what ICBC is used to. As such, it is
imperative to ask for and receive timely feedback on the implementation of the program. TPG
recommends that a quarterly employee evaluation survey be crafted and distributed such that the
organization is both listening to the feedback and taking action with it.
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6.0

CONCLUSION

To better understand the current state of culture and how to repair critical issues, ICBC partnered
with the TELUS Transformation to assess the organization’s critical drivers of culture and if ICBC’s
culture could support the move to a flexible working model. This assessment included a survey of
eligible employees, a series of focus groups to explore collaboration, decision -making, learning,
leadership and the attitudes of employees regarding flexible work and 1:1 interviews with senior
leaders to understand better how culture can contribute to the strategic goals of the organization.
During the assessment, TTO learned that ICBC is at a cultural crossroads. Despite a high level of
teamwork and a hyper-focus on achieving results and getting big projects across the line, the
organization struggles with critical elements of decision-making, trust, collaboration, recognition
and leadership.
This has resulted in a culture of busyness and fear, one where employees are unsure of when to
collaborate, how decisions are made, and how to take ownership of customer interactions and their
daily tasks.
To help ICBC define a culture that aligns to employee expectations and requirements and improves
leadership practices across the organization (both of which allow the Value Proposition Framework
to come to life), creates a foundation that could allow for the introduction of flexible work, and is
actionable and measurable, TPG created a three-phase plan that includes:
1. Culture Evolution Phase 1
2. Culture Evolution Phase 2
3. Flexible Work Adoption

Benefits
The execution of the TPG three-phase plan will provide a series of benefits at the organization, team
member, leadership, and customer level. This will help ICBC:


Drive strategic goals;



Attract, retain and inspire employees; and,



Improve customer service.
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Organization


Balance short-term results with a long-term focus



Improved talent attraction and retention



More effective & efficient collaboration

Team Member


Better clarity surrounding their role and development opportunities



Increased empowerment in the decision-making process



Engagement: reduced stress, work-life balance, improved morale, increased trust



Productivity: more effective prioritization

Leadership


A clear understanding of how to lead at ICBC



Improved consistency for the application of leadership practices at all levels of the
organization



Increased trust between leadership & direct reports

Customer


Productivity: extended availability of support, business continuity support



Attraction and retention of top talent: experienced support due to lower turnover



Ability to push decisions to the customer level
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7.0

APPENDIX

Survey Results
Category: Organizational Effectiveness To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of
the following statements?

Total: 3150 participants

Our ICBC culture is one of the reasons I enjoy working here.

My peers are receptive to new ideas.

I typically embrace change initiatives at ICBC.

I am empowered to suggest improvements that may help
solve customer/process issues.

My team makes a habit of evaluating the success of change
initiatives.

Senior leaders share the results of our change initiatives
broadly.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Not
applicable

268

898

1411

456

117

9%

29%

45%

14%

4%

99

527

1787

693

44

3%

17%

57%

22%

1%

41

233

1730

1092

54

1%

7%

55%

35%

2%

274

640

1284

884

68

9%

20%

41%

28%

2%

222

825

1427

557

119

7%

26%

45%

18%

4%

242

818

1484

523

83

8%

26%

47%

17%

3%
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When challenges arise, possible solutions are discussed as a
group.

Sometimes processes get in the way of completing tasks or
objectives at ICBC.

I am satisfactorily recognized for my contributions at ICBC.

I am provided autonomy by my manager/supervisor to
complete my work.

I have clarity in my role.

373

728

1415

584

50

12%

23%

45%

19%

2%

87

266

1260

1425

112

3%

8%

40%

45%

4%

400

835

1447

419

49

13%

27%

46%

13%

2%

158

339

1501

1087

65

5%

11%

48%

35%

2%

131

463

1630

889

37

4%

15%

52%

28%

1%

Category: Or ganizational Effectiveness To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of
the following statements?

Total: 3150 participants

ICBC offers a variety of training options to employees (e.g.,
classroom training, e-learning, videos, forums, blogs, chats, etc.)

The availability of different types of training encourages me to
learn more independently.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Not
applicable

235

642

1721

512

40

7%

20%

55%

16%

1%

278

1030

1380

345

117
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I am satisfied with how senior leaders at ICBC communicate
important information to employees.

I am satisfied with how senior leaders at ICBC accept my
feedback.

I am satisfied with the performance development process at
ICBC.

I am comfortable with my capacity to manage my current
workload.

9%

33%

44%

11%

4%

380

864

1498

357

51

12%

27%

48%

11%

2%

397

820

1232

294

407

13%

26%

39%

9%

13%

493

1055

1267

243

92

16%

33%

40%

8%

3%

449

706

1464

504

27

14%

22%

46%

16%

1%

Category: Technology To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the
following statements?

Total: 3150 participants

The online tools made available to me by ICBC enhance my
productivity.

ICBC provides technology to help employees communicate
effectively.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Not
applicable

213

827

1695

321

94

7%

26%

54%

10%

3%

139

449

2031

493

38

4%

14%

64%

16%

1%
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ICBC provides technology to help employees collaborate
effectively.

I am eager to be among the first to try new technologies that
are introduced at ICBC.

I use desktop sharing technology to facilitate virtual meetings.
(e.g. Skype, Zoom and/or WebEx).

I can access key documents and systems from outside the
office. (i.e., at home).

ICBC provides satisfactory training for end users when
launching new technologies.

154

565

1948

417

66

5%

18%

62%

13%

2%

79

439

1517

956

159

3%

14%

48%

30%

5%
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257

1600

921

298

2%

8%

51%

29%

9%

684

493

833

530

610

22%

16%

26%

17%

19%

368

978

1362

183

259

12%

31%

43%

6%

8%

Please select all the tools you believe are currently available to you as an ICBC employee (regardless of whether you
currently use them or not).

Total: 3150 participants

Total

Total

3150

Instant messaging (IM)

2959

94%
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Video sharing (E.g. Skype, Zoom, WebEx, etc.)

2378

75%

Photo sharing

645

20%

Blogging

183

6%

Discussion forums

867

28%

Wikis

259

8%

Document sharing (E.g. SharePoint)

1878

60%

e-learning courses

2741

87%

Recognition tools (e.g., cards, points, rewards)

1568

50%

Webcam

899

29%

None of the above

43

82
1%

Category: Flexible Work Program Readiness To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the
following statements?

Total: 3150 participants

I need to be physically in the office to do my job effectively.

The opportunity to work from home and/or other locations is
important to me.

The benefits of virtual work outweigh the challenges and risks.

My manager/supervisor currently gives me the autonomy to
manage my current workload.

I am trusted to be productive, no matter where I work.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Not
applicable

910

1224

597

382

37

29%

39%

19%

12%

1%

90

212

739

1946

163

3%

7%

23%

62%

5%

63

312

1140

1344

291

2%

10%

36%

43%

9%

149

314

1483

1098

106

5%

10%

47%

35%

3%

129

170

1022

1663

166

4%

5%

32%

53%

5%

Category: Flexible Work Program Readiness To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the
following statements?
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Total: 3150 participants

Currently there are enough rooms at ICBC offices for
scheduled and impromptu meetings.

I would be open to sharing a desk (different user on different
days) with my colleagues.

The noise level on a normal day within my office is acceptable
to complete my work.

My commute time would be a factor in considering a flexible
work program.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Not
applicable

521

900

1230

219

280

17%

29%

39%

7%

9%

653

769

1099

515

114

21%

24%

35%

16%

4%

348

597

1708

470

27

11%

19%

54%

15%

1%
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200

1033

1677

162

2%

6%

33%

53%

5%

Which of the following would you like to see improved in order to support flexible work in your physical office environment?

Total: 3150 participants

Total

Total

3150

Collaboration space (e.g. places to informally gather)

1523

48%

Meeting rooms (e.g. formal meeting spaces)

1207

84
38%

Meeting room technology (e.g. telephones, projectors, etc.)

1000

32%

Meeting room amenities (e.g. white boards, etc.)

737

23%

Open desk space

688

22%

Private desk space

1676

53%

Other - please specify:

446

14%

Focus Group – Raw Results
Working Together
1. How are decisions made at ICBC? In decision making do you feel empowered?
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2. Do you feel recognition is timely, consistent and applied in formal and informal ways? Why or why
not? Are you encouraged to provide feedback?
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88




3. How would you describe the performance development process at ICBC?
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91


4. Do you feel collaborat ion is working well?


92


-
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Technology
1. How do ICBC employees currently collaborate with people across teams? What
technology is used to make it happen?
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2. Do you think you could have effective meetings and conversations in non face -to-face
settings? Why or why not?
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3. What technology is missing should ICBC shift to a flexible work environment? Are there
any standards you’d like to see across the entire organization to ensure a successful
rollout?


96


Flexible wor k
1.

97


98
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3.
What are the key components that will make a flexible work program at ICBC
successful?
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Space
1. How would you feel if you did not have an assigned desk or office in the ICBC office
environment? (i.e. would you be comfortable working in different spots?)
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2.
How would you like to see your physical office environment change or improve to
support flexible work?
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3.
Can you see yourself (and your team) working effectively from home or other mobile
environments (lunch room, coffee shop, other ICBC office)? Why or Why not? What would
you need to be successful?
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Closing Comments
1. Are there any final comments you would like to ensure are captured?
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Executive Interview – Questions
1. Describe the ways in which ICBC currently collaborates? Does it collaborate well? How
would collaboration need to change if people are working from different office/at-home
locations? Are there any current issues with trust, as it relates to teamwork,
cooperation and collaboration across units?
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2. What are your biggest concerns when it comes to flexible work? What concerns do you
have when it comes to other executives, leaders and the general employee population?
3. How do you think leadership behaviours and relationships would need to change to
support a flexible work environment?
4. What technology changes are required at ICBC in order to successfully adopt a flexible
work environment?
5. What operational processes may have to change across ICBC in order to successfully
switch to a flexible work environment?
6. How do you think the ICBC culture would be impacted by moving to a flexible work
environment? Good, neutral or otherwise?
7. How would you like to see your physical office environment change or improve to
support flexible work? Can you see yourself personally working effectively from home
or other mobile locations? What about your team? What would have to change?
8. Why should ICBC adopt a flexible work culture? What are the primary benefits you’d
like to see realized? Do you think the benefits outweigh any potential challenges?
Why/why not.
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2021.1 RR MoveUP.2.2 Reference: "ICBC PREPARES FOR ADVANCED CARE" and
WORKPLACE CULTURE
Reference: page 7A-1 footnote 1:
1 Public reporting includes the Service Plan and the Annual Service Plan Report.
Reference: page 7A-2:
6.
Each year, ICBC’s corporate strategy is reported in the Service Plan
covering a three-year period. The Service Plan is prepared under the direction of
ICBC’s Board of Directors. Corporate performance measures and associated
metrics are identified for each of the four strategic goals, and are set out in this
plan for the years ahead.
Reference: page 7A3-4:
B.2 CORPORATE PERFORMANCE MEASURES IN THE SERVICE PLAN
12.
The corporate performance measures provided in the Service Plan are
aligned to each strategic goal and are discussed below. In particular:


To Make Insurance Affordable - ICBC will measure affordability using a
jurisdictional comparison of year-over-year rate changes; percentage of
claims payments that goes to customers; and average cost for a vehicle
related claims (excluding glass-only claims).



To be Customer Driven - ICBC will measure both customer service
performance and the on-time delivery of defined digital capabilities to
pursue the goal to be Customer Driven. Customer service performance is
based on the percentage of satisfied customers for each major transaction
type: insurance product purchase and renewals, driver licensing, and
claims services.



To be Smart and Efficient - This includes two performance measures for
measuring operational efficiency: one for claims handling operations and
one for other operational efficiency.



To be Future Focused - This includes the Employee Opinion Survey and
the delivery of a Future Mobility strategy. The Employee Opinion Survey
includes strengthens the skills and capabilities of our people to enable
them to be successful including: (1) aligned, (2) enabled, (3) motivated, (4)
accountable and (5) leadership.

C PROPOSED CHANGES TO BCUC PERFORMANCE MEASURES
13. In this Section, ICBC will discuss its plan for future reporting to the BCUC.
ICBC intends to align its current BCUC performance measures with those Service
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Plan measures that support the new corporate strategy and are expected to be in
place over the long-term. ICBC will continue to report on most of the existing suite
of BCUC performance measures and is proposing only limited changes. ICBC
believes that these proposals will continue to provide information to BCUC that
will assist in its regulation of the Basic insurance part of ICBC’s business.

Please file the Service Plan linked to page 7A-1 footnote 1, reproduced above.

Response:
As discussed in the response to information request 2021.1 RR MoveUP.1.1, ICBC provides
hyperlinks to large publicly available documents. A link to ICBC’s 2020/21 – 2022/23 Service
Plan is provided below:

Insurance Corporation of British Columbia: 2020/21 - 2022/23 Service Plan
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2021.1 RR MoveUP.2.3 Reference: Insurance Corporation of British Columbia 2020/21
2022/23 SERVICE PLAN page 15 - 16:

Linking Performance Measures to Objectives:
4.1b ICBC’s workplace practices attract, engage and retain people to deliver
service to our customers
ICBC’s Employee Opinion Survey (EOS) captures employees’ opinions regarding
the tools and processes through which they execute their work, their
understanding of how their efforts align with the corporate strategy, their personal
motivation and their individual accountability for delivering business results and
an assessment of leadership. The EOS is one indicator of ICBC's efforts to attract,
engage, and retain people through its workplace practices, including flexible work
arrangements that can help reduce commutes. The EOS scores have
progressively increased over the years. ICBC will maintain its focus on
continuous improvement of the employee experience, but has adjusted its EOS
targets to reflect that either a score increase or maintenance of existing scores is
a satisfactory outcome.
….
Strategy 3: Be a flexible employer, promoting workplace practices to reduce
commutes ICBC is facing strong competition for talent. As our business shifts,
our workforce will also change and we need to consider strategies to attract,
retain and develop people who will help us move forward. ICBC can encourage
other organizations to improve transportation infrastructure by improving the flow
of people and goods through flexible workplaces to reduce congestion.
Implementing more flexible workplace practices will enable employees to work
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closer to where they live, reduce commute times, and reduce carbon emissions
for the province.
Please file the complete Employee Opinion Survey reports (and any similar surveys or
reviews of employee attitudes) for each year beginning in 2018/19.
Response:
ICBC has provided a summary of the Employee Opinion Survey (EOS) Survey results for
2018/19 and 2019/20 in Figure 1 below. Please see Attachment A – 2018 EOS Corporate
Report and Attachment B – 2019 Pulse Check Report for copies of the complete reports. A
survey was also conducted in January 2021. However, results of the 2021 survey are not
finalized as of the writing of this response.
Figure 1 – Employee Opinion Survey Results 2018/19 and 2019/20
2018/191

2019/202

Aligned

Enabled

Motivated

Accountable

Leadership

Aligned

Enabled

Motivated

Accountable

82

73

72

90

76

81

68

65

87

83

73

70

89

76

82

70

62

87

80

68

71

87

76

77

60

62

86

84

76

77

92

73

80

70

70

90

85

76

73

89

75

82

73

69

86

81

72

75

88

75

79

71

70

86

82

73

71

89

74

82

73

70

89

86

80

75

92

82

84

72

67

89

ICBC
Claims
Customer
and
Material
Damage
Services4
Claims
Injury and
Legal
Services4
Corporate
Affairs3
Finance
Information
Services
Insurance
Public
Affairs &
Driver
Licencing4
1 2018/19

survey period was October 9 - November 16, 2018. Full survey, including Leadership index.
survey period was January 6 -31, 2020. Pulse survey, Leadership index information was not gathered.
3 2019/20 Corporate Affairs scores include employees from Executive Office Admin to be consistent with 2018/19
results.
4 There was a reorganization in 2019 that moved the Driver Licensing department from Claims to Public Affairs and
split Claims into Claims Customer and Material Damage and Claims Injury and Legal Services. 2018/19 results have
been recalculated to align with the 2019/20 organizational structure.
2 2019/20
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INTRODUCTION
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The 2018 survey also aimed to capture opinion about the direction of the
company and its senior leadership team, as well as insight into wellness
programs.

The questionnaire content was mostly kept the same to ensure comparability
of results and identify areas that have significantly changed since the last survey.

This Corporate Report provides a high-level analysis of the survey results. It is
meant to offer recommendations on general organizational direction and
focus for any human resources initiatives.

Reports will also be made available to divisional leaders and managers of
some of the larger departments.

4

APPROACH AND RESPONSE RATE
• Unique, one-time use links were created by Nielsen and emailed to ICBC employees. Survey invites
were sent on Oct 9, 2018 and the survey closed on Nov 16, 2018.
• Please note the internal reorganization of the divisions within ICBC has lead to 2016 results in this
report to be relabelled to correlate with 2018 division labels.
2018
Census
N=

Completes
n=

Completes
%

3,692

2,672

72%

Claims & DL Customer Services & Ops

1,888

1,348

71%

Claims Injury Services

1,107

821

74%

Claims Strategy & Programs

69

62

90%

Claims MD & SIU

628

441

70%

Corporate Affairs*

500

397

79%

Finance

315

263

83%

Information Services

601

451

75%

Insurance**

485

411

85%

Investments

62

54

87%

Public Affairs***

109

97

89%

5,771

4,345

75%

Division
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Claims & DL Operations

TOTAL

*Corporate Affairs previously labelled Human Resources; Executive team did not have enough responses in 2018 to be reported on its own –
the 6 Executive completes have been included in Corporate Affairs.
**Insurance previously labelled Insurance, Strategy, Product & Pricing
***Public Affairs previously labelled Corporate & Stakeholder Governance
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READING THIS REPORT
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SURVEY INDICES AND SCORING

Aligned
Understanding of
where the
organization is
going and how
employees
contribute to its
success

Enabled
Whether
resources
available to
employees
provide the
opportunity to
give their best
effort

Motivated
Whether ICBC’s
efforts and
attributes
encourage
employees in a
meaningful way

Accountable
Whether ICBC’s
standards and
how they impact
the job are clear
to employees

Leadership Manager performance on ICBC leadership competencies

7

READING THIS REPORT
• Within each of these question groupings, two questions were included that can be used to
measure ICBC performance on the different parts of the strategic objective. The two questions
selected for each index represented behaviours/attitudes that ICBC likely cannot directly influence,
but that people can reliably answer.

Copyright © 2017 The Nielsen Company (US), LLC. Confidential and proprietary. Do not distribute.

Aligned

Q1. I have a clear
understanding of
what is expected of
me in my work.
Q5. I understand
how to apply the
corporate values in
doing my work.

Enabled

Q17. I have the
tools and resources
to do my work.
Q18. I have the
appropriate amount
of decision-making
authority to do my
work.

Motivated

Q36. I get a sense
of personal
accomplishment and
fulfillment from my
work.
Q43. I feel a sense
of belonging to
ICBC.

Accountable

Q49. I work at
improving the value
and services I deliver
to my customers.
Q50. I make
changes to my
performance based
on feedback I
receive.

• The average (mean) score on these two questions for each employee was taken and scaled up to
100 to create a score for each.The legend below provides some guidance on how these scores
can be interpreted:

80-100=Extremely positive
60-79=Moderately positive
40-59=Moderately negative
0-39=Extremely negative
8

READING THIS REPORT
• Leadership is based on ICBC’s 9 leadership competencies:
Competency
Leading Change
Accountability for
Performance
Communication
Copyright © 2017 The Nielsen Company (US), LLC. Confidential and proprietary. Do not distribute.

Active Listening
Trust Building
Negotiation
Fostering Teamwork
Developing and Motivating
Others
Innovation

Question
Q7. My manager helps me understand business changes that affect my
work.
Q10. My manager helps me understand how my work contributes to the
four corporate strategic objectives.
Q22. My manager communicates in a way that helps me do my work.
Q25. My manager gives me the time and attention I need to successfully
do my work.
Q28. My manager involves me in decisions that impact my work and the
work of my department.
Q29. My manager uses collaboration to build consensus and cooperation
within the team.
Q30. My manager uses the collective strengths within our team to fulfill the
responsibilities of our jobs.
Q34. My manager coaches me to perform at my best.
Q56. My manager encourages me to share contrary or conflicting points of
view.

Questions corresponding to each of these competencies were included in the survey
and they are combined to create a score out of 100 (which can be read the same way as
the previous 4 indices).

9

Understanding Linear Regression

Understanding Focus Maps

Linear regression helps identify the key drivers
of developing aligned, enabled, motivated, and
accountable employees. This is a predictive
statistical model that shows what kind of
change you will see in an index score
(dependent variable), when the top 2 box score
of the statements surveyed (independent
variables) change.

The derived importance numbers from the key
drivers analysis can be combined with
performance on individual questions to create a
focus map. Derived importance is plotted on the
x-axis of the chart, while the average (mean)
response to each question is plotted on the yaxis.

The analysis determines the strength and
direction of a relationship.

Focus Map: Aligned

Derived Importance
Statement 1

25%

Statement 2

25%

Statement 3

25%

Statement 4

25%

Statement 5

25%

Statement 6

25%

Statement 7

25%

*Example only

The resultant focus map shows which
questions should be prioritized (those with high
importance and low performance).
Q13. I understand the Intent
of ICBC's Code of Ethics.

Reinforce

Maintain

Variance
Explained:
75%

Survey Performance

Copyright © 2017 The Nielsen Company (US), LLC. Confidential and proprietary. Do not distribute.

READING THIS REPORT

Q6. I know how my work directly
contributes to the overall success of
my department.
Q7. My manager helps me
understand business changes that
affect my work.
Q10. My manager helps me
understand how my work
contributes to the four corporate
strategic objectives.

Q8. I understand how my work
helps my division achieve its
priorities.

Q3. I understand the policies and
procedures that affect my work.

Q9. I understand ICBC's
corporate strategy.

Be aware

Q4. I know where to get business
information that will help me do
my work.

Q12. I have enough information to
know how my division's priorities
and the four corporate strategic
objectives will be measured.

Focus

Q2. I understand how my performance
plan keeps me focused on what is
important to the company.

Importance

*Example only
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE OBJECTIVES
INDEX SCORES OVERVIEW
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ALL INDEX SCORES HAVE IMPROVED FROM
2016
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Employee Experience Objectives Index Scores

81 77
81 82
76 78

73

70 73
63 63 66

70

60 59

64 67

72

86 87 82 87 86 90

73

Aligned

Enabled
Target

Motivated
2014

2015

2016

Accountable
2017

76

70

67

-

Leadership

2018

12

IN ALMOST ALL CASES, INDEX SCORES HAVE
IMPROVED ACROSS ALL DIVISIONS
• Only Investments division has seen a slight decrease in the Leadership index.

Employee Experience Objectives Index Scores
2016 vs. 2018 Comparison
Aligned

Copyright © 2017 The Nielsen Company (US), LLC. Confidential and proprietary. Do not distribute.

Division

Enabled

Motivated

Accountable

Leadership

16

18

Δ

16

18

Δ

16

18

Δ

16

18

Δ

16

18

Δ

78

82

+4

66

73

+7

64

72

+8

87

90

+3

70

76

+6

77

83

+5

63

72

+9

62

72

+10

87

89

+2

70

76

+6

-

80

-

-

73

-

-

72

-

-

91

-

-

73

-

Finance

78

83

+5

71

74

+3

68

72

+4

86

90

+4

72

75

+3

Information
Services

76

81

+5

69

73

+4

67

75

+8

87

89

+2

71

75

+4

Insurance**

78

82

+4

71

73

+2

69

71

+2

89

90

+1

70

74

+4

Investments

84

88

+4

81

82

+1

73

79

+6

88

89

+1

81

80

-1

Public Affairs***

79

85

+6

69

79

+10

66

76

+10

88

91

+3

70

82

+12

ALL ICBC
EMPLOYEES
Claims & DL
Operations
Corporate Affairs*

*Corporate Affairs previously labelled Human Resources; Executive team did not have enough responses in 2018 to be reported on its own –
the 6 Executive completes have been included in Corporate Affairs.
**Insurance previously labelled Insurance, Strategy, Product & Pricing
***Public Affairs previously labelled Corporate & Stakeholder Governance
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ALIGNED
ICBC’s performance on the Aligned index remains strong in 2018, at 82 out of 100. The Aligned index
score remains in the extremely positive performance category for the second year in a row.

Strengths

Copyright © 2017 The Nielsen Company (US), LLC. Confidential and proprietary. Do not distribute.

ICBC employees continue to have a strong agreement
with the following Aligned statements and all three
have increased in the past year:

I understand the
intent of ICBC’s
Code of Ethics

I know how my work
I have a clear
directly contributes to understanding of
the overall success of what is expected
my department
of me in my work

Priorities

Key Drivers analysis was repeated in 2018 to identify
the top priorities for the index. While no statements fall
into the focus quadrant for the Aligned index in 2018,
an area for consideration is:

I understand how my performance
plan keeps me focused on what is
important to the company.

Weaknesses

Although the following statements have more
agreement in 2018 than 2016, they continue to be the
weakest Aligned attributes:

I understand how my
performance plan keeps me
focused on what is important
to the company

I have enough information to
know how my division’s
priorities and the four
corporate strategic objectives
will be measured

Recommendations

Based on the results of the survey, and the identified
priorities, Nielsen recommends the following actions to
better Align ICBC’s employees:
1. Keep ICBC messaging simple, but deep in meaning.
Strategy-specific messages linked to vision become
tools to help employees connect their day-to-day efforts
with the aspiration of the company.
2. Equip leaders with brief, but frequent communication
tools. Clear messaging promotes transparency and can
create opportunity for idea generation and discussion.
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ENABLED
ICBC’s performance on the Enabled index continues to improve in 2018, at 73 out of 100. The
Enabled index score remains in the moderately positive performance category.

Strengths
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ICBC employees continue to have a strong agreement
with the following Enabled statements and all three
have increased in the past year:

I know who to ask
when I need help
to do my work

I am encouraged by
my manager to use
my own judgment in
completing my work

My manager gives
me the time and
attention I need to
successfully do
my work

Priorities

Key Drivers analysis was repeated in 2018 to identify
the top priorities for the index. The top priorities for
Enabled in 2018 are:

The processes in place for
my role help me to do my
work.

I receive the job specific
training I need to do my work
to the level expected of me.

Weaknesses

Although the following statements have more
agreement in 2018 than 2016, they continue to be the
weakest Enabled attributes:

I have the tools
and resources to
do my work

The processes in
place for my role
help me to do my
work

I receive the job
specific training I
need to do my
work to the level
expected of me

Recommendations

Based on the results of the survey, and the identified
priorities, Nielsen recommends the following actions to
better Enable ICBC’s employees:
1. Maintain use of continuous improvement efforts. The
commitment to improving ICBC business outcomes, as
well as improve value and service for customers
remains a critical outcome for the organization.
2. Focus development programs on a specific long-term
goal. Include both functional and leadership skills within
any program to broaden its applicability to multiple roles.

15

MOTIVATED
ICBC’s performance on the Motivated index continues to improve in 2018, at 72 out of 100. The
Motivated index score remains in the moderately positive performance category.

Strengths
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ICBC employees continue to have a strong agreement
with the following Motivated statements and all three
have increased in the past year:

I consistently
My manager works
deliver what is
to ensure our team is
expected of me in
supportive of each
my work.
other in doing our
work.

I get a sense of
personal
accomplishment
and fulfillment
from my work.

Priorities

Key Drivers analysis was repeated in 2018 to identify
the top priorities for the index. While no statements fall
into the focus quadrant for the Motivated index in
2018, areas for consideration are:

I have opportunities to
develop my skills
while doing my work.

My performance and
contributions are
recognized when I do
a good job

Weaknesses

Although the following statements have more
agreement in 2018 than 2016, they continue to be the
weakest Motivated attributes:

I have
opportunities to
develop my skills
while doing my
work

I feel a sense of
belonging to ICBC

I have the
opportunity to
move to other
jobs within ICBC

Recommendations

Based on the results of the survey, and the identified
priorities, Nielsen recommends the following actions to
better Motivate ICBC’s employees:
1. Develop career coaching skills of leaders. Use the
structure of performance check-in discussions to
increase conversation on career and skill development,
as well as workload and task prioritizing.
2. Provide timely, informal recognition feedback. Identify a
person’s or team’s behavior, effort or result that aligns
goals and values, and is beyond normal expectations.
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ACCOUNTABLE
ICBC’s performance on the Accountable index remains strong in 2018, at 90 out of 100. The
Accountable index score remains in the extremely positive performance category.

Strengths
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ICBC employees continue to have a strong agreement
with the following Accountable statements and both
have increased in the past year:

I hold myself accountable for
my performance and
behaviours

I take ownership for the
outcomes of decisions I have
made in my work

Priorities

Key Drivers analysis was repeated in 2018 to identify
the top priorities for the index. While no statements fall
into the focus quadrant for the Accountable index in
2018, areas for consideration are:

I know how my
performance affects
my contributions to my
customers and ICBC.

I take advantage of
opportunities to improve
my work-related
knowledge and skills.

Weaknesses

Although the following statements have more
agreement in 2018 than 2016, they continue to be the
weakest Accountable attributes:

I seek information about
I know the
My manager
consequences of encourages me to company priorities &
not meeting my share contrary or plans to improve my
understanding of
performance plan. conflicting points
ICBC’s
business.
of view.

Recommendations

Based on the results of the survey, and the identified
priorities, Nielsen recommends the following actions to
build Accountability in ICBC’s employees :
1. Increase employee capability to self-assess. Encourage
employees to honestly assess job responsibilities and
determine where they may have skill shortfalls or skills
not being fully utilized.
2. Ignite managers’ passion to coach their employees.
Support and incentivize managers to coach and mentor
employees.
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LEADERSHIP
ICBC’s performance on the Leadership index continues to improve in 2018, at 76 out of 100. The
Leadership index score remains in the moderately positive performance category.

Strengths
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ICBC employees continue to have a strong agreement
with the following Leadership statements and both
have increased in the past year:

My manager helps me
understand business
changes that affect my work

My manager gives me the
time and attention I need to
successfully do my work

Relationship between Indices

The results of the correlation analysis show strong
relationships between Leadership and three of the
other indices: Enabled, Motivated, and Aligned. There
is a weaker relationship with Accountable which is not
surprising given that Accountable index is based on
self-assessment.
Enabled
+0.64

Motivated
+0.62

Aligned
+0.58

Accountable

+0.40

Weaknesses

Although the following statements have more
agreement in 2018 than 2016, they continue to be the
weakest Leadership attributes:

My manager involves My manager
me in decisions that coaches me to
impact my work and perform at my
the work of my
best.
department.

My manager helps
me understand how
my work contributes
to the four corporate
strategic objectives.

Recommendations

Based on the results of the survey, Nielsen
recommends the following actions to improve leader
performance on ICBC’s key competencies:
1. Develop manager coaching skills. Build awareness of
personal coaching styles, and how to leverage that to
engage employees in discussions about performance
improvement and motivation.
2. Develop decision-making process effectiveness.
Increase quality and commitment to team decisions with
an efficient decision-making process.
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EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE
OBJECTIVES
RESULTS BY OBJECTIVE
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ALIGNED
At its core, the Aligned index is about understanding ICBC and how individual employees contribute
toward the organization’s success. The Aligned section of the survey contains 13 statements. Some of
these questions are about understanding organization-wide documents, namely the Code of Ethics and
the corporate strategy. The other questions are about the employee’s job specifically, how it
contributes to ICBC’s objectives, and how it fits into the various organizational units.
The Aligned index measures understanding of job expectations and how corporate values can be
implemented at the employee level.

20
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ALIGNED INDEX SUMMARY
•

ICBC’s performance on the Aligned index remains strong in 2018, at 82 out of 100 – meaning it
remains the second highest index score and has had a 4 point improvement from 2016. The
Aligned index score remains in the extremely positive performance category for the second
year in a row. This is a strong score, indicating general understanding of employee positions and
roles within departments, divisions, and the organization as a whole.

•

The Aligned index is the strongest among the Investments division at 88 (a 4 point increase from
2016). Public Affairs and Finance follow closely behind with scores of 85 and 83, respectively. The
most improvement in the Index score has been seen among Claims & DL Operations (specifically
in Claims MD &SIU), Finance, Information Services, and Public Affairs.

• The Corporate Code of Ethics (Q13) is very well understood among employees, with 87% of
employees strongly agreeing (6 or 7 on the 7 point scale) they understand the intent of ICBC’s
Code of Ethics. Only 2% strongly disagree with this statement.
• Less than half (46%) of employees agree that they have enough information to know how their
division’s priorities and the four corporate strategic objectives will be measured (Q12). This is an
area of opportunity to help align the corporate goals with those of the employees.
•

All of the Aligned index statement results have improved from 2016.

• 9 out of 11 Aligned statements have a significant relationship with the index, those with the
strongest relationship are: I understand the policies and procedures that affect my work (Q3) and I
know how my work directly contributes to the overall success of my department (Q6).
•

No statements fall into the key area of focus for the Aligned index in 2018.
21

ICBC EMPLOYEES HAVE A STRONG
UNDERSTANDING OF THE CODE OF ETHICS
Aligned Statement Results
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6%

87%

Q13. I understand the intent of ICBC’s Code of Ethics
Q6. I know how my work directly contributes to the overall success
of my department.
Q1. I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my
work
Q8. I understand how my work helps my division achieve its
priorities
Q5. I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my
work

71%

15%

7%3%

Q3. I understand the policies and procedures that affect my work

70%

17%

6%3%

9% 4% 3%

81%

13% 4% 3%

77%

13% 5% 4%

74%

Q7. My manager helps me understand business changes that
affect my work
Q4. I know where to get business information that will help me do
my work

60%

20%

10% 5%5%

Q9. I understand ICBC’s corporate strategy

60%

20%

9% 5% 6%

Q10. My manager helps me understand how my work contributes
to the four corporate strategic objectives
Q11. I know how my team’s contributions are aligned with the four
corporate strategic objectives
Q2. I understand how my performance plan keeps me focused on
what is important to the company
Q12. I have enough information to know how my division’s
priorities and the four corporate strategic objectives will be…

Strongly agree (7-6)
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345

5

14%

68%

56%

19%

10% 6% 8%

54%

20%

10% 6% 7%

53%
46%
4

3

6% 4% 6%

20%
23%

11% 6% 10%
13%

8%

9%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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ALL METRICS RELATED TO THE ALIGNED
INDEX SCORE HAVE IMPROVED FROM 2016
Aligned Statement Results – Compared to 2016
87%
86%
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Q13. I understand the intent of ICBC’s Code of Ethics
Q6. I know how my work directly contributes to the overall
success of my department.
Q1. I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in
my work
Q8. I understand how my work helps my division achieve its
priorities
Q5. I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing
my work
Q3. I understand the policies and procedures that affect my
work
Q7. My manager helps me understand business changes that
affect my work
Q4. I know where to get business information that will help me
do my work

81%
75%
70%
65%
62%
63%
61%
52%

Q10. My manager helps me understand how my work
contributes to the four corporate strategic objectives
Q11. I know how my team’s contributions are aligned with the
four corporate strategic objectives
Q2. I understand how my performance plan keeps me focused
on what is important to the company
Q12. I have enough information to know how my division’s
priorities and the four corporate strategic objectives will be…

Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

74%

71%
70%

68%

60%

60%
55%

Q9. I understand ICBC’s corporate strategy

2018

77%

56%
50%
54%
49%
46%

53%

46%
40%

2016
23

THE ALIGNED INDEX SCORE IS ABOVE THE
TARGET
• The Aligned index score remains in the extremely positive performance category for the second year in
a row. This indicates good awareness of role expectations in terms of performance outcomes as well as
behaviour aligned with the ICBC core values.

Aligned Index Score
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81

77

Target

2014

81

78

76

2015

2016

Q1. I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work.
Q5. I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2017, n=1,071; 2016, n=3,759; 2015, n=1,153; 2014, n=3,453

2017

82

2018

24

THE ALIGNED INDEX SCORE HAS IMPROVED
AMONG ALL DIVISIONS
• The Aligned index score has improved most notably among Claims & DL Operations (specifically in
Claims MD &SIU), Finance, and Public Affairs.
Difference
(2018-2016)

Aligned Index Scores By Division
Claims & DL Operations

77

Claims & DL Customer Services & Ops

78
80
77
80

Claims Injury Services
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83

Claims Strategy & Programs
Claims MD & SIU

72

Corporate Affairs*
Finance
Information Services
Insurance**

+11

80

-

83
78
81
76
82
78

+5

79

2018

+6
+3

83

Investments
Public Affairs***

84

+6

88
84
85

+5
+4
+4
+6

2016

Q1. I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work.
Q5. I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759
*Corporate Affairs previously labelled Human Resources; **Insurance previously labelled Insurance, Strategy, Product & Pricing; ***Public Affairs previously labelled Corporate & Stakeholder Governance
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THE ALIGNED INDEX SCORE HAS INCREASED
BY TENURE, UNIT AND TYPE OF POSITION
• The Aligned index score has improved most notably among Temporary Full-time and Bargaining Unit
employees.
Difference
(2018-2016)

Aligned Index Scores By Personnel Sub Area
83
80
82
78
83
78
82
77

Less than 2 years
2-9 years
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10-19 years
20 years or more

Bargaining Unit

78
76

Temporary Full-time

Q1. I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work.
Q5. I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

+5

+6

82

+2

+4

81

80

2018

+5

85
83

Manager with Staff

Regular Part-time

+4

82

76

Regular Full-time

+3

87

+5
+7

2016

26

THE ALIGNED INDEX SCORE HAS IMPROVED
AMONG ALL ROLES
• The Aligned index score has improved most notably among other admin/clerical support.

Difference
(2018-2016)

Aligned Index Scores By Role
Call centre

77
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Specialists/technical

77

Other admin/clerical support

82
82

77

+5
85

77

Other services/ops

+5

+8

81

+4
88
86

Frontline Leadership
Operations Leadership

84

+2

88

+4
95
93

Senior/Executive Leadership
2018
Q1. I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work.
Q5. I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

+2

2016
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THE ALIGNED INDEX SCORE HAS IMPROVED IN
ALL LOCATIONS, EXCEPT NORTH CENTRAL
• The Aligned index score has improved most notably in Greater Vancouver.

Difference
(2018-2016)

Aligned Index Scores By Location
83

Fraser Valley

82

Greater Vancouver
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+4

79

+6

76
82

Head Office

+4

78
85

North Central

86
82

Southern Interior

80

-1
+2

82

Vancouver Island

81

2018
Q1. I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work.
Q5. I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

+1

2016
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THE ALIGNED INDEX SCORE HAS IMPROVED
AMONG ALL AGES AND GENDERS
• The Aligned index score has improved most notably among those aged 60+.

Difference
(2018-2016)

Aligned Index Scores By Demographics
Male

72

Female
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83

74

<35

75

35-49

73

50-59

72

60+

74

2018
Q1. I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work.
Q5. I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

+11

84

82

+10

+7

83

+10

83

+11
86

+12

2016

29

9 OUT OF 11 ALIGNED STATEMENTS HAVE A
SIGNIFICANT RELATIONSHIP WITH THE INDEX
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Key Drivers of Aligned

Q3. I understand the policies and procedures that affect my work.

27%

Q6. I know how my work directly contributes to the overall
success of my department.

20%

Q2. I understand how my performance plan keeps me focused on
what is important to the company.

9%

Q4. I know where to get business information that will help me do
my work.

9%

Q13. I understand the intent of ICBC’s Code of Ethics.

8%

Q9. I understand ICBC’s corporate strategy.

8%

Q7. My manager helps me understand business changes that
affect my work.

8%

Q8. I understand how my work helps my division achieve its
priorities.

7%

Q11. I know how my team’s contributions are aligned with the four
corporate strategic objectives.

4%

Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345

Variance
Explained:
74%

30

NO STATEMENTS FALL INTO THE KEY AREA OF
FOCUS FOR THE ALIGNED INDEX IN 2018
Focus Map: Aligned
Maintain

Reinforce

Q6. I know how my work directly contributes to
the overall success of my department.

Survey Performance
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Q3. I understand the policies and procedures that
affect my work.

Q13

Q2. I understand how my performance plan keeps
me focused on what is important to the company.
Q6

Q8

Q4. I know where to get business information that
will help me do my work.
Q13. I understand the intent of ICBC’s Code of
Ethics.

Q3

Q7

Q9. I understand ICBC’s corporate strategy.

Q9

Q4

Q7. My manager helps me understand business
changes that affect my work.

Q11
Q2

Be aware

Focus

Importance
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345

Q8. I understand how my work helps my division
achieve its priorities.
Q11. I know how my team’s contributions are
aligned with the four corporate strategic
objectives.
31

THERE IS A STEADY INCREASE IN BOTH
METRICS USED IN THE ALIGNED INDEX SCORE
• From 2017 to 2018 the Aligned statement “I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me
in my work” increased more notably, whereas from 2016 to 2017 the improvement in “I understand
how to apply the corporate values in doing my work” was more noteworthy.

Aligned Index Question Distribution
Q1. I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work
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2018

77%

2017
2016

13%

72%

4% 3%3%

13%

70%

3% 4%

7%

14%

7%

4% 5%

Q5. I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work
2018
2017
2016

71%

15%

70%

15%

62%
Strongly agree (7-6)

Q1. I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work.
Q5. I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2017, n=1,071; 2016, n=3,759

7%

16%
5

4

3

8%
11%

3% 3%
3% 4%
5% 4%

Strongly disagree (2-1)

32

EMPLOYEES UNDERSTANDING EXPECTATIONS
INCREASED ACROSS ALL DIVISIONS
• Agreement with the Aligned statement “I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my
work” remains highest among Investments. Agreement is also notably high among Claims & DL
Operations and Finance.
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I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work
Aligned Index Question Distribution
2018

Claims & DL Operations
Corporate Affairs*
Finance
Information Services
Insurance**
Investments
Public Affairs***

77%
74%
77%
74%
75%
92%
75%

2016

Claims & DL Operations
Corporate Affairs*
Finance
Information Services
Insurance**
Investments
Public Affairs***

13%

70%

5

4

3

7% 4% 5%

6% 4% 5%
7% 4% 5%
6% 4% 5%
10%
10%
18%
5% 3%3%

17%
18%
14%

68%
66%
71%
80%
71%
Strongly agree (7-6)

13%
4%
13%
5% 4% 5%
13%
5%
15%
5% 4%
13%
5% 4%
4%
11%
6% 5%

Strongly disagree (2-1)

Q1. I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

*Corporate Affairs previously labelled Human Resources; **Insurance previously labelled Insurance, Strategy, Product & Pricing; ***Public Affairs previously labelled Corporate & Stakeholder Governance
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UNDERSTANDING CORPORATE VALUES
INCREASED ACROSS ALL DIVISIONS
• Agreement with the Aligned statement “I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my
work” has increased most notably among Investments and Public Affairs.
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I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work
Aligned Index Question Distribution
2018

Claims & DL Operations
Corporate Affairs*
Finance
Information Services
Insurance**
Investments
Public Affairs***

71%
69%
74%
71%
72%

Claims & DL Operations
Corporate Affairs*
Finance
Information Services
Insurance**
Investments
Public Affairs***

69%

15%
15%
14%
15%
14%

89%
83%

2016

16%
17%
18%
12%
20%
16%

63%
61%
66%
65%
63%
Strongly agree (7-6)

5

4

3

7% 3%3%
6% 4% 5%
7% 3%
8% 3%3%
6% 4%3%
2%3% 6%
6% 5% 3%3%
7% 4% 4%

10% 4% 5%
4% 4%
12%
4% 6%
12%
15%
6% 5%
10%

Strongly disagree (2-1)

Q5. I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

*Corporate Affairs previously labelled Human Resources; **Insurance previously labelled Insurance, Strategy, Product & Pricing; ***Public Affairs previously labelled Corporate & Stakeholder Governance
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EMPLOYEES UNDERSTANDING EXPECTATIONS
INCREASED ACROSS ALL YEARS OF TENURE
• Agreement with the Aligned statement “I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my
work” has higher agreement across all years of experience compared to 2016.

I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work
Aligned Index Question Distribution by Tenure
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2018

Less than 2 years

77%

2-9 years

77%

13%

4% 3%3%

10-19 years

78%

12%

4% 3%3%

20 years or more

14%

76%

3%3%

12%

6% 3%3%

14%

5% 3%3%

2016
Less than 2 years

75%

2-9 years

72%

10-19 years

71%

20 years or more

15%
13%

69%
Strongly agree (7-6)

Q1. I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

5

14%
4

3

6% 4% 4%
7% 4% 5%
8%

4% 6%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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UNDERSTANDING CORPORATE VALUES
INCREASED ACROSS ALL YEARS OF TENURE
• Agreement with the Aligned statement “I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my
work” has higher agreement across all years of experience compared to 2016.

I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work
Aligned Index Question Distribution by Tenure
2018

Less than 2 years

71%
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2-9 years

15%

69%

10-19 years

17%

74%

20 years or more

7% 4%
7% 3%

13%

71%

7% 3%

14%

7%

4%

2016
Less than 2 years
2-9 years

66%
61%

10-19 years
20 years or more

17%
16%

65%

Strongly agree (7-6)

Q5. I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

15%
5

13%

16%

62%
4

3

5%

10%

9%
11%

5% 5%
3% 6%
6%

7%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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EMPLOYEES UNDERSTANDING EXPECTATIONS
INCREASED ACROSS ALL BUSINESS UNITS
• In both 2016 and 2018, a higher percentage of Managers with staff agree with the Aligned statement “I
have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work.”

I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work
Aligned Index Question Distribution by Personnel Sub Area
2018
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Bargaining Unit
Manager with Staff

5% 3%3%

14%

75%
82%

10%

3%3%

7%

4% 5%

2016
Bargaining Unit

14%

69%

Manager with Staff

14%

75%
Strongly agree (7-6)

Q1. I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

5

4

3

5% 3%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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UNDERSTANDING CORPORATE VALUES
INCREASED ACROSS ALL BUSINESS UNITS
• In both 2016 and 2018, a higher percentage of Managers with staff agree with the Aligned statement “I
understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work.”

I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work
Aligned Index Question Distribution by Personnel Sub Area
2018
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Bargaining Unit

16%

69%

Manager with Staff

10%

81%

4% 3%

8%

4% 3%

2016
Bargaining Unit

17%

59%

Manager with Staff

13%

77%
Strongly agree (7-6)

Q5. I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

5

4

13%

3

5%

7%

5% 3%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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EMPLOYEES UNDERSTANDING EXPECTATIONS
INCREASED ACROSS ALL TYPES OF POSITIONS
• Temporary Full-time employees continue to be more likely to agree with the Aligned statement “I have a
clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work.”

I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work
Aligned Index Question Distribution Type of Position
2018
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Regular Full-time

76%

Regular Part-time

79%

Temporary Full-time

13%

4% 3%3%

10%

5% 3%3%

84%

10%

4%2%

2016
Regular Full-time

70%

14%

7% 4% 5%

Regular Part-time

70%

14%

8%

Temporary Full-time

72%
Strongly agree (7-6)

Q1. I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

5

4

17%
3

4% 4%
5% 3%3%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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UNDERSTANDING CORPORATE VALUES
INCREASED ACROSS ALL TYPES OF POSITIONS
• Temporary Full-time employees continue to be more likely to agree with the Aligned statement “I
understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work.”

I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work
Aligned Index Question Distribution by Type of Position
2018
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Regular Full-time

71%

Regular Part-time

15%

69%

Temporary Full-time

7% 3%3%

15%

7% 2% 6%

82%

10%

4%2%

2016
Regular Full-time
Regular Part-time

63%

16%

54%

Temporary Full-time

20%
65%

Strongly agree (7-6)

Q5. I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

5

3

5% 6%
4% 7%

15%
16%

4

11%

11%

5% 4%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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EMPLOYEES UNDERSTANDING EXPECTATIONS
INCREASED ACROSS ALL ROLES
• Agreement with the Aligned statement “I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my
work” is highest among senior/executive leadership.
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I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work
Aligned Index Question Distribution by Role
2018

Call centre
Specialists/technical
Other admin/clerical support
Other services/ops
Frontline Leadership
Operations Leadership
Senior/Executive Leadership

75%
75%
83%
75%
87%
81%
91%

2016

Call centre
Specialists/technical
Other admin/clerical support
Other services/ops
Frontline Leadership
Operations Leadership
Senior/Executive Leadership

70%
64%
71%
74%
80%
75%
87%

Strongly agree (7-6)
Q1. I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

5

4

3

4% 3%
15%
4% 5%3%
14%
10% 3%
5% 3%
14%
7% 3%
3%
11%
9%
7% 4% 4%
6% 4% 5%
7% 3% 5%
6% 4% 5%
7% 3%
9%
11% 5% 5% 4%
10% 3%

15%
21%
13%
11%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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UNDERSTANDING CORPORATE VALUES
INCREASED ACROSS ALL ROLES
• Agreement with the Aligned statement “I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my
work” is highest among senior/executive leadership.
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I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work
Aligned Index Question Distribution by Role
2018

Call centre
Specialists/technical
Other admin/clerical support
Other services/ops
Frontline Leadership
Operations Leadership
Senior/Executive Leadership

8% 3%3%
18%
7% 3%3%
16%
6% 2%
14%
8% 5% 3%
16%
8% 3%
4%3%
3%

68%
71%
74%
68%
87%
89%
97%

2016

Call centre
Specialists/technical
Other admin/clerical support
Other services/ops
Frontline Leadership
Operations Leadership
Senior/Executive Leadership

16%
19%
15%
17%

60%
62%
58%
60%

84%
80%
92%
Strongly agree (7-6)

Q5. I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

5

4

3

5% 6%
13%
11% 4% 4%
6% 7%
14%
11% 5% 7%
9% 3%
4%
12%
3% 5%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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GENERALLY, EMPLOYEES UNDERSTANDING
EXPECTATIONS IS ON PAR WITH 2016
• Agreement with the Aligned statement “I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my
work” is highest in North Central and Southern Interior.

I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work
Aligned Index Question Distribution by Location
2018

Fraser Valley

77%

Greater Vancouver

78%
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Head Office

80%

Southern Interior

79%

Vancouver Island

5% 4%3%

12%

12%
11%
15%

75%

2016

Fraser Valley

3%

14%

75%

North Central

5% 2%

13%

11%

74%

4%
4% 4%
4% 3%

8% 2%6%

Greater Vancouver

69%

15%

7% 5% 4%

Head Office

69%

16%

7% 3% 5%

North Central

8% 2%2%

86%

Southern Interior

76%

Vancouver Island

76%
Strongly agree (7-6)

Q1. I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

5

4

3

10%
12%

8% 4%3%
4% 4%3%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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GENERALLY, UNDERSTANDING CORPORATE
VALUES IS ON PAR WITH 2016
• Agreement with the Aligned statement “I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my
work” remains highest in North Central.

I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work
Aligned Index Question Distribution by Location
2018

Fraser Valley
Greater Vancouver
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2016

Fraser Valley

13%

65%

Greater Vancouver
Head Office

17%

64%

North Central
Southern Interior

14%

66%

Vancouver Island

16%

68%
Strongly agree (7-6)

Q5. I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

5

4

3

5% 6%
4% 5%

10%
7%

81%

3%

5% 5%

11%
12%

18%

59%

6%

16%

72%

4%

8%

15%

70%

Vancouver Island

4% 4%

9%

78%

Southern Interior

7% 3%

13%

74%

North Central

8% 4% 4%

16%

68%

Head Office

7% 3%3%

15%

71%

6%

5%

10% 3% 6%
8%

5% 4%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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EMPLOYEES UNDERSTANDING EXPECTATIONS
INCREASED ACROSS ALL GENDERS
• Agreement with the Aligned statement “I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my
work” is about on par among males and females, with females having a 2% lead.

I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work
Aligned Index Question Distribution by Gender
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2018

Male

78%

Female

80%

13%
12%

3%3%3%
4% 3%2%

2016
Male
Female

14%

71%

13%

74%
Strongly agree (7-6)

Q1. I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

5

4

3

6% 4% 5%
6% 4% 4%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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UNDERSTANDING CORPORATE VALUES
INCREASED ACROSS ALL GENDERS
• Agreement with the Aligned statement “I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my
work” is about on par among males and females, with females having a 3% lead.

I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work
Aligned Index Question Distribution by Gender
2018
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Male

15%

71%

Female

8%

6% 3%3%

15%

74%

3%2%

2016
Male
Female

16%

62%

16%

65%
Strongly agree (7-6)

Q5. I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

5

4

3

11%
10%

5%

6%

4% 5%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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EMPLOYEES UNDERSTANDING EXPECTATIONS
INCREASED ACROSS ALL AGES
• Agreement with the Aligned statement “I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my
work” is highest among those aged 60+.

I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work
Aligned Index Question Distribution by Age
2018

<35
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35-49

76%

15%

78%

50-59

80%

60+

4% 2%3%

12%

3% 4% 2%

10%

4% 3%3%

87%

7% 2%
2%2%

2016
<35

74%

15%

5% 3% 4%

35-49

71%

14%

6%

4% 4%

50-59

72%

13%

7%

3% 5%

60+

76%
Strongly agree (7-6)

Q1. I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

12%
5

4

3

7% 1%4%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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UNDERSTANDING CORPORATE VALUES
INCREASED ACROSS ALL AGES
• Agreement with the Aligned statement “I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my
work” is highest among those aged 60+.

I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work
Aligned Index Question Distribution by Age
2018
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<35

68%

17%

3% 3%

7%

35-49

74%

14%

7% 3%2%

50-59

74%

14%

6% 4% 3%

60+

79%

13%

5% 2%
2%

2016
<35

63%

35-49

63%

50-59
60+

17%
16%

67%

14%

63%
Strongly agree (7-6)

Q5. I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

21%
5

4

3

5% 4%

10%
11%

5%

5%

9%

5%

6%

11%

1%4%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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EMPLOYEES LARGELY FEEL THEIR WORK
CONTRIBUTES TO CUSTOMER SERVICE
Aligned Open-End

Q61. Describe how your work contributes to the success of ICBC.
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Offering good customer
service/satisfaction/client
relations
Low internal costs/claims
costs/cost savings/ensure
financial stability
Lending support to
coworkers/other
departments/teamwork/mentor

29%
17%
12%

On-time performance/meeting
deadlines/fast service
Settling/handling/closing
claims/files/working on
settlements

12%
8%

Maintain a strong work ethic/take
pride in my work/problem solving

7%

Delivering accurate/quality
work/minimal errors

7%

Good communication/clear
explanations/accurate
information/sharing information

6%

Protects ICBC's reputation/public
perception/image/credibility

5%

Putting safe drivers on the
road/keeping the roads safe

5%

2018
Base: All valid respondents: 2018, n=2,638

49

VERBATIM RESPONSES FROM ICBC
EMPLOYEES
Aligned Open-End
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Q61. Describe how your work contributes to the success of ICBC.

In order for ICBC to operate like
a well oiled machine, all the
cogs in the wheel must function
and perform well, otherwise it
will run off balance and
eventually fall apart. I do my
absolute best to ensure that I
perform to the best of my ability
so that ICBC is successful.
Based on the outcome of the
customer service I am able to
provide to my staff and the
support as well.
I contribute by passing on my
experience.

Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345

Working with customers to
provide solutions, supporting
my team and working
collaboratively with other
departments to build
understanding.
I am a dedicated, conscientious
employee who can be trusted in
issues of a sensitive and
confidential nature.
I continue to learn and grow,
utilizing peers knowledge as
well as tutorials provided.
I do my best job possible.

My work contributes to the
success of my departments
goals.
I deal directly with customers
and their injuries. My job is to
ensure customers feel
supported and heard and to
settle their injury claim fairly.
Properly investigating and
handling claims controls and
claims costs helps us achieve
our settlement targets.
Provide enhanced systems for
employees.

50
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ENABLED
Being Enabled is about employees having enough resources to do their work to the best of their ability.
Questions in this section cover work knowledge, communication with direct managers, opportunities
to contribute, and actual work resources and training.
The Enabled index measures the degree to which employees have the resources and autonomy to
effectively carry out their work.

51
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ENABLED INDEX SUMMARY
•

ICBC’s performance on the Enabled index continues to improve in 2018, at 73 out of 100 –
resulting in a 7 point improvement from 2016. This improvement can mostly be attributed to the
Claims & DL Operations and the Public Affairs divisions, whose Enabled index scores have
improved by 9 and 10 points, respectively. Within the Claims & DL Operations division, Claims
Injury Services and Claims MD & SIU both improved their Enabled index scores by 13 points. The
Enabled index score remains as the second lowest index score and in the moderately positive
performance category.

•

The Enabled index is the strongest among the Investments division at 82 (a 1 point increase from
2016). Public Affairs follows closely behind with a score of 79.

•

ICBC managers are doing a good job at enabling employees to do their work successfully.
Statements about employees knowing who to ask when they need help (Q19) and receiving
encouragement from their managers to use their own judgement (Q27) received the highest
agreement (75% and 73%, respectively).
•

Less than half (47%) of employees agree that they have received the job specific training they
need to work to the level expected of them (Q15). This is an area of opportunity to enable
employees to do their best.

•

All of the Enabled index statement results have improved from 2016.

• 6 out of 14 Enabled statements have a significant relationship with the index, the strongest
relationship coming from: The processes in place for my role help me to do my work (Q20).
• Areas of focus are: The processes in place for my role help me to do my work (Q20) and I
receive the job specific training I need to do my work to the level expected of me (Q15).
52

EMPLOYEES KNOW WHO TO ASK FOR HELP &
ARE ENCOURAGED TO USE OWN JUDGEMENT
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Enabled Statement Results
Q19. I know who to ask when I need help to do my work.

75%

12% 6%3%4%

Q27. I am encouraged by my manager to use my own judgment in completing my
work.
Q25. My manager gives me the time and attention I need to successfully do my
work.
Q16. My manager supports the continuing development of my knowledge and
skills.

73%

10% 5%3%6%

67%

14%

8% 4% 7%

Q22. My manager communicates in a way that helps me do my work.

67%

13%

7% 4% 8%

Q26. I receive enough information from my manager to do my work.

67%

14%

7% 4% 7%

Q23. I participate in regular two-way discussions with my manager about my
performance results.
Q24. My manager’s feedback during performance discussions is useful to me in
doing my work.
Q30. My manager uses the collective strengths within our team to fulfill the
responsibilities of our jobs.
Q21. I am encouraged to volunteer new ideas and make suggestions to improve
my work.
Q29. My manager uses collaboration to build consensus and cooperation within
the team.

64%

13%

8% 4% 7%

64%

12%

7% 5% 8%

64%

13%

7% 4% 9%

61%

Q28. My manager involves me in decisions that impact my work and the work of
my department.

60%

Q17. I have the tools and resources to do my work.
Q20. The processes in place for my role help me to do my work.
Q15. I receive the job specific training I need to do my work to the level expected
of me.

Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345

5

3

9% 5% 7%

18%
13%

8% 5% 11%

54%

21%

11% 7% 8%

54%

19%

10% 6% 9%

47%
4

7% 4% 9%

13%

63%

7% 4% 7%

8% 5% 8%

15%

63%

Q18. I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work.

Strongly agree (7-6)

12%

68%

22%

12%

8%

11%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
53

ALL METRICS RELATED TO THE ENABLED
INDEX SCORE HAVE IMPROVED FROM 2016
Enabled Statement Results – Compared to 2016
Q19. I know who to ask when I need help to do my work.
Q27. I am encouraged by my manager to use my own judgment in
completing my work.
Q25. My manager gives me the time and attention I need to successfully do
my work.
Q16. My manager supports the continuing development of my knowledge
and skills.

59%
60%

Q22. My manager communicates in a way that helps me do my work.
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Q26. I receive enough information from my manager to do my work.
Q23. I participate in regular two-way discussions with my manager about my
performance results.
Q24. My manager’s feedback during performance discussions is useful to
me in doing my work.
Q30. My manager uses the collective strengths within our team to fulfill the
responsibilities of our jobs.
Q21. I am encouraged to volunteer new ideas and make suggestions to
improve my work.
Q29. My manager uses collaboration to build consensus and cooperation
within the team.
Q18. I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my
work.
Q28. My manager involves me in decisions that impact my work and the
work of my department.
Q17. I have the tools and resources to do my work.

44%

Q20. The processes in place for my role help me to do my work.

2018
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

67%

67%
61%
67%
60%
64%
59%
64%
59%
64%
56%
63%
56%
63%
55%
61%
52%
60%
52%
54%

44%
47%
41%

Q15. I receive the job specific training I need to do my work to the level
expected of me.

75%
68%
73%
68%
68%

54%

2016
54

THE ENABLED INDEX SCORE IS ON PAR WITH
THE TARGET
• The Enabled index score remains at the moderately positive performance category in 2018.

Enabled Index Score

73
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63

66

63

Target

2014

70

2015

2016

Q17. I have the tools and resources to do my work.
Q18. I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2017, n=1,071; 2016, n=3,759; 2015, n=1,153; 2014, n=3,453

2017

73

2018

55

THE ENABLED INDEX SCORE HAS IMPROVED
AMONG ALL DIVISIONS
• The Aligned index score has improved most notably among Claims & DL Operations (specifically in
Claims Injury Service and Claims MD &SIU) and Public Affairs.
Difference
(2018-2016)

Enabled Index Scores By Division
Claims & DL Operations
Claims & DL Customer Services & Ops
Claims Injury Services
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72

63

+13

Corporate Affairs*

73

Finance

74
71
73
69
73
71

Insurance**
Investments
Public Affairs***

69

2018

-

75

62

Information Services

+8

71

Claims Strategy & Programs
Claims MD & SIU

75

67
67

54

+9

+13
+3
+4
+2
82
81
79

+1
+10

2016

Q17. I have the tools and resources to do my work.
Q18. I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759
*Corporate Affairs previously labelled Human Resources; **Insurance previously labelled Insurance, Strategy, Product & Pricing; ***Public Affairs previously labelled Corporate & Stakeholder Governance
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THE ENABLED INDEX SCORE HAS INCREASED
BY TENURE, UNIT AND TYPE OF POSITION
• The Aligned index score has improved most notably among Regular Part-time and Bargaining Unit
employees, as well as those with 20 or more years of tenure with ICBC.
Difference
(2018-2016)

Enabled Index Scores By Personnel Sub Area
Less than 2 years
2-9 years

69
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10-19 years

66

20 years or more

61

Bargaining Unit

64

Manager with Staff

73
72

66

Regular Part-time

62

Temporary Full-time

+3
+6

69

+8
72

+8
76

+3

72

+6

73
77

2018

+4

72

73

Regular Full-time

77

83

+11
+6

2016

Q17. I have the tools and resources to do my work.
Q18. I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759
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THE ENABLED INDEX SCORE HAS IMPROVED
AMONG ALL ROLES, EXCEPT SLT/ELT
• The Enabled index score has improved most notably among other admin/clerical support.

Difference
(2018-2016)

Enabled Index Scores By Role
Call centre

65
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Specialists/technical

71
74

67

Other admin/clerical support

+6

77

67

Other services/ops

63

+7
+10

71

+8
78
75

Frontline Leadership
Operations Leadership

73

+3

80

+7
87
89

Senior/Executive Leadership
2018

-2

2016

Q17. I have the tools and resources to do my work.
Q18. I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759
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THE ENABLED INDEX SCORE HAS IMPROVED
IN ALL LOCATIONS
• The Enabled index score has improved most notably in Greater Vancouver.

Difference
(2018-2016)

Enabled Index Scores By Location
72

Fraser Valley

73

Greater Vancouver
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+7

65

+11

62
74

Head Office

+2

72
79

North Central

72
70

Southern Interior

67

+7
+3

72

Vancouver Island

70

2018

+2

2016

Q17. I have the tools and resources to do my work.
Q18. I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759
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THE ENABLED INDEX SCORE HAS IMPROVED
AMONG ALL AGES AND GENDERS
• The Enabled index score has improved most notably among those aged 60+.

Enabled Index Scores By Demographics
Male

69
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Female

74

<35

73

35-49

69

50-59

68

2018

75

74

+6

+2
+5

72

65

60+

+5

75

69

Difference
(2018-2016)

+7
77

+9

2016

Q17. I have the tools and resources to do my work.
Q18. I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

60

6 OUT OF 14 ENABLED STATEMENTS HAVE A
SIGNIFICANT RELATIONSHIP WITH THE INDEX
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Key Drivers of Enabled

Q20. The processes in place for my role help me to do my work.

44%

Q15. I receive the job specific training I need to do my work to the
level expected of me.

21%

Q19. I know who to ask when I need help to do my work.

13%

Q27. I am encouraged by my manager to use my own judgment in
completing my work.

9%

Q21. I am encouraged to volunteer new ideas and make
suggestions to improve my work.

8%

Q16. My manager supports the continuing development of my
knowledge and skills.

5%

Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345

Variance
Explained:
72%

61

KEY AREAS OF FOCUS: PROCESSES THAT
HELP WITH WORK AND JOB SPECIFIC TRAINING
Focus Map: Enabled
Maintain

Reinforce
Q20. The processes in place for my role help me
to do my work.

Q19

Survey Performance
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Q27

Q15. I receive the job specific training I need to
do my work to the level expected of me.

Q16

Q19. I know who to ask when I need help to do
my work.

Q21

Q27. I am encouraged by my manager to use my
own judgment in completing my work.
Q20

Q21. I am encouraged to volunteer new ideas and
make suggestions to improve my work.

Be aware

Q15

Importance
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345

Focus

Q16. My manager supports the continuing
development of my knowledge and skills.
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THERE IS A STEADY INCREASE IN BOTH
METRICS USED IN THE ENABLED INDEX SCORE
• After not improving much from 2016 to 2017, the Enabled statement “I have the tools and resources to
do my work” has increased 7 points from 2017 to 2018.

Enabled Index Question Distribution
Q17. I have the tools and resources to do my work
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2018

54%

2017

47%

2016

44%

21%

11%

28%

15%

21%

13%

9%

7%

8%

6%

9%
13%

Q18. I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work
2018
2017
2016

61%

18%

55%

21%

52%
Strongly agree (7-6)

9%

18%
5

Q17. I have the tools and resources to do my work.
Q18. I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2017, n=1,071; 2016, n=3,759

4

3

11%
12%

7%

5%

7%

6%

7%
12%

Strongly disagree (2-1)

63

AGREEMENT REGARDING WORK RESOURCES
INCREASED ACROSS ALL DIVISIONS
• Agreement with the Enabled statement “I have the tools and resources to do my work” remains highest
among Investments
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I have the tools and resources to do my work
Enabled Index Question Distribution
Claims & DL Operations
Corporate Affairs*
Finance
Information Services
Insurance**
Investments
Public Affairs***

53%
57%
52%
53%
54%

2018

9%
7%
12%
6% 8%
9%
9%
7%
10%
10% 5% 6%
7%
8%
10%
16%
7% 4%
20%
3% 6% 5%

20%
20%
22%
26%
21%

71%
66%

Claims & DL Operations
Corporate Affairs*
Finance
Information Services
Insurance**
Investments
Public Affairs***

2016

41%

20%
23%
23%
20%

46%
49%
52%
60%
50%
Strongly agree (7-6)

5

17%
4

3

17%

9%

13%

10%
9%
6%
14%
8%
9%
11%
30%
5% 5%
10%
10%
13%
9%

12%

Strongly disagree (2-1)

Q17. I have the tools and resources to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

*Corporate Affairs previously labelled Human Resources; **Insurance previously labelled Insurance, Strategy, Product & Pricing; ***Public Affairs previously labelled Corporate & Stakeholder Governance

64

AGREEMENT THAT EMPLOYEES HAVE ENOUGH
DECISION-MAKING AUTHORITY ALSO INCREASED
• Agreement with the Enabled statement “I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to
do my work” remains highest among Investments. There has been a notable 17 point increase among
Public Affairs.
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I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work
Enabled Index Question Distribution
2018

Claims & DL Operations
Corporate Affairs*
Finance
Information Services
Insurance**
Investments
Public Affairs***
Claims & DL Operations
Corporate Affairs*
Finance
Information Services
Insurance**
Investments
Public Affairs***

18%
19%
19%
20%
16%

60%
60%
64%
60%
62%

79%
73%

2016

47%

17%

51%
60%
75%
56%
5

4

8%

15%

20%
6% 5% 6%
11%
6%
21%
11%
4% 8%
15%
13%
5%
20%
11%
6%
15%
12%

63%

Strongly agree (7-6)

12%

10% 5% 7%
7% 6% 7%
8% 5% 5%
9% 5% 6%
6% 7%
9%
12% 2% 6%
11%
7% 4% 5%

3

Strongly disagree (2-1)

Q18. I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

*Corporate Affairs previously labelled Human Resources; **Insurance previously labelled Insurance, Strategy, Product & Pricing; ***Public Affairs previously labelled Corporate & Stakeholder Governance
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AGREEMENT REGARDING WORK RESOURCES
INCREASED AMONG ALL YEARS OF TENURE
• Agreement with the Enabled statement “I have the tools and resources to do my work” decreases as
employees move through their careers.

I have the tools and resources to do my work
Enabled Index Question Distribution by Tenure
2018

Less than 2 years

64%
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2-9 years

18%

52%

10-19 years

22%

50%

20 years or more

12%

23%

47%

12%

21%

5% 5%

9%

12%

6%

9%

8%

8%

8%

12%

2016
Less than 2 years

57%

2-9 years

48%

10-19 years
20 years or more

22%
22%

44%
37%
Strongly agree (7-6)

Q17. I have the tools and resources to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

21%
5

4

3

8%

13%

20%

9%

13%
13%

6% 5%

11%

9%

9%
14%

20%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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AGREEMENT THAT EMPLOYEES HAVE ENOUGH
DECISION-MAKING AUTHORITY ALSO INCREASED
• Agreement with the Enabled statement “I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to
do my work” also decreases as employees move through their careers.

I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work
Enabled Index Question Distribution by Tenure
2018
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Less than 2 years

65%

2-9 years

60%

10-19 years

60%

20 years or more

17%
16%

10%

6%

7%

8%

6%

7%

19%

57%

19%

3% 5%

9%

10%

5%

9%

2016
Less than 2 years

55%

2-9 years
10-19 years
20 years or more

56%
54%

10%

9%

17%

11%

6%

18%

47%
Strongly agree (7-6)

19%

16%
5

Q18. I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

4

3

12%
12%

8%

5%

7%
9%
11%

17%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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AGREEMENT REGARDING WORK RESOURCES
INCREASED AMONG ALL BUSINESS UNITS
• This increase is most noteworthy among Bargaining Unit employees, who have seen an 11 point
increase. The gap between Bargaining Unit staff and Managers with staff is slowly closing.

I have the tools and resources to do my work
Enabled Index Question Distribution by Personnel Sub Area
2018
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Bargaining Unit

20%

53%

Manager with Staff

24%

56%

9%

7%

11%

10%

5% 5%

2016
Bargaining Unit

20%

42%

Manager with Staff

23%

52%
Strongly agree (7-6)

Q17. I have the tools and resources to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

13%

5

4

3

9%
11%

15%
8%

6%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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AGREEMENT THAT EMPLOYEES HAVE ENOUGH
DECISION-MAKING AUTHORITY ALSO INCREASED
• This increase is most noteworthy among Bargaining Unit employees, who have seen an 11 point
increase. The gap between Bargaining Unit staff and Managers with staff is slowly closing.

I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work
Enabled Index Question Distribution by Personnel Sub Area
2018
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Bargaining Unit

18%

59%

Manager with Staff

7%

7% 4% 5%

16%

68%

5%

10%

2016
Bargaining Unit

18%

48%

Manager with Staff

16%

64%
Strongly agree (7-6)

5

Q18. I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

13%

4

3

8%
8%

14%
5%

7%

Strongly disagree (2-1)

69

AGREEMENT REGARDING WORK RESOURCES
INCREASED ACROSS ALL TYPES OF POSITIONS
• Temporary Full-time employees continue to be more likely to agree with the Enabled statement “I have
the tools and resources to do my work.”

I have the tools and resources to do my work
Enabled Index Question Distribution by Type of Position
2018
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Regular Full-time

52%

Regular Part-time

21%

57%

11%

20%

Temporary Full-time

9%

77%

7%

8%

5%

9%

11%

7% 2%4%

2016
Regular Full-time

44%

Regular Part-time

21%

40%

Temporary Full-time

17%
62%

Strongly agree (7-6)

Q17. I have the tools and resources to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

5

13%

3

14%

11%

16%
21%

4

9%

16%
9%

6% 3%

Strongly disagree (2-1)

70

AGREEMENT THAT EMPLOYEES HAVE ENOUGH
DECISION-MAKING AUTHORITY ALSO INCREASED
• Temporary Full-time employees continue to be more likely to agree with the Enabled statement “I have
the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work.”

I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work
Enabled Index Question Distribution by Type of Position
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2018

Regular Full-time

60%

Regular Part-time

61%

Temporary Full-time

18%

10%

19%
76%

5%

7% 4%

7%
9%

13%

5% 2%

7%

13%

2016
Regular Full-time
Regular Part-time

51%

18%

48%

Temporary Full-time

17%
63%

Strongly agree (7-6)

5

Q18. I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

11%
16%
15%

4

3

9%
12%

11%
7% 3%

Strongly disagree (2-1)

71

AGREEMENT REGARDING WORK RESOURCES
INCREASED IN ALL ROLES, EXCEPT SLT/ELT
• Agreement with the Enabled statement “I have the tools and resources to do my work” is highest among
senior/executive leadership.
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I have the tools and resources to do my work
Enabled Index Question Distribution by Role
2018

Call centre
Specialists/technical
Other admin/clerical support
Other services/ops
Frontline Leadership
Operations Leadership
Senior/Executive Leadership

19%
23%

53%
55%
62%
49%
59%
61%
68%

Call centre
Specialists/technical
Other admin/clerical support
Other services/ops
Frontline Leadership
Operations Leadership
Senior/Executive Leadership

20%

2016

42%
45%
46%
43%
46%

83%

Q17. I have the tools and resources to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

5

4

14%
10%
14%
12%
8%
12%
13%
8%
12%
16%
8%
13%
7% 5%
9%
22%
6% 7%
11%
30%
3%
15%

20%
23%
21%
19%

58%

Strongly agree (7-6)

7% 10%
12%
10% 6% 7%
8% 7% 5%
18%
10%
8%
12%
9% 4%3%
26%
4%
12%
22%
6%
26%

3

Strongly disagree (2-1)

72

AGREEMENT THAT EMPLOYEES HAVE ENOUGH
DECISION-MAKING AUTHORITY ALSO INCREASED
• Agreement with the Enabled statement “I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to
do my work” is highest among senior/executive leadership.
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I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work
Enabled Index Question Distribution by Role
2018

Call centre
Specialists/technical
Other admin/clerical support
Other services/ops
Frontline Leadership
Operations Leadership
Senior/Executive Leadership
Call centre
Specialists/technical
Other admin/clerical support
Other services/ops
Frontline Leadership
Operations Leadership
Senior/Executive Leadership

51%
52%
52%
48%

88%

2016

18%
20%
18%
17%

66%
65%
90%
Strongly agree (7-6)

5

Q18. I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

4

11% 5% 7%
7% 5% 6%
17%
9% 5% 3%
17%
10% 6% 7%
18%
3%
9%
14%
5% 4%
15%
6% 3%3%

18%

58%
64%
66%
58%
72%
74%

3

10%
8%
14%
11%
6%
11%
6% 10%
14%
17%
8%
11%
6% 7% 6%
16%
9% 4% 6%
16%
5%3%3%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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AGREEMENT REGARDING WORK RESOURCES
INCREASED IN ALL LOCATIONS
• Agreement with the Enabled statement “I have the tools and resources to do my work” remains highest
in North Central.

I have the tools and resources to do my work
Enabled Index Question Distribution by Location
2018

Fraser Valley

53%

Greater Vancouver

53%
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Head Office
North Central
Southern Interior
Vancouver Island

51%

Fraser Valley

2016

Greater Vancouver

14%

21%

39%

Head Office

12%

20%

44%

North Central

49%

Vancouver Island

48%
Strongly agree (7-6)

Q17. I have the tools and resources to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

5

14%

10%

16%

3

7%

12%

15%

21%
4

17%

19%

59%

Southern Interior

8%
11%

23%

51%

8%

8%

12%

22%

10%

8%

10%

24%

49%

4%

14%

17%

64%

7%

6%

10%

22%

56%

9%

6%

11%

21%

9%

7%

12%

18%

13%

10%
9%

8%

4% 6%
12%
10%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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AGREEMENT THAT EMPLOYEES HAVE ENOUGH
DECISION-MAKING AUTHORITY ALSO INCREASED
• Agreement with the Enabled statement “I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to
do my work” is highest in North Central.

I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work
Enabled Index Question Distribution by Location
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2018

Fraser Valley

60%

Greater Vancouver

61%

Head Office

62%

North Central

18%

17%

2016

16%

57%

Southern Interior
Vancouver Island

18%

59%
Strongly agree (7-6)

5

Q18. I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

4

3

10%

5% 7%

8%

7%

8%

6%

13%
15%
5% 8%

8%

14%

17%

52%

4% 4% 5%

10%

18%

59%

5% 6%

9%

13%

18%

46%

North Central

6% 6%

8%

12%

16%

51%

Head Office

9%
8%

20%

61%

Fraser Valley

4% 7%

15%

58%

Vancouver Island

12%

18%

72%

Southern Interior

Greater Vancouver

17%

9%

11%

8%

9%

5%

10%

Strongly disagree (2-1)

75

AGREEMENT REGARDING WORK RESOURCES
INCREASED ACROSS ALL GENDERS
• Agreement with the Enabled statement “I have the tools and resources to do my work” is about on par
among males and females, with females having a 2% lead.

I have the tools and resources to do my work
Enabled Index Question Distribution by Gender
2018
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Male

21%

55%

Female

20%

57%

11%

6%

7%

10%

6%

7%

2016
Male

47%

Female

47%
Strongly agree (7-6)

Q17. I have the tools and resources to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

22%
20%
5

4

3

11%
13%

8%
8%

11%
12%

Strongly disagree (2-1)

76

AGREEMENT THAT EMPLOYEES HAVE ENOUGH
DECISION-MAKING AUTHORITY ALSO INCREASED
• Agreement with the Enabled statement “I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to
do my work” is about on par among males and females, with males having a 1% lead.

I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work
Enabled Index Question Distribution by Gender
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2018

Male

64%

17%

Female

63%

18%

9%
9%

5%

6%

5% 5%

2016
Male

54%

Female

54%
Strongly agree (7-6)

17%
17%
5

Q18. I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

4

3

11%
11%

7%
7%

11%
10%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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AGREEMENT REGARDING WORK RESOURCES
INCREASED ACROSS ALL AGE GROUPS
• Agreement with the Enabled statement “I have the tools and resources to do my work” is highest among
those less than 35 and over 60.

I have the tools and resources to do my work
Enabled Index Question Distribution by Age
2018

<35

61%
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35-49
50-59

18%

55%

21%

50%

60+

7%

8%

12%
20%

6%

7%

9%

22%
60%

5%

10%

8%

8%
6%

6%

2016
<35
35-49
50-59
60+

52%

22%

45%

21%

43%

21%

49%
Strongly agree (7-6)

Q17. I have the tools and resources to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

5

4

3

8%

13%
9%

12%
21%

7%

12%

13%

7%
13%

15%
5%

12%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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AGREEMENT THAT EMPLOYEES HAVE ENOUGH
DECISION-MAKING AUTHORITY ALSO INCREASED
• Agreement with the Enabled statement “I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to
do my work” is about on par across age groups, with those 35-49 and 60 or over being highest.

I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work
Enabled Index Question Distribution by Age
2018

<35

62%
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35-49
50-59

17%

65%

4% 6%

8%

4% 6%

16%

60%

60+

10%

19%

64%

5%

10%
20%

7%

6%

4% 4%

2016
<35

55%

35-49

54%

50-59
60+

18%
18%

52%

16%

55%
Strongly agree (7-6)

14%
5

Q18. I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

4

3

10%

9%

9%

12%

6%

10%

12%
14%

6%

15%
9%

7%

Strongly disagree (2-1)

79

PERFORMANCE ATTRIBUTED MOSTLY TO
TEAM/MANAGERS AND TRAINING/COURSES
Enabled Open-End

Q62. Describe what resources, support, and/or developmental opportunities have helped you to perform in
your role over the last year.
Support from team/coworkers/managers

37%
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Training/courses/workshops

32%

Nothing/have had very
little/no support/opportunities

15%

Feedback/coaching
from/meetings with
supervisor/manager

8%

The Hub/internal
website/internet

8%

Team meetings/huddles

5%

Growth/advancement/career
opportunities

4%

2018
Base: All valid respondents: 2018, n=2,693

80

VERBATIM RESPONSES FROM ICBC
EMPLOYEES
Enabled Open-End

Q62. Describe what resources, support, and/or developmental opportunities have helped you to perform in
your role over the last year.
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An amazing detailed training,
my co-workers, and support
from my manager.
My supervisor provided training
and on-going support in my
role. Staff members are also
available for support.
The Hub, the learning centre,
team mates (peer to peer),
management.
A professionally managed and
thorough training to get up to
scratch with the job role and
responsibilities.

Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345

1-on-1s, huddles, support
from colleagues.
Management feedback on
litigation strategy; mentoring
from the more experienced
litigation adjusters in our office;
opportunity to attend mediations
resulting in settlement of files.
1-day boot camp on Perform
training was very helpful and
took part 4 of leadership training
course was also very helpful.
Manager, peers, training
sessions.

Manager and peer coaching,
online webinars, online course
modules.
Manager 1:1 meetings.
Monthly meetings with my
supervisor and encouragement
from the supervisor team to
volunteer for opportunities such
as teaching and helping with the
training classes.
The training, mentor support and
continuous guidance from my
manager has helped me a lot to
perform my job responsibilities.

81
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MOTIVATED
The Motivated set of questions is about whether ICBC’s efforts and attributes encourage employees to
put in their best effort. This section has 13 questions. Questions are related to effort and fulfillment in
the job, workload, coaching, and career development at ICBC.
The Motivated index measures employees’ sense of fulfillment from their work and sense of
belonging to ICBC.

82
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MOTIVATED INDEX SUMMARY
•

ICBC’s performance on the Motivated index continues to improve in 2018, at 72 out of 100 –
resulting in an 8 point improvement from 2016. This improvement can mostly be attributed to the
Claims & DL Operations and the Public Affairs divisions, whose Motivated index scores have
improved by 10 points each. Within the Claims & DL Operations division, Claims MD & SIU
improved their Motivated index score by 18 points. The Motivated index score remains as the
lowest index score, however there is now only a 1 point difference between Motivated index and
the second lowest scoring index, Enabled. The Motivated index remains in the moderately
positive performance category.

•

The Motivated index is the strongest among the Investments division at 79 (a 6 point increase
from 2016). Public Affairs follows closely behind with a score of 76.

•

The vast majority (84%), strongly agree that they consistently deliver what is expected of them at
work (Q32). After that question, opinions are more split.
•

Although in 2016 the number of employees that have applied for a job with another
organization within the past 6 months (Q44) was low, there was a further drop in this metric in
2018 – now only 18% of employees have applied elsewhere.

• All of the Motivated index statement results have improved from 2016.
• 8 out of 11 Motivated statements have a significant relationship with the index, those with the
strongest relationship are: I have opportunities to develop my skills while doing my work (Q39). My
performance and contributions are recognized when I do a good job (Q35).
•

No statements fall into the key area of focus for the Motivated index in 2018.
83

ICBC EMPLOYEES FEEL THEY CONSISTENTLY
DELIVER AGAINST EXPECTATIONS
Motivated Statement Results
Q42. My manager works to ensure our team is supportive of each
other in doing our work.
Q36. I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from
my work.
Q38. My manager supports a balance between my work and nonwork responsibilities.
Q35. My performance and contributions are recognized when I do
a good job.
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11% 3%

84%

Q32. I consistently deliver what is expected of me in my work.

13%

66%
64%

15%

8% 4% 8%

62%

14%

8% 4% 8%

14%

9% 5% 10%

17%

9% 5% 9%

61%
58%

Q34. My manager coaches me to perform at my best.
Q37. I am able to manage the demands of my workload.
Q33. My manager helps me to determine the best way to get my
work done.
Q41. I manage my career to make the most of opportunities
available at ICBC.

56%

17%

9% 6% 11%

55%

18%

10% 5% 9%

55%
54%

Q39. I have opportunities to develop my skills while doing my work.

7% 4% 8%

18%
19%

11% 4% 7%
10% 6% 10%

Q43. I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC.

51%

17%

12% 6% 12%

Q40. I have the opportunity to move to other jobs within ICBC.

50%

16%

10% 6%

Q44. I have applied for a job with another organization within the
past 6 months.

Strongly agree (7-6)
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345

5

48%

18%
4

3

13%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
84

ALL METRICS RELATED TO THE MOTIVATED
INDEX SCORE HAVE IMPROVED FROM 2016
Motivated Statement Results – Compared to 2016
84%
83%

Q32. I consistently deliver what is expected of me in my work.
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Q42. My manager works to ensure our team is supportive of
each other in doing our work.
Q36. I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment
from my work.
Q38. My manager supports a balance between my work and
non-work responsibilities.
Q35. My performance and contributions are recognized when
I do a good job.

58%
57%

52%
51%

Q37. I am able to manage the demands of my workload.

48%

Q43. I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC.

39%

Q40. I have the opportunity to move to other jobs within ICBC.

40%

Q44. I have applied for a job with another organization within
the past 6 months.

58%

55%

47%

44%

61%

56%

47%

Q33. My manager helps me to determine the best way to get
my work done.
Q41. I manage my career to make the most of opportunities
available at ICBC.
Q39. I have opportunities to develop my skills while doing my
work.

Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

64%

62%
56%

Q34. My manager coaches me to perform at my best.

2018

66%

55%

54%
51%

50%

18%
23%

2016
85

THE ALIGNED INDEX SCORE IS ABOVE THE
TARGET
• The Motivated index score remains at the moderately positive performance category in 2018.

Motivated Index Score

70
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60

64

59

Target

2014

67

2015

2016

Q36. I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work.
Q43. I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2017, n=1,071; 2016, n=3,759; 2015, n=1,153; 2014, n=3,453

2017

72

2018

86

THE MOTIVATED INDEX SCORE HAS IMPROVED
AMONG ALL DIVISIONS
• The Aligned index score has improved most notably among Claims & DL Operations (specifically in
Claims MD &SIU) and Public Affairs.
Difference
(2018-2016)

Motivated Index Scores By Division
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Claims & DL Operations

72

62

Claims & DL Customer Services & Ops

63

Claims Injury Services

63

71

+8

72

54

Corporate Affairs*
Finance

68

Information Services

+9
77

Claims Strategy & Programs
Claims MD & SIU

+10

67

72

+18

72

-

72

+4

75

71
69

Insurance**
Investments
Public Affairs***

66

2018

-

79
73
76

+8
+2
+6
+10

2016

Q36. I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work.
Q43. I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759
*Corporate Affairs previously labelled Human Resources; **Insurance previously labelled Insurance, Strategy, Product & Pricing; ***Public Affairs previously labelled Corporate & Stakeholder Governance
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THE MOTIVATED INDEX SCORE HAS INCREASED
BY TENURE, UNIT AND TYPE OF POSITION
• The Aligned index score has improved most notably among Bargaining Unit, Regular Full-time and
Regular Part-time employees.

Motivated Index Scores By Personnel Sub Area
Less than 2 years
2-9 years

66
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10-19 years

63

20 years or more

62

Bargaining Unit

62

73
72

77

64

Regular Part-time

58

Temporary Full-time

69

+7

70

+8

Q36. I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work.
Q43. I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

79

72

+5

+8

68
75

2018

+6
+7

74

Regular Full-time

+4

70

Manager with Staff

Difference
(2018-2016)

81

+10
+6

2016

88

THE MOTIVATED INDEX SCORE HAS IMPROVED
AMONG ALL ROLES
• The Motivated index score has improved most notably among other admin/clerical support.

Difference
(2018-2016)

Motivated Index Scores By Role
Call centre

63
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Specialists/technical

69
75

67

Other admin/clerical support

62

+8

74

61

Other services/ops

+6

+13

70

+8

Frontline Leadership

79

Operations Leadership

75

83

+4

81

+6
91
88

Senior/Executive Leadership
2018
Q36. I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work.
Q43. I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

+3

2016

89

THE MOTIVATED INDEX SCORE HAS IMPROVED
IN ALL LOCATIONS
• The Motivated index score has improved most notably in Greater Vancouver.

Difference
(2018-2016)

Motivated Index Scores By Location
70

Fraser Valley

72

Greater Vancouver
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+6

64

+10

62
74

Head Office

+5

69
77

North Central

70
71

Southern Interior

68

+7
+3

72

Vancouver Island

67

2018
Q36. I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work.
Q43. I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

+5

2016

90

THE MOTIVATED INDEX SCORE HAS IMPROVED
AMONG MALES, THOSE 35-49 & 60+
• The Motivated index score has improved most notably among those aged 60+.

Motivated Index Scores By Demographics
Male
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Female

75
74

+1

74
74

-

73

<35

74
73

50-59

73
73

Q36. I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work.
Q43. I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

+1
-

76

2018

-2

75

35-49

60+

Difference
(2018-2016)

80

+4

2016

91

8 OUT OF 11 MOTIVATED STATEMENTS HAVE A
SIGNIFICANT RELATIONSHIP WITH THE INDEX
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Key Drivers of Motivated

Q39. I have opportunities to develop my skills while doing my
work.

25%

Q35. My performance and contributions are recognized when I do
a good job.

23%

Q41. I manage my career to make the most of opportunities
available at ICBC.

17%

Q37. I am able to manage the demands of my workload.

10%

Q40. I have the opportunity to move to other jobs within ICBC.

9%

Q42. My manager works to ensure our team is supportive of each
other in doing our work.

7%

Q32. I consistently deliver what is expected of me in my work.

7%

Q44. I have applied for a job with another organization within the
past 6 months.

-2%

*This factor is negatively related to levels of Motivation indicating less motivated employees are more likely to agree to this statement.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345

Variance
Explained:
60%
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NO STATEMENTS FALL INTO THE KEY AREA OF
FOCUS FOR THE MOTIVATED INDEX IN 2018
Focus Map: Motivated
Maintain

Reinforce
Q39. I have opportunities to develop my skills
while doing my work.

Survey Performance
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Q32
Q42
Q40

Q41
Q37

Q35. My performance and contributions are
recognized when I do a good job.

Q35
Q39

Q41. I manage my career to make the most of
opportunities available at ICBC.
Q37. I am able to manage the demands of my
workload.
Q40. I have the opportunity to move to other jobs
within ICBC.
Q42. My manager works to ensure our team is
supportive of each other in doing our work.
Q32. I consistently deliver what is expected of me
in my work.

Q44

Be aware

Focus

Importance
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345

Q44. I have applied for a job with another
organization within the past 6 months.
93

THERE IS A STEADY INCREASE IN BOTH
METRICS USED IN THE MOTIVATED INDEX SCORE
• In 2017 the Motivated statement “I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my
work” dipped below 2016 levels. In 2018, the statement has surpassed 2016 levels.

Motivated Index Question Distribution
Q36. I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work
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2018

64%

2017

15%

54%

2016

17%

57%

7%

12%

14%

4%

8%

10%

8%
10%

5%

13%

6%

12%

Q43. I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC
2018
2017
2016

51%

17%

44%

19%

39%
Strongly agree (7-6)

15%
5

Q36. I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work.
Q43. I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2017, n=1,071; 2016, n=3,759

4

15%
15%

3

12%

9%

8%

14%
22%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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SENSE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT AND FULFILLMENT
INCREASED ACROSS MOST DIVISIONS
• Only Insurance experiences a slight decrease (of 2 points) from 2016 to 2018 regarding the Motivated
statement “I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work.”
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I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work
Motivated Index Question Distribution by Division
2018

Claims & DL Operations
Corporate Affairs*
Finance
Information Services
Insurance**
Investments
Public Affairs***

14%
19%
19%

64%
62%
62%
70%
61%

17%

86%
79%

Claims & DL Operations
Corporate Affairs*
Finance
Information Services
Insurance**
Investments
Public Affairs***

54%

2016

14%

Strongly agree (7-6)

5

3

15%

9%
8%
10% 5% 7%
8% 4% 11%
10% 5%
11% 4% 10%

14%

16%
14%
25%
18%
4

5%

11%

12%

57%
62%
63%
60%
57%

8% 5% 9%
6% 5% 8%
10% 3% 6%
15%
8% 3%4%
8% 4% 10%
7% 4% 4%
8% 3%3% 7%

Strongly disagree (2-1)

Q36. I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

*Corporate Affairs previously labelled Human Resources; **Insurance previously labelled Insurance, Strategy, Product & Pricing; ***Public Affairs previously labelled Corporate & Stakeholder Governance
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SENSE OF BELONGING INCREASED ACROSS
ALL DIVISIONS
• 2016 found more variance among divisions in their agreement with the Motivated statement “I feel a
sense of belonging to ICBC,” however in 2018 the divisions all have similar agreement.
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I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC
Motivated Index Question Distribution by Division
Claims & DL Operations
Corporate Affairs*
Finance
Information Services
Insurance**
Investments
Public Affairs***

51%
50%
50%
52%
52%
56%
53%

Claims & DL Operations
Corporate Affairs*
Finance
Information Services
Insurance**
Investments
Public Affairs***

38%

2018

2016

13%
7%
17%
12%
13%
6%
17%
14%
12%
6%
18%
13%
5% 8%
20%
14%
13%
5%
17%
13%
24%
7% 6% 8%
12%
5%
18%
11%
14%

9%

25%

15%
10%
12%
18%
7%
20%
19%
8%
12%
13%
5%
16%
21%
11%
19%
9%
16%

19%

44%
38%
49%
47%
38%
Strongly agree (7-6)

14%

17%

18%
5

4

3

Strongly disagree (2-1)

Q43. I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

*Corporate Affairs previously labelled Human Resources; **Insurance previously labelled Insurance, Strategy, Product & Pricing; ***Public Affairs previously labelled Corporate & Stakeholder Governance
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SENSE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT AND FULFILLMENT
INCREASED ACROSS ALL YEARS OF TENURE
• A higher percentage of those with less than 2 years at ICBC agree with the Motivated statement “I get a
sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work” than other years of tenure, this is
consistent with 2016.

I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work
Motivated Index Question Distribution by Tenure
2018
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Less than 2 years

68%

15%

6% 4% 6%

2-9 years

63%

15%

9%

4%

8%

10-19 years

63%

15%

9%

4%

8%

20 years or more

62%

14%

5%

9%

9%

2016
Less than 2 years

64%

17%

2-9 years

58%

14%

10-19 years

59%

12%

20 years or more

56%
Strongly agree (7-6)

14%
5

Q36. I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

4

3

7%
11%

10%
10%

5%
5%
5%

5%

7%

11%
13%
14%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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SENSE OF BELONGING INCREASED ACROSS
ALL YEARS OF TENURE
• Agreement with the Motivated statement “I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC” decreases as employees
move through their careers, however at 20 years or more there is a plateau.

I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC
Motivated Index Question Distribution by Tenure
2018

Less than 2 years

60%
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2-9 years

17%

51%

10-19 years

17%

45%

20 years or more

19%

46%

6%

13%
13%

16%

4%

10%

14%

8%
12%

8%

15%

8%

15%

2016
Less than 2 years

53%

2-9 years

17%

41%

10-19 years

36%

20 years or more

37%
Strongly agree (7-6)

Q43. I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

17%
14%
14%
5

4

3

14%
17%

15%
13%

10%
9%

7%

8%

10%
17%

25%
27%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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SENSE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT AND FULFILLMENT
INCREASED ACROSS ALL BUSINESS UNITS
• In both 2016 and 2018, a higher percentage of Managers with staff agree with the Motivated statement
“I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work.”

I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work
Motivated Index Question Distribution by Personnel Sub Area
2018
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Bargaining Unit

16%

61%

Manager with Staff

9%

5%

6% 2%4%

12%

76%

9%

2016
Bargaining Unit

15%

54%

Manager with Staff

11%
12%

71%
Strongly agree (7-6)

5

Q36. I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

4

3

15%

6%
9%

3% 5%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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SENSE OF BELONGING INCREASED ACROSS
ALL BUSINESS UNITS
• In both 2016 and 2018, a higher percentage of Managers with staff agree with the Motivated statement
“I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC.”

I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC
Motivated Index Question Distribution by Personnel Sub Area
2018
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Bargaining Unit

18%

48%

Manager with Staff

13%
15%

62%

7%

13%

10%

4% 7%

2016
Bargaining Unit

14%

36%

Manager with Staff

18%

50%
Strongly agree (7-6)

Q43. I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

16%

5

4

3

9%
12%

25%
8%

11%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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SENSE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT AND FULFILLMENT
INCREASED ACROSS ALL TYPES OF POSITIONS
• Temporary Full-time employees continue to be more likely to agree with the Motivated statement “I get a
sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work.”

I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work
Motivated Index Question Distribution Type of Position
2018
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Regular Full-time

64%

Regular Part-time

15%

60%

18%

Temporary Full-time

79%

8%

5%

8%

9%

4%

9%

11%

3% 4%

2016
Regular Full-time
Regular Part-time

58%

14%

49%

Temporary Full-time

14%

10%

68%
Strongly agree (7-6)

5

Q36. I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

11%
5%
17%

4

3

5%

12%
22%
9% 3%4%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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SENSE OF BELONGING INCREASED ACROSS
ALL TYPES OF POSITIONS
• Temporary Full-time employees continue to be more likely to agree with the Motivated statement “I feel a
sense of belonging to ICBC.”

I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC
Motivated Index Question Distribution by Type of Position
2018
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Regular Full-time

51%

Regular Part-time

17%

45%

Temporary Full-time

13%

12%

12%

9%

17%

65%

6%

17%

16%
7%

5% 6%

2016
Regular Full-time
Regular Part-time

39%

15%

32%

Temporary Full-time

17%

16%

48%
Strongly agree (7-6)

Q43. I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

15%

19%
5

4

3

9%
10%
16%

22%
25%
9%

9%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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SENSE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT AND FULFILLMENT
INCREASED ACROSS ALL ROLES
• Agreement with the Motivated statement “I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from
my work” is highest among senior/executive leadership.
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I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work
Motivated Index Question Distribution by Role
2018

Call centre
Specialists/technical
Other admin/clerical support
Other services/ops
Frontline Leadership
Operations Leadership
Senior/Executive Leadership

58%

Call centre
Specialists/technical
Other admin/clerical support
Other services/ops
Frontline Leadership
Operations Leadership
Senior/Executive Leadership

52%
62%
54%
56%

9%
9% 6%
7% 3% 5%
15%
8% 4% 7%
14%
9% 5% 9%
16%
9% 3%3%
10% 4% 4%
6% 3%

17%

69%
66%
60%

2016

82%
82%
91%

77%
77%
85%
Strongly agree (7-6)

5

Q36. I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

4

15%
11% 6%
9% 4% 9%
15%
14%
6%
11%
14%
14%
10% 6%
14%
9% 2%3%
9%
12% 4%4% 4%
13% 3%

16%

3

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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SENSE OF BELONGING INCREASED ACROSS
ALL ROLES
• Agreement with the Motivated statement “I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC” is highest among
senior/executive leadership.
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I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC
Motivated Index Question Distribution by Role
2018

Call centre
Specialists/technical
Other admin/clerical support
Other services/ops
Frontline Leadership
Operations Leadership
Senior/Executive Leadership

17%

47%
54%
54%
49%

19%
17%
18%
71%
66%

Call centre
Specialists/technical
Other admin/clerical support
Other services/ops
Frontline Leadership
Operations Leadership
Senior/Executive Leadership

94%

2016

40%
40%
34%
37%

17%
17%
14%
13%

61%
48%
73%
Strongly agree (7-6)

Q43. I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

5

4

3

15%
8%
6% 9%
13%
13%
11% 4%
13%
7%
13%
7% 3%4%
15%
11% 3%4%
16%
6%

12%

20%
8%
16%
19%
9%
15%
26%
11%
16%
25%
9%
16%
10% 4% 7%
18%
11%
9%
11%
21%
8% 5%
15%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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SENSE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT AND FULFILLMENT
INCREASED IN ALL LOCATIONS, EXCEPT SOUTH
• Agreement with the Motivated statement “I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from
my work” is highest in North Central.

I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work
Motivated Index Question Distribution by Location
2018

Fraser Valley

62%

Greater Vancouver

63%
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Head Office

16%

North Central

18%

61%

Vancouver Island

12%

67%

2016

Fraser Valley
Greater Vancouver

16%

63%

North Central

66%

Southern Interior

67%

Vancouver Island

11%
11%
16%

61%
Strongly agree (7-6)

5

Q36. I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

11%

15%

53%

Head Office

12%

11%

58%

4

3

9%

7% 4% 7%
9%

76%

Southern Interior

7% 5%

16%

67%

10%

5%

9%

14%

10%

7% 3%4%
6% 5%

9%

4% 8%

5%

14%

6%
8%

15%
5%

8%

10% 2% 11%
8%
11%

5%

9%

3% 8%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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SENSE OF BELONGING INCREASED IN ALL
LOCATIONS
• Agreement with the Motivated statement “I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC” is in North Central.

I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC
Motivated Index Question Distribution by Location
2018

Fraser Valley

50%

Greater Vancouver

51%
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Head Office

18%

53%

North Central

16%

57%

Southern Interior

49%

15%

16%

Vancouver Island

49%

17%

12%

Fraser Valley

2016
14%

40%

Greater Vancouver
Head Office
North Central
Southern Interior

40%

Vancouver Island

38%
Strongly agree (7-6)

Q43. I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

17%
16%
5

8%

11%

53%

4

3

10%

10%

7%

9%

14%
16%

12%

7%
7%

14%
24%
23%

8%

16%

17%

43%

5%

9%

16%

16%

37%

13%

8%

13%

11%

6%

12%

19%

14%

7%

11%

16%

8%

16%
19%

9%

20%

9%

21%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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SENSE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT AND FULFILLMENT
INCREASED ACROSS ALL GENDERS
• Agreement with the Motivated statement “I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from
my work” is about on par among males and females, with females having a 3% lead.

I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work
Motivated Index Question Distribution by Gender
2018
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Male
Female

16%

65%

8%

14%

68%

8%

5%

6%

4%

7%

2016
Male

61%

Female

60%
Strongly agree (7-6)

14%
14%
5

Q36. I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

4

3

9%

5%

12%

10%

5%

11%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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SENSE OF BELONGING INCREASED ACROSS
ALL GENDERS
• Agreement with the Motivated statement “I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC” is about on par among
males and females, with males having a 1% lead.

I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC
Motivated Index Question Distribution by Gender
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2018

Male

55%

Female

54%

18%
17%

12%
12%

5%

9%
10%

6%

2016
Male
Female

16%

42%

16%

41%
Strongly agree (7-6)

Q43. I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

5

4

3

15%
15%

8%
9%

19%
19%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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SENSE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT AND FULFILLMENT
INCREASED ACROSS ALL AGE GROUPS
• Agreement with the Motivated statement “I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from
my work” is highest among those aged 60 and over.

I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work
Motivated Index Question Distribution by Age
2018
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<35

62%

35-49

67%

50-59

67%

60+

16%

4%

8%
15%

9%

76%

4%

7%

13%

11%

9%

4%

6%
7%

7% 2%3%

2016
<35
35-49
50-59
60+

57%

17%

59%

14%

60%

14%
70%

Strongly agree (7-6)

Q36. I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

4

3

9%

10%

5%

13%

9%

5%

12%

7%
5

5%

12%

12%

4%

8%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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SENSE OF BELONGING INCREASED ACROSS
ALL AGE GROUPS
• Agreement with the Motivated statement “I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC” is highest among those
aged 60 and over.

I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC
Motivated Index Question Distribution by Age
2018

<35

56%
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35-49

17%

53%

50-59

18%

51%

60+

12%

18%

13%

66%

5%

11%

15%

10%

6%

11%

6%

11%

6%

5%

7%

2016
<35

44%

35-49

40%

50-59

39%

60+

19%
15%
15%

Strongly agree (7-6)

Q43. I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

4

9%

13%
10%

5

9%

15%

49%
3

7%

17%

12%

14%
20%
24%

7%

22%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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SOURCE OF ENCOURAGEMENT AND
MOTIVATION IS VAST
Motivated Open-End

Q63. Describe what encourages you and keeps you motivated in your role.
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Good
team/colleagues/manager

12%

Learning/education/skill
development

9%

Positive/constructive
feedback/motivation/encoura
gement

9%

Helpful/supportive
colleagues/manager

9%

Helping/supporting
colleagues/customers

9%

Growth/advancement/career
opportunities

9%

Teamwork/team
spirit/collaborative/cooperativ
e environment

8%

Recognition/appreciation

8%

Good/stable
salary/compensation

6%

2018
Base: All valid respondents: 2018, n=3,009
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VERBATIM RESPONSES FROM ICBC
EMPLOYEES
Motivated Open-End

Q63. Describe what encourages you and keeps you motivated in your role.
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Working with other employees
and my long term career goals.
Autonomy to make decisions
and manage my workload Wearing many hats (ex.
different tasks to perform)
throughout my job - Applying
analysis and investigation to
perform my tasks.
The ability to help customers
resolve their issues in a timely
manner.
Work life balance plus the
support of my team.

Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345

To perform to the best of my
abilities in the hope that the
contribution is recognized and
there are opportunities to move
up within ICBC in the future.
Feeling like my opinions and
actions matter within ICBC,
rather than being a replaceable
cog in an impersonal machine.
The possibility of advancement
within the company.
The possibility of attaining
new roles through hard work
and continuing education.

How interested I am in the
work itself.
I work with a nice team where
people care about one
another.
Support, encouragement and
ongoing conversations with
others around me.
Supportive environment which
grows employees and strives to
build customer centric company.
Team support and work
challenges.
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ACCOUNTABLE
The Accountable questions are about ICBC’s standards and how they affect the work of employees. The
section includes 12 questions. The majority of the questions in this section are self-assessments, with
questions about ownership of work, accountability for employee decisions, and taking responsibility for
performance improvement.
The Accountable index is about employees taking responsibility for their own improved performance.
This involves continually working to deliver better service, and making changes based on feedback.

113
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ACCOUNTABLE INDEX SUMMARY
•

ICBC’s performance on the Accountable index remains strong in 2018, at 90 out of 100 –
meaning it remains the highest index score and has had a 3 point improvement from 2016. The
Accountable index score remains in the extremely positive performance category. This is a
strong score, indicating that employees are taking responsibility for their own improved
performance and continually working to deliver better service, and making changes based on
feedback.

•

The Accountable index score is high among all divisions as the score is in the extremely positive
performance category (score of at least 80 out of 100) for each division. The Accountable index
score is 90 or above for the following divisions: Corporate Affairs (91), Public Affairs (91),
Finance (90) and Insurance (90).

•

Almost all employees (93%) strongly agree that they hold themselves accountable (Q46), with
an equal number saying they take ownership of work outcomes.
•

•

Other positive results in the section relate to employees saying they work at improving the
value and service delivered to customers (Q49), that they are comfortable explaining their
decisions (Q53), and that they make changes based on feedback (Q50).
All of the Accountable index statement results have improved from 2016.

• 6 out of 10 Accountable statements have a significant relationship with the index, those with the
strongest relationship are: I know how my performance affects my contributions to my customers
and ICBC (Q48), I take ownership for the outcomes of decisions I have made in my work (Q54),
and I take advantage of opportunities to improve my work-related knowledge and skills (Q51).
•

No statements fall into the key area of focus for the Accountable index in 2018.
114

ICBC EMPLOYEES HOLD THEMSELVES
ACCOUNTABLE AND TAKE OWNERSHIP
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Accountable Statement Results
Q46. I hold myself accountable for my performance and
behaviours.

93%

4%

Q54. I take ownership for the outcomes of decisions I have made
in my work.

93%

4%

Q49. I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my
customers.

88%

7%2%

Q53. I am comfortable explaining decisions I have made within the
course of my work activities.

87%

8%2%

Q50. I make changes to my performance based on feedback I
receive.

8% 3%

85%

Q48. I know how my performance affects my contributions to my
customers and ICBC.

82%

Q51. I take advantage of opportunities to improve my work-related
knowledge and skills.

80%

Q57. I feel comfortable taking action if I become aware of
something unacceptable under the Code of Ethics.

76%

Q55. My manager creates an environment where mistakes can be
discussed and resolved.

75%

10% 5%
11% 4%
11% 5% 4%
10% 5%

Q47. I know the consequences of not meeting my performance
plan.

69%

13%

Q56. My manager encourages me to share contrary or conflicting
points of view.

67%

12% 6%

Q52. I seek information about company priorities and plans to
improve my understanding of ICBC’s business.

Strongly agree (7-6)
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345

5

57%
4

3

19%

7%

6%
6%
8%

10% 5% 6%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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ALL METRICS RELATED TO THE ACCOUNTABLE
INDEX SCORE HAVE IMPROVED FROM 2016
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Accountable Statement Results – Compared to 2016
Q46. I hold myself accountable for my performance and
behaviours.

93%
92%

Q54. I take ownership for the outcomes of decisions I have
made in my work.

93%
91%

Q49. I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my
customers.

88%
87%

Q53. I am comfortable explaining decisions I have made
within the course of my work activities.

87%
85%

Q50. I make changes to my performance based on feedback I
receive.

85%
82%

Q48. I know how my performance affects my contributions to
my customers and ICBC.

82%
77%

Q51. I take advantage of opportunities to improve my workrelated knowledge and skills.

80%
75%

Q57. I feel comfortable taking action if I become aware of
something unacceptable under the Code of Ethics.

76%
72%

Q55. My manager creates an environment where mistakes
can be discussed and resolved.

75%
71%

Q47. I know the consequences of not meeting my
performance plan.

69%
68%

Q56. My manager encourages me to share contrary or
conflicting points of view.

67%
62%

Q52. I seek information about company priorities and plans to
improve my understanding of ICBC’s business.

2018
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

50%

57%

2016
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THE ACCOUNTABLE INDEX SCORE IS ABOVE
THE TARGET
• The Accountable index score remains in the extremely positive performance category. This indicates
employees are taking responsibility for their own improved performance and continually working to
deliver better service, and making changes based on feedback.

Accountable Index Score
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86

87

87

82

Target

2014

2015

2016

Q49. I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers.
Q50. I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2017, n=1,071; 2016, n=3,759; 2015, n=1,153; 2014, n=3,453

86

2017

90

2018
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THE ACCOUNTABLE INDEX SCORE HAS
IMPROVED AMONG ALL DIVISIONS
• The Aligned index score has improved most notably in Claims MD & SIU, within Claims & DL
Operations.
Difference
(2018-2016)

Accountable Index Scores By Division
89
87
91
88
87
85
92

Claims & DL Operations
Claims & DL Customer Services & Ops
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Claims Injury Services
Claims Strategy & Programs
Claims MD & SIU

82

88

Corporate Affairs*

91

Finance

90
86
89
87
90
89
89
88
91
88

Information Services
Insurance**
Investments
Public Affairs***
2018

+2
+3
+2
+6
+4
+2
+1
+1
+3

2016

Q49. I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers.
Q50. I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759
*Corporate Affairs previously labelled Human Resources; **Insurance previously labelled Insurance, Strategy, Product & Pricing; ***Public Affairs previously labelled Corporate & Stakeholder Governance
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THE ACCOUNTABLE INDEX SCORE HAS
INCREASED BY TENURE AND TYPE OF POSITION
• The Accountable index remains constant among Managers with staff.

Difference
(2018-2016)

Accountable Index Scores By Personnel Sub Area
Less than 2 years
2-9 years
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10-19 years
20 years or more

84

Bargaining Unit

92
90
90
89
88
87
88

86

Manager with Staff

89

Regular Part-time
Temporary Full-time

89

2018
Q49. I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers.
Q50. I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

+1
+1
+4

+3

91
91

89
87
90
89

Regular Full-time

+2

=

+2
93

+1
+4

2016
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THE ACCOUNTABLE INDEX SCORE HAS
IMPROVED AMONG ALL ROLES
• The Accountable index score has improved most notably among other admin/clerical support.

Difference
(2018-2016)
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Accountable Index Scores By Role
Call centre

89
90

-1

Specialists/technical

90
87

+3

Other admin/clerical support

86

Other services/ops

85

91

+5

88

+3

Frontline Leadership

92
91

+1

Operations Leadership

92
92

-

96
95

Senior/Executive Leadership
2018
Q49. I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers.
Q50. I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

+1

2016
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THE ACCOUNTABLE INDEX SCORE HAS
IMPROVED OR IS ON PAR IN ALL LOCATIONS
• The Accountable index score has improved most notably in North Central.

Difference
(2018-2016)

Accountable Index Scores By Location
89

Fraser Valley

87
88
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Greater Vancouver

+2

86
89

Head Office

88
92

North Central

87
89

Southern Interior

+2

89

+1
+5
-

90

Vancouver Island

90

2018
Q49. I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers.
Q50. I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

-

2016
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THE ACCOUNTABLE INDEX HAS DECLINED
SLIGHTLY AMONG ALL AGES AND GENDERS
Difference
(2018-2016)

Accountable Index Scores By Demographics
89
90

Male

91
92
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Female

-1
-1

<35

90
91

-1

35-49

90
91

-1

89

50-59
60+
2018
Q49. I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers.
Q50. I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

91

-2

91
92

-1

2016
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6 OUT OF 10 ACCOUNTABLE STATEMENTS HAVE
A SIGNIFICANT RELATIONSHIP WITH THE INDEX
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Key Drivers of Accountable

Q48. I know how my performance affects my contributions to my
customers and ICBC.

27%

Q54. I take ownership for the outcomes of decisions I have made
in my work.

27%

Q51. I take advantage of opportunities to improve my work-related
knowledge and skills.

23%

Q46. I hold myself accountable for my performance and
behaviours.

12%

Q52. I seek information about company priorities and plans to
improve my understanding of ICBC’s business.

9%

Q56. My manager encourages me to share contrary or conflicting
points of view.

3%

Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345

Variance
Explained:
65%
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NO STATEMENTS FALL INTO THE KEY AREA OF
FOCUS FOR THE ACCOUNTABLE INDEX IN 2018
Focus Map: Accountable
Maintain

Reinforce

Survey Performance
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Q48. I know how my performance affects my
contributions to my customers and ICBC.
Q46

Q54

Q51

Q54. I take ownership for the outcomes of decisions I
have made in my work.

Q48

Q51. I take advantage of opportunities to improve my
work-related knowledge and skills.

Q46. I hold myself accountable for my performance
and behaviours.

Q56
Q52

Q52. I seek information about company priorities and
plans to improve my understanding of ICBC’s
business.

Be aware

Focus

Importance
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345

Q56. My manager encourages me to share contrary
or conflicting points of view.
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THERE IS AN INCREASE IN BOTH METRICS
USED IN THE ACCOUNTABLE INDEX SCORE
• After both Accountable statements dipped in 2017, in 2018 both statements has surpassed 2016 levels.

Accountable Index Question Distribution
Q49. I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers
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2018

88%

2017

7% 2%

82%

2016

9%

87%

4%
7%

3%

Q50. I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive
2018

85%

8%

2017

80%

11%

2016

82%

9%

Strongly agree (7-6)
Q49. I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers.
Q50. I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2017, n=1,071; 2016, n=3,759

5

4

3

3%
4%
5%

3%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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IMPROVEMENT IN VALUE & SERVICE DELIVERED
INCREASED ACROSS ALL DIVISIONS
• The 2018 Claims & DL Operations score remains the same as the 2016 score with the Accountable
statement “I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers.”
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I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers
Accountable Index Question Distribution by Division
2018

Claims & DL Operations
Corporate Affairs*
Finance
Information Services
Insurance**
Investments
Public Affairs***

2016

Claims & DL Operations
Corporate Affairs*
Finance
Information Services
Insurance**
Investments
Public Affairs***

87%
88%
87%
89%
90%
83%
90%

7% 4%

87%

10% 3%
8% 4%
7% 2%
13%
6%
7% 3%

84%
87%
89%
81%
87%
Strongly agree (7-6)

5

4

3

7% 2%
6% 2%
6% 3%
7% 2%
5%2%
9% 2%
5%1%

Strongly disagree (2-1)

Q49. I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

*Corporate Affairs previously labelled Human Resources; **Insurance previously labelled Insurance, Strategy, Product & Pricing; ***Public Affairs previously labelled Corporate & Stakeholder Governance
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MAKING PERFORMANCE ADJUSTMENTS
INCREASED ACROSS MOST DIVISIONS
• Insurance experiences a 2 point drop in agreement with the Accountable statement “I make changes to
my performance based on feedback I receive,” while all other divisions have improved or remained the
same.
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I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive
Accountable Index Question Distribution by Division
2018

Claims & DL Operations
Corporate Affairs*
Finance
Information Services
Insurance**
Investments
Public Affairs***

2016

Claims & DL Operations
Corporate Affairs*
Finance
Information Services
Insurance**
Investments
Public Affairs***
Strongly agree (7-6)

5

4

7% 3%
8% 3%
9% 3%
10% 2%
8% 5%
5% 4%
7%

85%
83%
85%
83%
84%
89%
87%

5%

4%

81%

9%

81%
80%
86%
85%
84%

12% 3%
6%
10%
7% 4%
10% 5%
9% 4%

3

Strongly disagree (2-1)

Q50. I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

*Corporate Affairs previously labelled Human Resources; **Insurance previously labelled Insurance, Strategy, Product & Pricing; ***Public Affairs previously labelled Corporate & Stakeholder Governance
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IMPROVEMENT IN VALUE & SERVICE REMAINS
CONSISTENT ACROSS ALL YEARS OF TENURE
• Agreement with the Accountable statement “I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my
customers” is on par in 2018 between all years of tenure.

I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers
Accountable Index Question Distribution by Tenure
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2018

Less than 2 years

88%

6% 2%

2-9 years

88%

7% 2%

10-19 years

89%

7% 2%

20 years or more

86%

7% 3%

2016
Less than 2 years

89%

2-9 years

88%

6% 4%

10-19 years

88%

7% 4%

20 years or more

9% 2%

85%
Strongly agree (7-6)

Q49. I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

5

4

9%
3

4%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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MAKING PERFORMANCE CHANGES REMAINS
CONSISTENT ACROSS ALL YEARS OF TENURE
• Agreement with the Accountable statement “I make changes to my performance based on feedback I
receive” decreases as employees move through their careers.

I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive
Accountable Index Question Distribution by Tenure
2018

Less than 2 years

87%
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2-9 years

7% 1%

87%

8% 3%

10-19 years

83%

8%

4% 3%

20 years or more

81%

9%

4%

2016
Less than 2 years

89%

2-9 years

7% 2%

85%

10-19 years

9%

82%

20 years or more

8%

75%
Strongly agree (7-6)

Q50. I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

5

4

12%
3

3%

6%
6%

3%
5%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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IMPROVEMENT IN VALUE & SERVICE REMAINS
CONSISTENT ACROSS ALL BUSINESS UNITS
• In both 2016 and 2018, a higher percentage of Managers with staff agree with the Accountable
statement “I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers.”

I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers
Accountable Index Question Distribution by Personnel Sub Area
2018
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Bargaining Unit

7% 3%

87%

Manager with Staff

5%

91%

2016
Bargaining Unit

8%

85%

Manager with Staff

4%2%

92%
Strongly agree (7-6)

Q49. I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

5

4

3

4%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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MAKING PERFORMANCE CHANGES REMAINS
CONSISTENT ACROSS ALL BUSINESS UNITS
• In both 2016 and 2018, a higher percentage of Managers with staff agree with the Accountable
statement “I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive.”

I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive
Accountable Index Question Distribution by Personnel Sub Area
2018
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Bargaining Unit

8% 3%

83%

Manager with Staff

6% 2%

91%

2016
Bargaining Unit

10%

80%

Manager with Staff

Q50. I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

5

4

3

4%

6% 3%

89%
Strongly agree (7-6)

5%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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IMPROVEMENT IN VALUE & SERVICE REMAINS
CONSISTENT ACROSS ALL TYPES OF POSITIONS
• Temporary Full-time employees are now more likely to agree with the Accountable statement “I work at
improving the value and service I deliver to my customers,” whereas in 2016 it was Regular Part-time
employees.

I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers
Accountable Index Question Distribution by Type of Position
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2018

Regular Full-time

88%

Regular Part-time

88%

Temporary Full-time

7% 2%
9%

87%

5%

2016
Regular Full-time

87%

Regular Part-time

8% 3%

91%

Temporary Full-time

4% 3%

86%
Strongly agree (7-6)

Q49. I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

5

4

3

8%

5%2%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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MAKING PERFORMANCE CHANGES REMAINS
CONSISTENT ACROSS ALL TYPES OF POSITIONS
• Agreement with the Accountable statement “I make changes to my performance based on feedback I
receive” is on par in 2018 between all types of business.

I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive
Accountable Index Question Distribution by Type of Position
2018
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Regular Full-time

84%

Regular Part-time

8% 3%

86%

Temporary Full-time

7% 3%

87%

7%

2016
Regular Full-time

81%

9%

5% 3%

Regular Part-time

87%

7% 4%

Temporary Full-time

87%

7% 3%3%

Strongly agree (7-6)

5

4

3

Strongly disagree (2-1)

Q50. I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive.

Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759
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IMPROVEMENT IN VALUE & SERVICE REMAINS
CONSISTENT ACROSS ALL ROLES
• Agreement with the Accountable statement “I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my
customers” is highest among senior/executive leadership.
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I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers
Accountable Index Question Distribution by Role
2018

Call centre
Specialists/technical
Other admin/clerical support
Other services/ops
Frontline Leadership
Operations Leadership
Senior/Executive Leadership

2016

Call centre
Specialists/technical
Other admin/clerical support
Other services/ops
Frontline Leadership
Operations Leadership
Senior/Executive Leadership
Strongly agree (7-6)
Q49. I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

5

4

88%
88%
89%
85%
95%
93%
97%
91%
87%
83%
84%
93%
94%
97%
3

7% 3%
8% 2%
4%3%
9% 3%
3%
3%

6% 3%
8% 3%
10% 4%
9% 5%
4%
5%
3%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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MAKING PERFORMANCE CHANGES REMAINS
CONSISTENT ACROSS ALL ROLES
• Agreement with the Accountable statement “I make changes to my performance based on feedback I
receive” is highest among frontline, operations and senior/executive leadership.
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I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive
Accountable Index Question Distribution by Role
2018

Call centre
Specialists/technical
Other admin/clerical support
Other services/ops
Frontline Leadership
Operations Leadership
Senior/Executive Leadership

86%
84%
85%
83%
94%
94%
94%

2016

Call centre
Specialists/technical
Other admin/clerical support
Other services/ops
Frontline Leadership
Operations Leadership
Senior/Executive Leadership

86%
81%
78%
77%
88%
94%
95%

Strongly agree (7-6)

5

4

3

7% 4%
10% 3%
7% 3%
9% 3%
4%
3%
3%
8% 3%
9% 5%
9%
7% 4%
11%
6% 5%
7% 3%
4%
3%

Strongly disagree (2-1)

Q50. I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive.

Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759
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IMPROVEMENT IN VALUE & SERVICE REMAINS
CONSISTENT IN ALL LOCATIONS FROM 2016
• Agreement with the Accountable statement “I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my
customers” is similar across all locations.

I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers
Accountable Index Question Distribution by Location
2018

Fraser Valley
Greater Vancouver
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89%

North Central

88%

Southern Interior

89%

Vancouver Island

90%

2016

Fraser Valley
Greater Vancouver
North Central

87%
87%

Southern Interior

Q49. I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

1%

7%

2% 1%

6%

2% 1%

5

1% 2%

4%

8%

3%

1% 1%

9%

1% 1%

2%

7%
4

1%1%

2% 1%

5%

89%
Strongly agree (7-6)

10%

4%

92%

Vancouver Island

2% 1%

8%

86%

Head Office

6%

7%

87%

1%1%

3%

7%

85%

Head Office

2% 1%

7%

87%

3

3%

1%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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MAKING PERFORMANCE CHANGES REMAINS
CONSISTENT IN ALL LOCATIONS FROM 2016
• Agreement with the Accountable statement “I make changes to my performance based on feedback I
receive” is similar across all locations.

I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive
Accountable Index Question Distribution by Location
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2018

Fraser Valley

84%

8% 4%

Greater Vancouver

85%

6% 3%

Head Office

85%

North Central

8% 3%
8%

88%

Southern Interior

84%

9% 2%

Vancouver Island

86%

8% 2%

2016

Fraser Valley

82%

Greater Vancouver

80%

Head Office

8%

5% 4%

10%

6% 3%

9%

84%

North Central

12%

77%

Southern Interior
Vancouver Island

85%
Strongly agree (7-6)

5

4

3

4% 6%

8%

83%

4%
3%4%

9% 3%2%

Strongly disagree (2-1)

Q50. I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive.

Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759
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IMPROVEMENT IN VALUE & SERVICE HAS
INCREASED ACROSS ALL ROLES
• Agreement with the Accountable statement “I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my
customers” is about on par among males and females, with females having a 2% lead.

I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers
Accountable Index Question Distribution by Gender
2018
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Male

8%

87%

Female

2%
6%

89%

2%

1%1%
1%

2016
Male
Female

9%

85%

7%

89%
Strongly agree (7-6)

Q49. I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

4%

5

4

3

1% 2%
3%

1%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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MAKING PERFORMANCE CHANGES HAS
INCREASED ACROSS ALL GENDERS
• Agreement with the Accountable statement “I make changes to my performance based on feedback I
receive” about on par among males and females, with females having a 2% lead.

I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive
Accountable Index Question Distribution by Gender
2018
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Male

9%

85%

Female

3%

7% 2%

87%

2016
Male

11%

79%

Female

8%

85%
Strongly agree (7-6)

5

6%

4

3

3%

4% 2%

Strongly disagree (2-1)

Q50. I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive.

Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759
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IMPROVEMENT IN VALUE & SERVICE REMAINS
CONSISTENT ACROSS ALL AGE GROUPS
• Agreement with the Accountable statement “I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my
customers” is highest among those 35 and older.

I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers
Accountable Index Question Distribution by Age
2018

<35

86%
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35-49

8%

2%

89%

50-59

6%

88%

60+

2% 1%

6%

90%

1%1%

2%
6%

1%1%
1% 1%1%

2016
<35
35-49
50-59
60+

88%

8%

86%

8%
89%

Strongly agree (7-6)

Q49. I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

7%
5

4

3

1%1%

1% 2%

3%
7%

88%

3%

3%

1%

6%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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MAKING PERFORMANCE CHANGES HAS
INCREASED ACROSS ALL AGE GROUPS
• Agreement with the Accountable statement “I make changes to my performance based on feedback I
receive” is highest among those under 50.

I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive
Accountable Index Question Distribution by Age
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2018

<35

87%

35-49

87%

50-59

8% 2%
7%

83%

60+

85%

3%

8%

3% 2%

6%

5% 2%

2016
<35

88%

35-49

8%

83%

50-59

8%

79%

60+

11%

77%
Strongly agree (7-6)

10%
5

4

3

2%

5% 2%
5%
9%

4%
3%

Strongly disagree (2-1)

Q50. I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive.

Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759
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EMPLOYEES TAKE RESPONSIBILITY BY BEING
ACCOUNTABLE AND OPEN TO LEARNING
Accountable Open-End

Q64. Describe how you take responsibility for your individual performance and for customer satisfaction.
Being accountable/responsible
for my actions
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Being open to
learning/improving/seeking
help/guidance
Having a strong customer
focus/understanding client
needs

22%
20%
13%

Maintaining a strong work
ethic/taking pride in my work

13%

Efficiency/time
management/providing fast
service

12%

Being open to
criticism/feedback

9%

Accuracy/being diligent/not
making mistakes

9%

Completing job tasks/meeting
deadlines/expectations

9%

Being
flexible/accommodating/meeti
ng client needs
Being responsive/returning
calls/following through on
promises

8%
7%

2018
Base: All valid respondents: 2018, n=2,628
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VERBATIM RESPONSES FROM ICBC
EMPLOYEES
Accountable Open-End
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Q64. Describe how you take responsibility for your individual performance and for customer satisfaction.

Ensuring that whilst customers
may not always be happy with
the answer they receive from
me, that they have a clear
understanding of what I can
or can't do, and what I may
require from them.
Ensuring work is completed in a
timely & accurate manner and
expectations are met.
I put my customer's needs first
and occasionally (depending on
circumstances) go above and
beyond if it helps mitigate an
overall claim.

Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345

Always willing to learn & bring
new ideas to the team in order
to be more efficient and
accurate.

Always being polite and
professional, and providing
complete and accurate
information.

Always follow up.

Accountability and integrity
are innately my core values. I
know what my objectives are
and how my work in the grand
scheme of things is important..

Obtain feedback from
manager and make changes
and improvements accordingly.
Put myself in customers
shoes, and treat with respect
and professionalism.
Always keep up to date about
changes.

Regularly revisiting my
performance plan through
reviewing targets at weekly
huddles, this ensures we remain
focused on customer
needs/satisfaction.
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LEADERSHIP
Several questions in the survey are associated with ICBC’s key leadership competencies:
Leading change, Accountability for performance, Communication, Active listening, Trust building,
Negotiation, Fostering teamwork, Developing and motivating others, and Innovation
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LEADERSHIP INDEX SUMMARY
•

ICBC’s performance on the Leadership index continues to improve in 2018, at 76 out of 100 –
resulting in a 6 point improvement from 2016. This improvement can mostly be attributed to the
Public Affairs division, whose Leadership index score has improved by 12 points. The Leadership
index score remains in the moderately positive performance category.

•

The Leadership index score is highest among the Public Affairs division at 82 (a 12 point
increase from 2016). Investments follows closely behind with a score of 80. Investments is the
only division to see a decrease in any index score, going from 81 in 2016 to 80 in 2018.

•

Agreement with the Leadership statements differs only slightly, with scores ranging from 56% to
68%.
•

•

Agreement is strongest among the following statements, all with agreement over two-thirds: My
manager helps me understand business changes that affect my work (Q7), My manager
gives me the time and attention I need to successfully do my work (Q25), My manager
encourages me to share contrary or conflicting points of view (Q56), and My manager
communicates in a way that helps me do my work (Q22).
All of the Leadership index statement results have improved from 2016.

• The results of the correlation analysis show strong relationships between Leadership and three of
the other indices: Enabled (+0.64), Motivated (+0.62), and Aligned (+0.58). There is a weaker
relationship between Leadership and Accountable (+0.40), which is not surprising given that
Accountable index is based on self-assessment while other indices are based on ratings given to
other elements of work environment.
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AGREEMENT WITH LEADERSHIP STATEMENTS
AROUND TWO-THIRDS OR BELOW
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Leadership Statement Results
Q7. My manager helps me understand business changes that
affect my work.

68%

14%

6% 4%6%

Q25. My manager gives me the time and attention I need to
successfully do my work.

68%

12%

7% 4% 7%

Q56. My manager encourages me to share contrary or conflicting
points of view.

67%

12% 6%3% 8%

Q22. My manager communicates in a way that helps me do my
work.

67%

Q30. My manager uses the collective strengths within our team to
fulfill the responsibilities of our jobs.

64%

13%

7% 4% 9%

Q29. My manager uses collaboration to build consensus and
cooperation within the team.

63%

13%

7% 4% 9%

Q28. My manager involves me in decisions that impact my work
and the work of my department.

60%
58%

Q34. My manager coaches me to perform at my best.
Q10. My manager helps me understand how my work contributes
to the four corporate strategic objectives.

Strongly agree (7-6)
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345

5

56%
4

3

13%

7% 4% 8%

13%

8% 5% 11%

17%

9% 5% 9%

19%

10% 6% 8%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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ALL METRICS RELATED TO THE LEADERSHIP
INDEX SCORE HAVE IMPROVED FROM 2016
Leadership Statement Results – Compared to 2016
68%

Q7. My manager helps me understand business changes that
affect my work.

61%
68%
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Q25. My manager gives me the time and attention I need to
successfully do my work.

59%

Q56. My manager encourages me to share contrary or
conflicting points of view.

67%
62%

Q22. My manager communicates in a way that helps me do
my work.

67%
61%
64%

Q30. My manager uses the collective strengths within our
team to fulfill the responsibilities of our jobs.

56%
63%

Q29. My manager uses collaboration to build consensus and
cooperation within the team.

55%
60%

Q28. My manager involves me in decisions that impact my
work and the work of my department.

52%
58%

Q34. My manager coaches me to perform at my best.

51%
56%
50%

Q10. My manager helps me understand how my work
contributes to the four corporate strategic objectives.

2018
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

2016
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THE LEADERSHIP INDEX SCORE IS ABOVE
TARGET FOR THE FIRST TIME
• The Leadership index score remains at the moderately positive performance category in 2018.

Leadership Index Score
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73

70

67

Target

2014

2016

76

2018

Q7. My manager helps me understand business changes that affect my work.; Q10. My manager helps me understand how my work contributes to the four corporate strategic objectives.; Q22.
My manager communicates in a way that helps me do my work.; Q25. My manager gives me the time and attention I need to successfully do my work.; Q28. My manager involves me in decisions
that impact my work and the work of my department.; Q29. My manager uses collaboration to build consensus and cooperation within the team.; Q30. My manager uses the collective strengths
within our team to fulfill the responsibilities of our jobs.; Q34. My manager coaches me to perform at my best.; Q56. My manager encourages me to share contrary or conflicting points of view.

Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759; 2014, n=3,453
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THE LEADERSHIP INDEX SCORE HAS
IMPROVED AMONG ALMOST ALL DIVISIONS
• Investments division has experienced a 1 point drop in the Leadership index.

Difference
(2018-2016)

Leadership Index Scores By Division
Claims & DL Operations

70

Claims & DL Customer Services & Ops

69
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Claims Strategy & Programs
64

Corporate Affairs*
Finance
Information Services
Insurance**

+6
+4
+14

73

-

75
72
75
71
74
70

+3

70

2018

75

78

Investments
Public Affairs***

+6

78
74
77

Claims Injury Services

Claims MD & SIU

76

+4
+4
80
81
82

-1
+12

2016

Q7. My manager helps me understand business changes that affect my work.; Q10. My manager helps me understand how my work contributes to the four corporate strategic objectives.; Q22.
My manager communicates in a way that helps me do my work.; Q25. My manager gives me the time and attention I need to successfully do my work.; Q28. My manager involves me in decisions
that impact my work and the work of my department.; Q29. My manager uses collaboration to build consensus and cooperation within the team.; Q30. My manager uses the collective strengths
within our team to fulfill the responsibilities of our jobs.; Q34. My manager coaches me to perform at my best.; Q56. My manager encourages me to share contrary or conflicting points of view.

Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

*Corporate Affairs previously labelled Human Resources; **Insurance previously labelled Insurance, Strategy, Product & Pricing; ***Public Affairs previously labelled Corporate & Stakeholder Governance
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THE LEADERSHIP INDEX SCORE HAS
IMPROVED AMONG ALL TENURES
• The Leadership index score has improved most notably among bargaining unit staff and those with 2-19
years of tenure.

Leadership Index Scores By Personnel Sub Area
79
77
77

Less than 2 years
2-9 years

+2
+4

73
75

10-19 years
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Difference
(2018-2016)

+5

70
72
69

20 years or more

Bargaining Unit

68

+3

74

Manager with Staff

79

82

+6
+3

76

Regular Full-time
70

Regular Part-time
2018

2016

Q7. My manager helps me understand business changes that affect my work.; Q10. My manager helps me understand how my work contributes to the four corporate strategic objectives.; Q22.
My manager communicates in a way that helps me do my work.; Q25. My manager gives me the time and attention I need to successfully do my work.; Q28. My manager involves me in
decisions that impact my work and the work of my department.; Q29. My manager uses collaboration to build consensus and cooperation within the team.; Q30. My manager uses the
collective strengths within our team to fulfill the responsibilities of our jobs.; Q34. My manager coaches me to perform at my best.; Q56. My manager encourages me to share contrary or
conflicting points of view.

Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

*Corporate Affairs previously labelled Human Resources; **Insurance previously labelled Insurance, Strategy, Product & Pricing; ***Public Affairs previously labelled Corporate & Stakeholder Governance
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THE LEADERSHIP INDEX SCORE HAS IMPROVED
IN ALL LOCATIONS, EXCEPT SOUTHERN INTERIOR
• The Leadership index score has improved most notably in Greater Vancouver.

Difference
(2018-2016)

Leadership Index Scores By Location
75

Fraser Valley

77

Greater Vancouver
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+6

69

+9

68
75

Head Office

+1

74
80

North Central

76
72

Southern Interior

+4
-1

73
78

Vancouver Island

77

2018

+1

2016

Q7. My manager helps me understand business changes that affect my work.; Q10. My manager helps me understand how my work contributes to the four corporate strategic objectives.; Q22.
My manager communicates in a way that helps me do my work.; Q25. My manager gives me the time and attention I need to successfully do my work.; Q28. My manager involves me in
decisions that impact my work and the work of my department.; Q29. My manager uses collaboration to build consensus and cooperation within the team.; Q30. My manager uses the
collective strengths within our team to fulfill the responsibilities of our jobs.; Q34. My manager coaches me to perform at my best.; Q56. My manager encourages me to share contrary or
conflicting points of view.

Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759
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THE LEADERSHIP INDEX SCORE HAS
IMPROVED AMONG ALL ROLES
• The Leadership index score has improved most notably among other admin/clerical support.

Difference
(2018-2016)

Leadership Index Scores By Role
Call centre

67
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Specialists/technical

71

72

Other admin/clerical support

69

Other services/ops

71

Frontline Leadership

+4
77

+5

77

+8

77

+6
81

Operations Leadership

79

85

+4

85
89
88

Senior/Executive Leadership
2018

+6
+1

2016

Q7. My manager helps me understand business changes that affect my work.; Q10. My manager helps me understand how my work contributes to the four corporate strategic objectives.; Q22.
My manager communicates in a way that helps me do my work.; Q25. My manager gives me the time and attention I need to successfully do my work.; Q28. My manager involves me in
decisions that impact my work and the work of my department.; Q29. My manager uses collaboration to build consensus and cooperation within the team.; Q30. My manager uses the
collective strengths within our team to fulfill the responsibilities of our jobs.; Q34. My manager coaches me to perform at my best.; Q56. My manager encourages me to share contrary or
conflicting points of view.

Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

*Corporate Affairs previously labelled Human Resources; **Insurance previously labelled Insurance, Strategy, Product & Pricing; ***Public Affairs previously labelled Corporate & Stakeholder Governance
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THE LEADERSHIP INDEX SCORE HAS
IMPROVED AMONG ALL AGES AND GENDERS
• The Leadership index score has improved most notably among those aged 60+.

Leadership Index Scores By Demographics
Male
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79

73

Female

76

72

<35

75

35-49

70

60+

79

+4
+5

75

73

2018

+6
+4

77

72

50-59

Difference
(2018-2016)

+5
81

+8

2016

Q7. My manager helps me understand business changes that affect my work.; Q10. My manager helps me understand how my work contributes to the four corporate strategic objectives.; Q22.
My manager communicates in a way that helps me do my work.; Q25. My manager gives me the time and attention I need to successfully do my work.; Q28. My manager involves me in
decisions that impact my work and the work of my department.; Q29. My manager uses collaboration to build consensus and cooperation within the team.; Q30. My manager uses the
collective strengths within our team to fulfill the responsibilities of our jobs.; Q34. My manager coaches me to perform at my best.; Q56. My manager encourages me to share contrary or
conflicting points of view.

Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345; 2016, n=3,759

*Corporate Affairs previously labelled Human Resources; **Insurance previously labelled Insurance, Strategy, Product & Pricing; ***Public Affairs previously labelled Corporate & Stakeholder Governance
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STRONGEST CORRELATION WITH LEADERSHIP
IS BETWEEN ENABLED & MOTIVATED
Relationship between Leadership and Indices

Enabled
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+0.64

Motivated
+0.62

Aligned
+0.58

Accountable
+0.40

• To illustrate the importance, and validity, of the Leadership index, correlations were run between
Leadership and each of the other indices. A correlation analysis is similar to a key drivers analysis, in
that it explains the nature and strength of relationship between two variables. The value of correlation
coefficient ranges from -1 to +1. The sign and magnitude of the coefficient can be used to interpret the
nature and strength of relationship as follows:
•

Sign: ‘+’ sign in front of the correlation coefficient denotes a positive relationship between variables i.e. both
variables increase or decrease at the same time. A ‘-’ sign in front of the correlation coefficient denotes inverse
relationship between two variables i.e. if one variables increases, other decreases.

•

Value: A coefficient value that is closer to +1 or -1 indicates the variables are strongly correlated (positive or
negative) while a coefficient value that is closer to 0 indicates a weaker relationship.
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ALMOST ONE-QUARTER ARE SATISFIED WITH
THE MANAGER
Leadership Open-End

Q65. Describe what your manager can do to further support you in your role.
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No suggestions/satisfied with
manager support

22%

Provide access/support for
further education/training

15%

Provide more
feedback/coaching/meetings/
one-on-one sessions

14%

Provide stronger
leadership/support/guidance

12%

Be
available/approachable/visibl
e

8%

Improve/reduce
workload/hire additional staff

7%

Provide clear
communication/more
transparency

7%

Discuss career
opportunities/career paths

7%

Encourage/acknowledge/rec
ognize staff

6%

2018
Base: All valid respondents: 2018, n=2,727
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VERBATIM RESPONSES FROM ICBC
EMPLOYEES
Leadership Open-End
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Q65. Describe what your manager can do to further support you in your role.

Advocate for us to get the best
technology available to do our
jobs efficiently, encourage work
from home and flexibility,
encourage and act on our ideas
for improving process efficiency.

Let me know of upcoming
opportunities that might suit
me. Keep me up to date on
changes happening and consult
me when a big change directly
effects me or my work.

I think so far, my manager has
supported me enough in my
role and I'm grateful to her.

Involve me more in long-term
planning for the services our
department supports.

Acquire trainings and tools to
enhance working environment.

I would like to see a bit more
structure and clarity in my
role, as well as in the wider
team and department.

Advise of opportunities to get
involved in new projects/
initiatives.

Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345

More 1:1 time.

Offer training solutions to
further develop a skill set.
One-on-one meeting to help
develop skills and utilise
individual strengths to further job
satisfaction and advancement.
Provide a little more
information about the
resources we have available for
health and wellness.
Provide classroom and handson training.
Provide feedback.
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EXECUTIVES SECTION

This artwork was created using Nielsen data.
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EXECUTIVES SECTION SUMMARY
• Confidence in the new CEO in leading in the direction of the company, as well as
feeling positive about direction of the company are very low. About 2-in-5 employees
agree with each statement.
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I have confidence in the new CEO in leading the direction of the company
• Only about one-third of the Claims & DL Operations division agree with this statement.
This means that confidence in the new CEO at the overall level is being pulled down
by the Claims & DL Operations division.
• Public Affairs is has particularly high agreement with the statement (75%).

I feel positive about the direction of the company
• All divisions except for Public affairs have less than half of the division in agreement
with this statement.
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FEW ARE CONFIDENT IN THE NEW CEO & FEEL
POSITIVE ABOUT DIRECTION OF THE COMPANY
• It is important to note that only about 1-in-5 employees strongly disagree with the statements “I have
confidence in the new CEO in leading the direction of the company” and “I feel positive about the
direction of the company.”
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Executives Section

Q73. I have confidence in the new CEO in leading the
direction of the company.

41%

Q74. I feel positive about the direction of the company.

Strongly agree (7-6)

5

Q74. I feel positive about the direction of the company.
Q73. I have confidence in the new CEO in leading the direction of the company.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345

39%

4

3

22%

23%

18%

16%

8%

5% 7%

12%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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RESULTS ABOUT CONFIDENCE IN CEO ARE
BEING DRIVEN PRIMARILY BY CLAIMS
• Only about one-third of the Claims & DL Operations division agree with the statement “I have confidence
in the new CEO in leading the direction of the company.” This is very low compared to Public Affairs,
where three-quarters agree that they have confidence.

I have confidence in the new CEO in leading the direction of the company
Executives Section
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Claims & DL Operations
Corporate Affairs*

22%

36%

24%

48%

Finance

47%

Information Services

48%

Insurance**
Investments
Public Affairs***

19%

5

15%

4% 4%

14%

5% 4%

18%

4

13%
13%

75%
Strongly agree (7-6)

3

3% 7%

19%

25%

60%

3%3%

14%

18%

54%

9%

6%

20%

7%

3%
4%

Strongly disagree (2-1)

Q73. I have confidence in the new CEO in leading the direction of the company.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345

*Corporate Affairs previously labelled Human Resources; **Insurance previously labelled Insurance, Strategy, Product & Pricing; ***Public Affairs previously labelled Corporate & Stakeholder Governance
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POSITIVE FEELINGS ABOUT DIRECTION OF
COMPANY ARE LOW AMONG MOST DIVISIONS
• All divisions except for Public affairs have less than half of the division in agreement with the statement
“I feel positive about the direction of the company.”

I feel positive about the direction of the company
Executives Section
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Claims & DL Operations

22%

37%

Corporate Affairs*

28%

42%

Finance
Information Services

43%

Insurance**

44%

Investments

43%

Public Affairs***

25%

17%

19%

5

25%
10%

59%
Strongly agree (7-6)

18%

21%

4

3

11%

9%

20%

15%

8%

7%

13%

23%

37%

15%

8%

16%

6%

7%
9%

9%
7%
8%

6%
8%

Strongly disagree (2-1)

Q74. I feel positive about the direction of the company.
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345

*Corporate Affairs previously labelled Human Resources; **Insurance previously labelled Insurance, Strategy, Product & Pricing; ***Public Affairs previously labelled Corporate & Stakeholder Governance
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WELLNESS SECTION

This artwork was created using Nielsen data.
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WELLNESS SECTION SUMMARY
I am familiar with the resources available to support my health and wellness
• Just under two-thirds of employees are familiar with the resources available to support
their health and wellness.
• All divisions have between 58% and 65% familiarity with these resources, except for
Public Affairs with 72% familiarity.
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• Exactly two-thirds of employees have accessed the resources available to them, and
of those 59% strongly agree that they are satisfied.
• Satisfaction is consistent across divisions with Investments having the highest
satisfaction at 69%, and Claims & DL Operations and Information Services (both 57%)
at the low end.
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JUST UNDER TWO-THIRDS OF EMPLOYEES
ARE FAMILIAR WITH WELLNESS RESOURCES
• Under 1-in-10 employees strongly disagree with the statement “I am familiar with the resources
available to support my health and wellness.”
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Wellness Section

Q70. I am familiar with the resources available to support
my health and wellness

Strongly agree (7-6)

5

62%

4

3

18%

10% 4%5%

Strongly disagree (2-1)

Q70. I am familiar with the resources available to support my health and wellness (e.g. Employee and Family Assistance Program (EFAP), know your numbers clinic, flu shot
clinic, ergonomics, webinars, online resources etc.).
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345
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PUBLIC AFFAIRS DIVISION MOST FAMILIAR
WITH WELLNESS RESOURCES
• All other divisions have a similar level of familiarity with wellness resources, which is around the
company total of 62%.

I am familiar with the resources available to support my health and wellness
Wellness Section
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Claims & DL Operations

19%

62%

Corporate Affairs*

16%

65%

Finance

63%

Information Services

62%

20%

Insurance**

62%

16%

Investments

16%

Public Affairs***
Strongly agree (7-6)

5

4

3

8%

5% 5%
5% 6%

10%
10%

4% 4%
4% 6%
5% 5%

15%

72%

4% 5%

11%

32%

58%

10%

8%

3%

Strongly disagree (2-1)

Q70. I am familiar with the resources available to support my health and wellness (e.g. Employee and Family Assistance Program (EFAP), know your numbers clinic, flu shot
clinic, ergonomics, webinars, online resources etc.).
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345
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TWO-THIRDS OF EMPLOYEES HAVE ACCESSED
WELLNESS RESOURCES
• Of those that have accessed the wellness resources, 59% strongly agree that with the statement “I am
satisfied with the quality of the resources available to support my health and wellness.”

Wellness Section
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I have accessed the resources available
to support my health and wellness

I am satisfied with the quality of the resources
available to support my health and wellness
(Among those who have accessed the resources)

34%
59%

20%

10%4%6%

66%

Yes

No

Strongly agree (7-6)

5

4

3

Strongly disagree (2-1)

Q71. I have accessed the resources available to support my health and wellness (e.g. Employee and Family Assistance Program (EFAP), know your numbers clinic, flu shot
clinic, ergonomics, webinars, online resources etc.).
Base: All respondents: 2018, n=4,345
Q72. I am satisfied with the quality of the resources available to support my health and wellness.
Base: Those who have accessed the resources available to support health and wellness, n=2,857
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SATISFACTION WITH WELLNESS RESOURCES
IS ON PAR ACROSS ALL DIVISIONS
• At least two-thirds of those who have accessed wellness resources in Insurance, Investments and
Public Affairs divisions agree with the statement “I am satisfied with the quality of the resources
available to support my health and wellness.”

I am satisfied with the quality of the resources available to support my health and wellness
Wellness Section
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Claims & DL Operations

20%

57%

Corporate Affairs*

11%
20%

64%

Finance

59%

24%

Information Services

57%

25%

Insurance**
Investments
Public Affairs***

16%

67%
Strongly agree (7-6)

5

4

3

Q72. I am satisfied with the quality of the resources available to support my health and wellness.
Base: Those who have accessed the resources available to support health and wellness, n=2,857

4% 4%

10% 3%

19%

69%

8% 3%4%
8%

17%

66%

5% 7%

3%4%

9%

9% 3%
11%

4%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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ICBC’s Information Request Response

2021.1 RR MoveUP.2.3 – Attachment B –
2019 Pulse Check Report

Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
April 14, 2021

2019 ICBC EMPLOYEE
OPINION PULSE CHECK
Corporate Report

February 2020
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INTRODUCTION
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3

INTRODUCTION
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The Pulse Check survey is a succinct survey to check in with ICBC employees
on the organizational performance indices and perception about ICBC actions
following the previous employee opinion survey of 2018.
The focus remains of the Employee Opinion Survey is capturing opinion about
five ICBC-specific organizational performance indices, rather than a capturing a
single engagement number. Note that the Pulse Check does not capture opinion
about the Leadership Index.
This Corporate Report provides a high-level analysis of the survey results. It is
meant to offer recommendations on general organizational direction and
focus for any human resources initiatives.
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APPROACH AND RESPONSE RATE
• The Pulse Check survey was completed online. Unique one-time use links were created by Nielsen and
emailed to all ICBC employees.
• Invites were sent out on January 6th, 2020 and the survey closed on January 31, 2020. Over this time a
total of 5,727 invites were sent and we achieved 2,918 completes across all Divisions of ICBC.
Distribution of completes by Division can be seen below.
2019
Census
N=

Completes
n=

Completes
%

Claims Customer & MD Services

1,776

812

46%

Claims Injury & Legal Services

1,514

890

59%

Corporate Affairs*

223

133

60%

Finance

272

136

50%

Information Services

635

273

43%

Insurance

502

308

61%

Public Affairs & DL

805

366

45%

5,727

2,918

51%
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Division

TOTAL
*Members of the Executive Office were included in the Corporate Affairs Division.
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READING THIS REPORT
• The goal of this report is to provide indication of employee perception regarding
reaction to on-going initiatives in response to the full Employee Opinion Survey of
2018, enable leaders to respond to any concerns raised, and continue the productive
dialogue between executives and employees regarding organizational performance.
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• Each section begins with an overview of the results for all the statements (or
questions) within the corresponding part of the survey.
• These top-level results are followed by a description of the index being used to
measure organizational performance, the results of the index analysis, as well as our
analysis based on demographic information provided with the ICBC employee
sample.
• Survey responses were provided on a 7-point scale of agreement, where 7 was
strongly agree, and 1 was strongly disagree. For question results in this report, the
scale has been condensed to strongly Agree (6 or 7), 5, 4, 3, and strongly disagree (1
or 2). For example, a result of 70% strongly agree on a question means that 70% of
employees gave a response of 6 or 7 on that particular question.

6

READING THIS REPORT
• Within each of these question groupings, two questions were included that can be used to
measure ICBC performance on the different parts of the strategic objective. The two questions
selected for each index represented behaviours/attitudes that ICBC likely cannot directly influence,
but that people can reliably answer.
Aligned
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Q1_1. I have a clear
understanding of
what is expected of
me in my work.
Q1_2. I understand
how to apply the
corporate values in
doing my work.

Enabled

Q1_3. I have the
tools and resources
to do my work.
Q1_4. I have the
appropriate amount
of decision-making
authority to do my
work.

Motivated

Q1_5. I get a sense
of personal
accomplishment and
fulfillment from my
work.
Q1_6. I feel a sense
of belonging to
ICBC.

Accountable

Q1_7. I work at
improving the value
and services I deliver
to my customers.
Q1_8. I make
changes to my
performance based
on feedback I receive.

• The average (mean) score on these two questions for each employee was taken and scaled up to
100 to create a score for each.The legend below provides some guidance on how these scores
can be interpreted:
80-100=Extremely positive
60-79=Moderately positive
40-59=Moderately negative
0-39=Extremely negative
7

RESULTS

This artwork was created using Nielsen data.
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EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE
OBJECTIVES

This artwork was created using Nielsen data.
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EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE OBJECTIVES
Aligned People and Business Capabilities is a Strategic Enabler identified in 2018/19
Service Plan and helped ICBC improve business capabilities and better align people. A key
objective within that Enabler is to:
Develop accountable, aligned, enabled and motivated leaders and employees.
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This objective was used to develop ICBC’s custom approach to employee opinion
measurement. A framework was developed that defined each of the parts of this objective.
Aligned
Understanding of
where the
organization is
going and how
employees
contribute to its
success

Enabled
Whether
resources
available to
employees
provide the
opportunity to
give their best
effort

Motivated
Whether ICBC’s
efforts and
attributes
encourage
employees in a
meaningful way

Accountable
Whether ICBC’s
standards and
how they impact
the job are clear
to employees

Leadership Manager performance on ICBC leadership competencies
10

EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE OBJECTIVES
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• Within each of these question groupings, two questions were included that, according
to the above framework, can be used to measure ICBC performance on the different
parts of the strategic objective. The two questions selected for each index
represented behaviours/attitudes that ICBC cannot directly influence, but that people
can reliably answer.
• The average (mean) score on these two questions for each employee was taken and
scaled up to 100 to create a score for each of Aligned, Enabled, Motivated, and
Accountable. They are not percentages of employees. The legend below provides
some guidance on how these scores can be interpreted:

SCORING LEGEND

80-100=Extremely positive
60-79=Moderately positive
40-59=Moderately negative
0-39=Extremely negative
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EOS OVERALL DASHBOARD
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ALIGNED

ENABLED

MOTIVATED

ACCOUNTABLE

2019
Results

81

68

65

87

Change
From 2018

-1

-5

-7

-3

2019
Target

82

76

75

90
SCORING LEGEND

80-100=Extremely positive
60-79=Moderately positive
40-59=Moderately negative
0-39=Extremely negative
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ALL INDEX SCORES HAVE TAKEN A DROP
WHEN COMPARED TO 2018
• Enabled and Motivated index scores have dipped significantly below the 2019 target

Employee Experience Objectives Index Scores
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82

81 82 81
77 76 78

90 87
76

63 63 66

Aligned

70 73 68

75
60 59

Enabled
Target

2014

64 67

72

2016

2017

2018

87 86 90 87

65

Motivated
2015

82

Accountable
2019

Difference between 2019 Index Score and...
Target

2018

Aligned

-1

-1

Enabled

-8

-5

Motivated

-10

-7

Accountable

-3

-3
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INDEX SUMMARY
Index

Insight

Remains the second highest score of the four indices at 81 out of 100
Performance is now below the target score of 82
Aligned

Drops in Claims Injury & Legal Services and Information Services has brought their
index scores into the moderately positive zone
Third highest score of the four indices at 68 out of 100
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The index has dropped 5 points since 2018, and now sits 1 point below the target
Enabled

Public Affairs & DL and Claims Injury & Legal Services divisions have decreased
their Enabled index score most notably
Continues to be the lowest score of the four indices since 2014 at 65 out of 100

Motivated

With a decrease of 7 points since 2018, the index is performing at a similar level to
2016 and is 2 points below target
While Insurance has dropped just slightly in performance of this index, all other
divisions have had fairly large drops in performance when compared to 2018
Continues to be the highest of the four indices, now at 87 out of 100
This index is performing below target

Accountable

All divisions except for Investments have had small drop in performance of this
index when comparing to 2018
14
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INDEX SUMMARY
•

All indices have dropped since 2018 and now sit below target.

•

The Enabled and Motivated indices continue to remain a focus going into 2020 as
they fall into the moderately positive performance category, instead of the extremely
positive performance category as Aligned and Accountable do.

•

With fairly significant drops in score compared to 2018, it will be important to gain
some deeper insight into both the Enabled and Motivated index drivers.

•

The indices are explained in greater depth in the following section, along with detailed
analysis of various employee demographics.

15

2019 VS 2018 COMPARISON – CORPORATE
AND BY DIVISION
Employee Experience Objectives Index Scores
2018* vs. 2019 Comparison
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Aligned

Base

`

Enabled

Motivated

Accountable

Year / Change

2018

2019

2018

2019

Δ

2018

2019

Δ

2018

2019

2018

2018

2019

Δ

ICBC Corporate

4,345

2,918

82

81

-1

73

68

-5

72

65

-7

89

87

-2

Claims Customer &
MD Services

1,291

812

83

82

-1

73

70

-3

70

62

-8

89

87

-2

Claims Injury & Legal
Services

1110

890

80

77

-3

68

60

-8

71

62

-9

87

86

-1

Corporate Affairs

206

133

84

80

-4

76

70

-6

77

70

-7

92

90

-2

Finance

243

136

85

82

-3

76

73

-3

73

69

-4

89

86

-3

Information Services

478

273

81

79

-2

72

71

-1

75

70

-5

88

86

-2

Insurance

412

308

82

82

-

73

73

-

71

70

-1

89

89

-

Public Affairs & DL

605

366

86

84

-2

80

72

-8

75

67

-8

92

89

-3

Green shaded squares indicates the performance has improved compared to 2018
Red shaded squares indicates the performance has decreased compared to 2018

*As a result of organizational changes at ICBC mapping of employees was conducted using 2018 Primary Org Unit
Level 3 information to the 2019 Primary Division..

Scoring Legend
80 - 100 = Extremely positive
60 - 79 = Moderately positive
40 - 59 = Moderately negative
0 - 39 = Extremely negative
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DIVISION & PERSONNEL SUB AREA HIGHLIGHTS
Index
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Aligned

Enabled

Motivated

Accountable

Highlight
• Index decrease is consistent across Tenure groups and
Personnel Sub Area
• Notable increase in performance for Regular Part-time staff
• Index decrease is consistent across Tenure groups
• Manager with Staff reported the largest decrease in
performance
• Notable decrease in performance reported by Regular full-time
staff
• Most significant drop in performance reported by those with 29 years of tenure and in the Bargaining Unit
• Regular Full and Part-time employees noted a dip in
performance
• Index decrease is consistent across Tenure groups and
Personnel Sub Area
• Performance remained equal to 2018 for Temporary Full-time
staff
17

COMMENTS
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• Employees of ICBC continue to see strong awareness of their own work
expectations and how they apply the corporate values in their work. While
agreement in most divisions have dropped slightly, the Aligned Index
remains in the extremely positive performance zone.
• The Enabled index performance has dropped overall by 5 points compared
to 2018. All divisions except Insurance have seen a decrease, most notably
in Claims Injury & Legal Services and Public Affairs and DL, both seeing an
8-point decrease. Corporate Affairs has also decreased by 6 points.
• The Motivated Index looks at accomplishment and fulfillment from work,
and sense of belonging to ICBC. This index has dropped most in
performance when compared to 2018 driven by lower opinion by Regular
Full and Part-time employees.
• Performance level of the Accountable Index remains in the extremely
positive position zone in 2019. While performance has dipped to being just
below the target, more than eight-in-ten employees agree with statements in
this index.
18

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
• The results of the employee pulse check indicate extremely strong results on the Aligned
and Accountable indices, and moderately strong results on the Enabled and Motivated
indices.
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• The greatest decrease in performance at ICBC compared to 2018 was in the Motivated
index (-7); Claims Injury & Legal Services, Claims Customer & MD Services, and Public
Affairs & DL have decreased 9, 8 and 8 points respectively.
• Deeper investigation on employee experiences that have led to the drop in performance of
both the Enabled and Motivated Indices should be a focus for 2020.
• Considering the Enabled Index, the dip appears to be fueled largely by decreased
perception in decision-making authority. All levels of tenure and employees in both
Bargaining Unit and Manager with Staff personnel sub-areas have responded
consistently more negatively to this question.
• Considering the Motivated Index, the largest drop was in employee’s perception of their
sense of accomplishment and fulfillment from their work. Specifically, now in Claims
Customer & MD Services and Claims Injury & Legal Services, one-in-four employees
report disagreement with this question. Additionally, the greatest drop in perception of
this question was from employees with the least amount of tenure at ICBC.

19

RESULTS BY OBJECTIVE

This artwork was created using Nielsen data.
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ALIGNED

This artwork was created using Nielsen data.
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ALIGNED INDEX SUMMARY
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The Aligned index measures understanding of job expectations and how
corporate values can be implemented at the employee level.
•

Aligned has the second highest score of the four indices at 81 out of 100,
consistent with the result of all the previous waves.

•

The Aligned score is now below the target score of 82 and can still be
classified as extremely positive – a consistent outcome over the past three
waves of this survey. This is a strong score, indicating good awareness of role
expectations in terms of performance outcomes as well as behaviour aligned
with the ICBC core values.

•

Unfortunately there has been a drop in performance in all divisions except
Investments, which remained flat, when compared to 2018

•

The drop in Claims Injury & Legal Services (-3) and Information Services (-2)
has brought their index score into the moderately positive zone

•

Improving the Aligned index score should remain a lower priority for 2019.

22

THE ALIGNED INDEX SCORE IS ON PAR WITH
PREVIOUS YEARS
The Aligned index score remains in the extremely positive performance category for the third year in a
row. This indicates good awareness of role expectations in terms of performance outcomes as well as
behaviour aligned with the ICBC core values.

Aligned Index Score
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82

77

Target

2014

2015

2016

82

81

78

76

2017

2018

1_1. I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work.
1_2. I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345; 2017, n=1,071; 2016, n=3,759; 2015, n=1,153; 2014, n=3,453

81

2019
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THE ALIGNED INDEX SCORE HAS DROPPED
AMONG MOST DIVISIONS
• The Aligned index score has decreased in almost all divisions, most notably in Corporate Affairs.

Difference
(2019-2018)

Aligned Index Scores By Division
82
83

Claims Customer & MD Services

77
80
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Claims Injury & Legal Services

-3

80

Corporate Affairs

84

82
85

Finance

79
81

Information Services

82
82

Insurance

84
86

Public Affairs & DL
2019
1_1. I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work.
1_2. I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

-1

-4
-3
-2
-2

2018
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THE ALIGNED INDEX SCORE HAS DECREASED
BY TENURE AND UNIT
• The Aligned index score has improved most notably among Regular Part-time employees.

Difference
(2019-2018)

Aligned Index Scores By Personnel Sub Area
Less than 2 years
2-9 years
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10-19 years
20 years or more

Bargaining Unit
Manager with Staff

Regular Full-time
Regular Part-time

81
83
80
82
81
83
81
82

-2

80
82
82

-2

-2
-2
-1

85

-3

80
82
85
81

-2

88
87

Temporary Full-time
2019
1_1. I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work.
1_2. I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

+4
+1

2018
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UNDERSTANDING CORPORATE VALUES IS ON
PAR WITH THE ALIGNED SCORE IN 2018
• Those who strongly agree with the Aligned statement “I have a clear understanding of what is expected
of me in my work” has declined by 6 points to 71% compared to 2018; while those who strongly agree
with “I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work” is at 71%, on par with 2018
results.

Aligned Index Question Distribution

1. I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work
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2019
2018

6% 4% 4%

15%

71%

13%

77%

4% 3%3%

2. I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work.
2019

71%

2018

71%
Strongly agree (7-6)

1_1. I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work.
1_2. I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

15%
15%
5

4

3

7%
7%

3% 4%
3% 3%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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EMPLOYEES UNDERSTANDING EXPECTATIONS
DECREASED AMONG MOST DIVISIONS
• Agreement with the Aligned statement “I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my
work” remains highest among Public Affairs & DL. Agreement is also notably high in Finance.
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I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work
Aligned Index Question Distribution
2019

Claims Customer & MD Services
Claims Injury & Legal Services
Corporate Affairs
Finance
Information Services
Insurance
Public Affairs & DL

73%
65%
75%
79%
66%
72%
80%

2018

Claims Customer & MD Services
Claims Injury & Legal Services
Corporate Affairs
Finance
Information Services
Insurance
Public Affairs & DL
Strongly agree (7-6)
1_1. I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

79%
70%
81%
79%
74%
75%
85%

5

4

3

15%

5%
17%
6% 5% 7%
11% 6%
5%
12%
17%
9% 4%
16%
10% 6%1%
12% 4% 3%
4%
6%
17%
10% 4%
12% 5%
5% 4%4%
14%
5%
13%
8%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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LEVEL OF APPLICATION OF CORPORATE
VALUES VARIES ACROSS ALL DIVISIONS
• Agreement with the Aligned statement “I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my
work” has increased in Claims Customer & MD Services, and Insurance, and Information Services.
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I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work
Aligned Index Question Distribution
2019

Claims Customer & MD Services
Claims Injury & Legal Services
Corporate Affairs
Finance
Information Services
Insurance
Public Affairs & DL

2018

Claims Customer & MD Services
Claims Injury & Legal Services
Corporate Affairs
Finance
Information Services
Insurance
Public Affairs & DL
Strongly agree (7-6)
1_2. I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

6% 3%
17%
9% 3% 6%
18%
8% 3%
8% 3%3%
16%
15%
8% 4%
12% 5% 4%3%
13%
6% 3%
14%

74%
64%
67%
68%
71%
75%
76%

8% 3%3%
8% 4%4%
12% 4% 4%
12%
8%
8% 3%3%
15%
6%
14%
14%
5% 3%

15%
16%

71%
68%
78%
76%
70%
72%
76%

5

4

3

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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AGREEMENT THAT EMPLOYEES UNDERSTAND
EXPECTATIONS DROPS ACROSS TENURE
• Employees with 10 years or more experience are among those more likely to strongly agree that they
have a clear understanding of what is expected in their work (74% and 73% respectively).

I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work
Aligned Index Question Distribution by Tenure
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2019

Less than 2 years

70%

2-9 years

69%

18%

4% 4% 4%

16%

10-19 years

74%

20 years or more

73%

6% 3% 5%

13%

7% 3%3%

13%

6% 5% 4%

2018
Less than 2 years

77%

2-9 years

77%

13%

4% 3%3%

10-19 years

78%

12%

4% 3%3%

20 years or more

14%

76%
Strongly agree (7-6)

1_1. I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

5

4

12%
3

3%3%

6% 3%3%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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UNDERSTANDING CORPORATE VALUES REMAIN
CONSISTENT ACROSS ALL YEARS OF TENURE
• A slight drop in agreement with the Aligned statement “I understand how to apply the corporate values in
doing my work” among those with tenure 10-19 years.

I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work
Aligned Index Question Distribution by Tenure
2019
Less than 2 years

71%
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2-9 years

15%

70%

15%

10-19 years

71%

15%

20 years or more

71%

15%

7% 4%
8% 3% 4%
8%

4%

7% 3% 4%

2018
Less than 2 years

71%

2-9 years

15%

69%

10-19 years

17%

74%

20 years or more

13%

71%
Strongly agree (7-6)

1_2. I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

5

14%
4

3

7% 4%
7% 3%
7% 3%
7%

4%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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AGREEMENT THAT EMPLOYEES UNDERSTAND
EXPECTATIONS EXPERIENCED A DECLINE
• Agreement with “I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work.” decreased among
Bargaining Unit and Manager with Staff compared to 2018 results.

I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work
Aligned Index Question Distribution by Personnel Sub Area
2019
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Bargaining Unit

15%

70%

Manager with Staff

76%

6% 4% 4%
4%

13%

5%

14%

5% 3%3%

2018
Bargaining Unit

75%

Manager with Staff

10% 3% 3%

82%
Strongly agree (7-6)

1_1. I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

5

4

3

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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A DECREASE AMONG MANAGER WITH STAFF
IN UNDERSTANDING CORPORATE VALUES
• Three-in-four (76%) manager’s with staff strongly agree with the statement “I understand how to apply
the corporate values in doing my work”, a 5-point drop compared to 2018.

I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work
Aligned Index Question Distribution by Personnel Sub Area
2019
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Bargaining Unit
Manager with Staff

8% 3% 4%

16%

69%

12%

76%

6%

4%

2018
Bargaining Unit

16%

69%

Manager with Staff

1_2. I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

5

4

4% 3%

10% 4%3%

81%
Strongly agree (7-6)

8%

3

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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UNDERSTANDING CORPORATE VALUES
DECREASES ACROSS POSITION TYPE
• There is a decline in agreement with the statement “I have a clear understanding of what is expected of
me in my work” compared to 2018, particularly among regular full-time and part-time employees (-5 and
-6 points respectively).

I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work
Aligned Index Question Distribution Type of Position
2019
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Regular Full-time

71%

Regular Part-time

15%

73%

Temporary Full-time

6% 4% 4%

13%

80%

8% 3%
14%

3%

2018
Regular Full-time

76%

Regular Part-time

79%

Temporary Full-time

84%
Strongly agree (7-6)

1_1. I have a clear understanding of what is expected of me in my work.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

5

4

3

13%

4% 3%3%

10%

5% 3%3%

10% 4%
Strongly disagree (2-1)
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REGULAR PART-TIME EMPLOYEES INCREASE IN
UNDERSTANDING CORPORATE VALUES
• Close to 8-in-10 (78%) regular part-time employees strongly agree that they understand how to apply
the corporate values in doing their work, a 9-point increase compared to 2018.
• Agreement among regular and temporary full-time employees remain consistent with 2018.

I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work
Aligned Index Question Distribution by Type of Position
2019
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Regular Full-time

70%

Regular Part-time

15%

78%

Temporary Full-time

7% 3% 4%
13%

83%

8% 1%
13%

4%

2018
Regular Full-time

71%

Regular Part-time

15%

69%

15%

Temporary Full-time

82%
Strongly agree (7-6)

1_2. I understand how to apply the corporate values in doing my work.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

5

4

3

7% 3%3%
7% 2% 6%
10% 4% 2%1%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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ENABLED
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ENABLED INDEX SUMMARY
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The Enabled Index measures the degree to which employees have the resources and
autonomy to effectively carry out their work.
•

Enabled has the third highest score of the four indices at 68 out of 100.

•

The Enabled index score has suffered the largest decrease among the four indices,
dropping 7 points when compared to 201 and is now below target performance.

•

The Enabled index remains in the moderately positive performance category.

•

Public Affairs & DL, and Claims Injury & Legal Services divisions have decreased
their Enabled index score most notably with a drop of 8 points.

•

Outside of Claims Customer & MD Services, all divisions have a score of at or over
70.

•

A focus should be to determine employee experiences that have impacted their ability
to contribute at their desired level.

36

THE ENABLED INDEX SCORE HAS DROPPED
COMPARED TO 2018
• The Enabled index score is at 68, 5 points lower than 2018 level.

Enabled Index Score
76
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63

66

63

Target

2014

2015

2016

73

70

2017

2018

1_3. I have the tools and resources to do my work.
1_4. I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345; 2017, n=1,071; 2016, n=3,759; 2015, n=1,153; 2014, n=3,453

68

2019

37

THE ENABLED INDEX SCORE HAS DECREASED
AMONG MOST DIVISIONS
• The Aligned index score has dropped most notably among Claims Injury & Legal Services, Public Affairs
& DL, and Corporate Affairs.
Difference
(2019-2018)

Enabled Index Scores By Division
70
73

Claims Customer & MD Services
60
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Claims Injury & Legal Services

-8

68
70

Corporate Affairs

-3

-6

76
73
76

Finance

-3

71
72

Information Services

-1

73
73

Insurance

72

Public Affairs & DL
2019

-

80

-8

2018

1_3. I have the tools and resources to do my work.
1_4. I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

38

THE ENABLED INDEX SCORE HAS DECLINED ACROSS
TENURE, UNIT AND TYPE OF POSITION
• Enabled Index scores have dropped across tenure, unit and type of position, in which Manager with
Staff has the largest drop of 5 points compared to 2018.
Difference
(2019-2018)

Enabled Index Scores By Personnel Sub Area
74
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Less than 2 years
2-9 years

68

10-19 years

68
65

20 years or more

Manager with Staff
68

Regular Full-time
Regular Part-time
Temporary Full-time
2019

72

-4

72

-4
-4

69

68

Bargaining Unit

-3

77

72
71

72
73
73

-4
-5

76

-4
83
83

-

2018

1_3. I have the tools and resources to do my work.
1_4. I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345
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BOTH ENABLED STATEMENTS DECREASED
COMPARED TO 2018
• Agreement on the statements “I have the tools and resources to do my work” and “I have the
appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work” dropped compared to 2018 results (-6
and -9 points respectively).

Enabled Index Question Distribution
3. I have the tools and resources to do my work
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2019
2018

21%

48%

21%

54%

10%

9%

12%

7%

11%

8%

4. I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work
2019
2018

20%

52%

18%

61%
Strongly agree (7-6)

5

1_3. I have the tools and resources to do my work.
1_4. I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

4

3

10%

6%

11%
9%

5%

7%

Strongly disagree (2-1)

40

AGREEMENT REGARDING WORK RESOURCES
INCREASED ACROSS ALL DIVISIONS
• Strong agreement with the Enabled statement “I have the tools and resources to do my work” has
dropped in all divisions, most notably in Corporate Affairs (-19 points) and Public Affairs & DL (-13
points).
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I have the tools and resources to do my work
Enabled Index Question Distribution
Claims Customer & MD Services
Claims Injury & Legal Services
Corporate Affairs
Finance
Information Services
Insurance
Public Affairs & DL

2019

39%
42%
52%
51%
51%
55%

Claims Customer & MD Services
Claims Injury & Legal Services
Corporate Affairs
Finance
Information Services
Insurance
Public Affairs & DL
Strongly agree (7-6)
1_3. I have the tools and resources to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

8%
9%
13%
15%
10%
23%
13%
9%
12%
23%
13%
11% 7%
12%
19%
6% 6%
22%
14%
13% 4% 5%
26%
9%
8%
19%
9%
20%

50%

2018

52%
47%
61%
55%
52%
54%
68%
5

4

3

9%
8%
11%
7%
9% 5% 7%
18%
21%
11% 6% 6%
10% 5% 7%
26%
8% 7%
10%
21%
16%
7% 4% 4%

20%
22%

12%
13%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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AGREEMENT THAT EMPLOYEES HAVE ENOUGH
DECISION-MAKING AUTHORITY ALSO DECREASED
• Level of agreement with the Enabled statement “I have the appropriate amount of decision-making
authority to do my work” is highest in Finance, although double-digit drops were experienced in Claims
Injury & Legal Services, Corporate Affairs, and Public Affairs & DL (-15, -12, and -11 points respectively).
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I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work
Enabled Index Question Distribution
Claims Customer & MD Services
Claims Injury & Legal Services
Corporate Affairs
Finance
Information Services
Insurance
Public Affairs & DL

2019

57%

20%

36%

Claims Customer & MD Services
Claims Injury & Legal Services
Corporate Affairs
Finance
Information Services
Insurance
Public Affairs & DL
Strongly agree (7-6)

59%
64%
55%
58%
60%

2018

18%
11% 5% 8%
17%
11%
15%
20%
10% 4% 7%
7% 5%
22%
5% 6%
21%
13%
5%
8%
23%
20%
8% 4% 8%

20%

51%
71%
65%
60%
62%
71%
5

1_4. I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

4

10% 4% 6%
9%
8%
12%
7%
7%
13%
18%
8% 4% 4%
9% 5% 6%
20%
9% 6% 7%
17%
14%
7% 3%5%
17%

63%

3

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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AGREEMENT REGARDING WORK RESOURCES DECREASES AS
EMPLOYEES MOVE THROUGH THEIR CAREERS
• Agreement with the Enabled statement “I have the tools and resources to do my work” decreases
across tenure compared to 2018, particularly among those with tenure less than 2 years (-6 points).

I have the tools and resources to do my work
Enabled Index Question Distribution by Tenure
2019
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Less than 2 years

58%

2-9 years

47%

10-19 years

46%

20 years or more

22%

11%

23%
18%

42%

8%

15%

22%

10%

12%

8%
12%

10%

12%

5% 5%

15%

2018
Less than 2 years

64%

2-9 years

18%

52%

10-19 years

22%

50%

20 years or more

1_3. I have the tools and resources to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

12%

23%

47%
Strongly agree (7-6)

9%

21%
5

4

3

12%
12%

8%

5% 5%

6%

9%

8%

8%
12%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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AGREEMENT IN HAVING ENOUGH DECISION-MAKING
AUTHORITY DECREASE ACROSS TENURE
• Above half (54%) of employees with less than 2 years of tenure strongly agree with the statement “I
have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work”, a 11-point decrease
compared to 2018.

I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work
Enabled Index Question Distribution by Tenure
2019
Less than 2 years
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2-9 years
10-19 years
20 years or more

54%

20%

51%

21%

55%

6%

11%

20%

50%

7%

10%

19%

11%

5%

12%
7%

12%

7%

9%
11%

2018
Less than 2 years

65%

2-9 years

60%

10-19 years

60%

20 years or more

17%
16%
19%

57%
Strongly agree (7-6)

19%
5

1_4. I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

4

3

9%

3% 5%

10%

6%

7%

8%

6%

7%

10%

5%

9%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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AGREEMENT REGARDING WORK RESOURCES
DROPPED ACROSS AREA SINCE 2018
• Agreement with the Enabled statement “I have the tools and resources to do my work.” has dropped
among the Bargaining Unit and Manager with Staff compared to 2018, by -6 and -5 points, respectively.

I have the tools and resources to do my work
Enabled Index Question Distribution by Personnel Sub Area
2019
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Bargaining Unit

21%

47%

Manager with Staff

23%

51%

10%

9%

13%

6%

12%

8%

2018
Bargaining Unit

20%

53%

Manager with Staff

24%

56%
Strongly agree (7-6)

1_3. I have the tools and resources to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

11%

5

4

3

7%
10%

9%
5% 5%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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BOTH AREAS SEE DECREASE IN HAVING
ENOUGH DECISION-MAKING AUTHORITY
• Manager with Staff see a 11-point decrease in agreement with the Enabled statement “I have the
appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work,” while Bargaining unit staff see a 9point decrease.

I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work
Enabled Index Question Distribution by Personnel Sub Area
2019
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Bargaining Unit
Manager with Staff

20%

50%

20%

57%

10%

6%

12%
9%

6%

8%

2018
Bargaining Unit

18%

59%

Manager with Staff

16%

68%
Strongly agree (7-6)

5

1_4. I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

10%

4

3

5%

7%

7% 4% 5%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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STRONG AGREEMENT REGARDING WORK
RESOURCES HIGHEST AMONG TEMP. FT STAFF
• Regular full-time staff have seen a drop in agreement with the Enabled statement “I have the tools and
resources to do my work,” with a 5-point drop compared to 2018.

I have the tools and resources to do my work
Enabled Index Question Distribution by Type of Position
2019
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Regular Full-time

47%

Regular Part-time

22%
57%

19%

Temporary Full-time

9%

13%

75%

7%

10%

10%

16%

7%
5% 3%

2018
Regular Full-time

52%

Regular Part-time

21%

57%

20%

Temporary Full-time

77%
Strongly agree (7-6)

1_3. I have the tools and resources to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

5

4

11%
9%
11%

3

7%

8%

5%

9%

7%

4%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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TEMPORARY EMPLOYEES SEE LARGEST
DECREASE DECISION-MAKING AUTHORITY
• Temporary employees see a 16-point decrease compared to 2018 in the Enabled statement “I have the
appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work.”

I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work
Enabled Index Question Distribution by Type of Position
2019
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Regular Full-time
Regular Part-time

52%

20%

56%

Temporary Full-time

11%

20%

60%

6%

10%
7%

14%
27%

8%

2018
Regular Full-time

60%

Regular Part-time

61%

Temporary Full-time

18%
19%
76%

Strongly agree (7-6)

5

1_4. I have the appropriate amount of decision-making authority to do my work.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

4

10%

7% 4%
13%

3

5%

7%
9%

5%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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MOTIVATED
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MOTIVATED INDEX SUMMARY
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The Motivated index measures employees’ sense of fulfillment from their work and
sense of belonging to ICBC.
•

Motivated continues to be the lowest score of the four indices since 2014 at 65 out of
100, a decrease of 7 points since the 2018 survey. It falls to be 10-points below the
target performance, but in the moderately positive performance category.

•

All of the divisions have a Motivated score of 62 or above.

•

All divisions’ Motivated index scores have decreased to some degree. Insurance has
dropped 1-point, however the remaining divisions are noting at least a 4-point
decrease in performance.

•

A focus on employee experiences that have contributed to the drop in this index
should remain.

50

THE MOTIVATED INDEX SCORE HAS
EXPERIENCED A DROP SINCE 2018
• The Motivated index score has dropped by 7 points at 65 compared to 2018, now on par with the level at
2016 (64).

Motivated Index Score
75
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60

64

59

Target

2014

2015

2016

72

67

2017

2018

1_5. I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work.
1_6. I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345; 2017, n=1,071; 2016, n=3,759; 2015, n=1,153; 2014, n=3,453

65

2019

51

THE MOTIVATED INDEX SCORE HAS DROPPED
AMONG ALL DIVISIONS
• The Motivated index score has decreased most notably among Claims Injury & Legal Services, Claims
Customer & MD Services, and Public Affairs & DL (-9, -8, and -8 points respectively). Corporate Affairs
has decreased 7 points.
Difference
Motivated Index Scores By Division
(2019-2018)
62

Claims Customer & MD Services

62
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Claims Injury & Legal Services

-8

70

-9

71
70

Corporate Affairs

69

Finance

77
73

70

Information Services

75

70
71

Insurance

67

Public Affairs & DL
2019
1_5. I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work.
1_6. I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

-7
-4
-5
-1

75

-8

2018

52

THE MOTIVATED INDEX SCORE HAS DECREASED
BY TENURE, UNIT AND TYPE OF POSITION
• The Motivated index score has dropped largely among those with 2-9 years of tenure, and staff in the
Bargaining Unit (-8 points respectively).

Motivated Index Scores By Personnel Sub Area
70
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Less than 2 years
2-9 years

64

10-19 years

64

20 years or more

63

Bargaining Unit

62

63

Regular Part-time
Temporary Full-time
2019
1_5. I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work.
1_6. I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

-8
-6

70

-6

69

70

65

Regular Full-time

-7

77

72

Manager with Staff

73

-8
79

-6

-7

72
68

Difference
(2019-2018)

80
81

-5
-1

2018

53

BOTH MOTIVATED STATEMENTS HAVE SEEN A
DECREASE SINCE 2018
• Motivated statement “I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work” has
decreased by 13 points, while “I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC” dropped by 8 points compared to
2018.

Motivated Index Question Distribution
5. I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work
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2019

17%

51%

2018

11%

7%

15%

64%

8%

14%
8%

4%

6. I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC
2019
2018

19%

43%

17%

51%
Strongly agree (7-6)

5

1_5. I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work.
1_6. I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

4

3

15%

9%

14%
12%

6%

12%

Strongly disagree (2-1)

54

SENSE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT AND FULFILLMENT
DECREASED ACROSS MOST DIVISIONS
• One in five from Claims Injury & Legal Services now strongly disagree with the Motivated statement “I
get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work” when compared to 2018.
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I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work
Motivated Index Question Distribution by Division
Claims Customer & MD Services
Claims Injury & Legal Services
Corporate Affairs
Finance
Information Services
Insurance
Public Affairs & DL

2019

63%
55%
59%
55%
56%

2018

Claims Customer & MD Services
Claims Injury & Legal Services
Corporate Affairs
Finance
Information Services
Insurance
Public Affairs & DL
Strongly agree (7-6)

16%
16%

49%
45%

77%
62%
69%
60%
71%

1_5. I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

4

9% 5% 9%
8% 6% 9%
13% 3% 4%
18%
10% 4% 5%
7% 3% 5%
15%
10%
8%
17%
12%
7% 3% 6%

14%
17%

63%
60%

5

16%
8%
11%
20%
7%
12%
20%
6% 4% 7%
13% 3% 7%
22%
19%
10% 6% 7%
7% 7%
13%
17%
10%
8%
17%
9%

3

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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SENSE OF BELONGING ALSO DECREASED
ACROSS ALL DIVISIONS
• There is similar agreement with the Motivated statement “I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC” in 2019,
however nearly one in five respondents in Claims Customer & MD Services, Claims Injury & Legal
Services, and Corporate Affairs strongly disagree with this statement.
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I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC
Motivated Index Question Distribution by Division
Claims Customer & MD Services
Claims Injury & Legal Services
Corporate Affairs
Finance
Information Services
Insurance
Public Affairs & DL
Claims Customer & MD Services
Claims Injury & Legal Services
Corporate Affairs
Finance
Information Services
Insurance
Public Affairs & DL
Strongly agree (7-6)
1_6. I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

2019

19%
10%
18%
13%
17%
8%
19%
13%
19%
16%
10% 6%
13%
6%
14%
22%
8%
11%
17%
17%
9%
8%
14%
21%
14%
9%
19%
15%

39%
43%
48%
45%
47%
49%
43%

2018

14%
7%
12%
12%
6%
12%
9% 5% 11%
18%
5% 11%
18%
14%
5% 8%
14%
20%
13%
5%
13%
17%
13%
6%
14%
12%

18%
17%

48%
52%
58%
52%
51%
52%
54%
5

4

3

Strongly disagree (2-1)
56

ACCOMPLISHMENT AND FULFILLMENT
DECREASE THROUGH THE YEARS
• Staff with tenure less than 2 years has experienced the largest drop in the agreement statement “I get a
sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work” compared to 2018 (-15 points to 53%).

I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work
Motivated Index Question Distribution by Tenure
2019
Less than 2 years
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2-9 years
10-19 years
20 years or more

53%

19%

49%

18%

51%

10%

17%

53%

14%

5%

12%

12%
10%

8%

10%
15%

7%

13%

8%

15%

2018
Less than 2 years

68%

15%

6% 4% 6%

2-9 years

63%

15%

9%

4%

8%

10-19 years

63%

15%

9%

4%

8%

20 years or more

62%
Strongly agree (7-6)

14%
5

1_5. I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

4

3

9%

5%

9%

Strongly disagree (2-1)

57

FOR THE MOST PART, BELONGING DECREASED
WITH TENURE

• Staff with tenure less than 2 years has experienced the largest drop in the agreement statement “I feel a
sense of belonging to ICBC” compared to 2018 (-11 points to 49%).

I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC
Motivated Index Question Distribution by Tenure
2019
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Less than 2 years

49%

2-9 years

43%

10-19 years

42%

20 years or more

20%
19%
19%

40%

18%

7%

13%

10%

13%

9%

16%

14%

9%

17%

10%

14%

18%

2018
Less than 2 years

60%

2-9 years

17%

51%

10-19 years

17%

45%

20 years or more

19%

46%
Strongly agree (7-6)

1_6. I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

16%
5

4

3

10%
6%

13%
13%
14%

4%

8%
12%

8%

15%

8%

15%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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ACCOMPLISHMENT AND FULFILLMENT ARE
LOWER AMONG BARGAINING UNIT STAFF
• Agreement on the statement “I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work”
decreased across unit compared to 2018, particularly among staff in the Bargaining Unit (-14 points at
47%).

I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work
Motivated Index Question Distribution by Personnel Sub Area
2019
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Bargaining Unit

17%

47%

Manager with Staff

12%

8%

17%

64%

16%
4% 6%

8%

2018
Bargaining Unit

16%

61%

Manager with Staff

12%

76%
Strongly agree (7-6)

5

1_5. I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

4

9%

3

5%
6%

9%
4%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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SENSE OF BELONGING DROPPED ACROSS
AREA COMPARED TO 2018
• Bargaining Unit staff see a 9-point decrease in strong agreement with the Motivated statement “I feel a
sense of belonging to ICBC.”, while Manager with Staff see a 7-point decrease in the statement.

I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC
Motivated Index Question Distribution by Personnel Sub Area
2019
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Bargaining Unit

19%

39%

Manager with Staff

17%

55%

17%

9%

14%

11%

7%

10%

2018
Bargaining Unit

18%

48%

Manager with Staff

15%

62%
Strongly agree (7-6)

1_6. I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

5

13%

4

3

7%

13%

10%

4% 7%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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ACCOMPLISHMENT AND FULFILLMENT HIGHEST
AMONG TEMPORARY FULL-TIME STAFF
• Largest drop in sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment among part-time staff, a 15-point drop
compared to 2018.

I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work
Motivated Index Question Distribution Type of Position
2019
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Regular Full-time
Regular Part-time

51%

17%

45%

16%

Temporary Full-time

7%

11%

14%

17%

10%

69%

12%

17%

9%

4%

8%

5%

8%

9%

4%

9%

2018
Regular Full-time
Regular Part-time

64%

15%

60%

Temporary Full-time

18%
79%

Strongly agree (7-6)

5

1_5. I get a sense of personal accomplishment and fulfillment from my work.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

4

11%
3

3% 4%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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SENSE OF BELONGING HIGHEST AMONG
TEMPORARY FULL-TIME STAFF
• Regular full-time staff has experienced the largest drop in sense of belonging where 43% of staff
strongly agree with the statement, an 8-point drop compared to 2018.

I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC
Motivated Index Question Distribution by Type of Position
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2019

Regular Full-time

43%

Regular Part-time

43%

Temporary Full-time

19%

9%

13%

13%

6%

19%

62%

16%

19%

19%
10%

6% 3%

2018
Regular Full-time

51%

Regular Part-time

17%

45%

Temporary Full-time

13%
65%

Strongly agree (7-6)

1_6. I feel a sense of belonging to ICBC.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

5

12%
9%

17%
17%

4

3

6%

12%
16%

7%

5% 6%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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ACCOUNTABLE

This artwork was created using Nielsen data.
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ACCOUNTABLE INDEX SUMMARY
The Accountable index is about employees taking responsibility for their own improved
performance. This involves continually working to deliver better service, and taking
action based on feedback received.
• The Accountable score remains the highest of the four indices at 87 out of 100,
however there has been a 3-point drop in this index since the 2018 survey.
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• The Accountable score has dropped below the target score of 90 but continues to
perform in the extremely positive performance category.
• Claims Injury & Legal Services, Finance, and Information Services have Accountable
index scores below 87.
• The Accountable index score has decreased across all divisions except Insurance,
where it remains the equal to its 2018 score.
• Improving the Accountable index score remains a lower priority for 2019.

64

ACCOUNTABLE SCORE HAS DECREASED BY
THREE POINTS AND IS BELOW TARGET SCORE
• Although decreasing versus 2018, the Accountable index score still remains in the extremely positive
performance category. This indicates employees are taking responsibility for their own improved
performance and continually working to deliver better service, as well as making changes based on
feedback.

Accountable Index Score
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90

87

87

82

Target

2014

2015

2016

90

86

2017

2018

1_7. I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers.
1_8. I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345; 2017, n=1,071; 2016, n=3,759; 2015, n=1,153; 2014, n=3,453

87

2019
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THE ACCOUNTABLE INDEX SCORE HAS
DECREASED AMONG MOST DIVISIONS
• The Accountable index score has dropped slightly in all divisions except Insurance where it remain on
par with the 2018 result.
Difference
(2019-2018)

Accountable Index Scores By Division
87

Claims Customer & MD Services

86
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Claims Injury & Legal Services

-1

87
90

Corporate Affairs
86

Finance

86

Information Services

-2

89

92

-3

89

-2

88
89
89

Insurance

89

Public Affairs & DL
2019
1_7. I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers.
1_8. I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

-2

92

-3

2018
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THE ACCOUNTABLE INDEX SCORE HAS
DECREASED BY TENURE AND TYPE OF POSITION
• The Accountable index remains constant among temporary full-time staffs.

Difference
(2019-2018)

Accountable Index Scores By Personnel Sub Area
89
92
87
90
86
88
85
88

Less than 2 years
2-9 years
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10-19 years
20 years or more

86
89
89
91

Bargaining Unit
Manager with Staff

87
89
89
90

Regular Full-time
Regular Part-time
Temporary Full-time
2019
1_7. I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers.
1_8. I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

-3
-3
-2
-3

-3
-2

-2
93
93

-1
-

2018
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IMPROVING VALUE AND SERVICE AND MAKE CHANGES TO
PERFORMANCE BASED ON FEEDBACK HAVE DECREASED
COMPARED TO 2018
•

Eight-in-ten (81%) of employees strongly agree that they work at improving the value and service delivered to customers,
a 7-point decrease compared to 2018.

•

Slight decrease in the agreement of statement “I make changes to my performance based on feedback I received”
compared to 2018 (-2% at 85%).

Accountable Index Question Distribution

7. I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers
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2019

9%

81%

2018

4%
7%

88%

2%

2%

8. I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive
2019
2018

9%

83%

8%

85%
Strongly agree (7-6)

1_7. I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers.
1_8. I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

5

4

3

4%
3%

2%

2%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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IMPROVEMENT IN VALUE AND SERVICE
DELIVERED INCREASED ACROSS ALL DIVISIONS
• While strong agreement with the Accountable statement “I work at improving the value and service I
deliver to my customers” has decreased, almost all employees at ICBC are positive in their response to
this question.

I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers
Accountable Index Question Distribution by Division
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2019
Claims Customer & MD Services
Claims Injury & Legal Services
Corporate Affairs
Finance
Information Services
Insurance
Public Affairs & DL

4%
4% 3%
11%
6%
5%
9%
9%
9% 3%
8% 4%

90%
82%
92%
87%
89%
90%
91%

6%
4%
10%
4%
6% 3%
8%
5%
5%

2018

Claims Customer & MD Services
Claims Injury & Legal Services
Corporate Affairs
Finance
Information Services
Insurance
Public Affairs & DL
Strongly agree (7-6)

82%
75%
92%
80%
85%
84%
84%

5

1_7. I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

4

3

8%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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MAKING PERFORMANCE ADJUSTMENTS
DECREASED SLIGHTLY ACROSS MOST DIVISIONS
• Corporate Affairs and Insurance remained on par with the Accountable statement “I make changes to my
performance based on feedback I receive,” when compared to 2018.
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I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive
Accountable Index Question Distribution by Division
2019

Claims Customer & MD Services
Claims Injury & Legal Services
Corporate Affairs
Finance
Information Services
Insurance
Public Affairs & DL

90%
79%
76%
84%
88%

2018

Claims Customer & MD Services
Claims Injury & Legal Services
Corporate Affairs
Finance
Information Services
Insurance
Public Affairs & DL
Strongly agree (7-6)
1_8. I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

83%
82%

84%
83%
84%
89%
4

3

3% 3%
3%
3%
10% 3%
10%
5%
8%
6%

7%
9%

84%
83%
90%

5

3%
7% 4%
3% 3%
9%
4%
3%
14%
7%
12%
3%
10%
7%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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IMPROVING VALUE AND SERVICE DECREASE
ACROSS YEARS OF EMPLOYMENT COMPARED TO 2018
• Slightly more than eight-in-ten employees strongly agree with the Accountable statement “I work at
improving the value and service I deliver to my customers”, consistent across years of tenure.

I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers
Accountable Index Question Distribution by Tenure
2019
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Less than 2 years

82%

9%

3%

2-9 years

81%

9%

4%

10-19 years

82%

9%

5%

20 years or more

81%

10%

3%

2018
Less than 2 years

88%

6%

2-9 years

88%

7%

10-19 years

89%

7%

20 years or more

86%
Strongly agree (7-6)

1_7. I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

5

4

3

7% 3%
Strongly disagree (2-1)
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PERFORMANCE ADJUSTMENTS DECREASE
WITH YEARS OF EMPLOYMENT
• Nearly 8-in-10 (77%) employees with tenure 20 years or more strongly agree with that they make
changes to their performance based on feedback they receive, the lowest among tenure groups.

I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive
Accountable Index Question Distribution by Tenure
2019

Less than 2 years
2-9 years
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7% 3%

87%
84%

10-19 years

9%

83%

20 years or more

8%

77%

9%

3%
4% 3%

6%

3%

2018
Less than 2 years

87%

2-9 years

7%

87%

8% 3%

10-19 years

83%

8%

4% 3%

20 years or more

81%

9%

4%

Strongly agree (7-6)

1_8. I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

5

4

3

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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IMPROVING VALUE AND SERVICE CHANGES
HAS DECREASED IN BOTH AREAS
• Eight-in-ten (80%) Bargaining Unit employees strongly agree with the statement “I work at improving the
value and service I deliver to my customers”, a 7-point drop compared to 2018.

I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers
Accountable Index Question Distribution by Personnel Sub Area
2019
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Bargaining Unit

10%

80%

Manager with Staff

4%
6%

87%

2018
Bargaining Unit

7%

87%

Manager with Staff

5%

91%
Strongly agree (7-6)

1_7. I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

5

4

3

3%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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PERFORMANCE ADJUSTMENTS EXPERIENCED
SLIGHT DROP IN BOTH AREAS SINCE 2018
• Managers with Staff are still more likely to strongly agree with the Accountable statement “I make
changes to my performance based on feedback I receive.”

I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive
Accountable Index Question Distribution by Personnel Sub Area
2019
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Bargaining Unit

10%

81%

Manager with Staff

4%
5% 3%

89%

2018
Bargaining Unit

8% 3%

83%

Manager with Staff

6%

91%
Strongly agree (7-6)

1_8. I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

5

4

3

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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IMPROVING VALUE AND SERVICE HIGHEST
AMONG TEMPORARY FULL-TIME STAFF
• More than 9-in-10 temporary full-time employees strongly agree that they work at improving the value
and service delivered to customers, a 6-point increase compared to 2018.

I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers
Accountable Index Question Distribution by Type of Position
2019
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Regular Full-time

81%

Regular Part-time

9%

85%

Temporary Full-time

4%

6%

4%

93%

2018
Regular Full-time

88%

Regular Part-time

88%

Temporary Full-time

7%
9%

87%
Strongly agree (7-6)

1_7. I work at improving the value and service I deliver to my customers.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

5

4

3

5%
Strongly disagree (2-1)
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TEMPORARY FULL-TIME STAFF MORE LIKELY TO MAKE
CHANGES TO PERFORMANCE BASED ON FEEDBACK OUT
OF ALL POSITIONS
• Close to 9-in-10 temporary full-time staff (89%) agree that they make changes to their performance
based on feedback received, the highest among all positions, and a 2-point increase compared to 2018.

I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive
Accountable Index Question Distribution by Type of Position
2019
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Regular Full-time

82%

Regular Part-time

9%

87%

Temporary Full-time

4%

7%

89%

4%
7%

2018
Regular Full-time

84%

Regular Part-time

8%

86%

Temporary Full-time

7%

87%
Strongly agree (7-6)

1_8. I make changes to my performance based on feedback I receive.
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918; 2018, n=4,345

5

4

3

3%
3%
7%

Strongly disagree (2-1)
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ICBC’S COMMITMENT TO
CREATING A DIVERSE
AND INCLUSIVE WORK
CULTURE
This artwork was created using Nielsen data.
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WORKPLACE DEMOGRAPHICS
GENDER IDENTITY

AGE

What is your gender identity?
(i.e. how do you perceive yourself?)

Which age range do you fall into?

Female

Male

58%

34%

<35

35-49

25%
36%

xx

50-59
Other (0.4%)

Prefer not to say 7.6%
Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918

Non-Binary n=5
Two-spirit n=3
Genderqueer n=1

>60

27%
5%

Prefer not to say 5.5%
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WORKPLACE DEMOGRAPHICS
LGBTQ2+ COMMUNITY MEMBERSHIP

TRANSGENDER IDENTITY

Do you identify as part of the LGBTQ2+
community?

Do you identify as transgender?
Yes

Prefer not to
say, 9%

No
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Yes, 3%

No,
67%

Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918

91%

Prefer not to say

No, but I
identify as an
ally, 21%

LGBTQ2+

1%

8%

SEXUAL ORIENTATION
What is your Sexual Orientation?

Straight/Heterosexual

82%

Gay or Lesbian

2%

Bisexual

2%

Other

<1%

Prefer not to say

14%
79

WORKPLACE DEMOGRAPHICS
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
Based on the definition below, would you say
you have a disability?
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Persons with Disabilities: A person with a disability has a long-term or
recurring physical, mental, sensory, psychiatric or learning
impairment.

ETHNIC ORIGIN
What is your ethnic origin?
41%

European
Europeanorigins
origins

26%

Asian
Asianorigins
origins

Prefer not
to say,
8%

Yes, 9%

No, 83%

Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918

Other North American
Other North American origins
origins

11%

North American
North American Indigenous
origins
Indigenous origins

4%
2%

Latin, Central and
South
American
origins
Latin,
Central
and South
American origins
African origins
African origins

1%

Oceaniaorigins
origins
Oceania

1%

Caribbeanorigins
origins
Caribbean

0%

Prefernot
nottotosay
say
Prefer

15%

Non North American/European
Origins (Net) 29%
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ALTHOUGH DIVERSITY IS CLEARLY EVIDENT
AT ICBC…
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ICBC employs a wide range of diverse individuals including people of varying gender,
race, ethnicity, cultural background, abilities and sexual orientation.

Women

63%

Non North American/
European Origins

34%

Persons with Disabilities

9%

Indigenous peoples

4%

LGBT+

4%

To better represent the total demographics of the ICBC employee workplace population, the percentages shown above have
been rebased to exclude those who preferred not to answer the various survey questions.
For example Women is derived from age 78 ~ Gender Identity: 58%/92.4% [Females 58% + Males (34%) + Other (0.4%)] = 63%.
81

…ICBC STILL HAS WORK TO DO TO PROMOTE
WORKPLACE INCLUSIVENESS
• Less than two-thirds of employees are familiar with ICBC’s commitment to creating a
diverse and inclusive work culture. This is fairly consistent among the various diversity
groups.
Are you familiar with ICBC’s commitment to creating a diverse and inclusive work culture, including
our support of initiatives such as Employee Resource Groups (ERGs) and partnerships with the
Presidents Group, Minerva and BC Partners in Workforce Innovation?
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Indigenous peoples

No,
37%

Base: All respondents: 2019, n=2,918

Yes,
63%

69%

LGBT+

65%

Women

63%

Persons with Disabilities

59%

Non North American/
European Origins

57%
Yes

82

Movement of United Professionals
Information Request No. 2021.1 RR MoveUP.2.4-6 Dated 09 March 2021
Insurance Corporation of British Columbia Response Issued 14 April 2021
15 December 2020 Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
2021 Revenue Requirements Application

Page 1 of 1

2021.1 RR MoveUP.2.4-6 Reference: Reference: page 7A-1 footnote 1:
1 Public reporting includes the Service Plan and the Annual Service Plan Report.
2.4 Please file the Annual Service Plan Report linked to page 7A footnote 1, reproduced
above.
2.5 Is this the most recent Annul Service Plan Report? If not, please also file any more
recent reports.
2.6 When will the next Annual Service Plan Report be produced?
Response:
2.4

The ICBC Annual Service Plan Report can be publicly obtained on the ICBC website with links
that can be found here. This is the generally accepted method for distribution that has been
provided in past proceedings and as approved in BCUC’s Letter L-10-16 dated May 11, 2016.
2.5

Yes, this is the most recent ICBC Annual Service Plan Report.
2.6

Government is required to publish the ICBC Annual Service Plan Report for 2020/21 before the
end of August 2021.

Movement of United Professionals
Information Request No. 2021.1 RR MoveUP.2.7 Dated 09 March 2021
Insurance Corporation of British Columbia Response Issued 14 April 2021
15 December 2020 Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
2021 Revenue Requirements Application

Page 1 of 2

2021.1 RR MoveUP.2.7 Reference: Reference: 2019/20 Annual Service Plan Report page
20:
Reference: 2019/20 Annual Service Plan Report page 20:

Discussion of Results
Employee Opinion Survey
 ICBC achieved an organization-wide participation rate of 51 per cent. This large
survey sample suggests the results are an accurate representation of employee
sentiment.
 Survey results for 2019/20 indicate:
o Scores are lower across all indices compared to 2018 and sit below the
targets.
o The Accountable and Aligned indices both continue to score in the
‘Extremely Positive’ category.
o The Enabled and Motivated indices scored in the ‘Moderately Positive”
category and will remain a priority.
 ICBC has undergone a significant period of change, which has impacted
employees and created challenges in maintaining a positive and engaging
employee experience. Concerns regarding workload, training and wellness will
require more focus.
 Looking forward, the insights gained from these results will be used to inform
change management.
What measures have been taken by management to apply "the insights gained from
these results?
Response:
In response to the Employee Opinion Surveys in 2018/19 and 2019/20, and the culture
assessment in 2019 (described in the response to information request 2021.1 RR MoveUP.2.1),
ICBC has initiated a number of actions to build and support a workforce culture that effectively
delivers on business objectives and maintains a positive and engaging employee experience.
Key actions are outlined in Figure 1.

Movement of United Professionals
Information Request No. 2021.1 RR MoveUP.2.7 Dated 09 March 2021
Insurance Corporation of British Columbia Response Issued 14 April 2021
15 December 2020 Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
2021 Revenue Requirements Application

Page 2 of 2

Figure 1 – Key Actions Undertaken to Support Employee Experience
Category

Actions

Employee Culture

•

Employee Wellness Program

•

•
•
•

Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion

•
•
•

Flexible Work Arrangements

•

Training

•
•
•

Employee Connectedness

•
•
•
•

Recruiting and Onboarding

•
•

Leadership Effectiveness

•
Enhanced Care Roll-out

•
•
•

Defining ICBC’s preferred culture and commencing work to build
culture. To date, focus of work is on leadership, decision making
and recognition.
Focusing on mental health by reviewing and enhancing information
and tools to enable employees to support their mental health. For
example, rollout of “Not Myself Today” programwhich is the
Canadian Mental Health Association’s national flagship workplace
mental health initiative.
Continuing employee and leader education through sharing of
resources, supports and learnings around wellness and in particular
mental well-being.
Reviewing and enhancing Employee and Family Assistance
program to identify the best provider to support ICBC employees.
Focusing on supporting employees through the changes and
challenges related to COVID-19 through Wellness Pulse Checks
and continuous communication sharing resources.
Continued actions to support ICBC’s commitment to diversity, equity
and inclusion (DEI) including ICBC DEI Charter and actions to
express, examine and educate.
Focusing on leadership and employee learning, recruiting practices,
and supporting employee-led events and participation in panels with
community partners.
Expanding the number of community partners to assist with hiring
more diverse candidates.
Commencing work to design a flexible work program following
COVID-19.
Enhancing training on diversity, equity and inclusion for leaders and
employees around multiple topics on a weekly bias, e.g.
unconscious bias, inclusive hiring.
Leadership fundamentals training for leaders.
Rollout of LinkedIn learning to provide on demand training for
employees on a variety of topics.
Empowering people through delegation and coaching.
Seeking feedback.
Practicing inclusive leadership.
Enhancing connection to workplace and colleagues through huddles
and reviewing leader span of control.
Encouraging the inclusion of recognition in huddles.
Reviewing attraction and recruitment process to ensure candidates
are effectively matched with job requirements.
Refining the onboarding experience to improve consistency of
onboarding for all new hires.
Designing the roles and workforce to support Enhanced Care.
Robust change management plan to support employees through the
transition.
Learning and development to both prepare employees pre-May 1
and sustain employee readiness post May 1.

Movement of United Professionals
Information Request No. 2021.1 RR MoveUP.2.8 Dated 09 March 2021
Insurance Corporation of British Columbia Response Issued 14 April 2021
15 December 2020 Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
2021 Revenue Requirements Application

Page 1 of 2

2021.1 RR MoveUP.2.8 Reference: "ICBC PREPARES FOR ADVANCED CARE" and
WORKPLACE CULTURE
Reference: 2019/20 Annual Service Plan Report page 20:

Discussion of Results
Employee Opinion Survey
 ICBC achieved an organization-wide participation rate of 51 per cent. This large
survey sample suggests the results are an accurate representation of employee
sentiment.
 Survey results for 2019/20 indicate:
o Scores are lower across all indices compared to 2018 and sit below the
targets.
o The Accountable and Aligned indices both continue to score in the
‘Extremely Positive’ category.
o The Enabled and Motivated indices scored in the ‘Moderately Positive”
category and will remain a priority.
 ICBC has undergone a significant period of change, which has impacted
employees and created challenges in maintaining a positive and engaging
employee experience. Concerns regarding workload, training and wellness will
require more focus.
 Looking forward, the insights gained from these results will be used to inform
change management.
Please provide a table showing employee turnover rates each year in each division
beginning in 2016, broken down between bargaining unit and non-union employees.

Movement of United Professionals
Information Request No. 2021.1 RR MoveUP.2.8 Dated 09 March 2021
Insurance Corporation of British Columbia Response Issued 14 April 2021
15 December 2020 Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
2021 Revenue Requirements Application
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Response:
Employee turnover, or attrition, is provided by fiscal year in Figure 1 below.
Figure 1 – Employee Attrition by Division
Division
Claims Customer & Material
Damage Services
Claims Injury & Legal Services
Corporate Affairs

Bargaining Unit
or Non-Union
Bargaining Unit

Information Services

8.5

7.1

9.4

10.1

6.4

9.7

7.1

Bargaining Unit

6.3

8.3

9.2

7.6

Non-Union

6.6

6.4

10.2

9.9

Non-Union

Bargaining Unit

8.0

8.9

16.5

13.3

13.8

15.9

17.6

12.6

Bargaining Unit

5.6

2.8

7.3

5.1

Non-Union

7.0

10.3

8.7

14.8

Bargaining Unit

7.3

13.2

11.2

11.6

19.3

11.9

17.4

15.3

6.0

14.3

12.6

6.9

15.9

3.9

14.3

7.6

Bargaining Unit

6.2

7.6

9.4

11.2

Non-Union

8.7

7.7

7.4

7.5

Non-Union
Insurance

Bargaining Unit
Non-Union

Public Affairs & Driver Licencing
1

2019/20

7.9

Non-Union
Finance

2016/17

Attrition Rate1
(%)
2017/18
2018/19

Attrition is calculated as count of resignations, retirements, and involuntary terminations from active and inactive,
regular employees divided by the average year to date headcount of active and inactive, regular employees.

Richard Landale
Information Request No. 2021.1 RR RL.1.1 Dated 09 March 2021
Insurance Corporation of British Columbia Response Issued 14 April 2021
15 December 2020 Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
2021 Revenue Requirements Application

Page 1 of 2

2021.1 RR RL.1.1 Reference: In Chapter 1 ICBC indicates there are approximately 3.8
million earned policies.
From Chapter 7 Appendix 7K Historical Information, Figure 7K.1 provides a specific
Historical data set, about 83 thousand more Autoplan policies earned:

Footnote 3 in part says, quote:
“For 2019/20, Autoplan policies earned, specific to Basic insurance excludes storage
policies,which is an Optional insurance product.Autoplan policies earned for ICBC as a
whole as reflected in the 2019/20 ASPR includes storage policies”. (underlining for focus)
Please unravel (the caveats in footnotes 3 & 4 ) with a table depicting exactly how many
“Autoplan Policies Earned” ICBC had in PY2019/20 and PY2020/2021 by whatever subset,
such as vehicles on the road, in a garage, storage, temporary operation or otherwise.
The objective of this IR question is to clearly identify those vehicles that impact the new
Enhanced Accident Benefits ($469, see page 3-12) program.
Response:
The historical information contained in Figure 7K.1 reporting on the Autoplan policies earned up
to the end of fiscal year 2019/20 is unrelated to the stated objective of the information request
question – which is to clearly identify those vehicles that impact the new Enhanced Accident
Benefits (EAB) coverage. To clarify, ICBC has assumed that the information request is to
clearly identify those vehicles that impact the costs of the new EAB coverage. To further clarify,
ICBC has assumed that the information request is to provide the source of the number of
projected exposures in the Application used in the estimation of EAB claims costs for policy year
2021. There is not a one-to-one relationship between the number of vehicles and the number of
exposures, because some policies have a shorter term than one year and this is accounted for
in the number of exposures.

The projected exposures that will impact EAB claims costs are provided in the Application,
Chapter 3, Appendix B.1.1 and Appendix B.3.1 row (a) with the label of “Projected Exposure”.
The owners of the vehicles will be purchasing insurance policies providing EAB coverage. All of
the analysis in Chapter 3 is for costs and revenues associated with these future policies. Note
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that the projected exposures are on a written basis as further defined in the response to
information request 2021.1 RR RL.4.1.2b.

Please see the Application, Chapter 1, Section E.1 where ICBC says in paragraph 38:

For this Application and all future RRAs, the rate-related content will be
separated out from the compliance reporting to avoid confusion between
components affecting the upcoming policy period and the compliance reporting
covering the fiscal year in which the Application filing occurs.
All compliance reporting is contained in Chapter 7, including Appendix 7K and Figure 7K.1
which is shown in the preamble to this information request.
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2021.1 RR RL.1.2 - 3 Reference: In Chapter 1 ICBC indicates there are approximately 3.8
million earned policies.
From Chapter 7 Appendix 7K Historical Information, Figure 7K.1 provides a specific
Historical data set, about 83 thousand more Autoplan policies earned:

Footnote 3 in part says, quote:
“For 2019/20, Autoplan policies earned, specific to Basic insurance excludes storage
policies,which is an Optional insurance product. Autoplan policies earned for ICBC as a
whole as reflected in the 2019/20 ASPR includes storage policies”. (underlining for focus)
1.2 Please provide the latest ASPR, which presumably quantifies by number and dollars
the “Earned Policies”.
1.3 Please clarify how these “Autoplan Policies Earned” impact the ASPR in the footnote
3 (noted above), and their combined relationships within this RRA.
Response:
1.2

The Annual Service Plan Report (ASPR) is available for download on our website
(www.icbc.com). The most recent version of the ASPR is FY 2019/20 and is available through
this link www.icbc.com/about-icbc/company-info/Documents/ar-20.pdf.
1.3

The Autoplan policies earned for FY 2019/20 is 3,971,000 (including Optional and Basic
insurance products) and can be found on the Financial Summary of the ASPR (page 22 of
112). In the past, the Autoplan policies earned figure in the Application always agreed to the
Summary in the ASPR; however, for 2019/20, ICBC excluded storage policies as this is an
Optional insurance product and is irrelevant to the Application. As such, the Autoplan policies
earned in Chapter 7, Figure 7K.1 is 3,883,000.

Please see the response to information request 2021.1 RR RL.1.4 for a definition of the term
“Autoplan Policies Earned” and its relevance within the Application.
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2021.1 RR RL.1.4 Reference: In Chapter 1 ICBC indicates there are approximately 3.8
million earned policies.
From Chapter 7 Appendix 7K Historical Information, Figure 7K.1 provides a specific
Historical data set, about 83 thousand more Autoplan policies earned:

Footnote 3 in part says, quote:
“For 2019/20, Autoplan policies earned, specific to Basic insurance excludes storage
policies,which is an Optional insurance product.Autoplan policies earned for ICBC as a
whole as reflected in the 2019/20 ASPR includes storage policies”. (underlining for focus)
Please unravel the following 4 terms / definitions used in this RRA, their differences
between them, and their respective impacts in computing the “Average Required
Premium of $879” given in Figure 3.3 (page 3-7)
 Autoplan Policies Earned (page 7K-1 )
 Basic Earned Premium (page 7A.1-18 )
 Earned Premium (page 7A.2-3)
 Vehicle Earned Premium (page 7A.2-1, Figure 7A.2-1 page 7A.2-2 ),
Response:
For rate setting purposes, the rate indication is calculated on a written basis, rather than an
earned basis. All of the terms referred to in this information request are on an earned basis and
therefore do not have any direct impact on the average required premium of $879 as shown in
the Application, Chapter 3, Figure 3.3, which is on a written basis and represents the 23-month
period of PY 2021. The Average Required Premium of $879 is calculated by taking the total
Basic PY 2021 Required Premium divided by the estimated number of policies to be written.
This calculation is shown in the Application, Chapter 3, Figure 3.2. Please see the Application,
Chapter 8, pages 8-1 to 8-2 for a discussion of the difference between written and earned
premium, and their respective uses.

Autoplan policies earned, as disclosed in the Application in Chapter 7, Appendix 7K,
Figure 7K.1, refers to the number of vehicles insured and specific to Basic insurance products
which excludes storage policies as that is an Optional insurance product. Policies with a term of
less than 12 months use annualized values.
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Premiums earned are the portion of the premiums written for which coverage has already been
provided based on the period the policy has been in effect. For example, a 12-month policy will
have one twelfth of the total policy premium earned each month, over the life of the policy.

Basic earned premium is the earned premium for Basic insurance policies only (i.e., not
including Optional insurance policies).

Vehicle earned premium is the earned premium excluding driver premiums, which include Driver
Penalty Points premium, Drivers Risk Premium, and the Multiple Crash Premium.
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2021.1 RR RL.2.1 Reference: ENHANCED CARE REBATE Chapter 1, page 1-7, quote:
“19. The Enhanced Care rebate is for those policyholders who purchased a policy
between May 2, 2020 and April 30, 2021, for that portion of the policy that extends
beyond April 30, 2021. This method allows customers minimum inconvenience, since
they will not have to cancel their insurance certificate before their expiry date and start
a new one to get the immediate premium benefit savings under Enhanced Care, as the
rebate will be calculated and savings automatically advanced to the customer. This
rebate is to be based on the rate change applied for in this Application and the rate
design reflected in the Tariff pages attached to the Letter of Direction and filed in the
accompanying Tariff Amendment Application in Support of Enhanced Care (Tariff
Amendment Application). Details of the Enhanced Care rebate are provided in the Tariff
Amendment Application filed with the BCUC on December 15, 2020”.
Exhibit B-2 -Tariff Amendment Application in Support of Enhanced Care
Page 7, quote:
“D.2 TARIFF AMENDMENTS REQUIRED TO IMPLEMENT ENHANCED CARE
31. The overall re-pricing on Basic insurance for Enhanced Care will be the subject of a
revenue requirements application to the BCUC due December 15, 2020. The following
sections highlight the Tariff changes required,being the subject of this Application as set
out in the 2020 Government Directive regarding the Tariff Amendment Application in
Support of Enhanced Care:”
“• Vehicle Rate Class and Territory Factors (Tariff, Schedule C)”.
Please advise; confirm or otherwise correct this statement of mine:
“Vehicles registered in Territory D having a Vehicle Rating Class of “001” will not be
eligible for the Enhance Care Rebate with an effective renewal date of March 10, 2021”.
Response:
Appendix A, of ICBC’s Basic Insurance Tariff (Tariff) Amendment Application in Support of
Enhanced Care (Exhibit B-2) contains the Tariff changes coming into effect on May 1, 2021.
The Enhanced Care Rebate is defined in, Definitions, page 1, and is set out in Section 2.K.4.1
(page 38A), and calculated in accordance with Schedule T.

According to these Tariff

amendments, a vehicle registered in Territory D and Vehicle Rate Class 001, with an effective
date of March 10, 2021, will be eligible for an Enhanced Care Rebate for that portion of the
insurance certificate that extends beyond May 1, 2021 (i.e., May 1, 2021 to March 9, 2022).

Customers may also use an online estimation tool (https://www.icbc.com/insurance/buy-renewcancel/Pages/prepare-an-estimate.aspx) to assist in calculating their Enhanced Care Rebate.
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2021.1 RR RL.2.2a Reference: Turning to the Workshop, slide presentation # 4
“Enhanced Care” and the Workshop Transcript page 20 starting line 23 going over to
page 22 line 1 inclusive. During the workshop I was asking a question about “Seniors”.
After a short Q&A, Mr. Carpenter referred me to submitting an IR. Further grave doubts
came to influence this Information Request when I viewed Slide # 45 “PY2021 Basic
Rate Indication -15%” This slide should have provided a specific -15% impact example
on the Average Basic Policy, but it did not, hence my grave concerns persisted.
Please provide with “surety” to the question in context to Mr. Carpenter’s reply given
on pages 20 & 21 lines 23 to 4. “AM I GOING TO GET A DECREASE OF 15%” If that is
not the case, please explain why not, and where in the OICs or Special Direction IC2 or
the amended Tariffs I would get a lesser “decrease”. I will probably get the answer when
I renew my policy on or before March 10th. 2021 no doubt !
(Let/s be clear, I have had no claims, speeding tickets or any other demerits during this
last year or any other year, and lastly no policy coverage changes).
Response:
The proposed Policy Year 2021 Basic rate change of a 15% decrease applies to the vast
majority of Basic policyholders, including private passenger customers who primarily operate in
BC.

Please refer to ICBC’s Tariff Amendment Application in Support of Enhanced Care,

Section D.2.1 that outlines the customer segments which will not see a 15% decrease or will
experience a lesser rate decrease.

However, upon renewal, not every policyholder will see exactly a 15% decrease in Basic
insurance premium since every customer’s premium also accounts for changes in their rating
factors. Some examples of why policyholders will see premium impacts other than a 15%
decrease include:


Rate design adjustments including the 10-year rate class/territory transition from ICBC’s
2018 Basic Insurance Rate Design Application, or rate design changes included in
ICBC’s Tariff Amendment Application in Support of Enhanced Care.



Changes in Basic rating factors such as a customer moving to a different location
(territory), changing the usage (rate class) of their vehicle, listed drivers having a recent
crash or gaining more experience, eligibility for distance factor, etc.
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The table below shows examples of Basic base premiums1 for pleasure use (Rate Class 001)
customers in Territory D and Territory N for a policy that renews March 1 each year with no midterm changes:

Renewal effective date

Lower Mainland
(Territory D)

Cranbrook
(Territory N)

March 1, 2020

$2,046

$1,116

March 1, 2021

$2,074

$1,093

March 1, 2022

$1,788

$909

2020 to 2021 change

1.4%

-2.1%

2021 to 2022 change

-13.8%

-16.8%

The 2020 to 2021 change in base premium is the impact from the on-going 10-year rate
class/territory transition from ICBC’s 2018 Basic Insurance Rate Design Application. The 2021
to 2022 change in base premium includes both the impact from the 10-year rate class/territory
transition and the overall 15% Basic rate decrease effective from May 1, 2021.
A customer’s premium also depends on the changes in their specific rating factors. An example
of how a customer will see greater discounts is by gaining one more year of crash free driving
history (to a maximum of 40 years). An example of how a customer will see a lower discount is
if they lose their eligibility for the distance factor.

1

The base rate does not including customer-specific factors such as combined driver factor, senior discount factor, or
distance factor.
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2021.1 RR RL.2.2b Reference: Turning to the Workshop, slide presentation # 4
“Enhanced Care” and the Workshop Transcript page 20 starting line 23 going over to
page 22 line 1 inclusive. During the workshop I was asking a question about “Seniors”.
After a short Q&A, Mr. Carpenter referred me to submitting an IR. Further grave doubts
came to influence this Information Request when I viewed Slide # 45 “PY2021 Basic Rate
Indication -15%” This slide should have provided a specific -15% impact example on the
Average Basic Policy, but it did not, hence my grave concerns persisted.
Please provide a comprehensive reply to the question given in the Workshop Transcript
on page 21 lines 5 to 12. Please consider the word “Everybody”
Response:
The BCUC has approved, on an interim basis, ICBC’s largest Basic insurance rate decrease in
more than 40 years for all new and renewal policies with an effective date on or after
May 1, 2021. With the introduction of Enhanced Care on May 1, 2021, customers with an active
insurance policy – seniors and non-seniors – will benefit from the 15% rate reduction on their
Basic insurance.

Under Enhanced Care, British Columbians hurt in a crash, including seniors, will have access to
significantly enhanced accident benefits. While there will be limits for each individual benefit
under Enhanced Care, the overall care and recovery benefits available will not be subject to an
overall limit, which means there will be support available to an injured person for as long as
needed, even over a lifetime. This is an improvement from today’s limit of $300,000.

Enhanced Care improves the benefit entitlement that seniors have access to, compared to the
current litigation model. Below are a few examples of how Enhanced Care provides better care
and recovery benefits to seniors when they are injured in a crash starting May 1, 2021:


Compared to the existing litigation model, which puts the responsible driver at a
disadvantage in accessing all the care they need after a crash. Enhanced Accident
Benefits provides a rich set of benefits seniors need if they are injured regardless if they
are responsible for the crash.



There is no longer an age restriction on assistance with homemaking activities. Today,
customers are eligible for at least 104 weeks of coverage, but the benefit otherwise ends
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once the customer is age 65-plus. This can leave seniors unable to clean their home, do
laundry or prep meals, for example, with no availability of this needed funding.


Under today’s model, a disability benefit is payable for 104 weeks and otherwise ends at
age 65. As such, some customers who are unable to adequately save for retirement due
to their disability may face financial hardship. Under Enhanced Accident Benefits, the
retirement benefit will continue compensating customers who remain disabled at age 65
and beyond.



For seniors who are catastrophically injured, Enhanced Care will provide a new
permanent impairment benefit that will provide lump sum cash compensation of
approximately $265,000 for anyone catastrophically injured in a crash. Those with
serious, but non-catastrophic, permanent injuries could also be eligible for compensation
of up to approximately $167,000, depending on the severity of their impairment. This
lump sum benefit is available to seniors regardless of fault.
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2021.1 RR RL.2.2c Reference: Turning to the Workshop, slide presentation # 5
“Preparation for Enhanced Care” and the Workshop Transcript page 22 starting line 3 to
26 inclusive. I was asking the question about “Consultations with Seniors”. In my
opinion Mr. Carpenter side stepped the answer on lines 15 to 17. Now that all matters in
regards to this RRA are open to Information Requests, I seek a full some answer herein.
With whom did ICBC consult with respect to “Seniors”, please provide Names and
Contact information. ICBC certainly did not consult me, or anyone I know who is a Senior
? (I am not interested in other jurisdictions or brokers).
Response:
To ensure Enhanced Care best reflects the care-based priorities and needs of all British
Columbians, including seniors, ICBC and Government held more than 50 consultation meetings
between February and August 2020. While these meetings did not include any one particular
group or individual representing seniors in BC, they incorporated a broad scope of input from a
diverse set of stakeholders across all age groups.

The consultations focused primarily on gathering the insights from members of the medical,
health care, disability advocacy, and road safety advocacy communities. The approach was to
engage those who worked closely with the injured or their families and had firsthand knowledge
of the need for accident benefits and how to best deliver on ideal recovery outcomes. These
practitioners and advocacy groups represent all age groups from a treatment perspective.

For a complete list of members included in this consultation, please refer to the stakeholder
consultation report, What We Heard Summary and Findings on ICBC’s Enhanced Care
Coverage:

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/british-columbians-our-governments/organizationalstructure/crown-corporations/enhanced-care-coverage-summary-report.pdf.
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2021.1 RR RL.2.2.d Reference: Turning to the Workshop, slide presentation # 47 “Key
Take Aways” and the Workshop Transcript page 77 starting line 11, Mr. Carpenter
addresses this slide. Nowhere in the Exhibit B-2 the RRA do the words “Key Take Away”
appear, but in Chapter 1, page 1-3 of the RRA the introduction of the “Rate Affordability
Action Plan (RAAP)” appears to suggest “rate affordability is coming” under the “guiding
principle” (page 1-2) of Enhanced Care implementation May1, 2021 but no “principle” to
be guided by, there is no substance to be found in this RRA. (the words “guiding
principle” appear only once in the RRA).
Please provide ICBCs meaning / intent of “Guiding Principle”, and what the Commission
Panel should take away from this definition.
Response:
The guiding principle of the Enhanced Care model is to make Basic insurance in British
Columbia more affordable with enhanced care and recovery benefits to support those injured in
an auto accident.

This aligns with the Government’s key priorities of making life more

affordable, delivering the services people count on, and in building a strong, sustainable
economy while supporting the BCUC’s mandate to ensure that Basic insurance rates and
services are adequate, efficient, and reasonable with the introduction of stable rates under the
new model.
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2021.1 RR RL.2.2.e Reference: Turning to the Workshop, slide presentation # 47 “Key
Take Aways” and the Workshop Transcript page 77 starting line 11, Mr. Carpenter
addresses this slide. Nowhere in the Exhibit B-2 the RRA do the words “Key Take Away”
appear, but in Chapter 1, page 1-3 of the RRA the introduction of the “Rate Affordability
Action Plan (RAAP)” appears to suggest “rate affordability is coming” under the “guiding
principle” (page 1-2) of Enhanced Care implementation May1, 2021 but no “principle” to
be guided by, there is no substance to be found in this RRA. (the words “guiding
principle” appear only once in the RRA).
Where in the RRA can the “Key Take Away” appear ? In what Table, Figure, Graph or
Tabulation ? There is no indication of : “Rate Stability” or “Rate Affordability” ?
Response:
The Key Take Aways are a summarization of the goals of the February 18, 2021 Workshop
presentation. This terminology is not used within the Application; however, it was used to help
inform workshop participants of the goals of ICBC’s presentation.

For more information on how the Enhanced Care model will introduce rate affordability and rate
stability, please refer to www.icbc.com.
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2021.1 RR RL.2.2.f-g Reference: Figure 8.3 – Legislation and Government Directive
Titles states, quote:

Chapter 2, page 2-2 of the RRA, ICBC states, quote:
“5.Since the BCUC proceeding for the 2019 RRA, there have been some other legislative
changes which are not relevant to support the proposed rate change in this Application.
These legislative changes which are summarized in Appendix 2A have a financial impact
on the 2020/21 fiscal year outlook, but do not impact the rate change being proposed and
are provided for information only”.
THEN on page 2A-2 the caveat, quote:
“10. If the judgment to the constitutional challenge of ICBC’s Rate Affordability Action
Plan product reform is unfavourable, it is expected that there will be a significant
increase in the number of claims requiring litigation.
This will, in turn, increase the claims costs and the amount of work to be completed by
defense counsel and the number of resource hours required to handle the increase in the
number of litigated claims”.
2.2.f Please describe how the Chief Justice of the BCSC judgment will / might impact
financially ICBCs RAAP product reform in regards to the new “Enhanced Care Program”.
Further, is it possible the “guiding principle” might form part of the judgment ?
2.2.g If ICBC considers the Chief Justice of the BCSC judgment will / might impact
financially ICBCs RAAP product reform, has ICBCs actuaries calculated / estimated the
short and long term financial impacts on “future” Basic Insurance Rates, and the MCT ?
Response:
To clarify, the judgment of the Chief Justice of the BC Supreme Court to the constitutional
challenge of ICBC’s Rate Affordability Action Plan product reform discussed in the Application,
Chapter 2, Appendix 2A, Section C will only impact claims under the modified tort model (i.e.,
accidents between April 1, 2019 to April 30, 2021). The judgment has no impact on ICBC’s
claims costs beyond May 1, 2021 and thus no impact on the Enhanced Care model.

As provided in the response to information request 2021.1 RR MoveUP.1.4a-e, the costs of
resolving bodily injury claims are expected to increase for claims under the modified tort model,
as a result of more injury claims becoming legally represented and/or litigated. The latest
estimated financial impact of this decision was made in connection with ICBC’s third quarter
financial results, and indicated that an adverse decision at that time could increase costs by as
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much as $390 million. The actual impact will ultimately depend on customer behavior and the
outcomes of any litigation that may be commenced. A final estimate of the financial impact for
fiscal year 2020/21 will be completed for inclusion in ICBC’s 2021 year-end financial statements.
This estimated impact is likely to be lower than $390 million, in part due to the passage of time,
as more claims were resolved by the decision date.

Even though there is no impact to claims costs applicable for PY 2021 and beyond, for future
years there is a potential impact on capital levels, which in turn impacts the amount of
investment income on Basic equity and potentially the amount of capital provision required to
rebuild the lower capital level.

This is discussed in the response to information request

2021.1 RR MoveUP.1.4f-g. The impact from the investment income on Basic equity is expected
to be insignificant given it is a small component of the required premium, and the impact from
the capital build provision will depend on the capital level and the details of the capital
management plan at that time.

The estimated MCT impact from the March 2021 decision on the constitutional challenge to the
jurisdiction of the Civil Resolution Tribunal is provided in the response to information request
2021.1 RR MoveUP.1.4.h, which states:
Should the Honourable Chief Justice Hinkson’s March 2, 2021 decision
concerning the jurisdiction of the Civil Resolution Tribunal become final, it would
have an unfavourable impact on the Basic MCT level due to the increased costs
to resolve modified tort claims.
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2021.1 RR RL.2.2.h Reference: Figure 8.3 – Legislation and Government Directive Titles
states, quote:

Chapter 2, page 2-2 of the RRA, ICBC states, quote:
“5.Since the BCUC proceeding for the 2019 RRA, there have been some other
legislative changes which are not relevant to support the proposed rate change in this
Application. These legislative changes which are summarized in Appendix 2A have a
financial impact on the 2020/21 fiscal year outlook, but do not impact the rate change
being proposed and are provided for information only”.
THEN on page 2A-2 the caveat, quote:
“10. If the judgment to the constitutional challenge of ICBC’s Rate Affordability Action
Plan product reform is unfavourable, it is expected that there will be a significant
increase in the number of claims requiring litigation.
This will, in turn, increase the claims costs and the amount of work to be completed by
defense counsel and the number of resource hours required to handle the increase in the
number of litigated claims”.
Please provide “context” to the above statement; “Rate Change in this Application”,
given this application is a “Revenue Requirement Application” and not a “Rate Change
Application”. (see Transcript for clarification, page 2 lines 8 to 10, and page 5 lines 18
&19 and so on)
Response:
ICBC could not find the quotations of “Rate Change in this Application”, “Revenue Requirement
Application”, and “Rate Change Application” in the February 18, 2021 Workshop Transcript,
page 2, lines 8 to 10 and page 5, lines 18 and 19. Therefore, ICBC is responding based on the
generality of these references, i.e., “rate change application”, “revenue requirements
application”, and “RRA”, which were all used interchangeably at the February 18, 2021
Workshop.

In order to provide the requested context on the excerpt from Chapter 2, page 2-2, paragraph 5,
noted in this information request, ICBC includes a range of information in revenue requirements
applications that do not necessarily have an impact on the proposed rate change, but are
included to provide a chronology of legislative changes between RRAs.

For example,
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information on legislative changes that do not impact ICBC’s proposed 15% rate decrease are
provided in Appendix 2A of the RRA.
Further, ICBC has provided information on the impacts of the constitutional challenge of ICBC’s
Rate Affordability Action Plan product reform in the response to information requests
2021.1 RR RL.2.2.f-g and 2021.1 RR MoveUP.1.4a-e.
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2021.1 RR RL.2.2.i Reference: Figure 8.3 – Legislation and Government Directive Titles
states, quote:

Chapter 2, page 2-2 of the RRA, ICBC states, quote:
“5.Since the BCUC proceeding for the 2019 RRA, there have been some other
legislative changes which are not relevant to support the proposed rate change in this
Application. These legislative changes which are summarized in Appendix 2A have a
financial impact on the 2020/21 fiscal year outlook, but do not impact the rate change
being proposed and are provided for information only”.
THEN on page 2A-2 the caveat, quote:
“10. If the judgment to the constitutional challenge of ICBC’s Rate Affordability Action
Plan product reform is unfavourable, it is expected that there will be a significant
increase in the number of claims requiring litigation.
This will, in turn, increase the claims costs and the amount of work to be completed by
defense counsel and the number of resource hours required to handle the increase in the
number of litigated claims”.
Please provide specifics that detail the “Rate Changes in this Application” verse “Rate
Design”.
Response:
In general, the rate change requested in a revenue requirements application supports the
overall premium needed to cover the policy year’s net costs and expenses and is applied to all
Basic customers.

Rate design provides the framework as to how ICBC divides its overall

premium between its individual policyholders. Those policyholders with higher risk attributes
(i.e., recent at fault crash) will pay more compared to those customers with lower risk attributes
(several years of crash free experience).

Details regarding the requested rate decrease of 15% for the 2021 Revenue Requirements
Application are primarily set forth in Chapter 3, with supporting evidence contained in
Chapters 4, 5, and 6. Whereas the rate design components are contained within ICBC’s Tariff
Amendment Application in Support of Enhanced Care, and approved by the BCUC’s
January 14, 2021 Decision, Exhibit A-3, BCUC Order G-13-21.
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ICBC routinely provides information in a revenue requirements application that does not have
an impact on the rate requested to collect required revenue, but does provide additional context
to the BCUC regarding ICBC’s operations and environment. The additional information and
contextual updates comprise Chapters 1, 2, 7, and 8 of this Application. The non-rate related
material forms part of the Application in compliance with various BCUC directives, details of
which are in Chapter 7, Figure 7.1, page 7-2.
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2021.1 RR RL.3.1.a-b Reference: CHAPTER 2 LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY
FRAMEWORK
GOVERNMENT AND ICBC HAVE CONSULTED ON ENHANCED CARE
Chapter 1, Page 1-4, quote: “Government and ICBC conducted more than 45 meetings
with members of the health care, disability advocacy, and road safety advocacy
community to learn and understand the deliverables in a care-based insurance system”.
APPENDIX 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D all provide the technical and legal “Legislative and Regulatory
Framework”. No problem with them, No problem with the Government.



Workshop Transcript, page 15 lines 21 to 23, quote:
“Enhanced Care is the result of careful and considered design, consultation and
collaboration with numerous external groups”.
Workshop Transcript, page 22 lines 15 to 23, (abbreviated) Mr. Carpenter, quote: “this
proceeding is about the rates and, as I said, we don't make the law of the land. I
mean, we -- you know, we were consulted on that, that's government's
responsibility”:

3.1.a To what extent (inform, advise, direct, compose text) did ICBC consult with the
Provincial Government in respect to the compositions of APPENDIX 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D
across 45 meetings ? The basis for the wording of this IR; is ICBC has in the past
written on behalf of the BCUC General Orders. This IR seeks to know “specifically” to
what extent did ICBC participate in these four appendices noted in Chapter 2.
3.1.b Did ICBC consult with any Provincial Government “Actuarial Staff” in a fashion that
lead to the creation of the four appendices noted in Chapter 2 ? If so, please provide
details as to what extent these consultations over how many meetings ?
Response:
3.1.a

ICBC wishes to clarify that the 45 meetings referenced in this information request were, as
stated in Chapter 1, meetings that Government and ICBC had with members of the health care,
disability advocacy, and road safety advocacy community, not meetings between ICBC and
Government.

In this information request, Mr. Landale indicates that ICBC has written BCUC General Orders
on BCUC's behalf. To clarify, it is standard practice for entities regulated by the BCUC to
provide the BCUC with draft Orders for their Applications. Keeping with this standard practice,
ICBC provided a draft Order for this Application.
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3.1.b

Regarding the four appendices, ICBC notes that much of the content of the Application was
developed and written by ICBC based on its own information.

In addition to the content

provided by ICBC, the Application also includes information from other sources, including
Government documents. In drafting its revenue requirements application, ICBC may consult
with its shareholder, the provincial government, as needed and as appropriate. Government
may also consult with ICBC on legislation and regulation that impacts ICBC.

Appendices 2A to 2D were written as follows:


Appendix 2A outlines legislative changes since the 2019 Revenue Requirements
Proceeding which have a financial impact on the 2020/21 fiscal year outlook, but do not
impact the rate change being sought in this Application.

Like Chapter 2 itself,

Appendix 2A was drafted by ICBC.


Appendix 2B is a copy of the amendments to Special Direction IC2 to the BC Utilities
Commission, BC Regulation 307/2004, as amended (Special Direction IC2), which
became part of the legal framework for this Application and is a legal document, drafted
by Government’s legal staff.



Appendix 2C is a copy of Special Direction IC2 prior to the amendments shown in
Appendix 2B and is provided for reference and context. Special Direction IC2 is a
government regulation made under the Insurance Corporation Act.

As with

Appendix 2B above, it is a formal legal document drafted by Government’s legal staff.


Appendix 2D is a copy of the Government Directive regarding ICBC’s Application for a
General Rate Change Order for the 2021 Policy Year and was written by the
Government.

As indicated in the February 18, 2021 Workshop, Government consulted with ICBC in the
drafting of Appendix 2B and 2D. These consultations were led by Government, not ICBC. The
legal and policy decisions reflected in those documents were made by Government.
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As stated above, Appendix 2A is the only one of the four appendices cited in the information
request that was written by ICBC. This did not require actuarial input as it is a summary of the
legislative changes since the 2019 Revenue Requirements Proceeding.

Also as stated above, Appendices 2B, 2C, and 2D are Government documents. As such, ICBC
cannot speak to any conversations that may have happened within Government with respect to
these Appendices.
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2021.1 RR RL.3.2.a Reference: CHAPTER 2 LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY
FRAMEWORK
GOVERNMENT AND ICBC HAVE CONSULTED ON ENHANCED CARE
Chapter 1, Page 1-4, quote: “Government and ICBC conducted more than 45 meetings
with members of the health care, disability advocacy, and road safety advocacy
community to learn and understand the deliverables in a care-based insurance system”.
APPENDIX 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D all provide the technical and legal “Legislative and Regulatory
Framework”. No problem with them, No problem with the Government.



Workshop Transcript, page 15 lines 21 to 23, quote:
“Enhanced Care is the result of careful and considered design, consultation and
collaboration with numerous external groups”.
Workshop Transcript, page 22 lines 15 to 23, (abbreviated) Mr. Carpenter, quote: “this
proceeding is about the rates and, as I said, we don't make the law of the land. I
mean, we -- you know, we were consulted on that, that's government's
responsibility”:

In the context of “Consultation” and “Enhanced Care” see Appendix 4A C.1.2
Consultations with Key Stakeholders, Page 4A-9. Please list all “Stakeholders” by name
with contact information.
Response:
ICBC published a summary of input provided by stakeholder organizations during the
consultation process on the changes to British Columbia’s auto insurance model. The
document is provided in the following link:

What We Heard: Summary and Findings on ICBC's Enhanced Care Coverage

A list of participants in the consultations is provided in Appendix I to the document.

ICBC is unable to provide the contact information for these individuals as that information is
confidential.
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2021.1 RR RL.3.2.b Reference: CHAPTER 2 LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY
FRAMEWORK
GOVERNMENT AND ICBC HAVE CONSULTED ON ENHANCED CARE
Chapter 1, Page 1-4, quote: “Government and ICBC conducted more than 45 meetings
with members of the health care, disability advocacy, and road safety advocacy
community to learn and understand the deliverables in a care-based insurance system”.
APPENDIX 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D all provide the technical and legal “Legislative and Regulatory
Framework”. No problem with them, No problem with the Government.



Workshop Transcript, page 15 lines 21 to 23, quote:
“Enhanced Care is the result of careful and considered design, consultation and
collaboration with numerous external groups”.
Workshop Transcript, page 22 lines 15 to 23, (abbreviated) Mr. Carpenter, quote: “this
proceeding is about the rates and, as I said, we don't make the law of the land. I
mean, we -- you know, we were consulted on that, that's government's
responsibility”:

Paragraph 38 Page 4A-11, quote:
“The consultations covered a range of topics including the need for staff training and
enhancement to their skill sets to meet the needs of customers.”
To what extent did these 29 consultations represent the needs of “Seniors” ? (underlined
for focus).
Response:
Please see the response to information request 2021.1 RR RL.2.2c.
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2021.1 RR RL.3.3.a-c Reference: CHAPTER 2 LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY
FRAMEWORK GOVERNMENT AND ICBC HAVE CONSULTED ON ENHANCED CARE
“The consultations covered a range of topics including the need for staff training and
enhancement to their skill sets to meet the needs of customers.” To what extent did
these consultations represent the needs of “Seniors” ? (underlined for focus).
We know from within the RRA the word “Senior” is referenced only once. While Seniors
and policyholders represent a growing policy demographic, but have been sidelined
based on the evidence in the RRA.
For more context, page 4A-12, quote:
“• Engage in collaborative partnerships throughout the customer’s recovery journey
with all relevant stakeholders to ensure alignment of recovery goals and improve
recovery outcomes.”
“• Provide treatments specific to the needs of individual customers to ensure their
unique return to function barriers are purposefully acknowledged and addressed.”
3.3.a Exactly how many “Seniors” Basic Policyholders did ICBC have on their books for
PY 2019/2020 and PY2020/2021 ?
3.3.b Of all Basic Policyholders, what is the “Seniors” percentage proportion of all policy
holders, excluding Trailers and OVR policies ?
3.3.c In general terms to what dollar amount and percentage did “Seniors” claims cost
ICBC in PY 2019/2020 and PY2020/2021 ?
In addition please provide statistical data by Senior age groups in (dollars and percent) a
table (65,75,80,85 and above for example) as to Fatal, Injury, and Property Damage - (I
think ICBC calls this Part 7, not sure ) ?
Response:
3.3.a-b
ICBC has interpreted “PY 2019/2020” to refer to the number of policies written between
April 1, 2019 and March 31, 2020, and “PY 2020/2021” to refer to the number of policies written
between April 1, 2020 and April 30, 2021.

Please note the following:


Data for March and April 2021 is not available at the time of responding to this
information request; therefore only 11 months of data is provided for “PY 2020/2021”.
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On September 1, 2019, with the introduction of the changes to the rating model, all
senior rate classes were decommissioned from ICBC’s rating tables and were replaced
with a senior rating factor for those registered owners and principle drivers aged 65 and
over. As a result, there will be a difference pre- and post-September 1, 2019 in how
seniors are tracked within ICBC.



The number of senior exposures was counted as either those policies rated in a senior
rate class pre September 1, 2019 or those policies that had a senior rating factor applied
to their overall premium for policies written on or after September 1, 2019.

The number of seniors is shown in the table below:

Seniors Exposure

Seniors Proportion

Total Exposures

April 2019 - March
2020

572,269

17.1%

3,339,726*

April 2020 – Feb
2021 (11 months)

552,041

17.7%

3,111,149

* Total exposures for this period is the sum of personal and commercial written exposures for fiscal year 2019/2020
as shown in the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix B.1.2.

3.3.c

As a result of the decommissioning of the senior rate classes and the fact that ICBC does not
rate on a driver’s age, ICBC does not have a detailed breakdown of its claims costs data split by
the at-fault driver’s age group.
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2021.1 RR RL.4.1.1 Reference: Minimum Capital Test
It is understood the MCT provisions of past 2016 and 2019 RRA along with their
respective amendments to Special Direction IC2 are again rendered mute by the most
recent Special Direction IC2 amendments. In Chapter 2, ICBC does discuss the matter on
pages 2-5, and 2-6 paragraphs 19 to 24 inclusive, and again in Chapter 7 Attachment 7A.1
Performance Measures, Figures 7A.1.1; 7A.1.4; 7A.1.5; and during the Workshop slides 3,
12, 26, 44, 45, 47 (provisions for capital build – balance the scales)
It is within this context described by ICBC the following IRs are posed.
Workshop slide 16, quote:

Please provide a table supporting ICBCs claim the MCT is not impacted by the 11.5%
Capital Build provision as described in Chapter 7, paragraphs 19 to 24, pages7A 1-9 to
7A 1-11. The following table copied from 2019 RRA is the only way I can illustrate the
information I am seeking in this IR:

I apologize for the colouring, it comes from my notes, having no reflection on ICBCs
information therein.
Response:
The discussion of the MCT ratio in the Application, Chapter 7, pages 7A.1-9 to 7A.1-11 covers
the periods 2017/18 to 2019/20 actual, and the 2020/21 outlook as of the second quarter for the
year ending March 31, 2021. The 11.5% capital build provision (and 15% rate reduction) for the
Policy Year (PY) 2021 is effective as of May 1, 2021; and therefore would not yet impact the
MCT results discussed in that section.
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Figure 3.1 shown in the information request is a calculation of the capital maintenance
provision, which is part of the required premium for PY 2021 (commencing May 1, 2021) and
does not impact the 2020/21 outlook MCT ratio.
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2021.1 RR RL.4.1.2a Reference: Minimum Capital Test

Having read the BCUC IR’s filed as Exhibit A.7, this IR follows on from the BCUC IR 12.1.
If it is convenient to ICBC, they may combine this IR with their responses to the BCUC IR
12.1 Please confirm or explain otherwise in a table for each year PY2019, PY2020,
PY2021-1 and PY2021-2 the “Written Exposures” with respect to Appendix G.1 Table line
item “n” Written Exposures. As at least to me the information in Appendix G.1 does not
accord with previously stated “Earned Policies”, as indicated in “IR#1 Figure 7K.1
Historical Information –Basic Insurance Only.” The RTL IR 1.4.2 Modified Table has
removed the “Trailers” and “Off-Road Vehicles”, thereby adjusting the Totals column to
align with the title descriptor given on “line n”, which differs from the descriptor in the
table, “Projected Exposure.” Please explain realign or otherwise correct Appendix B.1.1
and Appendix G.1 as these values lead to the MCT.
Response:
ICBC confirms that the written exposures shown in the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix B.1.1
and G.1 are correct. Note that written exposure amounts provided in Appendix G.1 row (n) are
equal to the sum of Appendix B.1.1 row (a) (excluding trailers and off road vehicles (ORV)) and
Appendix B.3.1 row (a). These figures are used in the rate indication analysis in the Application
and have no impacts to capital or the Minimum Capital Test (MCT) ratio (therefore they are
unrelated to the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.12.1 which deals with capital
build and capital available).

The exposure figures in the rate indication analysis are on a written basis, which are not
comparable to the “earned policies” shown in Figure 7K.1. The difference between a written
basis and an earned basis is further discussed in the response to information request 2021.1
RR RL.4.1.2b.
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The projected written exposure figures used in the calculation of Capital Maintenance for PY
2019, PY 2020 and PY 2021 are shown in the table below. The PY 2021 exposure calculation
is also explained in the response to information request 2021.1 RR RL.6.a-c.
Figure 1 – Calculation of Capital Maintenance for PY 2019-2021

Policy Year

Projected Written
Exposures
(Excluding
Trailers and
ORV)

Reference

(1)

PY 2019

3,450,840

The 2019 Revenue Requirements Application, Appendices
B.1.1 row (a) (excluding trailers and ORV) + B.3.1 Section A

(2)

PY 2020

3,478,659

Internal analysis used to support the Government directed
PY 2020 0% rate indication

(3)

PY 2021-1
(11 months)

3,223,117

The Application, Appendices B.1.1 row (a) (excluding trailers
and ORV) + B.3.1 row (a) = 3,168,263 + 54,854

(4)

PY 2021-2

3,634,977

The Application, Appendices B.1.1 row (a) (excluding trailers
and ORV) + B.3.1 row (a) = 3,574,242 + 60,735

(5)

PY 2021

6,858,095

(3) + (4)

Finally, please note that the “Modified Table RTL IR 1.4.2” in the preamble to the information
request is incorrectly labelled as Appendix G.1 in the top left hand corner – the information in
this table can be found in the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix B.1.1.
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2021.1 RR RL.4.1.2b Reference: Minimum Capital Test
Please provide an explanation / definition/s for the following, as in providing more clarity
to ICBCs response for the above IRs:
“Autoplan Policies Earned”, “Earned Policies” (Policies earned page 1-1), “Projected
Exposure” “Personal Written Exposure” “Written Exposure” “Written
Policies”,(Appendix G.1), “Written Distribution”, “Unearned Premium”/Policies, “Earned
Risk Exposure” (Appendix D.1 Table Column (1)), especially note the 3,350,822 for
PY2019/20. This definition then gets murky when looking at Appendix H.1 Column Titles
for lines (a),(b) (c), as copied below.

Response:
ICBC has provided a table below that defines each of the terms highlighted in this information
request.

In addition, please refer to the Participants’ Reference Guide included in the

Application, Chapter 8, Section B that explains the difference between “policy year” and “fiscal
year”. The data used in the rate indication analysis (Application, Chapter 3) is presented on a
policy year (written) basis; whereas data presented in other chapters of the Application (e.g.,
Chapter 6, Operating Expenses and Allocation Information, and Chapter 7, Compliance
Reporting) are presented on a fiscal year basis, and mostly on an earned basis.
A “written basis” refers to when a policy is issued, and an “earned basis” refers to the time
period in which the policy is in effect and coverage is provided. Both premium and exposure
can be reported under either a written or an earned basis; however, data reported under these
two bases are not directly comparable.

Please refer to the Application, Appendix 7K,

Figure 7K.1 as an example, where both net premium written and net premium earned are
presented.
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Figure 1 – Terminology Definitions
Term

Definition

Exposure/Risk Exposure

The basic unit of risk (or policy) that underlies the insurance premium.

Written Policies/Written
Exposure/Written Risk
Exposure/Written Vehicles

Annualized measures of business sales volumes. The number of written
vehicles is annualized by determining the net policy terms portion of a 12month period, e.g., a six-month policy is 0.5 written vehicles.

Personal Written Exposure

Written exposure for personal policies only.

Earned Policies/Earned
Exposure/Earned Risk
Exposure/Earned
Vehicles/ Autoplan
Policies Earned

Annualized measures of risk exposure. Policies are annualized by determining
which portions of the policy occur in a given year. For example, for a 12-month
policy written on October 1, 2018, 0.5 vehicles are earned in the fiscal year
2018/19 and 0.5 are to be earned after April 1 during the next fiscal year
2019/20. Autoplan is a generic term representing all the insurance products
that ICBC sells.

Unearned
Policies/Unearned
Exposure/Unearned Risk
Exposure

The part of the coverage period (risk exposure) which has not yet expired,
meaning that the insurance company has not yet had a risk exposure for that
time.

Unearned Premium

Vehicle insurance premiums are recognized on a straight-line basis over the
term of each vehicle policy written. Driver premiums are earned over the term
of the policy. Unearned premiums are the portion of premiums relating to the
unexpired term, net of any premium refunds.

Projected

Term used to refer to a projection of historical data into the future. Almost any
data item (premium, exposure, etc.) can be projected.

Projected Exposure

The expected number of risk exposures in the future. When used in the
Application, Chapter 3, the projected exposure is on a written basis, as
explained in Appendix B.0, Section A.

Written Distribution

In the rate indication analysis, some general expenses (mostly the ones
associated with the issuance of the policy) are recognized at the time of policy
inception. To estimate the amount of these expenses for a policy year, the
fiscal year costs which are attributable to that policy year are identified using
the distribution of how policies in the policy year are written in fiscal years (a
"written distribution").

Earned Distribution

In the rate indication analysis, some general expenses (mostly the ones
associated with servicing the policy) are recognized over the life of a policy. To
estimate the amount of these expenses for a policy year, the fiscal year costs
which are attributable to that policy year are identified using the distribution of
how policies in the policy year are earned in fiscal years (an "earned
distribution").
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2021.1 RR RL.4.1.2c Reference: Minimum Capital Test
Please refer to the noted Workshop slides above [Workshop slides 3, 12, 26, 44, 45, 47
(provisions for capital build – balance the scales )], and Chapter 2 Section 19 page 2-5,
quote:
“Adding a capital build provision that would result in the addition of 11.5
percentage points to the rate change to cover costs after accounting for the effect
of investment income and collected from a policyholder”. (underlined for focus
reference)
In calculating the MCT, how does ICBC apply “Unearned Premiums” with, quote:
“Investment Income on Basic Equity” (Chapter 3 page 1#1) during PY2021. Please
consider this IR with respect to the definitions requested in the above [See 2021.1 RR
RL.4.1.2b]. Seeking clarity. Especially in the summary given in Chapter 7 Appendix 7A.1
Section 22 page 7A.1-10, where ICBC refers to “unrealized investment gains”. To me at
least this implies ICBC relies on invested capital to offset or compliment Basic Insurance
Premiums to cover costs.
Response:
As shown in the Application, Chapter 3, Figure 3.1, investment income is applied to offset
ICBC’s costs of providing Basic insurance. Investment income is returned to customers through
an offset to the rate indication, which contributes to a smaller required premium. The investment
income generated by existing Basic equity (Figure 3.1, line (w)) and policyholder supplied funds
(Figure 3.1, line (x)) contributes to a reduced required premium.

Unrealized investment gains and unearned premiums are accounted for in the calculation of the
MCT ratio.

Unrealized investment gains are added into capital available as part of “other

components of equity”, while unearned premiums, defined in the response to information
request 2021.1 RR 4.1.2b, is a liability on the balance sheet and is included in the calculation of
capital required (see the Application, Attachment 7A.1, Figure 7A.1.5, line (B) Insurance Risk).
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2021.1 RR RL.4.1.2d Reference: Minimum Capital Test
In calculating the MCT, how does ICBC apply the “Benefits of the Formula” discussed in
Chapter 5 page 5-11 in regards to “investment income earned” in concert with “ Earned
and Unearned Premiums”. Does this assume the Basic Policy holders have paid their
premium to ICBC, and ICBC has deposited those collected Basic Insurance Premiums so
they can be invested. Which in turn creates a second form of income on the Basic
Insurance Premiums collected, although ICBC has not earned that money ? Is this
comparable to earning Investment Income on “credit” from unearned premiums ?
Response:
Investment income is mainly generated via premiums collected by ICBC and then invested
under an approved strategic asset mix. Investment income is applied to offset ICBC’s cost of
providing Basic insurance, which includes claims and operating costs. Investment income is
returned to policyholders through an offset to the rate indication.

Please see the Application, Chapter 3, Figure 3.3, which shows that investment income reduces
the average required premium per policy. The components of investment income are further
explained in the Application, Chapter 3, page 3-11. In particular, there are two components of
investment income: investment income on policyholder supplied funds and investment income
on Basic equity. The Yield on Basic Equity referenced in the information request (Chapter 5,
page 5-11) is used in the calculation of the investment income on Basic Equity. The benefits of
the formula referred to relate to the Yield on Basic Equity.

The earned and unearned premium differentiation is used to track premiums on a financial
reporting basis only. As such, the concept of earning investment income on “credit” does not
apply. As indicated in the response to information request 2021.1 RR RL.4.1.2b the data used
in the rate indication analysis (Application, Chapter 3) is presented on a policy year (written)
basis.
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2021.1 RR RL.4.2 Reference: Minimum Capital Test
Continuing on using the Workshop Slide 45 “PY 2021 Basic Rate Indication: -15%”
Please confirm my understanding and arithmetic that PY 2021 “Required Premium”
represents $600 million (see slides 29, 30 & 31); Rate Change of -26.5% equals $159
million; +11.5% “Capital Bill Provision” equals $69 million; and the -15% is the “Rate
Decrease” which equals $90 million, leaving a revenue balance of $407.7 million.”
Response:
ICBC cannot identify the source of the $600 million quoted in the information request; however
please see the following response, which provides the values for each of these components
provided in slide 45 of the Workshop presentation (Exhibit B-4). Please note the following
bullets provide the overall costs of each component rather than averages as shown in labelling
on slide 45:


Projected PY 2021 premium at current rate level (the amount of premium ICBC expected
to collect prior to the rate change): $7,099 million (also provided as “$7.1B” on slides 29,
30 and 31 of the Workshop presentation).



Impact from the 26.5% rate decrease to account for the rate change to cover costs prior
to capital build: -$1,862 million, which is equivalent to the Projected PY 2021 premium at
current rate level x (-26.5%).



Capital Build Provision: $794 million. Please note this amount and the associated
investment income and expense together have an 11.5 percentage point impact to the
PY 2021 indicated rate change (please see the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix G.1
row (h) to row (r) for further details of this calculation).



PY 2021 required premium (the premium ICBC needs to collect to cover costs including
the capital build provision): $6,031 million (also provided as “$6.0B” on slides 29, 30 and
31 of the Workshop presentation). This is the sum of the first three bullets above.
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2021.1 RR RL.4.3 Reference: Minimum Capital Test
The confusion is Figure 2.1 on page 2-5, where the table indicates the current MCT level
5%. 5% of what ? what is this 5% dollar value ?
Response:
The Outlook Basic MCT Ratio of 5% for the end of the 2020/21 fiscal year is the ratio of capital
available to capital required, as shown below:
Figure 1 – Outlook Basic MCT Ratio for the End of the 2021/21 Fiscal Year
$ Millions
Capital Available
Capital Required
MCT %

2020/21
Outlook
87
1,927
5%

As indicated in Chapter 2, page 2-6, paragraph 22 under Figure 2.1: “The calculation of the
Outlook Basic MCT Ratio for the end of the 2020/21 fiscal year is shown in Chapter 7,
Compliance Reporting, Appendix 7A, Performance Measures, Attachment 7A.1.” Please refer
to Figure 7A.1.5 on page 7A.1-10 (PDF page 596).
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2021.1 RR RL.4.4 Reference: Minimum Capital Test
By what miracle will $69 million capital provision bring the MCT back to 100% ?, which is
a long way from the required BCUC MCT level of 150% in 2016.
Response:
Please see the response to information request 2021.1 RR RL.4.2, which explains how the
directed 11.5 percentage point capital build rate results in a capital build of $816 million. As
indicated in that response ICBC is unable to verify the source of the $69 million provided in the
information request above.
There are several factors that will help elevate ICBC’s capital levels. Capital levels (MCT ratio),
for the year ending March 31, 2020 were significantly impacted by the global investment
meltdown in reaction to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Since then, global equity markets have

recovered significantly, claims costs are lower from lower crash and injury claims frequency as a
result of COVID-19, and in addition, claims costs are lower as a result of better than expected
results from the Rate Affordability Action Plan product reform.

Favourable results in the

2020/21 fiscal year, along with the directed capital build for Policy year 2021, are expected to
contribute significantly to healthier capital levels for the Basic insurance line of business.
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2021.1 RR RL.4.5 Reference: Minimum Capital Test
Please confirm using the “2020/21 Outlook” column in Figure 7A.1.5 indicates on line “I”
that 3.57% MCT is worth $87 million and adjusted to 5% the MCT (might) be worth $121.8
million as “Total Capital Available” if that were true ?, as calculated in this adjusted table
below.

The colouring in this table is to link information together for focus and no other reason.
Response:
The proposed recalculation of 2020/21 Basic MCT under “RTL IR 4.5” as shown in the table of
this information request is incorrect.

The calculation of Total Capital Required at 150% MCT (Line G), is the sum of Insurance
Risk (B), Market Risk (C), Credit Risk (D) and Operational Risk (E), less Diversification
Credit (F); (Lines B+C+D+E-F), as illustrated in Figure 7A.1.5.
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2021.1 RR RL.4.6 Reference: Minimum Capital Test
Will ICBC please provide a table with evidence that demonstrates how the MCT will rise
from the -18.4% to plus 5%, optimistically rise 23.4% (-18.4% +5%) during the next 23
month period this application seeks approval for. Please use comparable information
table and graph.
For context per the following example:

Response:
The following table illustrates the change in the MCT ratio from fiscal year end 2019/20 to the
fiscal year end 2020/21 outlook as of Q2.
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Actual
Year ended
Mar 31 2020

Page 2 of 2

Outlook
Year ended
Mar 31 2021

Line
1

Equity (Deficit):

2

Retained earnings (deficit), beginning of period

65

(199)

3

Net income (loss)

(263)

314

4

Retained earnings (deficit), end of period

(199)

115

5
6

92

(112)

(349)

496

8

Other components of equity, beginning of period
Net change in available for sale assets-(Unrealized
gains/losses)
Pension and post-retirement benefits re-measurements

146

(372)

9

Other components of equity, end of period

(112)

12

9

9

(301)

137

(51)

(49)

7

10
11
12

Non-controlling interest, end of period
Equity (Deficit) (Lines 4 + 9 + 11)

13
14

Intangible assets

15

Capital available (Lines 12 + 14)

(353)

87

Capital required

1,912

1,927

MCT% (Lines 15 / 17)

-18%

5%

16
17
18
19

The improvement in the MCT ratio from March 31, 2020 to March 31, 2021 is attributed to
favourable net income primarily resulting from claims costs lower than the original forecast and
favourable investment return. Claims costs are lower due to lower crash and injury frequency
primarily due to COVID-19; and investment returns and global investment markets have
rebounded from the low point experienced at March 31, 2020.
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2021.1 RR RL.5 Reference: The focus of this series of IRs is on an examination of the
“Model Origins”. My initial starting point is Figure B.0.1 – PY Forecast Written Exposure
(Plate Owner), page 2 Chapter 3, Appendix B.0. But this Figure B.0.1 is not the origin for
the numbers given therein. In this IR #5 the following two tables appear to be the critical
starting points. Although an examination in an excel spreadsheet of the percentage
indexing given in the “Personal Written Exposure” table used to create the graph Figure
B.0.2 does not hold water. I compute the index rate to be around 1.66758% based on
Model Year 2016/17 of $2,968,727 Rounding up to 1.7% produces different numbers, such
as $3,284,702 for PY 2021-2, a difference of $6,229
This IR challenges the origins of these highlighted and clouded circle numbers based on
the published 1.7% indexed model rate, (as to Appendix B.2 Selected Groups I think)?

5(a) Please confirm the origin of the “Fiscal Year Written Exposure and Average Premium
Plate Owner Basic” as being from the following table on page 4 Chapter 3 Appendix B.0 ?
If not the origin, please specify the origins ?
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5(b) Please provide the origins and the “computations” that support these numbers and
the selected 1.7% indexed model rate ? Preferably in a numerical table comparable to the
above table.
5(c) Please provide the same information in the same manner for Commercial ? while
explaining the modelling choice by selecting the start date of 2017/18 being a different
start to the “Plate Owner Basic” table, and for “not” having an index percentage model
rate ?
Response:
ICBC assumes the questions are about exposure only and not about the average premium as
indicated in the preamble to this information request.

5(a)

ICBC confirms that the fiscal year written exposures shown in Section A of the first figure of the
preamble to this information request originate from Appendix B.0, Figure B.0.2 for personal
written exposures and Figure B.0.3 for commercial written exposures.

Please see the

Application, Chapter 3, Appendix B.0, Section A for details of how exposures are forecasted. In
short, the written exposure forecasting models for each personal and commercial segment are
further broken down into a set of mutually exclusive groups using historical exposure data.
These groups are selected since they have significant influence on the overall exposure trend.
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A forecast model is then selected for each of these smaller segments to forecast the PY 2021
exposures. To calculate the total personal and total commercial PY 2021 exposure estimates
the forecasts from the exposures for the selected exposure groups are added together. The
highlighted numbers in the table provided in this information request (Application, Chapter 3,
Appendix B.0, Figure B.0.2) are a result of this process. The first policy period provided in the
table as “PY 2021-1” is for the period between May 1, 2021 and March 31, 2022 and the second
policy period provided as “PY 2021-2” is for the period between April 1, 2022 and
March 31, 2023. PY 2021-1 represents the sum of written exposures for the 11 months in the
period, thus is generally different from the historical annual figures presented in the same table.

5(b)

Figure B.0.2 shows the modelled personal written exposures resulting from adding the modelled
exposures from the three mutually exclusive exposure groups shown in Appendix B.2:
motorcycles, Greater Vancouver and Fraser Valley territories, and all other rating variables
combined. The year over year change in the modelled results is then calculated for reporting
purposes as shown in Figure B.0.2, rounded to one decimal. For example, the year over year
change in modelled exposure between fiscal year 2017/18 and fiscal year 2016/17 is calculated
as follows 3,018,200/2,968,727 -1 = 1.66647% which can be rounded to 1.7%. PY 2021-1
represents 11 months of written exposure and is the sum of the monthly modelled exposure
from May 1, 2021 to March 31, 2022. The annual equivalent modelled exposure count for the
same forecasting year 2021/22 can be viewed in the fourth to last row under the modeled
column in the figure. Note that the “1.7%” is used for reporting purposes whereas the actual
modelled results are what is used in the actuarial analysis.

5(c)

Figure B.0.3 shows the modelled commercial written exposures resulting from adding the
modelled exposures from the three mutually exclusive exposure groups shown in Appendix B.2:
light commercial, long haul delivery, and all other rating variables combined. Once the modelled
commercial written exposures are added together, the year over year change in modeled
commercial written exposure is calculated as shown in Figure B.0.3 rounded to one
decimal. For example, the year over year change in modelled exposure between fiscal year
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2018/19 and fiscal year 2017/18 is calculated as follows 263,133/255,543 -1 = 2.97031% which
can be rounded to 3.0%.

Modelled commercial written exposure is using a different starting point at 2017/2018 fiscal year
compared to that used for the personal written exposure model. One of the exposure groups
used in the commercial model experienced a higher than average growth in 2018; therefore the
model selected for that group was a 3-year regression model starting at 2017/2018 to ensure
the trend excluded the one time impact. Since the graph shown in Figure B.0.3 is a sum of the
three models, the modelled line starts at fiscal year 2017/2018.
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2021.1 RR RL.6.a-c Reference: Progressing on from I.R.#5 to Appendix B.1.1 “Projected
Premium and Exposure Plate Owner Basic”, and Appendix B.3.1 “Projected Premium and
Exposure Manual”, the numbers were summed in the following edited table as per Figure
3.2 notes (a) and (b), quote:
“(a) Projected PY 2021 premium is the sum of PY 2021-1 and PY 2021-2 premium at
current rate level from Appendices B.1.1 and B.3.1.”
“(b) Average per policy premiums are calculated by Total Basic premiums in the table
divided by the total number of policies. The PY 2021 number of policies is 6,858,095,
which is the sum of PY 2021-1 and PY 2021-2 written exposures from Appendices B.1.1
and B.3.1, excluding ORV and Trailers.”

6.a Please explain how ICBC arithmetically arrived at different numbers to the above
summary for the “Projected Exposures” of 6,742,505 ( from the above notations in
Appendix B.1.1 cloud ) to 6,858,094 used by ICBC in Figure 3.2, a difference of 115,589
projected exposures ?
6.b Please explain how ICBC arithmetically arrived at different numbers to the above
summary for the “Projected Premium” of $7,045,298 ( from the above notations in
Appendix B.1.1 cloud ) to $7,098,736 used by ICBC in Figure 3.2, a difference of
$53,438,000 projected premium ?
6.c Does ICBC agree the “summed numbers” for Projected Exposure and Premium in
the above IR’s, if used to calculate the “Indicated Rate Level” change shown in Figure 3.2
would actually be -14.401% and not as given -15.045% (not rounded to a whole number)
? If ICBC does not agree, please be “explicit” in ICBC’s rebuttal with precise calculations
with supporting data, taking into account Technical Appendix A.2 - “Required Premium
Summary of the Components of Required Premium by Coverage at Full Value ($000's)”,
lines (d), (f), (j), (l), (p), (r) ? As collectively they appear to directly comprise their
respective summarized values given in Appendix B.1.1, B.3.1 and Figure 3.2 noted below
?
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From page 3-6 Chapter 3 – Actuarial Rate Level Indication Analysis

Response:
6.a

The policy year (PY) 2021 projected exposure of 6,858,095 used to determine the average
projected premium at current rate level in the Application, Chapter 3, Figure 3.2 is correct. The
difference between this value and the number 6,742,505 referred to in the information request is
115,589, representing the PY 2021 exposures for Manual Basic policies, which should be
included in the average projected premium calculation. This is indicated in Figure 3.2, table
note (b).

The following table outlines the calculation of the PY 2021 projected exposures used to
determine the average projected premium at current rate level per policy in the Application,
Chapter 3, Figure 3.2.

Exposure Count

(a)

Personal

(b)

Commercial-Power Units

(c)

Sub Total

(d)

Manual Basic Total

(e)

TOTAL

Source

PY 2021-1

PY 2021-2

PY 2021

(1)

(2)

(3) = (1)+(2)

2,909,325

3,278,473

6,187,798

Appendix B.1.1, row (a)

258,938

295,769

554,707

Appendix B.1.1, row (a)

3,168,263

3,574,242

6,742,505

54,854

60,735

115,590

3,223,117

3,634,977

6,858,095

(a) + (b)
Appendix B.3.1, row (a)
(c) + (d)
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6.b
The PY 2021 projected premium at current rate level of $7,098,736 (expressed in ‘000’s) shown
in the Application, Chapter, Figure 3.2 is correct. The difference between this value and the
number $7,045,298 (expressed in ‘000’s) referred to in the information request is $53,438,000,
representing the PY 2021 projected premium at current rate level for Trailers and Off-Road
Vehicles (ORVs), which should be included in the total projected premium amount.

The following table outlines the calculation of PY 2021 projected premium at current rate level
used in the Application:

Premium
Source

PY 2021-1

PY 2021-2

PY 2021

($ 000’s)

(1)

(2)

(3) = (1)+(2)

(a)

Personal

$2,811,670

$3,155,194

$5,966,864

Appendix B.1.1, row (e)

(b)

Commercial-Power
Units

$403,185

$458,974

$862,159

Appendix B.1.1, row (e)

(c)

Trailers

$23,305

$26,923

$50,228

Appendix B.1.1, row (e)

(d)

ORV

$1,482

$1,728

$3,210

Appendix B.1.1, row (e)

(e)

Sub Total

$3,239,642

$3,642,819

$6,882,461

(f)

Manual Basic Total

$102,623

$113,652

$216,275

(g)

TOTAL

$3,342,265

$3,756,471

$7,098,736

(a) + (b) + (c) + (d)
Appendix B.3.1, row (d)
(e) + (f)

6.c

As discussed above, ICBC does not agree with the amounts for the PY 2021 projected
exposure and premium referred to in this information request. Therefore, it is not appropriate to
re-calculate the PY 2021 rate indication using these amounts.

As shown in tables above, Appendices B.1.1 and B.3.1 present the PY 2021 exposure and
projected premium at current rate level (i.e., before applying the PY 2021 rate change).
Together, they are used to calculate the PY 2021 projected premium at current rate level, which
is shown in Chapter 3, Figure 3.2.

Appendix A.2 also presents the PY 2021 required

(emphasis added) premium by components and by coverage.

“Required premium” is the
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premium that needs to be collected to cover forecasted claims costs, expenses, and capital
provision associated with policies written during PY 2021. The difference between the PY 2021
required premium and the projected premium at current rate level is the 15% PY 2021 rate
decrease.
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2021.1 RR RL.6.d Reference:
Please explain what, if any, is the negative impacts that “might be” if the BCUC in their
final decision were to approve a lower “Indicated Rate Change” such as “-14.401%” while
maintaining the 11.5% capital build as directed by Special Direction IC2. Please assume
the following calculation as alluded to in I.R.6(b), by substituting $7,098,736 with the
corrected summed value of $7,045,298 divided by the “Required PY 2021 Premium
$6,030,739 times -1, ( the same formula given in Figure 3.2 for the Indicated Rate Change)
?
Response:
As outlined in the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.1.1, if the BCUC approves
a final rate decrease which is less favourable than the requested rate decrease of -15%, ICBC
is requesting that the difference be deferred until April 1, 2022. The main disadvantage of
deferring a rate differential is that ICBC’s Basic capital will absorb the variance in premium
between BCUC’s final rate change and the -15% implemented on May 1. 2021.
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2021.1 RR RL.6.e Reference:
Please explain what, if any, is the negative impacts “might be” if the BCUC in their final
decision were to approve a lower “Premium Required” (per Appendix A.1 line (z)) were
reduced from $6,030,739,000 by the calculated difference given in I.R.6.b “of $53,438,000
projected premium to $5,977,301,000, and thereby reduces the “Average Per Policy” cost
to $871.57, an additional savings of $7.43 per policy ? Of concern this IR cannot
arithmetically link (only by word search) the question Figure 3.1 – Summary of the
Components of Required Premium ($000’s) and it’s source Appendix A.1 or A.2 and their
technical appendices, since the technical appendices are unsubstantiated actuarial
judgements.
Response:
ICBC does not agree with the calculation referenced in the information request, nor is there any
basis for the assertion that “the technical appendices are unsubstantiated actuarial judgements”.

Please refer to the response to information request 2021.1 RR RL.6.a-c for the detailed
calculation of the policy year (PY) 2021 projected premium at current rate level. The values of
the PY 2021 projected premium at current rate level and the average required premium per
policy shown in the Application, Chapter 3, are all correct.
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2021.1 RR RL.7.a-b Reference: Permanent Impairment and Death Benefits
“B.1 ENHANCED ACCIDENT BENEFITS (EAB): $469
31.
Enhanced Care will provide greater medical, wage loss, and death benefits with
higher limits to more customers under the EAB coverages, regardless of fault. 9 As a
result, overall costs for EAB coverages are expected to be higher under Enhanced Care.
However, in the absence of historical BC data to rely on to forecast these new costs,
government has directed ICBC to perform the rate indication analysis using Manitoba
Public Insurance (MPI) data where appropriate. ICBC relies on analysis performed by
actuaries from EY for these new coverages. Details of these estimates along with the
assumptions, methods and data used to estimate the PY 2021 loss costs for each of the
coverages are further discussed in Appendix C.4.0, the EAB Report. The results are
summarized in Figure 3.4 with a brief overview of claims costs statistics by coverage
below.”

“B.1.3 PERMANENT IMPAIRMENT AND DEATH BENEFITS (PI AND DB)
39.
The PI and DB frequency is expected to be higher than under the current Death
Benefit(DB) coverage, and contributes to a higher rate change to cover costs. The higher
frequency is mainly from the new permanent impairment benefits introduced under
Enhanced Care, which provide additional compensation to customers who are
permanently injured from auto accidents. The PY 2021 PI and DB frequency is developed
from ICBC’s Death Benefits frequency forecast, with adjustments to account for the
expected increase in the number of claimants under the new PI coverage using MPI’s
experience.”
“40. The PI and DB severity is expected to be higher due to the enhancement in death
benefits and the new permanent impairment benefits discussed above. The
enhancements in the DB overage include substantial increases in lump sum payments to
the surviving spouse and dependants of a deceased policyholder, while maintaining the
funeral and burial expense limits.
The PY 2021 PI and DB severity is developed from MPI’s historical severity data with
adjustments to account for differences in wage levels between the provinces.
The following Table and Graph created from Appendix C-3”
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I.R.7.a Will ICBC please confirm under this “NEW” Enhanced Care Benefits program the
“permanent Impairment and Death Benefits have been reduced to 8 to 9 years from 12
years, as depicted in the above tables and graph.
I.R.7.b Will ICBC please confirm this 25% timeline reduction from 12 years to 8-9 years
are key factors in their long range cost savings plans over time. And how much capital
resources has ICBC actuaries computed the difference in the reduced timeline savings
are ?
20.
The calculation of the Outlook Basic MCT ratio for the end of the 2018/19
fiscal year is shown in Chapter 8, Performance Measures and Transitional
Reporting, Appendix 8 A.
Response:
To clarify, the incremental payment patterns referenced in the information request are the
payment patterns associated with Unallocated Loss Adjustment Expense (ULAE) for the
Permanent Impairment and Death Benefits coverage and not payment patterns associated with
Loss and ALAE payments. ULAE accounts for internal claims servicing expenses which are not
directly assignable to individual claims. In comparison, the ULAE payment pattern for Death
Benefit coverage is approximately 10 years as shown in the 2019 RRA, Technical
Appendix C.12.5, rather than the 12 years stated in the information request. ICBC believes the
small change in this payment pattern should not have a meaningful impact on the PY 2021 rate
change indication.
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Please note the payment patterns for Loss and ALAE, which represents the timing of claims
costs payments, have a more meaningful impact to the rate indication analysis. Please refer to
the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix Set F for further discussion regarding the payment
patterns for Loss and ALAE under Enhanced Care.
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2021.1 RR RL.8.1-2 Reference: Workshop Transcript
Mr. Carpenter informs on Page 11 lines 18 to 23 inclusive quote:
“These savings will be passed on to British Columbians in the form of lower insurance
rates. So an average savings of about $400 for somebody who's buying a full optional
from us combined with basic insurance. About $150 approximately is the savings coming
through basic insurance”.
Then on Page 12 lines 1 to 9 inclusive, quote:
“overall Enhanced Care savings forecast and concluded, and I quote, that:
“We find the approach followed by ICBC to estimating the impacts to basic and optional
rates to be reasonable in accordance with accepted actuarial practice in Canada. The
combined premium impacts of the basic and optional changes result in average savings
of at least $400."”,
8.1 Where in the Exhibit B-2 is this statement supported, in what Chapter, Section,
Paragraph, Figure, Table or Graph ?
8.2 Please breakdown the separation between Optional and Basic Insurance premiums
using the suggested Average Basic Premium as an example benchmark, the differences
on average between Optional and Basic, and the savings referred to.
Response:
8.1
Mr. Carpenter’s remarks at the Workshop on February 18, 2021 were highlighting the savings
that will be passed onto customers under the Enhanced Care model. The average savings of
$400 for customers were first announced by the Government and ICBC on February 6, 2020.
Please

see

“Transforming

ICBC

to

deliver

lower

rates,

(https://www.icbc.com/about-icbc/newsroom/Pages/2020-feb06.aspx).

better

benefits”

In order to provide

context, the purpose of ICBC’s Tariff Amendment Application in Support of Enhanced Care
(Exhibit B-2,), was to amend the Basic Insurance Tariff (Tariff) in readiness to implement
Enhanced Care.

BCUC approved these Tariff amendments on January 14, 2021, see

Exhibit A-3 (Order G-13-21). The focus of this Revenue Requirements Application proceeding
is to review ICBC’s request for a general Basic insurance rate decrease of 15% which, if
approved, will be applied to the new Tariff as approved in Exhibit A-3.

8.2

Chapter 3, Figure 3.3, page 3-7, of this Revenue Requirements Application sets out the average
Basic insurance required premium for policy year 2021 of $879 per policy.

Figure 3.2 on
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page 3-6, sets out the Basic insurance average premium if current pricing was projected forward
to policy year 2021 of $1,035 per policy. The difference between $879 and $1,035 calculates to
be $156, a 15% decrease for Basic insurance. This is an average but other examples of
customer savings for both Basic and Optional insurance can be found on icbc.com:
https://enhancedcare.icbc.com/savings-and-refunds#factors.
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2021.1 RR RL.8.3 Reference: Workshop Transcript
Mr. Carpenter informs on Page 11 lines 18 to 23 inclusive quote:
“These savings will be passed on to British Columbians in the form of lower insurance
rates. So an average savings of about $400 for somebody who's buying a full optional
from us combined with basic insurance. About $150 approximately is the savings coming
through basic insurance”.
Then on Page 12 lines 1 to 9 inclusive, quote:
“overall Enhanced Care savings forecast and concluded, and I quote, that:
“We find the approach followed by ICBC to estimating the impacts to basic and optional
rates to be reasonable in accordance with accepted actuarial practice in Canada. The
combined premium impacts of the basic and optional changes result in average savings
of at least $400."”,
Using the response to IR.8.2., in respect to the remarks by Mr. Carpenter to the $600
million savings (page 11 lines 16 & 17) that will accrue in conjunction with the 3,883,000
“Autoplan Policies Earned”, exactly how much will each Basic Policy holder save?
Response:
As shown in the Application, Chapter 3, Figure 3.2, the PY 2021 average premium per policy is
expected to reduce from $1,035 projected premium at current (PY 2020) rate level to $879
required premium to cover costs and capital. This is a $156 reduction in the average premium
per policy or a -15% rate reduction. Note this represents the average Basic insurance savings
as a result of this rate change effective May 1, 2021. This does not account for any other
changes in a customer’s policy (e.g., recent crash, change in the usage of the vehicle, etc.).

The exact savings amount (in dollar) for each Basic insurance policyholder is dependent on how
much a policyholder pays in premium which is based on the policy characteristics (e.g., vehicle
type and usage) and driving history of the listed drivers (e.g., number of years of experience).
Therefore on average policyholders will see a $156 reduction in premium.

However, if

policyholders pay more than the average Basic insurance premium, their dollar savings will be
more and vice versa.
Mr. Carpenter’s comment in the Workshop transcript provided the annual (not policy year) Basic
savings of approximately $600 million which only represents the annual claims costs savings as
a result of the introduction of Enhanced Care.

It does not account for any of the other

components of the required average premium such as operating expenses, premium tax, capital
build, etc. Therefore it cannot be used to compare the overall customer savings as a result of
the 15% rate decrease.
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2021.1 RR RL.9.1 Reference: GOVERNMENT SERVICE AGREEMENT WITH ICBC –
APPENDIX 7J Page 7J-2
5. Funding for the development and ongoing operating expenses of government
initiatives follows a funding framework, and the costs may be handled in different ways.
Costs of initiatives may be recovered from Government, including other government
entities, or from user fees with no impact to Basic insurance rates. If there are
quantifiable potential operational or claims savings to ICBC, or if there is a government
directive that directs ICBC to bear costs, all or part of the initiative may be funded by
Basic insurance premiums. The initiatives discussed in the paragraphs below are new to
the Service Agreement Addendum.
The following IR was redirected by Ms. Kelly Aimers during the Workshop, see Transcript
page 44 lines 19 to 24 inclusive.
Please provide a Table of all Services ICBC is reimbursed for in Part or in Full, organized
by those service paid by “Basic Insurance Policies”, “Optional Insurance Policies” or by
“ICBC Corporate” and indicate those services in dollars.
Response:
The information request seeks financial information based on what it describes as “Basic
Insurance Policies”, “Optional Insurance Policies” or “ICBC Corporate”. ICBC wishes to clarify
that there is no separate “ICBC Corporate” funding source. Corporate financial information is
simply the sum of Basic insurance and Optional insurance financial information.
As the BCUC regulates ICBC’s Basic insurance, not Optional insurance, ICBC’s response
focuses on Basic insurance only.

Figure 1 provides a list of the ongoing Basic insurance

programs and services that operate on a cost-recovery basis.
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Figure 1 – Ongoing Program Initiatives
Initiative
Intersection Safety Camera
Programs
e-Ticketing System and
Processing
Support of Family Maintenance
Enforcement Programs
Administration of Provincial
Sanctions Related to the
Legalization of Cannabis
Drugs and Driving Initiative –
Administration of New Federal and
Provincial Offences
BC Services Card
Enhanced Driver’s Licence
Enhanced Road Assessment –
Driver Examinations When
Required by RoadSafetyBC
Drinking Driving Initiative
Programs
Off Road Vehicle (ORV) –
Licensing and Registration
Parks Plates
Communicating Driver Medical
Requirements of Age 80
Violation Ticket Support and
Processing (Traffic Fine Revenue
Sharing)
Federal Contravention Act
Program

Recovery Rate
100% of costs are recovered from the
provincial government
100% of costs are recovered from the
provincial government
100% of costs are recovered from the
provincial government

Cost to
Basic
Insurance
$0
$0
$0

100% of costs are recovered from the
provincial government

$0

100% of costs are recovered from the
provincial government

$0

100% of costs are recovered from the
provincial government
100% of costs are recovered from the
provincial government

$0

100% of costs are recovered from the
provincial government

$0

100% of costs are recovered from the
provincial government
100% of costs are recovered out of ORV
revenue collected
100% of costs are recovered out of Parks Plate
revenue collected
100% of costs are recovered from the
provincial government

$0

100% of costs are recovered from violation
ticket revenue collected

$0

100% of costs are recovered from the
provincial government

$0

$0
$0
$0

$0

In addition, there may be one-time costs associated with developing and implementing
government initiatives. These items will vary each year and are documented in the Service
Agreement Addendums filed with the BCUC as part of each revenue requirements application.
As information on historical changes has already formed parts of past revenue requirements
proceedings, Figure 2 summarizes the government initiatives outlined in the Service Agreement
Addendum filed in the Application.
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Figure 2 – One-time Project Initiatives
Initiative
Elections BC – Data Sharing
Expansion
BC Photo ID Name Mismatch
BC Services Card and Driver Licence
Gender Display
Administrative Driving Prohibitions
and Vehicle Impoundment
Bridge-Toll – Discontinuing Refuse to
Issue for Excessive Debt

Recovery Rate
100% of costs are recovered from the
provincial government
100% of costs are recovered from the
provincial government
100% of costs are recovered from the
provincial government
100% of costs are recovered from the
provincial government
100% of costs are recovered from the
provincial government

Cost to
Basic
Insurance
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

As indicated in the Service Agreement, ICBC has established a “Change Management Fund” to
implement smaller change management projects. The Fund is part of the overall budget for
non-insurance services. The total amount of the Fund does not exceed $200,000 annually.
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2021.1 RR RL.10.1 Reference: ROAD SAFETY
From Chapter 1 Section D.4 page 1-12
“33. This includes an annual report on road safety initiatives required by September 30,
2021. ICBC proposes to defer the filing of the annual report on road safety to the next
RRA in fiscal year 2022/23 (December 15, 2022)”. ….“ There is also significant public
reporting on road safety in the media, as well as information on road safety statistics on
icbc.com and other websites”.
Footnotes:
11 As specified in the May 19, 2015 Decision on the 2014 RRA (Order G-81-15). In the
event that ICBC is not required to file an RRA in a year, it must file an annual road safety
report on or before September 30 of that year.
12 https://www.icbc.com/about-icbc/newsroom/Documents/background-data.pdf.
13 https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/safety/public-safety/intersection-safetycameras/statistics
14 As specified in the May 11, 2016 Letter L-10-16. In the event that ICBC is not required
to file an RRA in a year it must file this information before August 31 of that year.
Please provide the Statistics for the “Top Ten” intersections by name / location in the
City of Surrey for PY 2020/2021 or if not available 2019/2020, for Traffic Camera
violations, Fatal Accidents, Personal Injuries, Major/Minor, and Fender Benders. If time of
day data is available that will be appreciated.
Please note the links provided in Chapter 1 do not address this request information,
incompliance with Figure 7.1 – compliance reports Appendix 7B Road Safety.
Further a review of the report at the following link does not provide the date requested.
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/driving-andtransportation/driving/roadsafetybc/data/motor_vehicle_related_crashed_injuries_fataliti
es_10-year statistics for british Columbia 2009-2018.pdf
Response:
Intersection Safety Camera (ISC) Violations

Violation ticket data does not contain specific location information. Figure 1 below includes the
ISC tickets issued for all of Surrey by time of day. There are 29 ISC locations in Surrey.
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Figure 1 – ISC Violation Tickets in Surrey (April 1, 2019 through March 31, 2020)
Contravention Time Range

ISC Tickets Issued

00:00-02:59

560

03:00-05:59
06:00-08:59
09:00-11:59

500
1,100
1,500

12:00-14:59

2,000

15:00-17:59

2,000

18:00-20:59

1,300

21:00-23:59

970

Total

10,000

Notes:
 Counts over 100 have been rounded. Totals are based on unrounded numbers.
 Excludes cancelled and voided tickets.

Fatal Collision Data
There are two main types of crash data in British Columbia: police-reported and ICBC-reported.
For fatal crashes, ICBC provides police-reported data. Police attend nearly all fatal collisions in
British Columbia.

Police-reported data for 2020 is not yet available. The data in Figure 2 is for calendar year 2019
and because no location had more than one fatal crash, all 15 are included, rather than a
top 10. Time of day is provided for each.
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Figure 2 – Fatal Crashes & Fatal Victims in Surrey – Calendar Year 2019
Time Range

Count of Fatal
Crashes

Count of Fatal
Victims

BETWEEN 15700-15798 104 AVE

21:00-23:59

1

1

120 ST & 72 AVE

15:00-17:59

1

1

120 ST & NORDEL WAY

00:00-02:59

1

1

152 ST & 56 AVE

21:00-23:59

1

1

159 ST & 84 AVE

15:00-17:59

1

1

160 ST & 40 AVE

15:00-17:59

1

1

176 ST & 40 AVE

06:00-08:59

1

1

179 ST & GOLDEN EARS CONNECTOR

09:00-11:59

1

1

184 ST & 56 AVE

21:00-23:59

1

1

188 ST & 56B AVE

06:00-08:59

1

1

192 ST & 80 AVE
68 AVE & KING GEORGE BLVD & TURNING
LANE
73 AVE & KING GEORGE BLVD

12:00-14:59

1

1

06:00-08:59

1

1

21:00-23:59

1

1

Unknown

00:00-02:59

1

1

Unknown

09:00-11:59

1

1

15

15

Location

Total

Notes:
 No rounding has been applied to these data.
 Fatal victim refers to a road user who died within 30 days after the date when an injury was sustained in a crash
involving at least one motor vehicle. Excludes roads where the Motor Vehicle Act does not apply, such as forestservice roads, industrial roads, and private driveways. Also excludes off-road snowmobile crashes, homicides,
and suicides.
 Since 2008, there have been several legislative changes regarding the reporting of motor vehicle crashes to/by a
police officer. Therefore, ICBC cautions that variation, and particularly decreases, in crash counts that include
police-reported data may be misleading.
 Location information is approximate and is only assigned to crashes where sufficient location information was
available to determine a latitude and longitude. Crashes with insufficient location information have unknown
locations.

Injury Collision Data
Police do not attend all crashes that result in injury. Police-reported data, however, contains a
flag for serious injuries. ICBC-reported crash data includes all injuries reported to ICBC, but
does not classify injuries as “serious” and “minor”. Figures 3 and 4 provide the top locations for
injury crashes in Surrey from the two data sets, broken out by time of day.
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Figure 3 – Police-reported Injury Crashes and Injured Victims in Surrey – Calendar Year 2019
Intersection

Measure

152 ST &
TRANSCANADA
HWY
AREA*

Injury
crash
count
Seriously
injured
victims
count
Minor
injury
victims
count
Injury
crash
count
Seriously
injured
victims
count
Minor
injury
victims
count
Injury
crash
count
Seriously
injured
victims
count
Minor
injury
victims
count
Injury
crash
count
Seriously
injured
victims
count
Minor
injury
victims
count
Injury
crash
count
Seriously
injured
victims
count

96 AVE &
KING
GEORGE
BLVD

88 AVE &
KING
GEORGE
BLVD &
TURNING
LANE

72 AVE &
KING
GEORGE
BLVD &
TURNING
LANE

176 ST &
FRASER
HWY &
HARVIE RD
&
TURNING
LANE

Time range
09:00- 12:00- 15:0011:59
14:59
17:59

18:0020:59

21:00Unknown
23:59

Total

00:0002:59

03:0005:59

06:0008:59

1

2

1

5

7

7

3

3

0

29

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

2

2

5

7

9

4

5

0

35

0

1

1

1

0

2

1

5

0

11

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

2

0

2

3

5

0

14

1

1

0

2

1

1

3

1

0

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

0

2

1

1

3

2

0

12

2

0

2

0

1

2

2

0

0

9

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

0

0

3

3

0

2

0

1

1

0

0

0

7

1

0

1

2

0

4

0

1

0

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Intersection

120 ST &
72 AVE

152 ST &
64 AVE

140 ST &
88 AVE

140 ST &
FRASER
HWY

104 AVE &
150 ST

Measure
Minor
injury
victims
count
Injury
crash
count
Seriously
injured
victims
count
Minor
injury
victims
count
Injury
crash
count
Seriously
injured
victims
count
Minor
injury
victims
count
Injury
crash
count
Seriously
injured
victims
count
Minor
injury
victims
count
Injury
crash
count
Seriously
injured
victims
count
Minor
injury
victims
count
Injury
crash
count
Seriously
injured
victims
count

Time range
12:00- 15:0014:59
17:59

18:0020:59
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21:00Unknown
23:59

Total

00:0002:59

03:0005:59

06:0008:59

09:0011:59

1

0

2

3

0

4

0

1

0

11

1

1

0

1

1

2

1

0

2

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

3

0

0

3

10

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

2

1

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

2

0

2

2

3

3

3

16

0

0

1

0

1

1

3

1

1

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

2

1

3

1

1

9

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

4

0

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

1

5

4

7

0

19

0

0

0

3

3

0

1

1

0

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Intersection

120 ST &
NORDEL
WAY

Measure

Time range
12:00- 15:0014:59
17:59

21:00Unknown
23:59

Total

00:0002:59

03:0005:59

06:0008:59

09:0011:59

0

0

0

4

5

0

1

1

0

11

0

0

2

3

1

0

1

1

0

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

3

2

0

1

1

0

9

Minor
injury
victims
count
Injury
crash
count
Seriously
injured
victims
count
Minor
injury
victims
count

18:0020:59
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* 152 ST & 152 ST OFFRAMP & 152 ST ONRAMP & COLEMAN AVE & COLEMAN AVE ONRAMP & FAWCETT RD
& FERGUSON DIVERSION & GUILDFORD DR & HWY 7 OFFRAMP & HWY 7B OFFRAMP & LEEDER ST &
LOUGHEED HWY & LOUGHEED HWY ONRAMP & MARY HILL BYPASS & MARY HILL BYPASS ONRAMP &
TRANS-CANADA HWY
Notes:
 No rounding has been applied to these data.
 Excludes roads where the Motor Vehicle Act does not apply, such as forest-service roads, industrial roads, and
private driveways. Also excludes off-road snowmobile crashes, homicides, and suicides.
 Serious injury: Refers to a road user who sustained injury and spent a minimum of one night in hospital.
 Minor injury: Refers to a road user who sustained injury but did not involve a fatality or serious injury.
 Since 2008, there have been several legislative changes regarding the reporting of motor vehicle crashes to/by a
police officer. Therefore, ICBC cautions that variation, and particularly decreases, in crash counts that include
police-reported data may be misleading.
 Location information is approximate and is only assigned to crashes where sufficient location information was
available to determine a latitude and longitude.

Figure 4 – ICBC-reported Casualty Crashes and Victims in Surrey – Policy Year 2019-20
Intersection
88 AVE & KING
GEORGE BLVD &
TURNING LANE
96 AVE & FRASER
HWY & GREEN
TIMBERS
GREENWAY &
TURNING LANE
152 ST & TRANSCANADA HWY
AREA*

Measure
Crash
count
Victim
count
Crash
count
Victim
count
Crash
count
Victim
count

Time range
09:00- 12:0011:59 14:59

15:0017:59

18:0020:59

21:0023:59

Total

21

37

20

3

106

12

31

52

31

4

157

11

8

22

20

18

3

85

5

17

9

32

32

33

3

132

1

5

21

11

13

23

4

6

84

1

8

28

18

19

36

5

10

125

00:0002:59

03:0005:59

06:0008:59

1

1

13

10

2

2

23

1

2

1
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Intersection

Measure

154A ST & 154B ST
& 88 AVE &
FRASER HWY &
TURNING LANE

Crash
count
Victim
count
Crash
count
Victim
count
Crash
count
Victim
count
Crash
count
Victim
count
Crash
count

72 AVE & KING
GEORGE BLVD &
TURNING LANE
120 ST & 72 AVE

64 AVE & KING
GEORGE BLVD &
TURNING LANE
104 AVE & TRANSCANADA HWY
AREA**

96 AVE & KING
GEORGE BLVD

152 ST & 56 AVE

176 ST & FRASER
HWY & HARVIE RD
& TURNING LANE

Victim
count
Crash
count
Victim
count
Crash
count
Victim
count
Crash
count
Victim
count

Time range
09:00- 12:0011:59 14:59
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15:0017:59

18:0020:59

21:0023:59

Total

17

19

16

4

75

23

28

23

25

8

113

6

13

21

17

9

4

72

0

12

20

34

23

15

5

112

3

1

4

8

18

25

10

2

71

3

1

7

12

40

41

11

4

119

2

2

12

18

12

11

9

4

70

5

2

19

23

18

17

16

10

110

2

1

8

8

15

21

10

3

68

2

2

11

11

21

32

20

4

103

2

2

12

14

7

13

12

6

68

5

4

15

19

13

20

26

12

114

1

1

13

10

17

14

9

3

68

3

1

20

18

20

21

18

7

108

1

1

16

6

11

25

5

3

68

2

1

25

8

13

39

8

106

00:0002:59

03:0005:59

06:0008:59

0

0

5

14

0

0

6

2

0

3

10

*152 ST & 152 ST OFFRAMP & 152 ST ONRAMP & COLEMAN AVE & COLEMAN AVE ONRAMP & FAWCETT RD
& FERGUSON DIVERSION & GUILDFORD DR & HWY 7 OFFRAMP & HWY 7B OFFRAMP & LEEDER ST &
LOUGHEED HWY & LOUGHEED HWY ONRAMP & MARY HILL BYPASS & MARY HILL BYPASS ONRAMP &
TRANS-CANADA HWY
**104 AVE & 104 AVE OFFRAMP & 104 AVE ONRAMP & 104 AVENUE FLYOVER & 160 ST & 160 ST ONRAMP &
164 ST & 164 ST OFFRAMP & HWY 1 ONRAMP & TRANS-CANADA HWY & TURNING LANE
Notes:
 No rounding has been applied to these data.
 Casualty crash: A motor vehicle crash resulting in an injury or fatality.
 Victim: A driver, passenger, pedestrian or cyclist injured due to a motor vehicle related crash.
 Counts exclude incidents that occurred in parking lots or involved parked vehicles.
 Location information are approximate and are only assigned to crashes where sufficient location information was
available to determine a latitude and longitude.
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Property Damage Only Collision Data

Police attend only a small proportion of crashes that do not result in injury or death, as
compared to those reported to ICBC. Only ICBC-reported data is provided for property damage
only crashes in Figure 5.
Figure 5 – ICBC-reported Property Data Only Crashes in Surrey – Policy Year 2019-20
Intersection
88 AVE & KING GEORGE
BLVD & TURNING LANE
152 ST & TRANS-CANADA
HWY AREA*
72 AVE & KING GEORGE
BLVD & TURNING LANE
120 ST & 72 AVE

Time range
09:00- 12:0011:59 14:59

15:0017:59

18:0020:59

21:0023:59

Total

22

23

14

4

93

12

11

26

11

2

92

5

18

14

25

13

1

78

00:0002:59

03:0005:59

06:0008:59

1

0

16

13

1

2

27

1

1

0

1

6

10

15

23

15

2

72

104 AVE & 152 ST
104 AVE & TRANS-CANADA
HWY AREA**

0

1

6

9

20

21

7

3

67

1

1

11

6

10

22

7

6

64

128 ST & 88 AVE

0

0

5

8

17

15

14

2

61

168 ST & 56 AVE
64 AVE & KING GEORGE
BLVD & TURNING LANE
56 AVE & 58 AVE & KING
GEORGE BLVD & TURNING
LANE

1

3

9

11

9

18

5

2

58

1

1

6

11

7

16

12

3

57

0

2

10

7

7

16

8

5

55

*152 ST & 152 ST OFFRAMP & 152 ST ONRAMP & COLEMAN AVE & COLEMAN AVE ONRAMP & FAWCETT RD
& FERGUSON DIVERSION & GUILDFORD DR & HWY 7 OFFRAMP & HWY 7B OFFRAMP & LEEDER ST &
LOUGHEED HWY & LOUGHEED HWY ONRAMP & MARY HILL BYPASS & MARY HILL BYPASS ONRAMP &
TRANS-CANADA HWY
**104 AVE & 104 AVE OFFRAMP & 104 AVE ONRAMP & 104 AVENUE FLYOVER & 160 ST & 160 ST ONRAMP &
164 ST & 164 ST OFFRAMP & HWY 1 ONRAMP & TRANS-CANADA HWY & TURNING LANE
Notes:
 No rounding has been applied to these data.
 Property Damage only crash: Crash incident resulting in material damages to property (vehicle or non-vehicle,
such as structures) with no injuries or fatalities.
 Counts exclude incidents that occurred in parking lots or involved parked vehicles.
 Location information is approximate and is only assigned to crashes where sufficient location information was
available to determine a latitude and longitude.
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2021.1 RR RM.1.1.1 Reference: COVID-19 Impact
Recently the president of Intact Financial said that he thought that there would be at least
a year of less driving due to the pandemic
https://www.canadianunderwriter.ca/insurance/intact-ceos-forecast-for-auto-rate-relief-in2021-1004204242/ (see also https://www.canadianunderwriter.ca/insurance/the-future-ofauto-claims-if-everyone-keeps-working-from-home-1004204171/ ); does ICBC agree with
this assessment?
Response:
ICBC believes there is a range of possible outcomes over the next year as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic, including how driving behaviour is impacted. This in turn provides a
range of possible outcomes with regards to crash frequency. On the one hand COVID-19 could
have lasting favourable impacts on crash frequency if more customers drive less and choose to
work from home or, on the other hand, crash frequency could even increase over the year if
customers choose to avoid public transport and potentially increase the amount they drive.
Based on ICBC’s latest analysis, the favourable impact from COVID-19 on crash frequency will
likely continue through the first few months in Policy Year 2021.

However, there are still

significant uncertainties around the mid- to long-term impacts. Impacts will depend on how fast
customers can be vaccinated and the timing of when restrictions are lifted, as well as the longterm impacts that COVID-19 will have on driving behaviour.

Please see the response to

information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.3.2, for further discussion of ICBC’s analysis.
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2021.1 RR RM.1.1.2 Reference: COVID-19 Impact
During the workshop of 18 February 2021 Ms Aimers noted (slide 28) that the 26.5%
forecast reduction for the 23-month period made no allowance for any claims cost
savings resulting from fewer crashes resulting from the COVID-19 extending into the
period beyond 30 April 2021.
The slide states that: “Any realized PY 2021 COVID-19 costs/savings will be reflected
through Basic capital and any long term impacts will be reflected in the following policy
year’s rate Application.” Is it correct that, all else being equal, if there are COVID-19
savings then the forecasted capital build will be larger?
Response:
The “Basic capital” mentioned at the February 18, 2021 Workshop Presentation, slide 28, refers
to capital available, rather than capital build. Any unexpected savings from COVID-19 will also
increase the forecasted Basic capital available.

The capital build is maintained as

11.5 percentage points of impact to the PY 2021 rate change indication.
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2021.1 RR RM.1.1.2.1 Reference: COVID-19 Impact
Can ICBC differentiate savings in FY2021/22 between over estimating costs and lower
costs that are specifically due to the COVID-19 restrictions?
Response:
Due to the launch of the new Enhanced Care model, it will not be possible to isolate fiscal year
2021/22 impacts from COVID-19 with a high degree of accuracy.
The claims costs impacting fiscal year 2021/22 net income are mainly from the current year’s
(fiscal loss year (FLY) 2022) claims costs. ICBC will not be able to completely distinguish
COVID-19 impacts from other factors (such as the introduction of the Enhanced Care model)
that influence claims costs. Reductions in the crash frequency during the COVID-19 pandemic,
as has been experienced since the pandemic began, can mainly be attributed to the COVID-19
restriction. However, ICBC will not be able to completely separate the impacts from COVID-19
restriction and the introduction of Enhanced Care model for the following reasons:


First, the Enhanced Care model is expected to largely reduce the FLY 2022 claims costs
by removing legal and related costs from the system, not from lower crash frequency.
However, claims frequency for some Enhanced Accident Benefit coverages (such as
Income Replacement and Indemnity) is expected to increase due to the enhanced
benefits and coverages. The lower crash frequency is expected to continue into the first
few months of FLY 2022 due to the likelihood of ongoing COVID-19 restrictions. These
two factors likely will partially offset each other; however it will not be possible to
specifically quantify the separate impacts on FLY 2022 with a high degree of certainty.



Second, there may be long-term impacts from COVID-19, which are still subject to a
high degree of uncertainty.

Some of the possible long-term impacts could lead to

changes in driving behaviour and vehicle usage. However, these are also subject to
change over time due to other societal and economic influences. Once the COVID-19
restrictions are lifted, it will be extremely difficult to assess whether or to what degree
such societal and behavioural changes are attributable to the COVID-19 pandemic, are
a continuation or acceleration of previously existing trends, or are due to other factors,
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including economic conditions such as the level of employment, that develop in the
future.
Fiscal year 2021/22 net income is also impacted by changes in prior FLY’s claims costs
estimates.

Since crash claims are usually reported in a timely fashion, the lower crash

frequency experienced in prior FLYs (mainly FLY 2021) will already be reflected in the claims
costs estimate at the end of fiscal year 2020/21. It is not expected that COVID-19 will greatly
contribute to any future changes in the prior FLY’s claims costs.
For further discussion on ICBC’s analysis on COVID-19 impacts, please refer to the response to
information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.3.2.
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2021.1 RR RM.1.1.3 Reference: COVID-19 Impact
ICBC stated that the Basic MCT would be 5% by 31 March 2021. Does this forecast
include or exclude the COVID-19 rebate announced on 2 February 2021? If not please
provide the year-end MCT forecast after the rebate.
Response:
The second quarter (Q2) fiscal year 2020/21 forecast of Basic net income and MCT does not
contain the COVID-19 rebate announced on February 2, 2021.

The Basic portion of the

COVID-19 rebate announced February 2, 2021, is estimated at approximately $330 million.

Figure 1 below illustrates the COVID-19 rebate impact on the Q2 Outlook for fiscal year ended
2020/21.
Figure 1 – Q2 Outlook for Fiscal 2020/21 After COVID-19 Rebate
($ Millions)1

Outlook
Year Ended
March 31, 2021

COVID-19 Rebate

Revised Outlook
Year Ended
March 31, 2021

Line

1.

1

Capital available

87

(330)

(243)

2

Capital required

1,927

-

1,927

3

MCT% (Lines 1 / 2)

Rounding may affect totals.

5%

-13%
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2021.1 RR RM.1.2.1 Reference: Consequential Changes of the New Model NF/EC
Given that one of the objectives of the change to the No-Fault/Enhanced Care (NF/EC) is
to reduce volatility, and thereby stabilize costs and rates, would ICBC agree that the
Basic capital management plan should be amended and the management target of 145%
MCT should be reduced to reflect the lower risk?
Response:
Please see the response to information request 2021.1 RR RM.3.2-3.
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2021.1 RR RM.1.2.2 Reference: Consequential Changes of the New Model NF/EC
The change to the NF/EC model should radically change the allocation of corporate
operating expenses between the Basic, Optional and Non-Insurance programs as
discussed in Appendix 7I. Table 6.1 on page 6.6 (pdf 553/849) shows little change in the
allocation of corporate costs to the Basic program from 2019/20 to the forecast for
2022/23. On page 6-9 (pdf 556/849) ICBC proposes to delay any review of the current
allocation ratios until the filing for PY2024/25, or some three years into the future. Is this
correct?
Response:
ICBC does not believe that the Enhanced Care model will radically change the allocation of
corporate operating expenses between Basic insurance, Non-insurance, and Optional
insurance.

The new Enhanced Care model will give British Columbians access to significantly improved
accident benefits under Basic insurance. As such, the business functions primarily impacted by
the implementation of Enhanced Care are those that involve the administration of injury claims.
In the Application, Chapter 6, Figure 6.2 illustrates the claims services salaries, benefits, and
pension expenses for the periods 2019/20 to 2023/24 which cover the timeframe of the
introduction of Enhanced Care and the period when expenses related to the tort-based models
significantly wind down.

In particular, Figure 6.2 demonstrates the shift in claims-related

operating expenses during this period from the tort-based claims handling model to the
Enhanced Care model which comes into effect on May 1, 2021. After this date, newly opened
injury claims will mainly be for the provision of Enhanced Accident Benefits (EAB). In the same
timeframe, expenses for injury adjusting and in-house legal staff to defend claims under the tortbased systems will reduce as those claims settle and diminish in volume.

Both the operating expenses (salaries, benefits, and pension expenses) associated with the
handling of EAB claims and those associated with the handling of tort-based claims are
allocated with a high proportion to Basic insurance; therefore, the net result from this transition
is expected to be only a small increase in the allocation of claims services expense to Basic
insurance.
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Please see the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.46.2 which describes the
expected preliminary, directional increased or decreased allocation to Basic insurance resulting
from the implementation of Enhanced Care.

ICBC confirms that it is proposing to defer the filing of the review of its financial allocation
methodology until December 2023 and to include it as part of the 2024 Revenue Requirements
Application. The direction for ICBC to review its financial allocation methodology for operating
expenses and file it with BCUC by December 15, 2022 was made prior to ICBC moving to the
Enhanced Care model. ICBC believes that a longer period of operation under the new model is
necessary to inform an updated financial allocation methodology.

With Enhanced Care coming into effect on May 1, 2021, and as discussed in the response to
information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.46.2, the longer period of operation under Enhanced
Care will allow ICBC to:


Observe that the claims intake under Enhanced Care and the wind-down of the full tort
and modified tort product occur as anticipated.



Assess whether the allocation of claims costs between Basic insurance and Optional
insurance will be realized as expected.



Determine that the organizational frameworks for handling claims under the product
models will advance as anticipated.

An earlier review of the operating expense allocation methodology without developed claims or
premium data under the Enhanced Care model would produce a less accurate picture of
steady-state allocation and would have to be reassessed once more data is available.
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2021.1 RR RM.1.2.2.1 Reference: Consequential Changes of the New Model NF/EC
Given that the allocation of corporate costs is heavily affected by the current year claims
costs, and a significant shift in current claims costs will occur beginning in FY2021/22,
would ICBC agree that an earlier reappraisal of the allocation methodology would result
in more just and reasonable rates?
Response:
ICBC disagrees that an earlier reappraisal of the allocation methodology would result in more
just and reasonable rates. Despite the fact that all British Columbians will be covered under the
new Enhanced Care model starting May 1, 2021, ICBC will continue handling claims under the
three product models (full tort, modified tort and Enhanced Care) in the near future. ICBC
anticipates that it will take at least two to three years from May 2021 for the data under the
Enhanced Care model to develop, and expenses related to the tort-based models to wind down.
An earlier review of the operating expense allocation methodology without data under the
Enhanced Care model will produce a less accurate picture and will have to be reassessed once
more data is available. A fulsome analysis to reassign the allocation of expenses will require a
significant amount of time and resources.

Waiting until there is enough data under the

Enhanced Care model will not only allow ICBC to utilize its resources more efficiently, but will
also provide a more accurate picture of the steady-state allocation, leading to more just and
reasonable rates.

ICBC’s proposal on delaying allocation methodology review is further

discussed in the Application in Chapter 6, Section C.2.
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2021.1 RR RM.1.3 Reference: Extraordinary Policy Year of 23 months
1.3.1 What is the reason for a 23-month policy year as opposed to an 11-month (May
2021 to March 2022) year with a general rate decrease of 15%, and a normal year (April
2022 to March 2023) with a zero change?
1.3.2 Is it correct that the maximum coverage for a private vehicle insurance remains at
12 months?
1.3.3 What are the advantages and disadvantages of a 23-month policy year with
respect to improving ICBC’s efficiency and ICBC’s accountability to the regulator and the
general public?
Response:
1.3.1

A 23-month policy year ensures rate stability and predictability during a time where there will be
little information available on the Enhanced Care model to introduce meaningful changes in
Basic insurance rates. ICBC generally relies on data as of the end of the most recent quarter
before the filing date to inform the rate indication analysis.

As Enhanced Care will be

implemented on May 1, 2021 there will only be a few months of information under the new
model at the time work will commence for a December 15, 2021 revenue requirements
application. A few of months of data will not be enough to rely upon to make any material
changes to assumptions underlying the analysis for Enhanced Care. Therefore, to ensure rates
remain stable throughout the introductory period of Enhanced Care and to support efficiency of
the regulatory process, the Government Directive regarding ICBC’s Application for a General
Rate Change Order for the 2021 Policy Year, included a rate change based on a 23-month
policy year to “ensure a smooth transition to the Enhanced Care model, providing stability and
predictability in Basic insurance rates over the Enhanced Care implementation period.” A copy
of this directive is included in Chapter 2, Appendix 2D, Order in Council No. 632 (632/20)
Approving the November 30, 2020 Government Directive.

1.3.2

It is correct that the maximum coverage for private insurance remains unchanged at 12 months.
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1.3.3

Advantages of a 23-month policy year are that rates are stable and predictable for customers
while a new product is introduced and ICBC is able to collect data for at least a year after
implementation. It will still take several years for the impacts of Enhanced Care to fully stabilize
to give ICBC a clear understanding of the overall costs of the new model.

Rather than

undertaking a rate setting analysis in 2021 with very little information to rely on, no additional
Basic rate change will be implemented during the 23-month period. The next RRA will be filed
by December 15, 2022 and will have more data to rely on contributing to the efficiency of the
regulatory process. Disadvantages include not being able to react to changes in claims costs
that are significantly different than expected (i.e., crash frequency) through changing rates.
ICBC’s capital levels will absorb any emergence that occurs within the 23-month period
(unfavourable or favourable), thus supporting the need for an 11.5 percentage point capital build
in the PY 2021 indicated rate change.

ICBC remains accountable to the BCUC and public and will be filing compliance reporting on
the BCUC-approved suite of Performance Measures detailed in the Application, Chapter 7,
Appendix 7A, Figure 7A.1, page 7A-5, along with the Annual Information Technology (IT)
Capital Expenditure Plan on December 15, 2021. In addition to this, ICBC continues to file
quarterly reports directly to the BCUC in accordance with BCUC’s directive in Letter L-82-06
providing ample regulatory oversight of ICBC’s operations.
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2021.1 RR RM.1.4.1 Reference: Special Direction IC 2
With the change to the NF/EC model, and all the recent amendments to SD IC2, can ICBC
explain why the 1.5% annual limitation on the rate increase has not been repealed?
It would be useful to have a consolidated SDIC2, including the direction of OIC 74/21
which directed the BCUC to approve the COVID-19 rebate.
Response:
The 1.5% annual limitation on the rate increase was repealed for Policy Year 2021 in Special
Direction IC2 because it does not support an application for a rate decrease. Without further
analytical discussion and direction, the limitation will apply to future rate changes.

For your convenience, this is a link to the consolidated Special Direction IC2 as amended by
Order in Council 74/21, February 12, 2021 (B.C. Reg. 28/2021), Special Direction IC2 to the
British Columbia Utilities Commission (gov.bc.ca).
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2021.1 RR RM.1.5.1 Reference: Supreme Court Decision of 2 March 2021
In reporting on the 2 March 2021 decision of Chief Justice Hinkson on the Civil
Resolution Tribunal the media reported that Attorney General Eby said the decision
could erase $390 million in savings projected for ICBC as a result of moving minor injury
claims from the courts to the CRT (see https://vancouversun.com/news/court-rules-thatgovernment-efforts-to-limit-trials-in-minor-injury-claims-unconstitutional and
https://theorca.ca/resident-pod/speed-bump/). The foregone savings would appear
overstated.
Please advise as to the estimated foregone cost saving from this decision, and its impact
on ICBC’s equity and MCT forecast for 2020/21.
Response:
Should the Honourable Chief Justice Hinkson’s March 2, 2021 decision concerning the
jurisdiction of the Civil Resolution Tribunal become final, the cost of resolving injury claims is
expected to increase for claims for losses occurring between April 1, 2019 and April 30, 2021,
as a result of more injury claims becoming legally represented and/or litigated. ICBC notes that
this decision is currently under appeal by the Attorney General and the named Defendants.
The latest estimated financial impact of this decision was made in connection with ICBC’s third
quarter financial results, and indicated that an adverse decision at that time could increase costs
by as much as $390 million. The actual impact will ultimately depend on customer behaviour
and the outcomes of any litigation that may be commenced. A final estimate of the financial
impact for fiscal year 2020/21 will be completed for inclusion in ICBC’s 2021 year-end financial
statements. This estimated impact is likely to be lower than $390 million, in part due to the
passage of time, as more claims were resolved by the decision date. An unfavourable impact of
$390 million would reduce the corporate MCT ratio by approximately 13%, therefore, the final
impact on the MCT ratio is expected to be less than 13%.
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2021.1 RR RM.2.1 Reference: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
In the 2019/20 annual report in the statement of comprehensive loss (page 43) there was
an impairment loss of $317,012 for 2019/20 (compared to $23,676 for the prior year). This
impairment loss classification appears to be a new item for this year as no impairment
loss was noted in the 2018/19 annual report. Showing the impairment loss on the
statement of revenue and expenditure appears to increase the volatility of the net income
(loss).
2.1 Is estimating an impairment loss on the operating summary a new accounting
requirement?
2.1.1 What is the determination of materiality for a loss to qualify as an impairment loss
and be reported in the operating summary?
Response:
2.1

Estimating an impairment loss in the operating summary is not a new accounting requirement.
In prior years, impairment loss was also estimated but included within the “Investment income”
line in the operating summary, with the detailed breakdown of investment income disclosed in
the notes of the consolidated financial statements.

Management believes that presenting

investment income and investment impairment loss separately provides more transparent and
understandable information about the impact of significant events on the investment results of
ICBC. For example, presenting the impairment loss separately for the 2019/20 fiscal year-end
should assist users of the financial statements to clearly understand the financial impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic on ICBC’s financial investments and investment properties.
2.1.1

There is no specific materiality for a loss to qualify as an impairment loss. Impairment losses are
recorded if the decline in the value of an asset, where the price that a knowledgeable third party is
willing to pay for such asset, is below cost. Depending on the asset, ICBC has set accounting
policies to measure and recognize impairment loss for both financial and non-financial assets.
These accounting policies are stated in ICBC’s Annual Service Plan Report.
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2021.1 RR RM.2.2 Reference: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
In the 2019/20 annual report in the statement of comprehensive loss (page 43) there was
an impairment loss of $317,012 for 2019/20 (compared to $23,676 for the prior year). This
impairment loss classification appears to be a new item for this year as no impairment
loss was noted in the 2018/19 annual report. Showing the impairment loss on the
statement of revenue and expenditure appears to increase the volatility of the net income
(loss).
Using the same format as RRA 2019.1 RM 1.1-3 Attachment A (pdf 756/1357), please
provide the fiscal year-end Basic actuals for 2019/20 and the forecasts for 2020/21,
2021/22 and 2022/23; include the number of policies earned excluding commercial
trailers.
Response:
Please see Attachment A – Basic Actuals, Outlook and Forecast. Please see the response to
information request 2021.1 RR RM.2.4 for the number of policies earned for the requested
periods.

ICBC’s Information Request Response

2021.1 RR RM.2.2 – Attachment A – Basic
Actuals, Outlook, and Forecast

Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
April 14, 2021

Attachment A - Basic Actuals, Outlook and Forecast
Forecast as of Q2 2020/21 (consistent with the Application)
($ Thousands)

2

Basic Coverage
Outlook
1,4
2020/21

For the year ended
March 31, 2020
Net premiums written
Revenues
Net premiums earned
Service fees and other income
Total earned revenues

3,578,821

$

3,468,534

$ 3,113,668

$ 3,118,608

$

3,564,581
86,580
3,651,161

$

3,488,243
79,220
3,567,463

$ 3,049,502
70,566
3,120,068

$ 3,098,338
70,059
3,168,397

Operating costs – insurance
Premium taxes and commissions – insurance

Net (loss) income attributable to:
Non-controlling interest
Parent corporation

$

$
$

(Deficit) Equity
Retained earnings (deficit), beginning of period
Net (loss) income for the period, parent corporation
(Deficit) Retained earnings, end of period

$

Other components of equity, beginning of period
Net change in available for sale assets
Pension and post-retirement benefits remeasurements
Other components of equity, end of period
Total (deficit) equity attributable to parent corporation
Non-controlling interest, beginning of period
Non-controlling interest (disposed) acquired during the period
Net income for the period, non-controlling interest
Total equity attributable to non-controlling interest, end of period
Total (Deficit) Equity

$

2,899,671
757,219
313,705
3,970,595
132,083
192,495
4,295,173
(644,012)
734,142
90,130
(133,496)
(43,366)
(220,006)
(263,372) $

84 $
(263,456)
(263,372) $

MCT

$
$

$

$

64,941 $
(263,456)
(198,515)

(198,515) $
313,538
115,023

115,023
125,236
240,259

$

91,653
(349,401)
145,603
(112,145)
(310,660)

(112,145)
496,003
(371,794)
12,064
127,087

12,064
112,623
124,687
364,946

124,687
69,149
193,836
523,322

9,436
9,436
136,523

9,436
9,436
374,382

9,436
9,436
532,758

9,953
(601)
84
9,436
(301,224) $

1,650,541
11,318,107

313,538
313,538

$

$

Forecast as
Outlook as at
at March 31,
March 31, 2021
2022
$ 1,630,832
$ 11,289,987

(18%)
For the year ended
March 31, 2020

Basic rate increases

3,064,210
2,496,342
2,575,598
(223,029)
(76,831)
(95,886)
302,052
360,944
352,546
3,143,233
2,780,455
2,832,258
127,522
135,359
140,289
222,868
205,506
210,888
3,493,623
3,121,320
3,183,435
73,840
(1,252)
(15,038)
507,673
277,779
260,299
581,513
276,527
245,261
(134,355)
(151,291)
(156,034)
447,158
125,236
89,227
(133,620)
313,538 $ 125,236 $
89,227

125,236
125,236

Actual as at
March 31, 2020
Liabilities
Unearned premiums
Provision for unpaid claims

Forecast
4
2022/23

$

Claims and operating costs
Provision for claims occurring in the current period
Change in estimates for losses occurring in prior periods
Claim services, road safety and loss management services

Underwriting (loss) income
Investment income
Income – insurance operations
Loss – non-insurance operations
Net (loss) income before impairment loss
Impairment loss
Net (loss) income for the year

Forecast
4
2021/22

6.3%

5%
Outlook
2020/211
0.0%

$ 1,469,797
$ 9,692,358

$

$

89,227
89,227

240,259
89,227
329,486

Forecast as
at March 31,
2023
$ 1,490,067
$ 8,132,476

19%
Forecast
2021/22

33%
Illustrative
2022/233

(15.0%)

1

Outlook presented is based on estimates as of Q2 2020/21.
Rounding may affect totals.
3
Outer years Basic rates are for illustrative purposes only, using then-current assumptions as of Q2 2020/21.
2

4

ICBC’s outlook and forecasted net incomes include risk provisions to account for uncertainty associated with its estimates and unforeseen adverse
events.

0.0%
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2021.1 RR RM.2.2.1 Reference: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
In the 2019/20 annual report in the statement of comprehensive loss (page 43) there was
an impairment loss of $317,012 for 2019/20 (compared to $23,676 for the prior year). This
impairment loss classification appears to be a new item for this year as no impairment
loss was noted in the 2018/19 annual report. Showing the impairment loss on the
statement of revenue and expenditure appears to increase the volatility of the net income
(loss).
Does the 2020/21 forecast include the COVID-19 rebate announced on 2 February 2021? If
not, please provide a second forecast for 2020/21 (including the MCT) which includes the
rebate.
Response:
The second quarter (Q2) fiscal year 2020/21 forecast of Basic net income and MCT does not
contain the COVID-19 rebate announced on February 2, 2021.

The Basic portion of the

COVID-19 rebate, announced February 2, 2021, is estimated at approximately $330 million.
Figure 1 below illustrates the COVID-19 rebate impact on the Q2 outlook for year ended fiscal
2020/21.
Figure 1 – Q2 Outlook for Fiscal 2020/21 Inclusive of COVID-19 Rebate

($ millions)1

Outlook
Year ended
March 31, 2021

Change:
COVID-19
Rebate

Revised
Outlook

-

(301)

(330)

(16)

-

(372)

496
137

(330)

496
(193)

(49)

-

(49)

(330)

(243)

Equity (Deficit):
Opening equity
Change during year
Net income (loss)
Pension and post-retirement benefits
re-measurement
Net change in available for sale
financial assets & NCI
Ending equity
Intangible assets

314
(372)

Capital available

87

Capital required

1,927

1,927

5%

-13%

MCT %
1

(301)

Rounding may affect totals
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The COVID-19 rebate is one of several significant events and updates that have occurred
subsequent to the second quarter (Q2) 2020/21 forecast. The COVID-19 rebate is reflected in
the 2020/21 forecast as part of the 2021/22 – 2023/24 Service Plan to be tabled on
April 20, 2021.
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2021.1 RR RM.2.3 Reference: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
In the 2019/20 annual report in the statement of comprehensive loss (page 43) there was
an impairment loss of $317,012 for 2019/20 (compared to $23,676 for the prior year). This
impairment loss classification appears to be a new item for this year as no impairment
loss was noted in the 2018/19 annual report. Showing the impairment loss on the
statement of revenue and expenditure appears to increase the volatility of the net income
(loss).
Please update the information in the table provided in response to RRA 2019.1 RM
1.4 with the fiscal year-end actuals for 2019/20, and the forecasts for 2020/21, 2021/22 and
2022/23.
Response:
The response to information request 2019.1 RR RM.1.4 includes the following table and also
explains the difference between this presentation, which is consistent with the financial
statement presentation, and that shown in the Application, Chapter 3, Figure 3.1, which is on a
policy year (PY) basis.
Summary of the Components of Required Premium ($ millions) in Fiscal Year View Based
on Financial Statement Presentation
Miscellaneous Revenue and Investment Income

1

2019/20
Actual

2020/21
Outlook

2021/22
Forecast

2022/23
Forecast

(1)

Service Fees and Other Income

87

79

71

70

(2)

Driver Penalty Point (DPP) & Driver Risk
Premiums (DRP)1

30

36

39

40

(3)

Non-insurance Other Income; includes Graduated
License Plan Fee

7

5

7

7

(4)

Investment Income; includes interest paid on
funding plan

734

508

278

260

(5)

Impairment Loss

(220)

(134)

-

-

(6)

Total Miscellaneous Revenue and Investment
Income = sum (1) through (5)

638

494

395

377

The RRA reflects lower DPP/DRP revenue after accounting for the -15% PY 2021 rate decrease. Due to timing, the
Q2 outlook does not reflect the -15% rate decrease in the DRP/DPP revenue forecast.
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Service Fees and Other income in Chapter 3, Figure 3.1 are net of interest paid on funding the
payment plan (“cost of funds”) whereas, in the table above, cost of funds are netted in
Investment Income.

The presentation of investment income in the table above differs from that shown in Chapter 3,
Figure 3.1 and Appendix A.1, primarily due to differences in timing, and rate of return of the
investment portfolio.

Figure 3.1 reflects the investment income achieved from the formulaic New Money Rate
(“NMR”) yield on Policy Year 2021 premiums between the time they are received and the time
costs related to those premiums are paid out. Under the Enhanced Care model, this time frame
for the specific policy year has been extended significantly.

The financial statement presentation reflects the investment income forecast as calculated from
the forecast balance of the investment portfolio of a fiscal year; and a forecast rate of return.
The investment portfolio is made up of premiums from earlier years’ policies to pay for
outstanding claims. Total investment return includes investment income (realized), impairment
loss, and net change in available for sale assets (unrealized investment gains/losses), that are
expected during the fiscal year. Please refer to the response to information request 2021.1 RR
RM.2.2, Attachment A – Basic Actuals, Outlook and Forecast for the components of the total
investment return.

Investment income in the table references the investment income (realized) and investment
impairment loss. The 2019/20 investment income was higher than expected primarily due to
higher bond and equity gains from trading activities, gains on the transition of equity pooled
funds to British Columbia Investment Management Corporation (“BCI”) pooled funds, as well as
unplanned real estate dispositions. This was offset by a large impairment loss due to the
sudden and severe global market downturn as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.

The forecast at Q2 2020/21 reflects a rebound in the global investment markets and favourable
investment income as a result of higher realized bond and equity gains, higher than expected
capital dividends and gains on disposition of investment properties; partially offset by a risk of
impairment loss.
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The investment income forecasts for 2021/22 and 2022/23 are lower, primarily as a result of a
smaller investment portfolio due to lower premium revenue under the Enhanced Care model,
the continued run-off of outstanding full tort claims, and a low interest rate environment
expected for these two years.
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2021.1 RR RM.2.4 Reference: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
In the 2019/20 annual report in the statement of comprehensive loss (page 43) there was
an impairment loss of $317,012 for 2019/20 (compared to $23,676 for the prior year). This
impairment loss classification appears to be a new item for this year as no impairment
loss was noted in the 2018/19 annual report. Showing the impairment loss on the
statement of revenue and expenditure appears to increase the volatility of the net income
(loss).
Please update the information in the nine tables provided in response to RRA 2019.1 RM
1.5 (pdf 761/1357) with the fiscal year-end actuals for 2019/20, and the forecasts for
2020/21, 2021/22 and 2022/23.
Response:
The referenced information request 2019.1 RR RM.1.5 requested information on the number of
written and earned policies, written and earned premium, the number of incurred claim counts,
and incurred claim costs by fiscal year. Please find the tables below providing the requested
information with the following notes:


As discussed in the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix A.0.1, paragraph 19, ICBC’s
actuarial methodology now forecasts claims frequency and severity on a combined
basis for personal and commercial policies. ICBC also forecasts earned exposures on
a combined basis. Therefore, the requested information is presented on a combined
personal and commercial basis below.



Other than written and earned premiums, information provided is for Plate Owner Basic
insurance only.



Written exposures and earned exposures are forecasted separately for different
purposes. The written exposure figures presented in this response include Off-Road
Vehicles (ORV) and trailer policies but do not include Temporary Operation Permits
(TOP). The earned exposure figures presented in this response include TOPs but do
not include ORV and trailer policies.



For claim counts and incurred claim costs provided in Table 2 below, the 2019/20 figure
is based on the fiscal year 2020 year-end estimate including the provision of prior years’
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claims adjustment. Actual 2019/20 and outlook 2020/21 results are impacted by lower
claims frequencies due to the COVID-19 pandemic.


For claim counts and incurred claim costs provided in Table 3 below, the fiscal years
2021/22 and 2022/23 forecast figures are based on estimates using the same data and
assumptions as in the Application. The same post-Enhanced Care claims frequency
and severity trends for Bodily Injury and Enhanced Care coverages as used in the
Application are assumed, which also assumed that COVID-19 has no impact on these
forecasts.

In addition, the incurred claims costs are on an undiscounted basis,

excluding bulk claims.


As discussed in the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix A.0.1, paragraph 15, ICBC has
converted its claims data (including frequency, severity, and claim count) to be
displayed on a per claim exposure level for the Enhanced Care coverages, whereas in
the past claims were measured on a per claim level. Therefore the counts for claims
incurred before Enhanced Care are shown on a per claim level in Table 2, while the
counts for claims incurred under the Enhanced Care coverages are shown on a per
claim exposure level in Table 3.
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Table 1 – Premium and Exposures
Fiscal Year

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

Number of Written Policies

3,854,029

3,983,632

4,055,484

4,128,747

Number of Earned Policies

3,350,812

3,355,317

3,454,453

3,515,596

Net Premium Written ($000’s)

3,578,821

3,468,534

3,113,668

3,118,608

Net Premium Earned ($000’s)

3,564,581

3,488,243

3,049,502

3,098,338

Table 2 – Incurred Claim Count and Costs Before Enhanced Care
Fiscal Year

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22
(1-Month)

Bodily Injury Claim Count

45,385

36,653

3,219

Property Damage Claim
Count

130,809

110,795

11,102

2,192,027

1,353,352

123,159

Property Damage Claim
Costs ($000’s)

535,490

533,251

54,934

Accident Benefits Claim
Costs ($000’s)

501,890

463,880

46,803

Bodily Injury Claim Costs
($000’s)

2022/23

Table 3 – Incurred Claim Exposure Count and Costs Under Enhanced Care
Fiscal Year
Bodily Injury Claim Exposure
Count

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22
(11-Months)

2022/23

741

773

Property Damage Claim
Exposure Count*

127,362

139,996

Bodily Injury Claim Costs
($000’s)

54,213

61,787

Property Damage Claim
Costs* ($000’s)

588,764

684,943

1,130,857

1,315,491

Enhanced Accident Benefits
Claim Costs ($000’s)

*In Table 3, claims against Basic Vehicle Damage Coverage are included with Property Damage claims.
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2021.1 RR RM.2.5 Reference: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
In the 2019/20 annual report in the statement of comprehensive loss (page 43) there was
an impairment loss of $317,012 for 2019/20 (compared to $23,676 for the prior year). This
impairment loss classification appears to be a new item for this year as no impairment
loss was noted in the 2018/19 annual report. Showing the impairment loss on the
statement of revenue and expenditure appears to increase the volatility of the net income
(loss).
Please update the information in the four tables provided in response to RRA 2019.1 RM
1.8 (pdf 767 to 768/1357) with the fiscal year-end actuals for 2019/20, and the forecasts for
2020/21, 2021/22 and 2022/23.
Response:
The referenced information request 2019.1 RR RM.1.8 requested a comparison of incurred
claim costs forecast both before and after accounting for the impact of the modified tort product
reform effective April 1, 2019. Please find the four updated tables below with the following
notes:


The modified tort model will be replaced with the Enhanced Care model on May 1, 2021.
An incurred claim cost comparison on the impact of modified tort product reform is
therefore only meaningful for the period before May 1, 2021. Accordingly, the tables
below show the comparison for fiscal years 2019/20 and 2020/21.



The full tort incurred claims costs are from the same model used in 2019 Revenue
Requirements Application.

The modified tort incurred claims costs are as of Q2

2020/21.


The differences in incurred claims costs between the two tables are not just caused by
the modified tort product reform. Other factors which may impact claim costs include
(but are not limited to) changes in policy growth, changes in crash rates, changes in
economic environment (including the effects of COVID-19), and changes in customer
behaviour due to rate design changes.
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Table 1 – Full Tort Incurred Basic Claims Cost at RRA 2019
Fiscal Year
($ 000’s)
Bodily Injury
Property Damage
Part 7
Manual Basic
Total

2019/20

2020/21

3,228,371
774,478
271,526
110,980
4,385,355

3,569,951
860,188
296,634
124,918
4,851,691

Note: Bulk claims are excluded in the table above.

Table 2 – Modified Tort Incurred Basic Claims Cost as of FY2021 Q2
Fiscal Year
($ 000’s)
Bodily Injury
Property Damage
Part 7
Manual Basic
Total

2019/20

2020/21

1,400,935
587,635
494,948
65,189
2,548,707

1.353.352
533,251
463,880
57,218
2,407,701

Notes: Bulk claims are excluded in the table above.

Table 3 – Difference (Table 2 – Table 1)
Fiscal Year
($ 000’s)
Bodily Injury
Property Damage
Part 7
Manual Basic
Total

2019/20

2020/21

(1,827,436)
(186,844)
223,422
(45,790)
(1,836,648)

(2,216,598)
(326,937)
167,246
(67,700)
(2,443,989)

Table 4 – Fiscal Year Loss Distribution (Modified Tort)
Fiscal Year
($ 000’s)
Bodily Injury
Property Damage
Part 7
Manual Basic
Total

2019/20

2020/21

55.0%
23.0%
19.4%
2.6%
100.0%

56.2%
22.1%
19.3%
2.4%
100.0%
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2021.1 RR RM.2.6 Reference: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
In the 2019/20 annual report in the statement of comprehensive loss (page 43) there was
an impairment loss of $317,012 for 2019/20 (compared to $23,676 for the prior year). This
impairment loss classification appears to be a new item for this year as no impairment
loss was noted in the 2018/19 annual report. Showing the impairment loss on the
statement of revenue and expenditure appears to increase the volatility of the net income
(loss).
Please update the information in the table provided in response to RRA 2019.1 RM
1.9 (pdf 769/1357) with the fiscal year-end actuals for 2018/19 and 2019/20, and the
forecasts for 2020/21, 2021/22 and 2022/23. (FOI for 19/20)
Response:
The referenced information request 2019.1 RR RM.1.9 requested annualized policies earned for
Personal and Commercial lines of business including Off-Road vehicles (ORVs) but excluding
trailers.

ICBC no longer forecasts earned exposures, claim frequency, and severity separately for
Personal and Commercial lines of business. ICBC also does not include ORVs and trailers in
the earned exposure forecast.

Please see the response to information request 2021.1 RR RM.2.4 for earned exposure
forecasts on a combined basis.
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2021.1 RR RM.2.7 Reference: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
In the 2019/20 annual report in the statement of comprehensive loss (page 43) there was
an impairment loss of $317,012 for 2019/20 (compared to $23,676 for the prior year). This
impairment loss classification appears to be a new item for this year as no impairment
loss was noted in the 2018/19 annual report. Showing the impairment loss on the
statement of revenue and expenditure appears to increase the volatility of the net income
(loss).
There seems to be a consolidation occurring in the number of insurance brokers. Please
provide a list of the top 10 insurance brokers that have ICBC agency licences and the
number of agency licences for each of the ten.
Response:
The 10 insurance brokers that have the largest number of ICBC agency licences and the
number of agency licences each has are listed below:


Westland Group: 102 licences.



InsureBC Group: 80 licences.



Western Financial Group: 68 licences.



Barton Group: 61 licences.



Co-ops Group: 52 licences.



Sussex Group: 50 licences.



Johnston Meier Group: 45 licences.



BCAA Group: 29 licences.



London Drugs Group: 19 licences.



Waypoint Group: 17 licences.
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2021.1 RR RM.3.1 Reference: CAPITAL MANAGEMENT and the MCT
3.1 Figure 7A.1.5 on page 7A1-10 shows the FY2020/21 Total Capital Available as $87
million (5% MCT). Is this the year-end forecast as of Q2, or the Q2 amount?
3.1.1 What is the fiscal year-end MCT forecast for 2020/21, and for 2021/22 and 2022/23?
3.1.2 Does the forecast for FY2020/21 include any COVID-19 rebate payment?
Response:
3.1
Total Capital Available of $87 million is the year-end forecast for 2020/21 as of Q2.

3.1.1

The fiscal year-end Basic MCT forecasts as of Q2 for 2020/21, 2021/22 and 2022/23 are shown
below:
Figure 1 – Basic MCT Forecasts

$ millions1
Capital available
Capital required
MCT %
1

Actual
Outlook
Outlook
Outlook
Year ended
Year ended
Year ended
Year ended
March 31, 2020 March 31, 2021 March 31, 2022 March 31, 2023
(353)
87
319
480
1,912
-18%

1,927
5%

1,668
19%

1,475
33%

Rounding may affect totals

3.1.2

The forecast at Q2 for 2020/21 does not include any COVID-19 rebate payment as the decision
on the rebate was made after the deadline for filing the Application. The COVID-19 rebate is
reflected in the 2020/21 forecast as part of the 2021/22 – 2023/24 Service Plan to be tabled on
April 20, 2021.
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2021.1 RR RM.3.2-3 Reference: CAPITAL MANAGEMENT and the MCT
Capital Rebuild
In response to RRA 2019.1 BCOAPO 7.2 ICBC stated:
Pursuant to the amendments to Special Direction IC2 approved by Order in Council 67/18
dated February 26, 2018, the requirement to maintain the Basic MCT ratio at least at the
regulatory minimum of 100% has been suspended up until and including PY2021. This
will give an opportunity for ICBC to assess the impact of product reform and other
initiatives to develop a long-term plan to rebuild capital.
3.2 What is the plan to rebuild the Basic capital reserve; please provide both the MCT
management level and the timing (number of fiscal years) to achieve this target?
3.3 ICBC has stated that any variance in actual net income to the plan (budget) will either
increase or decrease the Basic capital reserve, hence the closed system concept.
However, a lower Basic management target (for example mirroring the MPI target of
100%) might affect the rate change decision for PY2023/24. Would ICBC agree that an
early review of the capital management target would assist in the preparation of the next
RRA?
Response:
While the directed 11.5 percentage point capital build provision will begin to rebuild Basic capital
levels during PY 2021, there is currently no specific objective or set timeline to reach a target
MCT level.

There are significant changes being brought in by the Enhanced Care model, which need to be
considered in the development of a new capital management plan. To develop that plan, ICBC
requires time to gather experience under the new Enhanced Care model and to consider the
following impacts from moving to the new model:


Potential changes in the minimum capital requirements as the claims liability risk and the
investment portfolio will evolve.



The regulatory minimum in effect at that time and whether changes are required to
existing capital management targets based on new or changed risks.

In order to provide sufficient time to consider these impacts, ICBC is currently planning to file a
new capital management plan by December 2022 to align with the 2023 Revenue Requirements
Application.
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2021.1 RR RM.4.1 Reference: CLAIMS MANAGEMENT
The Basic unpaid claim liability as of 31 March 2020 (annual report, page 88) was $11.318
billion, and the discount rate was 2.9%. On page 7A.1-7 (pdf 593/849) ICBC notes that
“historically low interest rates are expected to negatively impact the bottom line into
future years.”
What is the UCL forecast dollar value and the discount rate for 2020/21, 2021/22 and
2022/23?
Response:
Please see the response to information request 2021.1 RR RM.2.2, Attachment A – Basic
Actuals, Outlook and Forecast for forecasted unpaid claims liabilities for fiscal years 2020/21,
2021/22, and 2022/23.

Please see the response to information request 2021.1 RR RM.4.4 for the discount rates used
in these forecasts.
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2021.1 RR RM.4.2 Reference: CLAIMS MANAGEMENT
The Basic unpaid claim liability as of 31 March 2020 (annual report, page 88) was $11.318
billion, and the discount rate was 2.9%. On page 7A.1-7 (pdf 593/849) ICBC notes that
“historically low interest rates are expected to negatively impact the bottom line into
future years.”
Please update the information provided in response to RRA 2019.1 RM 3.1 (pdf 780/1357)
with the fiscal year-end actuals for 2019/20, and the forecasts for 2020/21, 2021/22 and
2022/23.
Response:
The referenced information request 2019.1 RR RM.3.1 refers to information on current and
forecast period incurred claims costs originally requested in context of the 2016/17 Annual
Service Plan Report. Corresponding information is provided in the table below, where 2019/20
actuals are consistent with the 2019/20 Annual Service Plan Report, and other years are based
on the assumptions and estimates as of Q2 2020/21. The forecast years include assumptions
regarding Enhanced Care claims costs trends.
Basic Claims Incurred Costs, Current Period Injury Claims, and Current Period Material
Damage Claims
($ millions)
Claims Incurred Costs
Injury
Material Damage and Other
Current Period Injury Claims
Incurred
(major categories)
Bodily Injury
Accident Benefits /
Enhanced Accident Benefits
Current Period Material Damage
Claims Incurred
(major categories)
Property Damage

2019/20
Actual

2020/21
Forecast

2021/22
Forecast

2022/23
Forecast

3,657

2,841

2,420

2,480

3,021

2,249

1,720

1,742

636

592

700

738

2,117

2,418

1,766

1,805

1,551

1,924

188

66

566

494

1,578

1,740

607

548

652

694

607

548

652

694
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The forecasted incurred losses for 2020/21, 2021/22 and 2022/23 include risk provisions to
account for uncertainty associated with the estimates, and unforeseen adverse events. ICBC
includes risk provisions in its net income forecasts to recognize the ongoing risks from possible
emergence of claims and claims severities that are above and beyond the forecast, erosion of
benefits from implemented strategies or reforms, and other developments. Provisions are not
specific to, but account for risks such as unfavourable emergence in large bodily injury claims,
the constitutional challenge regarding legislative amendments in respect of the modified tort
product reforms, Enhanced Care coverage product change risk (forecasts are highly dependent
on third party data for estimates), COVID-19 (including premium rebates), and volatility in the
global investment markets. Although not all risks provided for are related to claims costs, the
risk provisions are included in the claims cost forecast for the purpose of financial forecasting
(specifically, in the Current Period incurred losses of Bodily Injury in 2020/21, and in Enhanced
Accident Benefits in 2021/22 and 2022/23).
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2021.1 RR RM.4.3 Reference: CLAIMS MANAGEMENT
The Basic unpaid claim liability as of 31 March 2020 (annual report, page 88) was $11.318
billion, and the discount rate was 2.9%. On page 7A.1-7 (pdf 593/849) ICBC notes that
“historically low interest rates are expected to negatively impact the bottom line into
future years.”
Please update the information provided in the table in response to RRA 2019.1 RM 3.2
(pdf 781/1357) with the fiscal year-end actuals for 2018/19 and 2019/20, and the forecasts
for 2020/21, 2021/22 and 2022/23.
Response:
The referenced information request 2019.1 RR RM.3.2 refers to a breakdown of bodily injury
payments that was originally requested by the BCUC in connection with ICBC’s 2016 Revenue
Requirements Application. As was noted in the response to information request 2019.1 RR
RM.3.2, ICBC does not forecast claims payments at the requested level of detail; therefore,
cannot provide the requested forecasts. The requested information for bodily injury payments
on claims closed in fiscal years 2018/19 and 2019/20 is provided in the table below.

Payments other than loss indemnity or costs of litigation are not included in the table below.
Examples of such exclusions are payments to independent adjusters, mediators, and police
reports.
Figure 1 – Bodily Injury (BI) Claims Paid Amounts for Closed BI Claims

Costs of Litigation

Paid Loss Excluding
Costs of Litigation

Bodily Injury (BI) Claims Paid Amounts for Closed BI Claims
(in $ millions)
General Damages (e.g. pain & suffering)

FY
2018/2019
1,051.6

FY
2019/2020
966.3

Future Wage Loss

395.5

446.2

Past Wage Loss

200.1

218.8

Future Care

129.2

92.5

Special Damages (e.g. past medical care)

59.3

79.7

Other Loss Payments

43.5

11.8

1,879.2

1,815.1

117.5

147.0

13.3

14.3

124.6

137.8

Third Party Costs

50.2

53.8

Medical & Dental Reports

41.6

46.3

347.3

399.2

Total Paid Loss Excluding Costs of Litigation
Defence Legal Fees
Defence Legal Disbursements
Third Party Disbursements

Total Costs of Litigation
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2021.1 RR RM.4.4 Reference: CLAIMS MANAGEMENT
The Basic unpaid claim liability as of 31 March 2020 (annual report, page 88) was $11.318
billion, and the discount rate was 2.9%. On page 7A.1-7 (pdf 593/849) ICBC notes that
“historically low interest rates are expected to negatively impact the bottom line into
future years.”
Please provide the actual discount rate on unpaid claims for fiscal years 2018/19 and
2019/20, and the forecast for the fiscal years 2020/21 to 2022/23.
Response:
The actual discount rates applicable to the unpaid claims reserve for fiscal years 2018/19 and
2019/20 were 3.67% and 2.91%, respectively.

The forecast discount rate applicable to the unpaid claims reserve for fiscal year 2020/21 and
future years is 2.30% as of August 31, 2020, as used in the fiscal year 2020/21 Q2 financial
outlook. ICBC does not forecast any changes in the discount rate for future years.
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2021.1 RR RM.4.5 Reference: CLAIMS MANAGEMENT
The Basic unpaid claim liability as of 31 March 2020 (annual report, page 88) was $11.318
billion, and the discount rate was 2.9%. On page 7A.1-7 (pdf 593/849) ICBC notes that
“historically low interest rates are expected to negatively impact the bottom line into
future years.”
Please update the three tables provided in Exhibit B-4 (4 April 2019) of the RRA 2019 IR
with the actuals for fiscal years 2018/19 and 2019/20, and the forecasts for fiscal years
2020/21, 2021/22 and 2022/23. [Note: On 20 October 2020, I received some of this
information in response to FOI request CFT 307386. Since ICBC does not have a public
record of such responses I am requesting some of the information again for this public
review].
Response:
The information requested relates to claims in the tort-based system.

Corresponding

information will no longer be relevant beyond fiscal year 2020/21, since ICBC is moving to the
Enhanced Care model. The requested information for bodily injury payments on claims closed
in fiscal years 2018/19 and 2019/20 is provided in the table below. ICBC does not forecast
claims payments at the requested level of detail; therefore, forecasts for fiscal years 2020/21,
2021/22 and 2022/23 cannot be provided.
Figure 1 – Bodily Injury (BI) Exposures Counts
Exposure Counts (rounded
to the nearest thousand)
Unrepresented
Represented - Not Litigated
Litigated

Fiscal Year
2018/19

Fiscal Year
2019/20

25,000
11,000
14,000

26,000
9,000
15,000

Fiscal Year
2018/19

Fiscal Year
2019/20

Figure 2 – Total Paid Amounts
Total Paid Amount1 ($millions)
Unrepresented
Represented - Not Litigated
Litigated
1

198.2
289.0
1755.9

161.5
216.5
1879.5

Represented - Not Litigated and Litigated claims Total Paid amounts include plaintiff and defence legal
costs, expert fees, and expenses, and are subject to plaintiff counsel contingency fees.
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Figure 3 – Paid Severity
Paid Severity1 ($)
Unrepresented
Represented - Not Litigated
Litigated
1

Fiscal Year
2018/19

Fiscal Year
2019/20

7,824
26,462
124,152

6,260
23,390
128,652

Represented - Not Litigated and Litigated claims Total Paid amounts include plaintiff and defence legal costs, expert
fees, and expenses, and are subject to plaintiff counsel contingency fees.
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2021.1 RR RM.4.6 Reference: CLAIMS MANAGEMENT
The Basic unpaid claim liability as of 31 March 2020 (annual report, page 88) was $11.318
billion, and the discount rate was 2.9%. On page 7A.1-7 (pdf 593/849) ICBC notes that
“historically low interest rates are expected to negatively impact the bottom line into
future years.”
Please update the information provided in response to RRA 2019.1 RM 3.9 (pdf 791/1357)
with the fiscal year-end actuals for 2019/20, and the forecasts year-end 2020/21, 2021/22
and 2022/23.
Response:
The information provided in the response to information request 2019.1 RR RM.3.9 presented a
subset of claims related areas and positions that were impacted by ICBC’s Transformation
Program. As this is no longer how ICBC is organizationally structured, this is not a view ICBC
reports on anymore.

In 2019/20, ICBC realigned its organizational structure by disaggregating the former Claims and
Driver Licensing Operations Division. The claims area was divided into two distinct divisions:
(i) Claims Injury and Legal Services, and (ii) Claims Customer and Material Damage Services.
These two divisions encompass all claims related functions and staff.

The table provided in the response to information request 2019.1 RR RM.3.9 has been
amended to align with the new claims reporting structure and now includes all full-time
equivalents (FTEs) within the two claims divisions. March 2018 figures from the referenced
information request have been restated to allow for proper year to year comparison.
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Claims FTEs
March
2018
828

March
2019
928

March
2020
934

March
2021
1,106

Non-Injury Claims Handling Staff

605

593

569

596

601

638

Estimating Staff

312

344

318

288

251

265

1,745

1,865

1,822

1,990

1,923

1,938

Administrative Claims Handling Support

420

431

391

396

411

423

Manager/Supervisor – Customer Facing & Admin

327

383

371

302

299

294

Claims Legal Services

265

317

283

295

151

149

Other Positions

281

329

344

408

425

434

3,039

3,325

3,210

3,392

3,210

3,238

Claims FTEs1
Injury & Recovery Claims Handling Staff

Customer Facing Staff

Total Claims FTEs
1 Rounding

March
2022
1,071

March
2023
1,035

may affect totals.

The figures presented in the table above show FTEs in the final month of the fiscal period,
consistent with the presentation in the response to information request 2019.1 RR RM.3.9.
These figures will differ from those presented in the Application, which, as in prior years, uses
the fiscal year average FTEs.

ICBC considers fiscal year average FTEs a more representative and relevant measure of
staffing for the purposes of the Application as it takes into account the entire fiscal year and the
compensation expense directly corresponds to the fiscal year average FTEs.
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2021.1 RR RM.4.7 Reference: CLAIMS MANAGEMENT
The Basic unpaid claim liability as of 31 March 2020 (annual report, page 88) was $11.318
billion, and the discount rate was 2.9%. On page 7A.1-7 (pdf 593/849) ICBC notes that
“historically low interest rates are expected to negatively impact the bottom line into
future years.”
Please update the information provided in response to RRA 2019.1 RM 3.10 (pdf
792/1357) with the fiscal year-end actuals for 2019/20, and the forecasts year-end 2020/21,
2021/22 and 2022/23.
Response:
The updated Driver Licensing FTEs information is provided in the table below.
Driver Licensing FTEs
March
2018
Actual

March
2019
Actual

March
2020
Actual

March
2021
Outlook

March
2022
Forecast

March
2023
Forecast

Client Service Rep

124

124

132

157

163

162

Customer Contact Rep

46

62

66

114

76

88

Driver Examiner

169

175

184

224

178

186

Customer-facing staff

339

361

382

494

417

436

Driver Licensing Support

72

81

71

65

65

65

Manager/Supervisors

79

87

83

86

84

84

Total Driver Licensing

490

529

536

645

566

585

Driver Licensing FTEs1

1 Rounding

may affect totals

As requested, the figures presented in the table above are FTEs in the final month of the fiscal
period. These figures will differ from those presented in the Application, which, as in prior years,
uses the fiscal year average FTEs. ICBC considers fiscal year average FTEs a more
representative and relevant measure of staffing for the purposes of the Application, as it takes
into account the entire fiscal year, and the compensation expense directly corresponds to the
fiscal year average FTEs.

As shown in the figure above, there is a temporary increase in FTEs in the March 2021 outlook.
This increase is related to supporting net new services including a new call centre, and to
address the backlog of driver knowledge and road tests that was created after these services
were temporarily suspended at the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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2021.1 RR RM.4.8 Reference: CLAIMS MANAGEMENT
The Basic unpaid claim liability as of 31 March 2020 (annual report, page 88) was $11.318
billion, and the discount rate was 2.9%. On page 7A.1-7 (pdf 593/849) ICBC notes that
“historically low interest rates are expected to negatively impact the bottom line into
future years.”
Using the format in response to RRA 2019.1 RM 3.12 (pdf 794/1357), please provide the
actual personal net written age exposure information for 2019/20.
Response:
Please see Table 1 below for a breakdown of personal net written exposures by the requested
age groups for fiscal year 2019/20 based on the same format as used in the response to
information request 2019.1 RR RM.3.12.
Table 1 – Personal Net Written Exposure by Principal Driver / Principal Operator’s Age
Fiscal Year 2019/20 Personal Net Written Exposures
24 and Under
25 to 39
40 to 64
65 And Over
Not Available*
Total**

155,497
721,356
1,494,388
699,284
3,913
3,074, 438

* Please note this segment consists of policies with no principal driver listed on the policy or policies with no age
available.
** This is the 2019/20 data point from the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix B.1.2, Section A.

Age groups used in the breakdown provided above are based on the age of the policy’s
principal driver for the period post implementation of the new rate design model (on and after
September 1, 2019 ) and the age of the policy’s principal operator for the period pre-rate design
change (April 1, 2019 to August 31, 2019).
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2021.1 RR RM.4.9 Reference: CLAIMS MANAGEMENT
The Basic unpaid claim liability as of 31 March 2020 (annual report, page 88) was $11.318
billion, and the discount rate was 2.9%. On page 7A.1-7 (pdf 593/849) ICBC notes that
“historically low interest rates are expected to negatively impact the bottom line into
future years.”
Please update the information provided in the four tables provided in response to RRA
2019.1 RM 3.13 (pdf 795 to 796/1357) with the fiscal year-end actuals for 2018/19 and
2019/20. [Note: On 20 October 2020, I received some of this information in response to
FOI request CFT 307386. Since ICBC does not have a public record of such responses I
am requesting some of the information again for this public review].
Response:
The referenced information request 2019.1 RR RM.3.13 refers to information related to thirdparty liability claims in the tort-based system, originally requested in connection with ICBC’s
2015 Revenue Requirements Application that addressed rate changes within the full tort model.
Corresponding information will no longer be relevant beyond fiscal year 2020/21, since ICBC is
moving to the Enhanced Care model.

The figures below for Basic bodily injury (BI) and property damage (PD) counts and severities
are updates to the figures previously provided in ICBC’s response to information request 2019.1
RR RM.3.13.

The figures are also the same as provided in the response to Freedom of

Information (FOI) request CFT 307386.

Figures 1 and 2 below provide the number of claims opened in each fiscal year, the number of
claims closed or completed with amounts paid in each fiscal year, and the number of claims that
have not closed or completed at the end of each fiscal year. The figures may exclude a small
number of claims over 18 years from the date the loss occurred. A lower number of PD counts
may be observed in fiscal year 2015, which was affected by a delay in liability transfers following
the implementation of Claims Transformation.
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Figure 1 – Basic BI Claim Counts

Actual

Fiscal Year

New Claims

Claims Closed
or Completed

Pending Claims
at Year end

2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

34,642
36,258
39,268
43,513
47,372
50,025
47,997

30,190
35,055
35,364
36,082
43,176
45,483
37,391

60,663
61,858
65,748
73,164
77,344
81,875
92,524

2020

41,531

37,072

96,968

Figure 2 – Basic PD Claim Counts

Actual

Fiscal Year

New Claims

Claims Closed
or Completed

Pending Claims
at Year end

2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

133,100
131,041
110,567
146,455
143,847
161,180
149,934

131,678
133,595
121,181
148,869
144,947
163,101
149,560

24,633
22,079
11,465
9,051
7,951
6,029
6,379

2020

139,230

138,172

7,437

Figures 3 and 4 below provide the average paid amount on closed or completed claims for each
fiscal year, and the average case reserve amounts for claims that have not closed or completed
(i.e., those remaining open) at the end of each fiscal year.
Figure 3 – Average Basic BI Claim Severity
Claims Closed
or Completed

Pending Claims
at Year end

2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

$33,528
$33,195
$37,677
$38,280
$38,390
$41,810
$44,056

$37,618
$38,889
$41,507
$44,330
$49,067
$59,121
$60,268

2020

$42,752

$53,464

Fiscal Year

Actual

New Claims
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Figure 4 – Average Basic PD Claim Severity
Claims Closed
or Completed

Pending Claims
at Year end

2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

$2,772
$2,815
$2,768
$3,289
$3,460
$4,015
$3,959

$2,097
$2,161
$3,517
$4,239
$4,966
$6,904
$7,085

2020

$4,149

$6,927

Fiscal Year

Actual

New Claims
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2021.1 RR RM.4.10 Reference: CLAIMS MANAGEMENT
The Basic unpaid claim liability as of 31 March 2020 (annual report, page 88) was $11.318
billion, and the discount rate was 2.9%. On page 7A.1-7 (pdf 593/849) ICBC notes that
“historically low interest rates are expected to negatively impact the bottom line into
future years.”
Please update the information provided in response to RRA 2019.1 RM 3.14 (pdf
797/1357) with the fiscal year-end actuals for 2018/19 and 2019/20.
Response:
The Bodily Injury (BI) exposure volume information that was included in the response to
information request 2019.1 RR RM.3.14, has been updated for fiscal years 2018/19 and
2019/20 in Figure 1 below.
Figure 1 – BI Exposure Volumes (rounded to the nearest thousand)
BI Exposure Volumes
Newly Opened
(During the Fiscal Year)
Pending
(As of Fiscal Year End)

Fiscal Year 2018/19

Fiscal Year 2019/20

75,000

66,000

119,000

122,000

The BI exposure intake and pending levels are also discussed in the Application, Chapter 4,
Appendix 4A. BI exposure volumes are shown (graphically) in Figure 4A.1 for fiscal years
2015/16 to 2019/20 and year to date to September 2020 for fiscal year 2020/21.
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2021.1 RR RM.5.1 Reference: ROAD SAFETY
Please update the information provided in response to RRA 2019.1 RM 4.1 (pdf 798/1357)
with the fiscal year-end actuals for 2018/19 and 2019/20.
Response:
The table below shows the violation tickets issued for Electronic Device Use in fiscal years 2019
(April 1, 2018 to March 31, 2019) and 2020 (April 1, 2019 to March 31, 2020).

Motor Vehicle Act (MVA)

Motor Vehicle Regulations (MVR)

214.2(1)

214.2(2)

30.072(1)(a)

30.072(1)(b)

Total

Fiscal
Year

Use an Electronic
Device While
Driving

Emailing or
Texting While
Driving

Use an Electronic
Device While
Driving

Emailing or
Texting While
Driving

2019

34,100

240

3,800

56

38,200

2020

30,200

160

3,400

48

33,800

Notes:
 Contravention counts are subject to change due to late reporting, corrections and adjustments.
 Data include all organizations the enforcement officer is associated with (POL-Police; IRS-Integrated Road Safety
Unit; etc.).
 Cancelled and voided contraventions were excluded.
 Counts over 100 have been rounded; totals may not match monthly totals due to rounding.
 MVA 25(15) Drive Contrary to Restriction (Use Electronic Device While Driving) $167 was repealed as of
June 1, 2016, and replaced with MVR 30.072(1)(a) and (b).

As noted in the response to information request 2019.1 RM.4.1, ICBC does not typically report
violation tickets data for electronic device use by fiscal year.
calendar

year

can

be

found

icbc/newsroom/Pages/Statistics.aspx.

on

ICBC’s

website

at:

Violation ticket data by
https://www.icbc.com/about-
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2021.1 RR RM.5.2 Reference: ROAD SAFETY
Please update the information provided in response to RRA 2019.1 RM 4.2 (pdf 799/1357)
with the actuals for calendar years 2019 and 2020.
Response:
The annual number of Intersection Safety Camera (ISC) violation tickets issued and total fine
revenues collected are provided in the table below:

Calendar
Year

ISC Tickets

2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

30,890
30,178
31,705
32,780
34,739
32,8641
82,287
93,0792
136,925

Fine Revenue
Collected
($ millions)
$4.1
$3.9
$4.0
$4.3
$4.3
$4.2
$8.8
$11.4
$17.7

Fine Revenue
Remitted
($ millions)
$4.1
$3.9
$4.0
$4.3
$4.3
$4.2
$8.8
$7.83
$12.63

1. The

rollout of ISC 100% red light activation began November 29, 2017.
first group of sites to enforce speed violations began enforcement on July 29, 2019.
3. Net fine revenue following Government’s decision to allow ICBC to retain costs out of the Traffic Fine Revenues
remitted to the province.
2. The

A column entitled “Fine Revenue Remitted’ has been added to the table to reflect Government’s
decision to allow ICBC to retain costs out of the Traffic Fine Revenues remitted to the
Consolidated Revenue Fund for distribution to municipalities under the Traffic Fine Revenue
Sharing program. ICBC obtained approval to recover costs dating back to April 2019. These
costs comprise of ticket processing/collection costs including merchant fees for payments
processed at Driver Licensing, Appointed Agent and Service BC Offices, and the costs of the
Red-Light Intersection Safety Cameras at the historical 25% activation level.
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2021.1 RR RM.6.1 Reference: STATISTICS and PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Please update the information provided in response to RRA 2019.1 RM 5.1 (pdf 801/1357)
with the fiscal year-end actuals for 2018/19 and 2019/20.
Response:
Actual provincial licences and fines revenue collected by ICBC for fiscal years 2018/19 and
2019/20 have been added to the table below:

Provincial Licences and Fines
2016/17
Actual
(Apr-Mar)

2014
Actual

2015
Actual

Vehicle licences and fees

$423

$434

$438

$470

$472

$482

Driver licences and fees**

72

71

70

73

74

75

Fines and other fees

72

67

70

75

84

84

$567

$572

$578

$618

$630

$641

($ Millions)*

Total

* Rounding may affect totals.
** BC identification card fees included in driver licences and fees:
 2014 actual - $2 million.
 2015 actual - $2 million.
 2016/17 (April to March) actual - $2 million.
 2017/18 actual - $3 million.
 2018/19 actual - $3 million.
 2019/20 actual - $4 million.

2017/18
Actual

2018/19
Actual

2019/20
Actual
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2021.1 RR RM.6.2 Reference: STATISTICS and PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Please update the information provided in response to RRA 2019.1 TLA 4.111-131 figures
1 and 2 (pdf 1001-1002/1357) for fiscal years 2019/20 and 2020/21. [Note: On 20 October
2020, I received some of this information in response to FOI request CFT 307386. Since
ICBC does not have a public record of such responses I am requesting some of the
information again for this public review].
Response:
The referenced information request 2019.1 RR TLA.4.111-131 refers to ICBC’s discussion in
the 2019 Revenue Requirements Application of increasing injury claims costs prior to the
product reforms effective April 1, 2019, and requests information on injury claims for the fiscal
years 2011/12 to 2017/18.

It is assumed that the claims data sought in this information request is for fiscal years 2018/19
and 2019/20, rather than fiscal years 2019/20 and 2020/21. Fiscal year 2020/21 does not end
until March 31, 2021, and data relating to it was not available at the time this response was
completed.

The updated information for the fiscal years 2018/19 and 2019/20 is provided below.
Figure 1 – Bodily Injury (BI) Exposures (volumes rounded to the nearest 1000)
Fiscal Year
2018/19

Fiscal Year
2019/20

Newly Opened – Count1

75,000

66,000

Litigated - Count (Completed with Amount)2

14,000

15,000

41

42

Average Months to Settle - Litigated BI Exposures
(Completed with Amount)3

ICBC interprets the phrase “claims filed with respect to tort claims” to mean newly opened bodily injury (BI)
exposures during the defined period.
2
The number of claims litigated by outside counsel is provided on a closed view since it is only when claims are
closed or settled that the final status on representation or litigation can be ultimately determined. BI exposures are
considered litigated when a notice of litigation (such as a Notice of Civil Claim, or Notice of Claim) has been recorded,
or defense legal costs have been paid.
3 For additional detail on how the average months to settle is calculated, please refer to the response to information
request 2019.1 RR TLA.4.132.
1
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Figure 2 – Accident Benefits (Part 7) Exposures (volumes rounded to the nearest 1000)

Newly Opened - Count1,2

Fiscal Year
2018/19

Fiscal Year
2019/20

100,000

99,000

ICBC defines “Part 7” claims as the total number of exposures that were newly opened during the defined period
involving claims for medical payments, disability benefits, or death benefits. Please note that there may be multiple
Part 7 exposures on a claim associated to a single claimant.
2 ICBC’s practice is to respond to every claim filed in respect to Part 7 by ensuring the appropriate level of benefits
are paid to the injured claimant. Therefore, the number of New Opened Part 7 claims is the same as the number of
Claims responded to.
1
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2021.1 RR RM.6.3 Reference: STATISTICS and PERFORMANCE MEASURES
On page 7A.1-4 there is discussion about the client survey for 2019/20. In prior years
ICBC reported on the number of Basic policyholders who also purchased additional
coverage (see 2019 RRA, Figure 8 B.2, pdf 1090/1419). These results are important in
determining whether policyholders are ensuring adequate coverage. Please update
Figure 8 B.2 with the results from the 2019/20 survey.
Response:
ICBC is unable to provide this information as it has discontinued asking customers about their
Optional insurance coverages as part of its insurance services survey questions. This is in
accordance with ICBC’s performance measure proposals in the 2019 Revenue Requirements
Application, approved by the BCUC in Order G-192-19. ICBC originally agreed to include this
reporting at a time when the BCUC’s jurisdiction was still being decided by Government. The
rationale for discontinuing reporting on these Optional insurance questions was to be more
consistent with the BCUC’s jurisdiction over Basic insurance only.
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2021.1 RR TL.1.1 Reference: An extensive body of research indicates that a reduction in
annual vehicle travel reduces crashes and associated claim costs. This is the basis for
ICBC s proposed special COVID-19 rebate.
What research has ICBC done concerning this relationship in British Columbia?
Response:
ICBC does not regularly collect information or conduct research on the effects of vehicle
kilometers travelled and crashes.

While it is understood that the COVID-19 pandemic affected claim frequency through lower
kilometres traveled, this relationship is not used quantitatively in the determination of the
COVID-19 rebate announced in February 2021. Instead, the rebate amount was determined by
analysis of reported claims over the rebate period. For clarity, the COVID-19 rebate only relates
to a historic period so is unrelated to forecasts of claims costs or required premium for Policy
Year 2021 that are the subject of the Application.
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2021.1 RR TL.1.2-3 Reference:
1.2 What data does ICBC collect concerning annual vehicle travel by its policy holders,
and how that changed during the last year due to the COVID-19 pandemic? How is this
information disaggregated? Is this data available to independent researchers?
1.3 If ICBC does not currently collect such data, what plans does it have to collecting it
in the future in order to better understand the relationships between vehicle travel,
crashes and claims?
Response:
1.2

ICBC is currently collecting the following information concerning annual vehicle travel by its
policyholders:


Number of policies under rate classes rated on vehicle usage, such as business use,
pleasure use, to and from work less than 15 kilometres and to and from work more than
15 kilometres.



Odometer readings for those customers who provided data anticipating they will be
eligible for a 10% discount if they drive under 5,000 kilometres upon renewal.



Kilometres driven for those taxis who opted into a per kilometre based rating model
starting from May 2020.



Kilometres driven for the Transportation Network Services vehicles starting from
Jan 2020.



Telematics data for a subset of inexperienced drivers through the Inexperienced Drivers
Technology Pilot (Techpilot) which began in January 2020 (please see the Application,
Chapter 7, Appendix 7B, Section B.1 and the response to information request
2021.1 RR TREAD.20.4 for more details).

During the COVID-19 pandemic, ICBC reviewed various external data sources to understand
how COVID-19 influences claims frequency, but it had no impact on the Application.
Aggregated details of various metrics by rate class can be found in Exhibit II of ICBC’s Basic
Insurance Information Sharing report. Individual data that includes kilometres driven cannot be
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provided publicly due to privacy concerns, and at this time aggregated data is not available.
ICBC intends to produce a report on the analysis from the Techpilot in calendar year 2022.
1.3

Please refer to the response to information request 2021.1.RR IBC.7.5-7 for more details. As
stated in that response, usage-based products and data are being assessed as part of future
customer/product research with the scope and timeline to be determined. The introduction of
usage-based products that involve ICBC’s Basic insurance is subject to the BCUC regulatory
approval process and this would be part of a future rate design application.
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2021.1 RR TL.1.4 Reference:
This rate request will provide rate reductions equally to all policy holders, regardless of
whether or not they reduced mileage and therefore crash risk. It would be fairer, and
support affordability and emission reduction goals, if the rate reduction was
proportionate to each vehicle's reduction in mileage and therefore crash costs. What
research has ICBC done or is planning to do to allow rates to be calculated based?
Response:
This is a Revenue Requirements Application where the main purpose is to calculate the overall
Basic rate indication applicable to all Basic policyholders. Differentiating rates by risk attributes
(such as driving factors or mileage driven) are features of a rate design application which is
outside the scope of this Application. Regardless, ICBC has provided some information on this
topic below.
A key goal of ICBC’s Corporate Strategy is – To Be Customer Driven. This goal intends that
ICBC be more flexible, with customers’ needs included in the design and delivery of products
and services. There are several important areas of focus within this goal, one of which is the
implementation of usage-based products. As indicated in the 2020/21-2022/23 Service Plan,
published in February 2020:

B.C. drivers are expecting more flexible coverage that adapts to newer
transportation models and reflects how, when and where they choose to travel.
The growth of shared economy transportation means ICBC needs to offer
appropriate coverage for new shared economy businesses and those customers
who choose to use these services.
Usage-based products such as kilometre-based pricing are valued by customers
who want insurance that reflects how they’re driving. ICBC is working closely
with on-demand and platform/use-specific based businesses, such as ride-hailing
and car-sharing to help develop these products.
All usage-based product solutions that involve ICBC Basic insurance are subject to the BCUC
regulatory approval process and are submitted as part of a rate design application (RDA).
Usage-based products to support transportation network services, peer to peer car sharing, and
taxis have been part of previous RDAs. As ICBC moves forward with its corporate goals, any
additional usage-based solutions to serve Basic policyholders will likewise be part of future
RDAs.
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2021.1 RR TL.1.5 Reference:
It is likely that the COVID-19 pandemic caused many policy holders to reduced their
vehicle travel due to reduced work hours, commuting, and income. If this is true,
providing rate reductions based on vehicle travel reductions would be progressive with
respect to income and increase fairness. What analysis has ICBC performed concerning
how rates and rebates affect policy holders by income class?
Response:
ICBC does not collect data by income class and has not performed any analysis related to
policyholders’ income. Any rating analysis by location, rate class, or driver characteristics would
be considered a rate design matter, which is outside the scope of the 2021 RRA. As BCUC has
noted in Exhibit A-5: “the purpose of this proceeding is to review ICBC’s request for a general
Basic insurance rate decrease of 15 percent, which affects all Basic insurance policyholders
equally, and not to review how ICBC’s rates are designed.”
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2021.1 RR TREAD.1.1 Reference: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY Reference: EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 1, Appendix lA, p. lA-2
Interim Rates
On page lA-2 ICBC states:
Interim rate approvals will allow the BCUC to readjust rates, if necessary, back to
the date they were made interim. If the BCUC's final decision determines a Basic
insurance rate to be other than as sought in this Application, ICBC proposes that,
in recognition of the closed system in which rate setting occurs, and excepting
the adjustments to the Enhanced Care rebates as directed by government and
described in Section A.2 above; the difference be deferred until implementation of
the approved Basic insurance rate arising from the next [revenue requirements
application] RRA on December 15, 2022. This is the least costly of the options
available and causes least disruption for customers especially during a time of
transition to a significantly different insurance model.
Please provide a table showing each the available options, a brief description of each
option, the cost of each option and its relative ranking from least to most costly.
Response:
Please see the response to the information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.1.2, which sets out a
table of the pros and cons of each option available.

Please note in the responses to information requests 2021.1 RR BCUC.1.1 and 2021.1 RR
BCUC.1.2, ICBC is now proposing Option (2), to defer any rate difference until April 1, 2022, in
preference to Option (3), deferring any variance to the next revenue requirements application,
as indicated in the preamble to this information request. In terms of ranking the available
options based on cost, Option (1), implementing the rate change shortly after the BCUC has
approved the final rate change, is the only option which has an additional cost.
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2021.1 RR TREAD.1.2 Reference: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY Reference: EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 1, Appendix lA, p. lA-2
Interim Rates
On page lA-2 ICBC states:
Interim rate approvals will allow the BCUC to readjust rates, if necessary, back to
the date they were made interim. If the BCUC's final decision determines a Basic
insurance rate to be other than as sought in this Application, ICBC proposes that,
in recognition of the closed system in which rate setting occurs, and excepting
the adjustments to the Enhanced Care rebates as directed by government and
described in Section A.2 above; the difference be deferred until implementation of
the approved Basic insurance rate arising from the next [revenue requirements
application] RRA on December 15, 2022. This is the least costly of the options
available and causes least disruption for customers especially during a time of
transition to a significantly different insurance model.
Please provide a table showing each the available options, a brief description of the
disruption it is expected to create for customers, a description of how such disruption is
mitigated by each option, the expected period of time of disruption and its relative
ranking from least to disruptive.
Response:
Please refer to the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.1.2, which sets out a table
of the pros and cons of each option available.

The disruption referred to in the excerpt for the Application in the preamble to this information
request relates to separate billings or refunds for customers during a period of adjustment to
Enhanced Care, lower insurance premiums, resultant Enhanced Care rebates and also more
recently, COVID-19 rebates. ICBC does not expect a disruption to customers if Basic insurance
rates are adjusted, as indicated in Options (2) and (3), since these will be incorporated in
customer renewals.
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2021.1 RR TREAD.1.3-4 Reference: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY Reference: EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 1, Appendix lA, p. lA-2
Interim Rates
On page lA-2 ICBC states:
Interim rate approvals will allow the BCUC to readjust rates, if necessary, back to
the date they were made interim. If the BCUC's final decision determines a Basic
insurance rate to be other than as sought in this Application, ICBC proposes that,
in recognition of the closed system in which rate setting occurs, and excepting
the adjustments to the Enhanced Care rebates as directed by government and
described in Section A.2 above; the difference be deferred until implementation of
the approved Basic insurance rate arising from the next [revenue requirements
application] RRA on December 15, 2022. This is the least costly of the options
available and causes least disruption for customers especially during a time of
transition to a significantly different insurance model.
1.3 Please describe and discuss what ICBC expects will be the total period of time of
transition to a significantly different insurance model. Provide the start and expected end
dates of the transition period and discuss whether ICBC expects different phases (e.g.
Rate Affordability Action Plan (RAAP) product reform, replacement of RAAP by
Enhanced Care, main types of disruption, intensity of disruption, etc.) during the full
transition period.
1.4 Please identify and discuss events or developments that ICBC contemplates may
require an extension ofthe total period of transition to a significantly different insurance
model. Discuss the
Response:
1.3

On February 6, 2020, the Government announced its intent to implement a new care-based
approach for automobile insurance. The specific legislation for Enhanced Care under Bill 11
was introduced on March 11, 2020 and received Royal Assent on August 14, 2020. It outlined
amendments to the Insurance Vehicle Act that will be implemented by May 1, 2021 meaning
that any claim involving a motorist insured by ICBC after that date will be handled in accordance
with this new legislation.

Preparation for the transition began immediately after the first announcement by the
Government. During this time, ICBC has worked to finalize a number of transition items such as
legislation and regulation approval, communication with customers, consultation with critical
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business partners, business and system process redesign, and workforce planning including
updating job profiles and staff deployment, hiring, and training.

ICBC has not specifically determined an end date for the transition to the new model. After
May 1, 2021, ICBC will be serving customers under three separate models for handling BC
claims: claims for crashes that occurred before April 1, 2019 (pre-RAAP or full tort claims),
claims for crashes that occur over the period from April 1, 2019 to April 30, 2021 (RAAP or
modified tort claims), and claims for crashes that occur from May 1, 2021 (Enhanced Care or
new claims). Operationally, claims for each of the three models will be handled in accordance
with each of the defined systems using appropriate processes and procedures, and staffed with
capable personnel.
1.4

Because ICBC has not isolated a specific end date for completion of the change to the
Enhanced Care model, there is no ability to publish an accompanying comprehensive list of
events or developments that may affect the transition end date. That said, events like the
recent decision by the BC Supreme Court on the constitutionality of the Civil Resolution Tribunal
jurisdiction to determine whether an injury is a minor injury or to determine liability of claims of
$50,000 or less, is an example of items that could affect the rate at which the claims unrelated
to Enhanced Care are finalized and closed.
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2021.1 RR TREAD.2.1-2 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
ICBC 2019 Revenue Requirement Application dated December 14, 2018, Exhibit B-1,
Chapter 3, pp. 3-5, 3-6; ICBC 2021 Revenue Requirements Application (Application),
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section A, p. 4A-1; Web-Based Workshop &
Procedural Conference Transcript Volume 1 (Workshop Transcript), p. 45
Loss Cost Forecast Variance
On page 45 of the Workshop Transcript, ICBC was asked to explain what happens to
changes and estimates for PY 2021 and why there is no impact on rates for changes in
estimates for prior policy periods and regimes. In response, ICBC stated:
...rate setting is forward looking. We're looking at costs that occur the next
upcoming policy year. We talked earlier a bit of why capital is important, and that
is because if we didn't start [sic] rates in the past to cover costs, that difference
gets absorbed by capital.
2.1 Please confirm that in its forward-looking rate setting ICBC does expect COVID-19 to
have material impacts on costs in PY 2021. If not, please explain why such impacts are
not expected and discuss the basis for that view.
2.2 In the context of the above-quoted statement please explain why quantifying
expected COVID impacts on costs, as challenging as that may be, are excluded from
consideration for rate setting in PY 2021. How does excluding consideration of COVID-19
impacts on costs square with actuarial practice of using math and statistics to estimate
the financial impact of uncertainty and help clients minimize risk?
Response:
At the time of the Application, ICBC’s best estimate of the COVID-19 impacts on PY 2021 was
zero percentage points of rate given the range of potential impacts, both positive and negative,
and their associated uncertainty from several influencing factors such as the timing of vaccines,
length of restrictions, and customer behaviour on the use of their vehicles. This assumption is
ICBC’s unbiased best estimate at the time of the Application, and is in accordance with the
accepted actuarial practice in Canada.

Details on the analysis that ICBC undertook with

regards to COVID-19 impacts are discussed in the response to information request
2021.1 RR BCUC.3.2.
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2021.1 RR TREAD.3.1 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Section A.1, p. 3-3
COVID-19 Impact
On page 3-3 of the Application, ICBC states:
1 ...ICBC is assuming that for policies issued May 1, 2021 and subsequent, costs
and premium revenues will have returned to pre-COVID-19 expected trends. Any
historical data that may have been influenced by the pandemic has been removed
from any trending analysis; therefore, COVID-19 has had no impact on the PY
2021 rate indication.
On page 49 of the Workshop Transcript, ICBC elaborated, stating
2 ...we're not saying that [COVID-19] will not have any influence on premiums or
claims costs post May 1st, 2021, but rather we do not have a credible estimate
available on what those impacts will be post May 1st, 2021. There is so much
uncertainty on the impacts, ranging from how fast people will be vaccinated to the
potential shift away from transit to driving. Therefore, for the purposes of this
application, we have assumed that costs and premiums will return to pre-COVID
2019 [sic] terms.
3.1 Please explain why ICBC's team of internal and external actuaries are apparently
unable to provide any credible estimate of COVID-19 impacts on premiums or claims
costs post May 1 2021.
3.1.1 Did ICBC's team of internal and external actuaries provide any estimate of COVID-19
impacts on premiums or claims costs post May 1 2021? If so, did ICBC determine that the
estimate was not credible?
3.1.2 Please fully explain why ICBC's team of internal and external actuaries are unable to
provide any credible estimate of COVID-19 impacts on premiums or claims costs post
May 1 2021 notwithstanding that estimating uncertainties appears to be the primary value
that ICBC's actuaries are expected to provide.
3.1.3 Were ICBC's team of internal and external actuaries unable or unwilling to provide a
credible estimate of COVID-19 impacts on premiums or claims costs post May 12021?
3.1.4 Please explain why ICBC's team of internal and external actuaries did not provide a
range of COVID-19 impacts on premiums or claims costs post May 1 2021.
3.1.5 Please explain why ICBC's team of internal and external actuaries did not at least
provide a range of COVID-19 impacts on premiums or claims costs post May 12021 rather
than simply defaulting to any apparently highly unlikely scenario of zero impacts?
Response:
Please refer to the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.3.2 for a discussion
regarding ICBC’s assessment on COVID-19 impacts including clarification on the phrase “we do
not have a credible estimate” that was stated in the Workshop.
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2021.1 RR TREAD.3.2 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Section A.1, p. 3-3
COVID-19 Impact
On page 3-3 of the Application, ICBC states:
1 ...ICBC is assuming that for policies issued May 1, 2021 and subsequent, costs
and premium revenues will have returned to pre-COVID-19 expected trends. Any
historical data that may have been influenced by the pandemic has been removed
from any trending analysis; therefore, COVID-19 has had no impact on the PY
2021 rate indication.
On page 49 of the Workshop Transcript, ICBC elaborated, stating
2 ...we're not saying that [COVID-19] will not have any influence on premiums or
claims costs post May 1st, 2021, but rather we do not have a credible estimate
available on what those impacts will be post May 1st, 2021. There is so much
uncertainty on the impacts, ranging from how fast people will be vaccinated to the
potential shift away from transit to driving. Therefore, for the purposes of this
application, we have assumed that costs and premiums will return to pre-COVID
2019 [sic] terms.
Please explain why ICBC considers it appropriate to entirely exclude any effect of COVID19 on costs and premium revenues for PY 2021 when there appears to be no scientific
basis for assuming COVID-19 and its impacts will simply disappear on or before May 1,
2021.
Response:
Please refer to the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.3.2 regarding how
COVID-19 impacts on PY 2021 were assessed.
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2021.1 RR TREAD.3.3 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Section A.1, p. 3-3
COVID-19 Impact
On page 3-3 of the Application, ICBC states:
I ...ICBC is assuming that for policies issued May 1, 2021 and subsequent, costs
and premium revenues will have returned to pre-COVID-19 expected trends. Any
historical data that may have been influenced by the pandemic has been removed
from any trending analysis; therefore, COVID-19 has had no impact on the PY
2021 rate indication.
On page 49 of the Workshop Transcript, ICBC elaborated, stating
2 ...we're not saying that [COVID-19] will not have any influence on premiums or
claims costs post May 1st, 2021, but rather we do not have a credible estimate
available on what those impacts will be post May 1st, 2021. There is so much
uncertainty on the impacts, ranging from how fast people will be vaccinated to the
potential shift away from transit to driving. Therefore, for the purposes of this
application, we have assumed that costs and premiums will return to pre-COVID
2019 [sic] terms.
Does accepted actuarial practice routinely include estimates of future uncertainties? If
not, please explain why the ability to estimate uncertainties is not one of the main
benefits of accepted actuarial practice.
Response:
Accepted Actuarial Practice (AAP) is the manner of performing work in Canada, specifically by
defining the constraints of judgment actuaries employ, that are in accordance with standards
and rules outlined within the actuarial profession.

Actuaries are relied upon to forecast

estimates which are uncertain by nature. So yes, actuaries provide estimates that adhere to
AAP using available information, assumptions, actuarial methods, and judgment. As explained
in the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.3.2, ICBC’s best estimate of the impact
from COVID-19 (that relies on uncertain information) is a 0 percentage point impact on PY 2021
required premium. This estimate is in accordance with AAP.
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2021.1 RR TREAD.3.4 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Section A.1, p. 3-3
COVID-19 Impact
On page 3-3 of the Application, ICBC states:
I ...ICBC is assuming that for policies issued May 1, 2021 and subsequent, costs
and premium revenues will have returned to pre-COVID-19 expected trends. Any
historical data that may have been influenced by the pandemic has been removed
from any trending analysis; therefore, COVID-19 has had no impact on the PY
2021 rate indication.
On page 49 of the Workshop Transcript, ICBC elaborated, stating
2 ...we're not saying that [COVID-19] will not have any influence on premiums or
claims costs post May 1st, 2021, but rather we do not have a credible estimate
available on what those impacts will be post May 1st, 2021. There is so much
uncertainty on the impacts, ranging from how fast people will be vaccinated to the
potential shift away from transit to driving. Therefore, for the purposes of this
application, we have assumed that costs and premiums will return to pre-COVID
2019 [sic] terms.
Will ICBC commit to provide regular updates throughout the balance of this proceeding
until the Argument phase regarding new information on COVID-19 variants and the
timing of vaccine distribution that becomes available and a discussion of how such new
information may require revisions to the Application (e.g. required rate change, claim
frequency, claim severity and exposures, etc.)? If not, please explain why such updates
would not be appropriate.
Response:
No, ICBC will not be providing regular updates regarding new information on COVID-19
variants, the timing of vaccine distribution, nor any discussion on potential revisions to the
Application. The analysis put forward in the Application is based on data at a point in time and
is not updated to reflect emerging information subsequent to the Application. Please see further
details in the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.3.2 for the appropriateness of
this approach.
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2021.1 RR TREAD.4.1.1 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 1, p. 1-4; Chapter 3, Section A.1, p. 3-1 Introduction
On page 3-1 of the Application, ICBC states:
The broad analytical framework that ICBC's actuaries have employed to determine
the rate indication, including the components of the rate indication, largely tracks
that employed in prior revenue requirements applications (RRAs). The key point of
differentiation is in the data used to support the forecasted claims for the new
Enhanced Care accident benefits coverage, given this is a fundamentally different
product than what ICBC has today. As described in this section, ICBC and
external consulting actuaries, Ernst & Young LLP (EY), have relied on available
data, methods and assumptions to complete the actuarial analysis.
In the context of the Enhanced Care delivery model being "fundamentally different" from
what ICBC has today, please explain ICBC's consideration of the following::
Tracking and reporting to the BCUC and stakeholders the actual savings ICBC achieves
due solely to reduced legal costs.
Response:
Tracking and reporting of reduced legal costs associated with claims occurring on or after
May 1, 2021 would be speculative to measure. ICBC will track the amount of legal costs that
are paid during the claims resolution process for the Enhanced Care model, however,
determining the savings would require knowing the amount of legal costs that would have been
paid for those claims under the modified tort model. Since this latter amount is not available,
the savings cannot be tracked and reported in an informative or measurable manner.
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2021.1 RR TREAD.4.1.2 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 1, p. 1-4; Chapter 3, Section A.1, p. 3-1 Introduction
On page 3-1 of the Application, ICBC states:
The broad analytical framework that ICBC's actuaries have employed to determine
the rate indication, including the components of the rate indication, largely tracks
that employed in prior revenue requirements applications (RRAs). The key point of
differentiation is in the data used to support the forecasted claims for the new
Enhanced Care accident benefits coverage, given this is a fundamentally different
product than what ICBC has today. As described in this section, ICBC and
external consulting actuaries, Ernst & Young LLP (EY), have relied on available
data, methods and assumptions to complete the actuarial analysis.

In the context of the Enhanced Care delivery model being "fundamentally different" from
what ICBC has today, please explain ICBC's consideration of the following::
Is the fundamentally different model expected to give a rise to a need to revise ICBC's
rate design? If yes, please provide the expected date of filing of a rate design Application
to reflect the fundamentally different model. If no, please explain why ICBC believes that
a fundamentally different model will not necessitate rate design changes.
Response:
As more costs move to accident benefits and the majority of tort costs are eliminated for
crashes that occur in BC, there are changes in risk for certain rate classes (e.g., rate classes
that operate primarily outside of BC).

These issues were addressed through the Basic

Insurance Tariff Amendment Application in Support of Enhanced Care (Exhibit B-2), please
refer to section D.2 for more details. Once data is available under the Enhanced Care model,
ICBC will continue to update its models with respect to how rates are charged to individual
customers.

If changes are needed in its current rate design model, ICBC will work with

government to determine next steps and keep the BCUC advised on future filings.
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2021.1 RR TREAD.5.1-2 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Section B.2, pp. 3-18, 319 Material Damage Coverage
On page 3-18 of the Application, ICBC states:
Under Enhanced Care, vehicle damage caused by another vehicle within BC will
now be covered by the not at-fault vehicle owner's policy under the new first party
coverage, Basic Vehicle Damage coverage (BVDC). However crashes involving a
BC driver and occurring in other jurisdictions that operate under a tort system
(e.g., Alberta, Washington) as well as crashes that cause non-vehicle damage by a
BC driver (e.g., crashing into a fence irrespective of whether it occurs in BC or
not) will still be provided under the current PD coverage.
5.1 Is ICBC aware of any material differences in the average cost of basic vehicle
damage claims between BC and specific particular jurisdictions that operate under a tort
system (e.g. California, Michigan, etc.)? Please identify such jurisdictions and indicate
the magnitude of such differences.
5.2 Do the differences in basic vehicle damage claims in BC relative to adjacent
jurisdictions of Alberta, Washington, Idaho, Montana, Yukon and Northwest Territories
sufficient to support a binary classification of vehicle damage claims inside or outside
BC? Did ICBC consider any other geographic classifications (e.g. BC and one or more
other jurisdictions vs. all other jurisdictions)?
Response:
Since ICBC does not rely on the average cost of Basic Vehicle Damage (BVDC) claims covered
by other jurisdictions for the purpose of forecasting the cost of future claims, it has not engaged
in a study of such costs nor classified them based on the presence of a tort system. Therefore,
ICBC is not aware of any differences in BVDC claims in BC versus other jurisdictions specific to
the impact of being in a tort system.

ICBC has separated its loss and ALAE forecast analysis for material damage claims between
those crashes that occur in province (categorized under BVDC) and those that occur out of
province (categorized as TPL-Vehicle Damage). The reason for this split was not because of
the difference in products but mainly due to the differences in vehicle mix (commercial versus
personal use) for those crashes that occur in BC versus those crashes that occur outside of BC
and to a lesser extent the differences in claims handling through repair facilities between BC
and

other

provinces/states.

Please

2021.1 RR BCUC.6.1 for more details.

see

the

response

to

information

request
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As the number of out-of-province claims will be relatively small in comparison to overall BVDC
claims, ICBC sees little value in further classifying claims occurring outside of BC based on
whether they are tort jurisdictions.
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2021.1 RR TREAD.6.1-3 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, pp. 3-13, 3-16 Enhanced Accident Benefits
On page 3-13 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC's [MR] frequency data is relied upon since changing to a new product with
enhanced benefits should not impact the propensity to claim for an injury.
6.1 Do both ICBC's internal and external actuaries share ICBC's view expanding no-fault
benefits will not influence the propensity to file an accident benefits claim?
6.2 Please explain ICBC's counter-intuitive that expanding benefits will not increase the
propensity to file claims. Please make specific references to insurance industry data that
supports this view.
6.3 As a general proposition does ICBC believe that if the public was initially offered a
benefit (e.g. $100) was significantly increased (e.g. $500) that the public would likely be
more inclined to apply for such a benefit? If yes, please reconcile that general
proposition with ICBC's above- referenced view. If no, please explain why ICBC does not
agree with the general proposition.
Response:
Please refer to the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.9.1 for clarification of the
statement in question concerning claim propensity. In particular Ernst & Young LLP (EY) notes
with reference to the Rate Affordability Action Program (RAAP) product reforms effective
April 1, 2019:

While we do believe there is a positive relationship between the number of injury
claims and the quantum of benefits available to injured persons, EY’s statement
regarding claim propensity takes into consideration that the current RAAP
accident benefits provide improved benefits to injured persons, incentivizing most
if not all injured parties to submit a claim. Therefore there is minimal additional
increase possible in the claim propensity for accident benefits under the
Enhanced Care model.
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2021.1 RR TREAD.7.1 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
ICBC 2019 RRA, Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, p. 3-24, Appendix A.1
On page 3-24 of the Application, ICBC states:
In other words, a larger portion of a customer's premium will be spent paying for
care, recovery and wage loss benefits rather than a significant portion on legal
and related costs.
Please provide a table showing the specific portion of a customer's premium that will be
spent on:
a. care, recovery and wage loss benefits;
b. legal costs; and
c. related costs (to legal costs)
Response:
The portion of a customer’s average premium that will be spent on the specific categories are
provided in the table below.

In this table, the care, recovery and wage loss category includes claims costs for Enhanced
Accident Benefits coverages, and a portion of claims costs for Bodily Injury (BI) coverage for
special damage, wage loss, and future care payments. The remaining BI claims costs are
further split into legal costs, general damage and other BI categories. Legal costs include
payments such as court order interest, third party costs, and third party disbursements. Item c
“related costs (to legal costs)” in this information request is depicted by “General Damage and
other BI” in the table below. For details of BI claims costs (versus average premium impact) by
different cost categories, please refer to the response to information request 2021.1 RR
BCUC.10.2.
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Components of PY 2021
Required Average Premium
($)1

Proportion

$475

54%

Legal Costs

$3

0%

General Damage and Other BI

$8

1%

$216

25%

All Other components

$177

20%

Total

$879

100%

Category
Loss & ALAE
Care, Recovery and Wage Loss

Material Damage & Manual Basic

1.

Please refer to the Application, Chapter 3, Figure 3.3 for the components of required average premium and
Figure 3.15 for the split by coverage of the Loss & ALAE component of the required average premium.
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2021.1 RR TREAD.8.1 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, p. 3-22
Historical TPL-BI Severity
On page 3-22 of the Application, ICBC states:
The out of province [Bodily Injury] Bl severity in the last 10 years supports an
annual increasing trend of +9.9%, which is expected to continue through PY 2021
for the TPL-BI coverage . Similar growth in the Bl severity has also been observed
in neighboring tort jurisdictions (such as Alberta, Washington, and Oregon),
where many of ICBC's out of province TPL-BI claims occur.
Please provide a list of jurisdictions outside BC that give rise to the most claims to ICBC
ranked from highest to lowest. Please also indicate for each jurisdiction whether it has a
tort- based, no-fault or other model.
Response:
The top five jurisdictions where out-of-province TPL-BI claims have occurred in the previous six
fiscal loss years (April 1, 2014 to March 31, 2020) ranked from highest to lowest by claim count
are as follows. These five jurisdictions make up over 85% of all out-of-province TPL-BI claims.
1. Washington: tort-based auto insurance system
2. Alberta: tort-based auto insurance system. Alberta is moving towards a hybrid no-fault

model for property damage (introduced by Bill 41 in December 2020), but will remain tortbased as it relates to injury claims.
3. California: tort-based auto insurance system
4. Oregon: principally tort-based auto insurance system; Oregon’s mandatory insurance also

includes some first-party injury benefits
5. Ontario: Hybrid auto insurance system; Ontario’s mandatory insurance provides

substantial first-party injury benefits, and permits tort claims subject to certain thresholds.
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2021.1 RR TREAD.9.1-2 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section B, p. 4A-7; Chapter 6, Section B, p. 6-4
COVID-19 Pandemic Impacts
On page 4A-7 of the Application, ICBC states that the COVID-19 pandemic has had a
negative impact on ICBC's ability to investigate claims, which could potentially impact
claims costs. ICBC further states:
In order to comply with the provincial health guidelines for COVID-19, it has been
challenging in many cases to undertake witness interview, conduct medical
examinations, and, for litigated claims, commence chambers applications. When
applicable, ICBC's Special Investigation Unit (SIU) is taking and recording
statements over the phone and is using video conferencing to interact with
customers. Under these circumstances, it is difficult to obtain the necessary
information to resolve a claim or to prepare for trail.
9.1 Please explain why Plaintiffs' legal counsel would not have experienced similar
COVID-19- related challenges as ICBC with regard to undertaking witness interview,
conducting medical examinations, and, for litigated claims, commencing chambers
applications.
9.2 Does ICBC believe Plaintiffs' legal counsel would have experienced different, less
serious or less frequent COVID-19-related challenges than ICBC? Please explain.
Response:
ICBC surmises that plaintiff counsel would have experienced similar COVID-19 related
challenges as ICBC with regard to undertaking witness interviews, conducting medical
examinations, and, for litigated claims, commencing chambers applications.

ICBC has no information to make any comparison on the frequency or severity of plaintiff
counsel COVID-19-related challenges.
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2021.1 RR TREAD.10.1-2 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section C.1.2, p. 4A-10
Consultations with Key Stakeholders
On page 4A-10 of the Application ICBC states that it organized consultations with a
diverse set of stakeholders to discuss a number of topics, including the following:
 Validation of the service delivery design and to obtain feedback on potential
modifications on customer engagement, patient care, and overall effectiveness.
Customer centric service design ensures an approach that effectively meets the
individual needs of the customer.
10.1 Please provide a table showing the full list of stakeholders ICBC consulted with and
the date(s) of those consultations for each stakeholder .
10.2 Please provide the criteria ICBC used to determine which stakeholders would be
consulted.
Response:
10.1

Figure 1 below shows the full list of stakeholder groups ICBC consulted and the consultation
dates.
Figure 1 – Stakeholder Groups and Consultation Dates
Stakeholder Group

Consultation Dates

Doctors of BC Liaison Committee

February 26, 2020
March 10, 2020
March 25, 2020
April 8, 2020
May 27, 2020
June 10, 2020
July 29, 2020
September 16, 2020
October 7, 2020
November 18, 2020 (General Practitioners)
November 25, 2020 (Specialists)
January 20, 2021
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Stakeholder Group

Consultation Dates

Health Care Practitioners Advisory
Group

February 27, 2020
April 7, 2020
April 23, 2020
May 21, 2020
September 22, 2020
January 7, 2021

Disability and Advocacy Advisory
Group

February 27, 2020
April 7, 2020
April 23, 2020
May 21, 2020
September 14, 2020
September 21, 2020 (regional Brain Injury Associations via
BC Brain Injury Association)
November 2020 (meetings with individual members to
discuss alternative funding scenarios)
January 21, 2021

Injury Recovery Design Panel

May 14, 2020
June 11, 2020
July 9, 2020
August 13, 2020
September 10, 2020
November 9, 2020
January 21, 2021

Physiotherapists of BC

June 30, 2020
July 7, 2020
July 21, 2020
August 4, 2020

Chiropractors Association of BC

June 8, 2020
June 22, 2020
July 6, 2020
July 20, 2020
August 10, 2020

Psychologists of BC (and
practitioners as invited by the
Association)

July 3, 2020
July 24, 2020
August 14, 2020

Association of Traditional Chinese
Medicine and Acupuncture (and
practitioners as invited by the
Association)

June 18, 2020
July 16, 2020

BC Association of Counsellors (and
practitioners as invited by the
association)

June 15, 2020
June 22, 2020
July 6, 2020

Canadian Association of
Occupational Therapists (and
practitioners as invited by the
Association)

June 10, 2020
June 24, 2020
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Stakeholder Group

Consultation Dates

Registered Massage Therapists of
BC

June 19, 2020

BC Association of Kinesiologists

June 18, 2020
July 2, 2020
July 16, 2020

Mothers Against Drunk Driving

May 12, 2020
May 21, 2020

BC Coalition of Motorcyclists

February 19, 2020

BC Cycling Coalition

February 20, 2020

Association of Independent
Assessment Centres

May 26, 2020

Wrongful Death Law Reform Society

June 8, 2020
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ICBC made the decision to consult both by interdisciplinary group (such as the Healthcare
Practitioners Advisory Group) and by individual practitioner stream through consultations with
associations. This decision was made to ensure that ICBC had fulsome discussion across
differing scopes of practice at depth with each association, as sometimes association leaders
are not clinical practitioners and may not yield the input needed to have informed consultations.
In addition, when ICBC consulted prior to the Rate Affordability Action Plan, consultations were
also completed by practitioner stream. This was found to be highly effective in bringing forth
diverse opinions and areas of expertise within a single practitioner group.

Further information on the consultation process can be found in the following document:

What We Heard: Summary and Findings on ICBC's Enhanced Care Coverage
10.2

These stakeholders were chosen for consultation as they are representative of the treatment
provider or advocacy community. They also possess specialist knowledge that ICBC did not
have internally or within its pre-existing stakeholder community.
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2021.1 RR TREAD.11.1-3 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section C.1.2, p. 4A-12 Consultation Framework
On page 4A-12 of the Application, ICBC state that it has enlisted "an independent firm" to
complete a series of customer insight workshops.
11.1 Have the insight workshops been completed? If so, when? If not, when is the
expected completion date?
11.2 Was the independent firm selected by a competitive bidding process? Please
explain.
11.3 Were the criteria for selecting participating customers designed by ICBC or by the
independent firm? Provide the criteria used.
Response:
11.1

Three sets of insight workshops were conducted and completed by December 16, 2020. The
criteria for participant selection for these workshops are provided in the response to information
request 2021.1 RR TREAD.11.3 below.

11.2

Yes, this vendor was selected through a competitive public procurement process in 2018 to
provide ICBC with broader market research services. ICBC renews its broader market services
contracts on cyclical basis as part of its public procurement policy.
11.3

The criteria for selecting participants for the customer insight workshops were designed in close
collaboration between the independent firm and ICBC.

The criteria for participation in the workshops included all of the following:


The participant had a claim with ICBC which included a claim for injuries.



The participant’s claim was reported within the past five years, with the exception of the
most severely injured, since those claims are often of a longer duration.
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Their claim is closed (no longer treating and/or settled).



The participant was able to recall the details of their claims experience.



The participant was 18 years of age or older.
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Participants were selected to ensure a diverse range of injury profiles, including severity and
nature of injuries sustained. Three groups were recruited to participate in the research, with 10
participants from each of the following groups:


Least severely injured: injury claimants who did not need to take time off from their
primary duties (e.g., work, school) in order to recover from their claim-related injury.



Moderately injured: injury claimants who did take time off from their primary duties
(e.g., work, school) in order to recover from their claim-related injury and were able to
fully recover from their injuries and resume their primary duties.



Most severely injured: injury claimants whose claim-related injuries were so
severe that they were not able to resume their primary duties (e.g., work, school) as a
result.

As part of the recruitment process, potential participants were asked questions to gather
information on a number of socioeconomic questions, including region, age, gender, ethnicity,
household composition, marital status, employment status, and household income. Once
potential participants confirmed the required criteria, participants were then recruited based on
these socioeconomic factors to ensure diversity in workshop participants.
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2021.1 RR TREAD.12.1-3 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section C.2.2, pp. 4A-15, 4A-16 Legal Services for
Claims Management
On pages 4A-15 to 4A-16 of the Application, ICBC states:
The majority of pending claims litigation arises from accidents that occurred prior
to the introduction of product reform on April 1, 2019... There has been an
increase in the cost to defend claims as plaintiff counsel is making higher
settlement demands and claims are becoming increasingly more complex to
litigate. There has been an average increase in settlement demands on litigated
claims by plaintiff counsel of approximately 40 per cent as of end of FY 2019/20
compared to FY 2016/17.
12.1 Please describe how plaintiffs' counsel are claiming to justify settlement demands
that are approximately 40 per cent higher over just three years. Why has ICBC to been
willing to pay significantly higher settlements if ICBC does not believe the demands are
justified?
12.2 Please explain what ICBC specifically means by stating "claims are becoming
increasingly more complex to litigate".
12.3 Is any of the perceived increasing complexity a result of the court system or rules
rather than conduct of Plaintiffs' counsel? Please explain.
Response:
12.1
ICBC did not state that it is willing to pay significantly higher settlements if it does not believe the
demands are justified. Whenever possible ICBC tries to negotiate a fair resolution of all claims.
Where that cannot be done, the claim may need to proceed to trial for assessment.

Higher settlement demands from plaintiff counsel arise from their use of certain tactics to the
handling of claims. These tactics include an increased number of experts, securing of more
complex and costly expert reports, and an increased tendency to seek compensation for loss of
earning capacity and/or future care costs.
12.2
Claims become more complex to litigate for a number of reasons. These include, but are not
limited to, the following:
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The number of experts used



The size and complexity of the expert reports to be reviewed, considered, and
responded to



The breadth and diversity of views and positions within the experts in a given field



The number of heads of damages for which the plaintiff makes a claim



The level of uncertainty surrounding what the future might hold for the injured claimant

12.3

The perceived increasing complexity is not because of the court system or the Rules of Court.
Increases in the number of experts and reports used by plaintiff counsel have created more
uncertainty. The uncertainty requires ICBC, and defence counsel, to consider a broader range
of risks and to assess how to factor them into an assessment of the claim or, where appropriate,
to respond to them. The additional uncertainty makes the assessment of potential outcomes
more difficult and costly.
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2021.1 RR TREAD.13.1 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
ICBC website MD Program Changes
On icbc.com1, under the heading "What are the changes to vehicle damage coverage?",
ICBC states:
We are also changing the way vehicle repair costs are paid for when you're not
responsible for a crash.
Here's how it will work: if you're driving in B.C. and another driver crashes into
your vehicle, your own Basic Vehicle Damage coverage will cover your repair
costs. This will not impact your premiums, because you did not cause the crash.
Under today's system, these costs would have been paid for by the insurance
policy of the other driver, the one responsible for the crash . This change to Basic
Vehicle Damage coverage means everyone's own coverage will take care of their
vehicle. All policyholders will have a consistent level of vehicle damage protection
when they're not responsible for a crash, and they won't need to rely on the atfault driver's third-party liability coverage.
Please explain how and to what extent ICBC will recover costs from the driver
responsible for a crash under the new model.
1

https://enhancedcare.icbc.com/care-and-coverages#vehicle-damage-coverage

Response:
With Enhanced Care, fault still matters. Like today, drivers are held accountable and pay more
in insurance premiums if they cause crashes. Even though the not at-fault driver’s vehicle will
be repaired under the Basic Vehicle Damage Coverage, if the claim is deemed chargeable, it
will still follow the at-fault driver from an individual rating perspective, possibly resulting in an
increase in the at-fault driver’s insurance premium. For more details on how and to what extent
drivers are impacted by at-fault crashes, please refer to the 2018 Basic Insurance Rate Design
Application, Chapter 3, Section C.3 and the Tariff Amendment Application in Support of
Enhanced Care, Section D.2, BCUC Exhibit B-2.
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2021.1 RR TREAD.13.2 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
ICBC website MD Program Changes
On icbc.com1, under the heading "What are the changes to vehicle damage coverage?",
ICBC states:
We are also changing the way vehicle repair costs are paid for when you're not
responsible for a crash.
Here's how it will work: if you're driving in B.C. and another driver crashes into
your vehicle, your own Basic Vehicle Damage coverage will cover your repair
costs. This will not impact your premiums, because you did not cause the crash.
Under today's system, these costs would have been paid for by the insurance
policy of the other driver, the one responsible for the crash . This change to Basic
Vehicle Damage coverage means everyone's own coverage will take care of their
vehicle. All policyholders will have a consistent level of vehicle damage protection
when they're not responsible for a crash, and they won't need to rely on the atfault driver's third-party liability coverage.
Will these very significant changes in whose coverage pays for the costs of a crash
necessitate rate changes? Please explain why or why not.
1

https://enhancedcare.icbc.com/care-and-coverages#vehicle-damage-coverage

Response:
To clarify, these very significant changes are regarding the change in administration of Basic
material damage (MD) claims cost, particularly regarding whose policy will respond in the event
of a MD claim, not the overall cost of the MD coverage.

As explained in the Application,

Chapter 3, Paragraph 41, the overall MD claims costs covered under Basic insurance will not
change, with the following minor exceptions:


Vehicle damages caused by unidentified drivers (hit and run incidents) will no longer be
covered under Basic insurance coverage.



The Basic limit on the new first party MD coverage is $200,000.

These minor changes have been taken into account in the PY 2021 rate change analysis,
resulting in an immaterial impact to the -15% rate indication.
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2021.1 RR TREAD.14.1-2 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section C.4, pp. 4A-20, 4A-23 Counter-Fraud
Program
On page 4A-20 of the Application, ICBC states:
There are no counter-fraud savings associated with the PY 2021 rate indication, as
ICBC is not yet able to quantify how the fraud program will impact claims post
May 1, 2021."
On page 4A-23 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC's counter-fraud program is designed for pre-Enhanced Care claims and it
will evolve to address new challenges that will be inherent under the Enhanced
Care model. For instance, under Enhanced Care there is less incentive to
exaggerate a minor injury due to the elimination of payments for pain and
suffering that is available under the tort-based system; however, the higher limits
under EAB coverage may present an increased potential for other types of fraud,
and these factors will need to be reflected in the future fraud program.
14.1 Please explain why ICBC is not yet able to quantify how the counter-fraud program
will impact claims post May 1, 2021.
14.2 Why is it not possible for ICBC to at least estimate, with the assistance of its team
of internal and external actuaries trained in quantifying uncertainties, how the counterfraud program will impact claims post May 1, 2021?
Response:
Please refer to the responses to information requests 2021.1 RR BCUC.23.3 and
2021.1 RR BCOAPO.8.6 for details on why ICBC has not quantified the additional savings from
the counter-fraud program for Enhanced Care and issues surrounding relying on other
jurisdictional experience for such estimate. Please note that moving to an Enhanced Care
model from a tort model introduces very different types of fraud and it will take time to evolve the
program as well as measure and quantify future savings through ICBC’s counter-fraud program.
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2021.1 RR TREAD.14.3-4 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section C.4, pp. 4A-20, 4A-23 Counter-Fraud
Program
On page 4A-20 of the Application, ICBC states:
There are no counter-fraud savings associated with the PY 2021 rate indication, as
ICBC is not yet able to quantify how the fraud program will impact claims post
May 1, 2021."
On page 4A-23 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC's counter-fraud program is designed for pre-Enhanced Care claims and it
will evolve to address new challenges that will be inherent under the Enhanced
Care model. For instance, under Enhanced Care there is less incentive to
exaggerate a minor injury due to the elimination of payments for pain and
suffering that is available under the tort-based system; however, the higher limits
under EAB coverage may present an increased potential for other types of fraud,
and these factors will need to be reflected in the future fraud program.
14.3 With advance knowledge of the changes that would be likely or certain under the
Enhanced Care model, on what date did ICBC direct its counter-fraud program staff to
begin working on redesigning the program to address the anticipated new challenges.
14.4 Please provide the progress milestones and expected completion of the referenced
redesign of the counter-fraud program to address new challenges under the Enhanced
Care model.
Response:
ICBC began work on a review of the counter-fraud program in early 2020 and completed a
thorough fraud risk assessment for the Enhanced Care model. This included a review of the
new benefits and claim handling procedures to identify new or increased fraud risks and the
controls in place to mitigate them. In addition, ICBC conducted consultations with insurance
companies, industry experts, and service providers across Canada and the United States.
These discussions provided ICBC with an understanding of what type of fraud to expect with the
Enhanced Care model.

Based on this assessment a complete redesign of the program was not required, however,
adjustments have been made to the claims handling procedures to ensure the counter-fraud
program mitigates any new or increased fraud risks. ICBC will continue to monitor Enhanced
Accident Benefit claims and will make necessary adjustments to the counter-fraud program
should any additional challenges manifest that were not brought to light in the fraud risk
assessment.
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2021.1 RR TREAD.15.1 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4B, pp. 4B-2, 4B-3
Broker Remuneration
On page 4B-3 of Appendix 4B of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC has committed to ensuring fair remuneration for brokers. The current
'Strategic Accord' (2019-2027) between ICBC and brokers represented by their
professional associations, states "In the event of any material product or ease of
business change, ICBC remains committed to fair remuneration ." In recognition
of the additional workload undertaken by brokers due to rate design and
implementation of the Enhanced Care model, ICBC is planning an increase to the
Basic fees paid to brokers. [emphasis added]
Is the reference to the "additional workload undertaken by brokers due to rate design"
in regard to past rate design (already approved by the BCUC and implemented by ICBC),
new rate design changes that will be made necessary by the changes under the
Enhanced Care model, or a combination of both? If a combination, please indicate the
respective percentage increases in workload due to past rate design vs. future rate
design changes.
Response:
ICBC’s decision to increase the Basic insurance fees paid to brokers was the result of a review
of broker’s overall remuneration package and recognition of the additional workload created by
the new rating model and Enhanced Care. Brokers play an essential role in the success of
these changes. In coming to this decision, ICBC considered the increased effort brokers have
made, and are continuing to make, as well as the fact that Basic fees have not increased since
2017. This fee increase acknowledges work done in the past and the additional work Enhanced
Care requires. Because this work is evolving and overlapping, ICBC is unable to calculate a
percentage for each change.
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2021.1 RR TREAD.16.1-2 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section A, p. 5-1; Appendix SA, p. SA.2; BCI website 7 British
Columbia Investment Management Corporation
On page 5-1 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC is transitioning the management of this investment portfolio to the British
Columbia Investment Management Corporation (BCI), a provincial Crown agent
with $171.3 billion of net assets under management as at March 31, 2020.
BCI is a provincial Crown agent with $171.3 billion of net assets under
management as at March 31, 2020, with ICBC's investment portfolio in excess of
$19 billion as at June 30, 2020."
16.1 Please confirm that the outsourcing the management of ICBC's investment portfolio
is entirely unrelated to the change to the Enhanced Care model. If not confirmed, please
explain how the two developments are related.
16.2 Was the choice to outsource the management of ICBC's investment portfolio to BCI
due to dissatisfaction with or underperformance by ICBC's own investment division? If
so, please elaborate. If not, what specific factors prompted the change at this time
coinciding with other major changes at ICBC?
Response:
The decision to outsource the management of ICBC’s investment portfolio to BCI was not
related to the move to the Enhanced Care model, nor was it due to the performance of ICBC’s
internal Investment Division.

Please see the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.27.1 for further explanation
regarding the decision to transition to BCI.
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2021.1 RR TREAD.17.1-2 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section A, p. 5-1; Appendix SA, p. SA.1; Attachment SA.1, Section
8, p. 10
Transition to the BCI
Most of ICBC's investment assets were transitioned to BCI for management in November
2019. ICBC's directly owned investment properties were transitioned in January 2020,
while it is anticipated that ICBC's portfolio of mortgage loans will be transitioned to BCI
in early 2021.
ICBC further states on page SA.1:
17.1 Dos BCI charge ICBC a fee for providing management of ICBC's investment
portfolio? If so, how are those fees determined and structured?
17.2 How are BCl's management fees allocated between ICBC's Basic and Optional
businesses?
Response:
17.1

Please see the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.28.4 which explains the fee
structure for ICBC investments in BCI’s pooled funds and for those that are held separately.
17.2

For efficiency, ICBC maintains only one investment portfolio for both Basic and Optional
businesses.

Management fees are netted against investment income and the total net

investment income is split between the Basic and Optional insurance. The net investment
income is allocated between Basic and Optional insurance using the BCUC-approved financial
allocation methodology.
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2021.1 RR TREAD.18.1 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, p. 6-15; ICBC 2019 RRA, Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, p. 7-17 Building
Operating Expenses
On page 7-17 of the ICBC 2019 RRA, ICBC states:
In 2018/19, ICBC is expected to have 218 more FTEs compared to 2017/18 actual
FTEs due to claims-related staffing increases, and additional space is needed to
accommodate these employees... in 2018/19, building operating expenses are
forecast to increase by $2 million over the 2017/18 actual. This increase is
attributed to full year operating costs compared to partial year operating costs in
2017/18 for the Surrey facility, which was secured in 2016/17 to accommodate
additional claims-related staff and consolidate space at ICBC's head office in
North Vancouver.
To what extent, if any, do ICBC's forecast Building Operating Expenses reflect the widely
held view that work from home and office time-sharing arrangements that reduce need
for total office space will continue and perhaps increase post COVID-19?
Response:
At the time of the Application, ICBC’s forecast for building operating expenses did not assume a
reduction for total office space needed would continue.

Instead, ICBC assumed that the

building operating expenses would return to normal in 2021/22 and future year forecasts,
compared to 2020/21, which was lower due to the impacts of the state of emergency declared
by the Government over the COVID-19 pandemic. Please refer to the response to information
request 2021.1 RR BCUC.50.2 on expected building operating expenses in 2021/22 and future
years.

ICBC is currently assessing and developing its plans for work from home (WFH) arrangements
post-COVID-19. Please refer to the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.50.1 for
more details on ICBC’s WFH arrangements.
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2021.1 RR TREAD.19.1 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, pp. 6-11, 6-17, 6-18; ICBC 2019 RRA, Exhibit B-1, Chapter 10B, p.
10B-12
Professional, Administrative and Other Expenses
On pages 6-11 of the Application, ICBC provides the following table:

How much of Net Compensation forecast for each of 2021/22, 2022/23 and 2023/24 will be
paid to employees who are members of MoveUP (Movement of United Professionals)?
Response:
Please refer to the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.53.2 for net compensation
forecast for 2021/22 that will be paid to employees who are members of MoveUP.

The breakdown for July 1, 2022 through March 31, 2023 (2022/23) and 2023/24 forecasts are
not available as these details are predicated on results from a future Collective Agreement.
Please see the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.53.3 for further information
on the term of the current Collective Agreement.
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2021.1 RR TREAD.20.1-3 Reference: APPENDIX 7B - ROAD SAFETY
COMPLIANCE REPORTING
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, Appendix 7B, pp. 7B-3, 7B-4
RAAP Initiatives
On pages 7B-3 and 7B-4 of Appendix 7B to the Application, ICBC states:
The phased implementation of automated speed enforcement was completed on
schedule on March 31, 2020 with 35 of 140 red light cameras equipped with upgraded
technology that will also ticket the fastest vehicles passing through these high risk
locations...
The first ISC-SAs began enforcement at the end of July 2019. By the end of September
2020, the program had issued 70,000 speeding tickets...
20.1 Please provide the number of speeding tickets, of the referenced 70.000 issued, that
have been collected to date.
20.2 Please provide the number of speeding tickets, of the referenced 70.000 issued, that
ICBC has reason to expect will still be collected?
20.3 From the referenced 70,000 tickets issued, what are the gross amounts already
collected and expected to be collected in the future? What percentage of gross ticket
collections does ICBC receive?
Response:
20.1

Of the referenced 70,000 Intersection Safety Camera (ISC) speeding tickets that were issued
from July 29, 2019 to September 30, 2020, as of March 1, 2021 payment has been received for
51,847 of these tickets.

20.2

ICBC has not prepared a forecast of the number of ISC speeding ticket payments that will
ultimately be collected. Historically, payments have been received for approximately 90% of
ISC red light violation tickets after three years from the date of ticket issuance. After three
years, the majority of dispute and collection remedies have been exercised. It is too soon to
determine if the ISC speeding ticket payments will have a similar collection rate as ISC red light
after three years since the full activation of the ISC speed enforcement began on
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March 31, 2020 and ICBC does not have sufficient information, based on one year of data, to
accurately forecast the number that will be paid in the future.
20.3

As of March 1, 2020, the gross amounts already collected from those 70,000 tickets is
$9,416,106.

As indicated in the response to 20.2 above, ICBC has not prepared a forecast of the number of
tickets that will still be collected and therefore it does not have an associated forecast for the
dollar value for tickets expected to be collected in the future. The ISC speed enforcement costs
incurred by ICBC are not recovered through Traffic Fine Revenues. As noted in the Application,
Appendix 7J, Section C, paragraph 11, the Ministry of Public Safety and Solicitor General
provides funding for the speed activation project and its ongoing operating costs. However,
deductions are made from ticket fine revenue for other costs as described in the response to
information request 2021.1 RR RM.5.2. Related to those costs, ICBC retained a total of 31.7%
of ISC ticket revenue collected in calendar year 2019 and 29.0% of ISC ticket revenue collected
in calendar year 2020. Net violation ticket fine revenue, including ISC ticket fine revenue, is
submitted to the Consolidated Revenue Fund for distribution to municipalities under the Traffic
Fine Revenue Sharing program.
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2021.1 RR TREAD.20.4 Reference: APPENDIX 7B - ROAD SAFETY
COMPLIANCE REPORTING
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, Appendix 7B, pp. 7B-3, 7B-4
RAAP Initiatives
On pages 7B-3 and 7B-4 of Appendix 7B to the Application, ICBC states:
The phased implementation of automated speed enforcement was completed on
schedule on March 31, 2020 with 35 of 140 red light cameras equipped with upgraded
technology that will also ticket the fastest vehicles passing through these high risk
locations...
The first ISC-SAs began enforcement at the end of July 2019. By the end of September
2020, the program had issued 70,000 speeding tickets...
If ICBC does not intend to report data collection findings from the Inexperienced Drivers
Technology Pilot, if it proceeds, please explain why not.
Response:
The Inexperienced Drivers Technology Pilot (Techpilot) began in January 2020.

The data

collection phase, as noted on pages 7B-2 and 7B-3 of Appendix 7B, has been extended and will
conclude in October 2021. When data collection is completed, the data will be analyzed to
understand how telematics technologies:


Improve driver behaviour, reduce distracted driving, and whether that results in fewer
crashes.



Deliver a positive customer experience that promotes safe driving.

ICBC intends to produce a report in calendar year 2022 with the findings from the analysis
above.
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2021.1 RR TREAD.21.1 Reference: COMPLIANCE REPORTING
ICBC 2015 RRA Decision, Section 5.2, p. 32
Road Improvement Program
On page 32 of the ICBC 2015 RRA Decision, the BCUC states:
The Panel continues to support ICBC's Road Safety programs, including the
initiatives taken towards distracted driving and road improvements among others.
In particular, the Road Improvement Program evaluation indicated that there is a
$4.70 in crash cost savings for every $1 spent. Although the Panel recognizes that
ICBC is committed to hold controllable expenses flat to the 2014 budget, in light of
the 4.7:1 payoff ratio of existing programs, it would appear to be in the best
interests of both ICBC and the ratepayer for ICBC to spend more funds in this
area. The Panel encourages ICBC to continue to find ways to effectively use Road
Safety initiatives for the benefit of Basic policyholders.
Please provide the payoff ratio for the Road Improvement Projects for each year 2015
through 2020.
Response:
Please see the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.62.1.
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2021.1 RR TREAD.22.1-3 Reference: APPENDIX 7F - FRAUD INVESTIGATION METRIC
COMPLIANCE REPORTING METRICS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, Appendix 7F, p. 7F-2
Allocation Methodology Review
On page 7F-2 of the Application, ICBC states:
As shown in Figure 7F.1, the number of new investigations opened in fiscal year
(FY) 2019/20 reduced by 13% over the previous fiscal year. This decrease may be
due to the launch of product reform on April 1, 2019, due to the introduction of the
minor injury cap and the decrease in financial incentive to commit fraud. The BAE
NetReveal tool experienced downtime where it did not create alerts thereby
affecting the total number of investigations created by the system in FY 2019/ 20.
(emphasis added)
22.1 Why is ICBC unable to state more definitively why new investigations opened in FY
2019/20 decreased by 13% over the previous year?
22.2 Is ICBC still expecting more information, data or analysis that may indicate the
cause(s) of the 13% decrease?
22.3 Did ICBC directly seek explanations from its own investigators for the significant
decrease in opened investigations?
Response:
With Rate Affordability Action Plan (RAAP) product reforms, ICBC expected that the number of
new investigations could decrease. Prior to RAAP product reform implementation in April 2019,
ICBC conducted a fraud risk assessment and determined that product reform would have an
impact on the financial incentives customers will have to commit fraud, specifically regarding the
introduction of a minor injury cap. Although the decrease was expected, ICBC continues to
monitor claims data to identify any impacts to fraud identification and management.

ICBC cannot definitively state why new investigations opened in FY 2019/20 decreased by 13%
over the previous year. It is likely due to the RAAP product reforms that were introduced during
this period, which reduced the financial incentives with respect to minor injury claims. The
NetReveal tune that is discussed in the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.67.1
could also have had an impact although it is believed to be minor.
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ICBC believes that the information above sufficiently explains the 13% decrease and is not
awaiting further information, data, or analysis.

ICBC did not directly seek explanations from its own investigators specifically regarding the 13%
decrease in opened investigations but it does gather feedback regarding new and emerging fraud
trends. Internal fraud awareness communication and training is provided to employees to convey
emerging fraud trend information. Additionally, the ICBC’s Special Investigations Unit provides
regular feedback to the claims team on fraud indicators and trends through weekly huddles and
team meetings. This ensures that the claims team is aware of emerging fraud trends and that
fraudulent claims are identified and investigated.

